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1 Introduction

1.1 The Headedness of Syllables

Almost all phonological theories which recognise the syllable as a constituent also
postulate that this constituent has a head. The notions head and constituent are
formalised in different ways in different theories but the underlying intuition seems

to be the same in all formalisms.  In this thesis I explore some consequences of this
headedness hypothesis which I think have not sufficiently been worked out.

The criteria for headedness are quite diverse, but fortunately they converge most
of the time. I will mention the most important ones here.

One criterion is sonority.  As is well-known, universally the syllable consists of a
monotonic sonority rise, optionally followed by a monotonic sonority fall (see Basboll
1990, Clements 1992 for a few recent discussions) Therefore, every syllable has exactly
one sonority peak. We could call this peak segment the head.

Another criterion is prominence. Some phonological features, like stress or tone,

seem phonologically not to be assigned to individual segments but rather to syllables
or other prosodic constituents. When these features get realized they generally do so
on one specific segment. Again, we could call this segment the head of the syllable
(Clements 1984, Hermans 1994a, Odden 1995).

Inversely, it has sometimes been argued that the fact that vowel features can spread

skipping consonants in vowel harmony processes whereas consonantal features seem
to never spread over intervening vowels, is an argument for headedness (Kaye, Lowen-
stamm and Vergnaud 1985, Van Lit 1989, Van der Hulst and Van de Weijer 1995).
Vowels, being typical syllable heads, project to a level (for instance the nucleus) where
consonants are no longer visible. Whereas there is a level at which these vowels are
adjacent to one another, there is no similar level for consonants.

A third criterion is dispensability.  When we have a syllable like /tap/ id laguage,
we can strip off the /t/ and/or the /p/ still retaining a complete syllable (/ta/, /ap/,
/a/).  But in most languages we cannot do the same with the /a/ (* /tp/). We could
call this indispensible segment the head.  Unfortunately this criterion is not very strong
as it stands, because it gives undesirable results in the case of diphthongs (/pai/) and
in languages with syllabic sonorants (/pan/).  In the first case both /a/ and /i/ would

be assigned the status of head because the language would presumably allow both
/pa/ and /pi/ syllables, in the second case both /a/ and /n/ would get the same

1



1.1.   The Headedness of Syllables                                                                                                                                 2

status because the language would allow both /pa/ and /pn/.1  On the other hand, we
will see that some syllable heads in some languages can only occur in closed syllables.
Also the onset seems to be an obligatory subconstituent of syllables in many languages
without it being a head. In those cases this criterion would say the syllable has no head
at all. Still the intuition behind this criterion seems clear:  the head is the segment that
determines to a considerable extent the nature of the syllable.

A last possible criterion, amply discussed in Dresher and Van der Hulst (1995), is
complexity. According to these scholars heads in prosodic structure in general allow
more complexity than their dependents. For instance, the typical head of a foot is a
heavy syllable, whereas the typical dependent is light. Although Dresher and Van der
Hulst do not explicitly discuss the internal structure of syllables, we might assume
that segments have some internal complexity (measured for instance by the number
of marked features they contain); we then expect every syllable to contain exactly
one most complex segment, which we would call the head. Some phonologists have
recently argued for a complexity metric in the sense discussed here (Harris 1990, Rice
1992, Dogil 1992). Interestingly, this notion of complexity seems to coincide with
sonority. The most sonorous segments are shown to be the most complex ones by
the latter two authors but the first author gives exactly the opposite interpretation.
This criterion is the only one that does not seem to be directly compatible with the
framework proposed in this thesis, where some kinds of complexity cause segments to
be syllable heads, whereas other kinds of complexity cause segments to be dependents
in the syllable.

Although the Headedness Hypothesis is accepted by many phonologists,2 I con-
tend that it has more consequences than is usually acknowledged.

In other areas of grammatical theory it is often assumed that features of the head
can determine the structure of the projection which is built on that head. For instance,
in the so-called 'minimalist' view of syntactic structure (Chomsky 1993), a lexical head
which possesses a 'strong' feature F requires a functional head to be present higher
up in the projection which can license F (cf Muysken and Van Riemsdijk 1986 for an
older collection of articles dealing with features and projection in syntax). Similarily, in
morphology it is often assumed that morphological heads can have subcategorization
frames which determine the structure of the word (i.e. the presence vs. absence of
other morphemes).

In phonological theory, the head is not often assumed to play this role.  In this thesis
I will derive and defend a more specific hypothesis on the role of the syllable head in
prosodic structure, which says that the head of a syllable defines the internal structure

1This situation would become even worse if we consider languages such as Berber (Dell and Elmed-

laoui 1985) or Bella Coola (Bagemihl 1991); in such languages any segment can form a syllable of its
own, so that the criterion would collapse.

2The most well-known current theory that does not accept the syllable as a constituent at all is
Government Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1985, Kaye 1992). The most well-known
theory that recognizes the syllable, but no headedness, is mora theory under some of its guises (Hyman
1985, Hayes 1989b, but cf. also Hayes 1995).
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of that syllable:

(1)   Headedness. The structure of a syllable is determined by the feature structure
of its head.

In particular I will argue that the feature structure of heads determines to a large
extent the licensing of onset and coda positions in the syllable. For instance, it is
well-known that reduced vowels often show a severely simplified syllable structure
and do not allow codas or complex onsets. I will argue that there are constraints of the
following types: (i) ifa segment dominates a»ture F, it should head a branching constituent
of type T and  (ii)  if a segment heads a branching constituent Of type  T, it should dominate a

feature F. I call these constraints projection constraints.  I will show that there are such
constraints for every level of the metrical hierarchy, up to and including the foot level
and for several types of features, most notably those features referring to vowel height.
This is the central hypothesis of this thesis.

Below, I will briefly introduce the meaning of this hypothesis. Subsequently I will
offer a division into chapters of the material which has to be discussed.

1.1.1 The Headedness Hypothesis (HH).    I choose to adopt the following template
for a maximal syllable (cf. section 1.2.1 on several details of this structure, like the
status of the onset), graphically representing the headedness property in the most
straightforward way:

(2)             Al

A
N

/1
N

f.1
b r I k

The Headedness Hypothesis claims that the variable properties of the structure in
(2) are_dependent on the_feature material in the head.  Specifically, I will prgpose
certain conditions relating the presence of phonological features in the head and the

branchingness of X nodes of some projection level.
It is a direct consequence of the Headedness Hypothesis that no part of syllable

structure should be underlying. Underlying representations only contain phonological
features and perhaps association lines.  I assume that skeletal points - X slots or morae

- cannot be part of underlying representations. This means that underlying segmental
length (long vowels or geminate consonants) can only be represented by way of a two-
root representation (Selkirk 1991).  It also has some obvious consequences for the
underlying representation of glides and vowels, as will be discussed in chapter 7.
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Yet I will argue that also this type of representation is not always necessary and
that phonetic length can in some cases also be the result of the presence versus absence
of some feature.  I will show that this is one instance of the well-known tense-lax
distinction which corresponds to the open versus closed structure of syllables.

It is usually claimed that Dutch phonology draws a distinction between vowels
which are 'long' and vowels which are 'short' on the basis of paradigms such as the
following:

(3)     a. kim 'horizon' [k Im] kip 'chicken' [kIp] krimp 'shrink' [krImpl
b.   kiem 'germ' [kimI keep'goalie' [kipl *kriemp [krimp]

Phonetically, the difference is one of tenseness rather than length, at least in the case
of the high vowels, but this tenseness can be derived from the length. The phonetic
module automatically interprets long vowels as tense (and subsequently shortens tense

high vowels) under this standard interpretation.
The gap in (3) can be explained if we accept that (i) Dutch allows at most three

segments in the rhyme (modulo coronal stops) and (ii) the vowel [il occupies two slots
in the rhyme whereas the vowel [I] occupies only one slot, i.e. we distinguish between
the two vowels by representing them as in (4), where 'I' stands for the segmental
material which is supposed to be the same for [i] and [I] under some analyses. Similar
distinctions could be made for instance between [a] and [al. [o] and [o] and [0] and
[oe].

(4) a.    x

I

b.      x x

I

A lot of empirical problems arise, however, if we assume the representations in (4).  All
these problems lead me to conclude that Dutch does not have a length distinction at all.
The underlying difference rather has to be stated in terms of [lax]. Furthermore, the
Dutch rhyme allows two positions rather than three: both [ramp] and [rip] are larger
than monosyllabic, parsing the [p] into a degenerate syllable. These assumptions allow

me to explain the paradigm in (3) by the following constraint:

(5)    CONNECT(N, lax) =

a.   PROJECT(lax, N): No dominates [lax] = N branches.

b.   PROJEcT(N, lax): R branches - Af dominates [laxl

This is an instance of what I call a biconditional projection constraint. Such constraints
will be generally referred to in this thesis by the name CONNECT(X, Y). In many places

it will be useful to split the biconditional formulation into two simple conditional
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formulations. These will be referred to as PROJECT(X, Y).Both parameters X and Y can

range over a set of features or the set of projection levels.
The constraint CONNECT(lax, N) can be shown to be operative also in a harmony

language like Eastern Javanese; in this language all the vowels in a word are lax iff
its final syllable is closed. Similar conclusions can be reached for some Portuguese,
Spanish and French dialects and for Tagalog. Chamorro has a constraint relating the
open/closed character of a syllable to the height of the dominating vowel.

All the properties of Dutch just mentioned get a natural explanation under the

present assumptions. Furthermore, by (5) it is also explained why syllables cannot end

in a lax vowel. Dutch has CoV syllables in all cases where V is not a lax vowel.
The use of a parameter-like notation in CONNECT(X, Y) of course suggests that

there are other possibilities. I hope to show in the following chapters that Dutch has
evidence for projection constraints at every level of projection up to and including the
foot, i.e.  at the N: R N and foot level.  In most cases we refer to branching constituents;
for  instance the constraint PROJECT(Ft2,  lax)  in the analysis of French crucially refers

to branching feet; this is indicated by the subscript '2'.  Yet in the chapters 4 and 5 I
will refer in a few cases to a constraint on projection to the head of a foot, regardless

whether this foot is branching or not.

The range of features which can be mentioned in projection constraints is also quite
large and includes at least the major class features [iconsonantall and [zEsonorant],
the features [high], [lowl and [lax] (which I will call the aperture features), tone and the
feature sets V, the set of all vocalic features and Y, the set of all features.

(6)   a.  V= {high, low, lax, coronalv, labialv, dorsalv, (-cons, +son)}, the set of
vocalic features.

b.   C = {coronalc, labialc, dorsalc,...} the set of consonantal features.

c.  F= the set of all segmental features.

A complete formal discussion of all possible and impossible projection constraints will

be provided in chapter 8.
It might be interesting that one of the most well-known constraints of syllabic

theory can now be reformulated as a projection constraint:

(7)   ONSETs_ERQJECI(L N)_E If an N has any feature F e Y in its head, N should
branch.

According to this version of ONSET, the only onsetless syllables that are allowed are

syllables with a completely empty head. This is what makes it different from other

formulations of this constraint.  Yet we could argue that empy-headed syllables without
an onset will be ruled out by independent considerations of representational economy.3

As soon as a syllable has anything in its head, it should also have something in its onset

3Or by the constraint CONTOUR (p.  10D.
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also according to (7).  For ease of reference I will stick to the name ONSET instead of
PROJECT(X, Y) throughout this thesis.

For now, it is important to note that I assume that the projection constraints can be
divided into two subsets, one 'bottom up' (e.g. PROJECT(lax, R)) and one 'top down'
(e.g.  PROJECT(N, lax)).  It is useful to distinguish between the two types of constraints
because in some languages we find evidence for the bottom up version of a constraint
but not for the top down version, or vice versa.  If we assume a principle of constraint
interaction, it can be shown that bottom up and top down constraints play different
roles in the hierarchy. For instance, in some French dialects, (mid) vowels in closed
syllables get always laxed (chapter 2), showing an effect of PROJECT(N, lax).  Yet the
reflex of PROJEcT(lax, N) simply cannot be observed; mid lax vowels can also occur in

open syllables. This shows that the former constraint is visibly active in French, but
the latter is not.

Projection constraints in this thesis refer either to the specific features [icons],
[+son], [laxl or [lowl or to one of the feature sets.F, the set of all features or V. the set
of all vocalic features.

It will also be necessary in a few cases to refer to the logical opposite of projection
constraints. These are constraints that say either (i) ifa segment has a»ture F. it should
be  in a dependent position at  level  T or (ii)  if a segment is in a dependent position at level
T, it should have a»ture F. All weakness constraints we encounter in this thesis refer
to either [+high] or [+consonantal]. Such constraints I call weakness constraints.

Examples of such constraints are the constraints which say that high vowels are the
best candidates for gliding (WEAK(N, +high)) and that consonants prefer to occur in
the margin of a syllable (WEAK(+cons, N)) Constraints like these will be introduced in
chapters 5 and 7.

I now turn to schwa.  I will analyse this vowel as an empty root node with just
the major class features specified on it.  I think it is possible to show that the many
properties of schwa can be derived from its being an empty root node.

The main properties can be stated as follows: schwa does not allow complex onsets,
it cannotbe stressed and it only allows sonorantconsonants in the coda.  I wish to argue
that each of these properties follows from the defective feature content of this vowel.
For this reason, it can only project a minimal structure, i.e. a core (09 syllable.

We already know that schwa cannot head a closed syllable, because of (5).  I
suppose syllables where schwa seems to be followed by a sonorant actually have this
sonorant as the head of the syllable phonologically; the schwa is filled in later-say, in
the phonetic component.

What I need to derive, then, is that placeless vowels do not allow adjunction, even
though like all vowels they require an onset. Potential complex onsets always consist
of an obstruent+sonorant sequence in Dutch.  By the reasoning just outlined, these

sequences could as well be syllables of their own. I will argue it is actually even better
for them to be complete syllables than to be adjunction structures to an empty-headed
syllable.
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If these assumptions are worked out in the proper way, they explain at least the
first two properties of schwa immediately. Suppose for instance that a 'full' syllable
like drie 'three' [dril has the following structure:

(8)         R

A
N

A
N

No

d r i

Suppose that vocalic place features are necessary in order to license the highe evel
N. Since schwa does not have these features, it can only license the lower level N:

(9)     N

A-
N

NO

m a

We can also assume that R cannot branch.  If it did, by (5) it would get a specification
as [lax]. Because vowels with only aperture specifications do not surface in Dutch,
this would in turn trigger a whole apparatus of rules filling in also place features for
schwa, which would finally surface as [El (as in French achtalter 'to buy'- (il) ach/Elte
'he buys'). The question now is why in Dutch we can find sonorant consonants after
the schwa (vader 'father', adem 'breathe', open (id)= [vader], [adaml, [opan]). I propose
that in these cases the schwa is not underlying, but rather a specific form of phonetic
spell-out (Standard) Dutch uses for syllabic sonorants. This means that at the end of
the word sonorant consonants have the possibility of projecting a 'CV' syllable.  The
last syllable of vader can be represented as:

(10) _N

/1
N

No

d  r

This concludes the outline of my attempt to uphold the Headedness Hypothesis in
the phonology of Dutch. Approximately the same problems arise in the phonology
of French and Norwegian.  I will show these problems can be solved in this same
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framework and with a few minor differences in the specification of the grammar of
these three languages.

1.2 Theoretical Background

In this section I will present a discussion of the phonological framework adopted
in this study. Unfortunately, there is nothing like a uniform 'Standard theory' of
phonology to which one can refer at this moment.  In a study like this, one therefore
has to make - partly arbitrary - choices between competing phonological theories
on topics which are not of direct concern to the study at hand. In this section I present
some of the particular theoretical choices I have made.  A more complete overview
of recent theories can be found in works such as Kenstowicz (1994a), Roca (1994) and
Goldsmith (1995). This section can be used as a reference while studying the chapters
that follow.

1.2.1 Syllable Structure. The representation of syllable structure I use is an X theo-
retic constituent, but one without skeletal points (X-slots or morz, cf section 1.2.4):

(11)             N

N

A
N

'121
b r I k

Versions of X-bar theoretic representations have been proposed in Levin (1985), Uria-
gereka (1986), Michaels (1992), Harris (1993) and Hermans (1994a). We will see below
that there is also some evidence for branching nuclei in the representation of long
vowels and diphthongs (chapter 3).

The choice for this particular notation is partly arbitrary.  In Van Oostendorp
(1993) I have established equivalence classes of trees, X-structures, bracketed grids,

dependency graphs and autosegmental representations.  Each of these can imitate
important aspects of the behaviour of any of the others. We can therefore choose the
notation which suits our purposes best.

An advantage of X structures is that they graphically represent the head relations
that form the theme of this dissertation in a fairly straightforward way.  With a few
adaptations, an alternative notation like the mora theory (Hyman 1985, Hayes 1989b,

1992) can also represent headedness, but it does not seem to be particularily suitable
for this goal. The same is true for the classical 'onset-rhyme-nucleus' theory The
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notation used in Government Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1985,
1990) is not able to represent the relation between syllable head and onset segments
in the way which is needed here. In other words, I crucially need a syllable node
for some of my analyses to hold. Dependency trees, finally, are simply equivalent to
the X-bar structures used here.  I have chosen for the latter because they are more
familiar, because the morphological and syntactic theory I assume throughout this
study is Government and Binding theory (Chomsky 1981, 1986, 1993) rather than

Dependency syntax and because my assumptions on segmental structure differ from
those of Dependency Phonology.

Furthermore, recent developments in syntactic X theory seem to help solving some
problems. The classical problem, for instance, why onsets occur on the left and codas

on the right can in X-theory be reduced to the more general problem of why all X-
structure, syntactic or phonological, has a Specifier-Head-Complement order. Kayne
(1993) and Chomsky (1994) have argued that syntactic X-bar structure universally

corresponds to one constituent order only. This order seems to be exactly the one
proposed for the syllable.

The representation in (11) would not be an acceptable X-bar representation in the
sense of Kayne (1993), because the sisters to the main projection line are not maximal

projections themselves and because the N node projects twice.  Both of these latter two
options are allowed within Chomsky's (1994) version of bare phrase structure theory,

the graphical aspects of which I will therefore adopt.4 Another parallelism between
the X-bar structure used here and Chomsky's bare phrase structures is that there can

be at most two N nodes. This corresponds exactly to the number of segments in the
onset.

The most significant problem with the syllable tree in (11) lies in its relation to stress.

The difference between heavy versus light syllables cannot be captured easily in this
framework. This is the reason why many theorists have adopted a moraic model of
syllable structure. Stress is not the main topic of this study, however, and furthermore
various proposals have been made in the literature to reconcile non-moraic models of

syllable structure with the stress facts. One of these proposals could be adopted.
A large part of this dissertation will be devoted to an argument that the branching

or non-branching of a given Nn node is dependent on the presence or absence of

phonological features under Af and vice versa.  I will for instance argue that N can
only  branch  if  its  head  is  lax (in Dutch). The structure  of a syllable thereferels  very-

much dependent on the head of that syllable.
I will not discuss the structure of the onset in any detail. With Levin (1985), Mc-

Carthy and Prince (1986), Hayes (1989b) and many others I assume that the onset does

not exist as a constituent. Since I also assume that phonological (metrical) structure
is binary branching (Lieberman and Prince 1977, Kiparsky 1981), (11) seems the most

plausible structure. For syntax, it has been argued that every phrase contains maxi-
mally one 'specifier' and one 'adjunct' (i.e. two elements dominated by N) by Zwart

4(f. Chornsky (1995) for yet another view of syntactic X structure.
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(1993) and Chomsky (1994). Although it is hard to find criteria distinguishing between
'specifiers' and 'adjuncts' in syllable structure, it seems to be generally accepted that
in many languages the maximal number of segments in an onset is two (modulo the
coronal fricatives).  I will give independent evidence for the assumption thatboth onset
segments are dependent on the head in chapter 5.

1.2.2 Feature geometry.      I adopt the following feature tree (McCarthy 1988, Clements
and Hume 1995):

(12) I :Econs 3=son 1

Laryngeal [continuant] [nasall

[voice]... C-place

[coronal] vocalic [dorsal] [labial]

([lateral])
Aperture

V-place [high] [low] [laxl

[coronall [labiall [dorsal]

Some aspects of this tree I have chosen simply for the sake of explicitness.
For instance, in most chapters I am not concerned with the structure of the Laryn-

geal node.  I have adopted the proposal by Lombardi 1991 concerning this point.5 Also
the exact position of [nasal], [lateral] and especially [continuant] (Selkirk 1991, Wetzels
1993, Steriade 1993, Padgett 1994) is of no direct relevance to any of my claims.

While I do need to draw a distinction between a C-place and a V-place node, I am
not sure the dependency relation established here is crucial. A tree structure like the
one proposed in Lahiri and Koreman (1991) can possibly work as well. I also assume
that the class nodes labeled 'C-place'. 'V-place','Laryngeal', 'vocalic' and'Aperture' are
structural non-terminals; they cannot occur in a representation unless they dominate
some feature.

Except for the major class features (Clements 198D, all features have only one
active value in the parts of the phonology that I study.  I will assume that these
features are monovalent, but similar results can of course be obtained by theories of

underspecification or of feature value markedness. The active value of all features is

[+F].
5 In chapter 8 I will briefly consider the position of tone in the hierarchy and adopt a proposal under

which it is dependent on the Laryngeal node.
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I have chosen what seemed to me the most common labels for each of the features,

except perhaps for the Aperture features, for which again 1 refer to the next chapter. I
omitted several features to which I never make any reference at all, such as [stridentl
and [aspirated].

Crucial aspects of this tree for my analysis are the fact that the major class features

are specified on the root (McCarthy 1988), and furthermore the structure directly under
the root, C-place, vocalic, V-place and Aperture nodes (Clements 199la, 1993) and the
identity of vocalic and consonantal place features (Clements and Hume 1993).

Finally, there is some ongoing debate on the status of the class nodes in (12).
The classical interpretation of these nodes as real autosegmental elements, present on
their own tier, has recently been questioned by Hayes (1991), Van de Weijer (1994)

and Padgett (1995), among others. These authors have argued for an alternative

interpretation, under which labels such as Place or Supralaryngeal refer to sets of features
rather than to independent nodes. Since these proposals do not seem to diminish the

descriptive power of the theory in any way, my proposals here are neutral with respect
to this issue of interpretation. Yet I do assume that class nodes V-place or Aperture
can never be terminal elements in the representation and this assumption seems to be
more easily captured under the interpretation of Hayes, Van de Weijer and Padgett
than under the classical interpretation.

A large part of this thesis deals with Dutch phonology. In chapter 3 I will amply
discuss the feature structure of the Dutch vowels and in chapter 7 I discuss the glides [jl
and [w] and some palatalized consonants typical for Rotterdam Dutch. Here I simply
list the (Standard) Dutch consonants with their feature specifications:6

6The features [high], [lax] and [low] have been omitted, since they are only connected to vowels.
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(13)
?t p k d b s f x

[consonantall + + + + + + + + +
[sonorant] - - - - - - - - -
[voice] + +
[coronal]               +               +        +
[labiall                      +               +        +
[dorsal]                           +                         +
[continuant] +++
[nasal]

rlnmozvlh
[consonantal] + + + + + + + + +
[sonorant] ++++ +----
[voice] +++
[coronal] + +    +
[labiall                            +              +
[dorsal]                                 +              +
[continuant] + + + +
[nasal] +++
[rhotic]            +

This specification is not too distant from what most Dutch phonologists assume (cf.
Booij 1995).

I sometimes refer to the glottal stop in the discussion that follows, although I do not
assume that it is an underlying segment of Dutch.  It will turn out to be an important
assumption that the glottal stop and /h/ are (almost) empty consonants, the former
consisting of a root node without any dependents and the latter of a root node which
only dominates the feature [continuant] (I will return to the proper specification of
these segments in chapter 5). I am not very sure about the feature specification of [rl.
On the one hand, I will show below that it cannot have a place specification such as
[coronal] or [dorsall.7  On the other hand, it also does not behave like the really empty
consonants /?/ and /h/.  I have provisionally solved this problem by assuming a
feature [rhotic].

1.2.3    Specification and Underspecification.    As I have already indicated in the pre-
Vious section I need to refer only to one value for every feature, except for the major
class features. I therefore will assume all these features are monovalent, again except
for [ztcons] and [rtsonl. The latter features are supposed to be specified throughout
the derivation.

Underspecification theory becomes less relevant under such a view of features.
Nevertheless some additional assumptions have been made. First of all I assume that

7Cf. also Mester and It6 (1989), Steriade (1995) about the placelessness of [r].
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[coronal] has the status of the most unmarked place feature (Paradis and Prunet 1991,
Mohanan 1991, 1993, McCarthy and Taub 1991): it is the place feature that is most
likely to reduce and most likely to be inserted in the case of epenthesis.  Yet it is still
present in all coronal consonants and in all front vowels.

Furthermore I have decided to use a version of the theory of Combinatory Specifi-
cation (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) which seemed most compatible with Opti-
mality Theory  I assume that every geometrically well-formed feature tree can be input
to the grammar. Surface filters will then filter out unwellformed feature combinations.
For instance, Dutch does not have any low rounded vowels, as we will see below. In
my view, there can still be an input segment which is linked to both [lowl and [labial].
Yet for such a segment to surface something has to happen: either the feature [lowl
or the feature [labial] (or both) has to be delinked in order to escape the surface filter

against * [low, labial] combinations.
In addition to Combinatory Specification I adopt a theory of possible output filters,

or feature cooccurrence restrictions. All filters I need fit into one of the following two
schemes (I assume Ag,6 B):8

(14)  a. *I : 1
b. ADB

Constraints with the general form of (14a) forbid the combination of incompatible
features such as [lowl and [labiall or [highl and [lax].

Constraints following the scheme in (14b) state that a certain feature A should be

accompanied by another feature B. If we fill in [low] for A and [laxl for B we get the
statement that alllow vowels are lax.

The variables A and B can only refer to single features, not to feature bundles. This

already restricts the number of possible feature cooccurrence restrictions (to 2  x  1 3  x
12 = 312 in the case of 13 features). If we want to restrict the number of filters even
more we can assume the so-called Grounded Phonology Hypothesis of Archangeli and
Pulleyblank (1994): every feature cooccurrence restriction needs to be grounded in the
phonetics. This means for instance that we assume there can be a constraint against

the combination of [lowl and [labiall (say because it is relatively difficult to push the
tongue to its lowest position and open the mouth and at the same time round thelipsL -
but no similar constraint against [highl and [labiall. For more discussion of this issue

I refer to section 3.1.4 on page 66.

1.2.4     Skeletal tier.     For the representation of vocalic and consonantal length I adopt
a more radical version of the so-callled two-root theory of Selkirk (1991). According
to this theory, long consonants (i.e. geminates) are represented by two root nodes

on the melody rather than by two skeletal points or by 'moraic' consonants.  My

8 If we would allow for binary features, we could furthermore rewrite (14b)  as * [A, -B] or (14a)  as
AD-B A BD-A.
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approach is slightly more radical than Selkirk's (1991) because I assume the same type
of representation also for vowels.

Of course, nothing in principle will prevent us from adorning the structures used
in this thesis with moras or x-slots.  Yet I have found no real argument for such a move.                                     1
I think that one of the main arguments in favour of a two-root analysis is that it does
not need any additions to the theory.  If we accept the notion of an autosegmental root
node, there is nothing in the theory which can exclude a representation of the following
type for long vowels:

(15) B         B

1 1

root root

.VI
vocalic

We also predict this representation to contrast with the following:

(16) 99

root

vocalic

In fact, given the fairly rich notion of a root tier that I employ I have found no particular
reason to explicitly distinguish between a melodic root tier and a skeletal tier consisting
of either x-slots or moras in any of my analyses and therefore I have chosen to leave
the latter tier out of my representations.

1.2.5   Model of the grammar.   I assume the following minimal organization of the
phonological component (for Dutch):

(1D Underlying representations
1

Lexical Phonology

1

Postlexical Phonology

1

Phonetic forms
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The only division is that into lexical and post-lexical phonology. This division also
seems to be the only residue of derivational theory that I need. The type of argument
that will be made for this division below runs as follows. Some phenomena can be
derived on the surface but it can be shown that they cannot be present at some deeper

level. For instance, we will see in chapter 5 that Standard Dutch has both an underlying
schwa and an epenthetic schwa which are in complementary distribution and which
have different properties; in particular epenthetic schwa can form a closed syllable
whereas underlying schwa can not. I can only explain this difference by assuming
that epenthetic schwa is the result of a post-lexical process, arising at a level where the
condition forcing schwa to be in an open syllable is no longer very strong.

Another important assumption I make is that a process of stray erasure applies both
after the lexical and after the postlexical component (It61986). This means that in both
cases non-parsed material is erased and will not be input to the postlexical component
or to the phonetics respectively This assumption seems to be in accordance with
current practice in Optimality Theory as it is represented for instance in McCarthy and
Prince (1993a).

1.2.6 Optimality Theory. The hypothesis which I defend in this dissertation, is a
hypothesis on representations: there is a relation between features on a segment and

the properties of the prosodic structure which is headed by that segment. Derivational
issues therefore do not seem to play a crucial role. Yet in some cases, the analyst needs

to refer to them. I have solved this problem in the following way.
I have chosen to use a framework of constraint-based phonology in which the lin-

guistic generalisations are expressed in terms of output constraints.  More in particular
I have chosen to adopt the framework of Optimality Theory as it is presented in Prince
and Smolensky (1993a), McCarthy and Prince (1993, 1994) and related work. In this
section I will briefly outline the main properties of this theory as used in this thesis.

In this framework, linguistic theory consists of two functions, called Gen and Eval

respectively.
Gen takes at its input any phonological representation' and generates an (infinite)

set of output'candidates', forms which have been parsed into prosodic constituents, to
which epenthetic material has been added. Furthermore under the standard version

of OT, adopted here, Gen is bounded by the following restrictions (only):

Containment No element may be removed from the input form. The input is thus
contained in every candidate form.

Consistency o f Exponence No changes in the exponence of a phonologically-specified

morpheme are permitted.

Freedom of Analysis Any amount of structure may be posited.

9Following current practice, I assume this representation does not contain any prosodic structure (cf.

McCarthy and Prince 1995).
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The principle of Containment is abandoned in some more recent versions of OT (Mc-
Carthy and Prince 1994b) in favour of some other mechanism which makes the input
representation available for output constraint evaluations.  Yet I think this development
is of no particular consequence to the theory I present here.

The function Gen thus generates every possible analysis for a given input form. A
subsequent function Eval takes this set of output candidates as its input and selects
one of them as the actual optimal output. It does this by comparing all the candidate
outputs in parallel to a linearily ordered ('ranked') set of constraints. The higher-
ranked a constraint, the more forceful it is.

Suppose that a language has the constraints A. B. C and D. ranked in that order
(in OT notation: A»B»C»D). Suppose furthermore that for some given input Gen
generates the output candidates a, B, 7 and 6. An arbitrary constraint evaluation is
now pictured in the following way:

(18)
Candidates A B C D
a                   *!

0                       *1          *
47
6                             **1

An asterisk in a box means that the candidate in the horizontal line violates the con-
straint in the vertical column. The optimal candidate, the actual output is marked by
a 4 sign. This candidate is optimal, because all other candidates violate some higher
ranked constraint more often than this one does. 10

Candidate a for instance is non-optimal because it violates the highest constraint
A, while there are other forms which do not violate this constraint. Violation of A is
therefore fatal for a, as indicated by the exclamation mark behind the violation sign
(the asterisk). Notice that this candidate is non-optimal, even though in all it has the
smallest number of violations.

Similarily, candidate B is non-optimal because it violates constraint B. while there
are other candiadtes (notably 7 and b) which do not violate B and also do not have
more violations of any more highly ranking constraint (in casu A) than d.

Now the only two candidates which are left in the candidate set are 7 and b.
Both of these candidates violate constraint C, yet 7 is chosen as the optimal form,
because it violates this constraint only once, whereas 6 violates the same constraint
twice. Multiply violated constraints play a crucial role in many OT analyses, also in
the present study An instance is the constraint ONSET. This constraint says: syllables
should have onsets; it can be violated by any number of syllables in a word. If ONSET

were be constraint C in the tableau in (18), 7 could be a candidate with one onsetless

10For practical reasons I do not conform to all representational conventions of the OT literature.  For
instance I do not shade irrelevant boxes and I also do not use dotted lines to indicated unordered
constraints.
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syllable, whereas b would be a candidate output with two such offending syllables.
Candidate 7 is therefore selected.

In my view, using Optimality Theory in the analysis has the following advantages.
In the first place, many of my analyses will be based on the family of projection
constraints. This notion of afamily Ofconstraints is central to Optimality Theory.

Also, the better part of the analysis of language variation is based on the interac-
tion of the projection constraints with each other (e.g. in chapter 7) and with other
constraints (e.g. in chapter 6).  The most important among these are the so-called
Faithfulness constraints, which demand that input and ouput structures are maxi-
mally similar. Almost all Faithfulness constraints used here refer to features. I assume
that there are two general types of Faithfulness constraints:

(19)     a.   PARSE-c¥:  If c¥ is present in the input, it should be present in the output (and
parsed into higher-order structure) (e.g. PARSE-CORONAL, PARSE-LABIAL).

b.   'a: If a is not present in the input, it should also notbe present in the output
(e.g. *[coronal], *[labiall).

We can also see (19b) as a set of surface constraints prohibiting all occurrences of
a certain feature; PARSE-a»*Ici] would  then give exactly the required result  (and
'[a]»PARSE-a causes a feature to never surface  at  all,  so  that  we  can say  that * [high
tone]»PARSE-[HIGH TONE] in a language that does not use tone for linguistic purposes).

Finally I want to say a few words about my background assumptions of learnability.
I assume that something like the Subset Principle of Berwick (1985) holds; the initial
grammar is the most restrictive possible and the child only minimally changes its
grammar on the basis of positive evidence.

In Optimality theoretic terms at the initial stage of the acquisition process ap-
proximately the following statement holds: all constraints are ranked very high (are
assumed to be unviolated), except for the faithulness constraints. This gives approxi-

mately as an effect that the child generates only universally unmarked forms, and this
in turn has the effect of the Subset Principle, which makes language learning easier

to comprehend.  When a child hears a form it cannot generate, she assumes this is
the consequence of some lexical marking on that form, and that the violation of the
constraint she observes is due to the higher ranking of one of the relevant Faithfulness
constrAints.  Qf courg this isnot a fMB workej out model of OT language acquisition.
For instance it does not tell us what is assumed in the case of two potentially conflicting
constraints that are both member of the Faithfulness family, or that both do not belong
to this family and it also abstracts away from problems of noise in the input but for the
cases at hand it seems to work reasonably well. 11

Initially, the child assumes only the word tata or baba (Chomsky 1994) to be well-
formed, because it satisfies all relevant constraints. for instance ONSET. Now the child

11 I also abstract away from the partial reranking between lexical and postlexical phonology that seems

to be needed.
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hears a word starting with a vowel. It knows that it can only realize this form by
ranking some faithfulness constraint (for instance PARSE-VOWEL) above ONSET.

This is admittedly a heavily simplified theory of phonological acquisition, but it
serves its limited purposes in this thesis rather well.

1.3 Data

In this section I will briefly outline the sources of my data.  Most of my data come
from Standard Dutch of which I consider myself a native speaker. The Standard Dutch
data come partly from written sources (most often the phonological literature and
in a few cases dictionaries) and partly from my own observations.  I have always
checked all data against my own intuition but it seems to me that hardly any piece of
Standard Dutch data is controversial; I have tried to indicate the few exceptions. All
words and parts of words were considered to be part of my data, with two classes of

exceptions: names and interjectives. Names sometimes reflect facts about older stages
of the language and interjectives seem to have a peculiar phonology of their own.
For instance, Dutch has an interjective transcribed as t-t-t (indicating disagreement or
moral objection), with a repeatedclick which is not otherwisepartof the Dutch segment
inventory. The phonology of the class of names seems not so extremely deviant but
still I have assumed that there are no forms with underlying schwa between /1/ and
/m/ if the only counterexamples appear to be the names Willem [WIlam] and Collem

[lolam].
I have also used data from Dutch dialects, most prominently from Tilburg Dutch

and Rotterdam Dutch. For the data of these dialects I have relied more heavily on
written sources for these dialects and on my own observations (I do not have native

speaker knowledge of either); fortunately these proved to be sufficiently adequate.  I
have furthermore checked all my data against at least one native speaker. It turned
out that this type of data is potentially subject to more controversy.

For French and Norwegian, I used approximately the same method as for the
non-standard Dutch dialects, i.e.  I checked written sources against native speaker
intuitions.  For all other languages, I have relied on written sources only, unless
indicated otherwise.

In my transciption I followed a system which is closely related to IPA. Further-
more I used /x/ and [xI to denote input and output representations of the grammar
respectively (this means that [x] always denotes a phonological representation).

1.4   Organisation of the thesis

I will now propose a division into chapters of the material to be discussed.  I will briefly
indicate the topic of every chapter. The main line of the argument is as follows.  In
chapter 2 I give evidence for the constraint CONNECT(N, lax), a projection constraint
which is operative on the N level and refers to the feature [lax] and in chapter 3 I
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discuss the interaction of this constraint with phenomena of vowel length. In chapter
4,5 and 6 I discuss schwa (the empty vowel) in Dutch, French and Norwegian. I will
show that this vowel shows a defective behaviour at (almost) all projection levels, i.e.
N, R and the Foot. In chapter 7 I discuss the behaviour of high vowels and argue that
in addition to projection constraints, we also need weakness constraints, which are the
logical opposites of projection. Weakness constraints say that if a segment dominates
a feature F it wants to be in a dependent position. High vowels are a good example
of this:  they are the typical vowels that occur in the weak part of a diphthong, that
alternate with glides and that in some languages occur in unstressed position. Chapter
8, finally, gives an overview, of all the (projection) constraints that are introduced in
this thesis.  I show that the constraint set is not some arbitrary unprincipled set of
unrelated constraints, but instead can be subdivided into a small number of classes of

tightly related constraints.

1.4.1  Chapter 2 This chapter discusses the tense ('long') vowels of Dutch.  The
analysis based on CONNECT(N, lax) sketched above is worked out.  I argue that a
length-based theory of the Dutch vowel system encounters too many problems and
that for this reason it should be replaced by a theory based on the feature [laxl. I will
refute the arguments that have been adduced in favour of a length-based theory and
present all arguments I have found to be in favour of a theory based on [lax].  This
chapter is concluded by an appendix in which the history of the length vs. tenseness
debate of the last 65 years is reviewed.

1.4.2     Chapter 3    In this chapter I develop a complete analysis of length in the Dutch
vowel system, including diphthongs and 'loan vowels', and its relation to syllable
structure on the basis of the Headedness Hypothesis. A prominent role is assigned to
Brabant dialects of Dutch. These dialects have a complete set of long lax vowels in
addition to the system found in Standard Dutch. I will take the Tilburg dialect as an
instance. The Tilburg dialect has 21 vowels: schwa, tense [a, e, i, 0,0, y, u], lax [a, E, I,
0,0, ce, Y] and long lax [E:, 1:, 0:, 0:, oe:, Y:].  It can be shown that each of these vowels
is phonologically distinct from all the others.

On the one hand, Tilburg Dutch gives extra evidence for the tense/lax distinction
in Standard Dutch because this distinction is needed in this dialect in order to describe

-         the-difference  betweer'rlong' 13:1  on  theone  hand and tense  [olen the other    On  the                 _                _

other hand, Tilburg Dutch seems to contradict the hypothesis that Dutch dialects do
not have underlying length distinctions at all because the difference between [o] and
[o:] can phonetically only be described as one of length.

This chapter also includes sections on the nature of the feature that is needed to
describe the difference between the two main sets of vowels ([itensel, [rEATRI, [a
open}, [:Eperipheral], etc.),on diphthongs and on extrasyllabicity and on r-colouring.
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1.4.3   Chapter 4 Chapter 4 is devoted to Dutch 'derived' schwa. I argue that there
are three types of schwa in Dutch.  The most well-studied of these is underlying and
while this occurrence has many interesting properties, in this chapter I discuss two
types of'derived' schwa, viz. schwa as a reduction vowel and schwa as an epenthetic
vowel.  In some ways these behave exactly as the underlying schwa in Dutch, but in
others they do not. The reduction process can be seen as the loss of all vocalic qualities
in a given (unstressed, non-final) position. The epenthetic schwa is a default vowel
which is inserted for syllabic, and sometimes metrical reasons.  In this way, we can
hope to establish a unified theory of all occurrences of Dutch schwa.  I also review the
properties of 'post-lexical' schwa- the schwa of clitics and inflectional elements.

1.4.4   Chapter 5   In this chapter I argue that there is ample evidence showing that
schwa does not license a complex onset at an underlying level of representation. Also,
schwa is notoriously invisible for rules of stress.  In this chapter I will show that this
follows if we assume that schwa can only project to a minimal syllable as the result
of independently needed constraints on syllable structure. The defective projecting
behaviour of schwa itself follows from the fact that it is maximally underspecified and
in particular from the fact that it lacks a place node. It is well-known that segments

lacking a place node (e.g. epenthetic segments ) do not participate fully in the syllable
structure.

1.4.5    Chapter 6 Chapter 6 deals with classical questions with respect to French and

Norwegian schwa. There is ample literature on both the French and the Dutch schwa
(as well as the default vowels of some other languages) but hardly any work has been
done on language variation in this area.

Now the French schwa clearly is a puzzle for the theory sketched for Dutch schwa.
Phonetically, the two vowels are very similar and their behaviour also has a lot of
properties in common, like the stresslessness of schwa.  On the other hand, the be-
haviour of French schwa in the syllable is different from the one of Dutch schwa.  For
Dutch schwa we could say it licenses elements in its nucleus ([tafall), but not in its
onset (*[tafial), but for French it seems to be exactly the opposite (cf. [table]/  *[taball)
On the other hand, Dutch schwa and French schwa should have the same phonetic
representation (because they are indistinguishable, at least in some of their dialects)
and they share some important phonological properties: both cannot be stressed and
both cannot occur at the beginning of a word, for instance.

Norwegian is very interesting in the comparison between French and Dutch: on
the surface, this language seems to have a 'Dutch-type' schwa allowing a coda (tigIalr),
but it also has a 'French-type' schwa allowing a complex onset (epltal)·  This can be

explained by the interaction of principles governing schwa with the principles of stress
in Norwegian, where primary stressed-word-initial-syllables have to be bimoraic
as a result of Prokosch' Law.
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1.4.6     Chapter 7 Although chapters 2 through 7 are basically concerned with vowels
in the head position of a syllable, we can also wonder what happens if a vowel occurs
in a dependent position, such as the syllable onset. In other words, gliding is also of
relevance for the theory on vocalic features and syllable structure.

Chapter 5 presents as a case study the Ijal-[i] alternation in monomorphemic forms,
diminutives and 2nd person clitics in the Rotterdam dialect of Dutch.

The forms raampje and koningkje are normally realized as [rampil and [konluki] in
the Rotterdam dialect, with a long high vowel instead of Standard Dutch [jal, whereas
voetje and dinge4e are always realized as [vutja] and [dillatja]. In other words, the form
[jal shows up after a coronal stop and the form [il shows up in other contexts. Similar,
but slightly different, alternations can be found in the case of the second person clitic

[ja]-[i] and in some monomorphemic forms.
The analysis I want to propose for these facts is based on work done in previous

chapters; here I introduce the notion of a weakness constraint, shortly discussed above.
In this way I hope to show the theories developed in these chapters can be put to

work for these complicated facts. A comparison of this vowel/glide alternation with
the working of Sievers's Law in Gothic will furthermore reveal additional arguments

against vowel length in Dutch.

1.4.7   Chapter 8   In this chapter I review the formalism used in this thesis and offer
a conclusion.  It will appear that the constraints which are used in this thesis can be

organised into several separate 'families', sets of related constraints which are derived
from a common ancestor by the setting of several parameters.  I work out these families
in some formal detail. In particular, I concentrate on the 'projection constraints' and
'weakness constraints' mentioned earlier in this introduction.

It appears that the projection constraints always refer either to the whole set of
vocalic features or to the particular features [low] and [lax] (and in some cases to tone

and/or the feature [voice]), whereas the weakness constraints all refer to the feature

[high].

1.4.8      Appendices. OT analyses can get rather complicated, especially when we treat
a somewhat larger fragment of a grammar, as is the case in this thesis. In Appendix
A I give an overview of all constraints used in the analyses in this dissertation; in
appendix-Bl subbequelitly libl dll liuikii,8 arguments for Dutch which are referred to       ---
in this thesis and in appendix C I have graphically represented the topology of the

grammar of Dutch which is studied in this thesis. My experience is that it is extremely
difficult to remember all individual rankings. This is the reason why I have added the
latter two appendices.



2 Vowel Quality and Rhyme Structure in Dutch

2.1 Introduction

In many languages there is a phonetic correlation between vowellength and tenseness.
If this correlation is complete,  that is to say if all long vowels in a language are tense
and all short vowels are lax, it is attractive to assume that either length or tenseness
is absent from the phonological representations and derived from the other property
by a rule of phonetic interpretation.  Once this point is established, we still have to
face the question of which property is phonological in a given language. The aim of
this chapter is to reevaluate some of the evidence that has been presented to settle this
latter point.

A well-known instance of the problem mentioned here arises in the study of the
Germanic languages, in particular German and Dutch. In those languages the corre-
lation just noted can be observed, with some minor problems to be discussed below.
Phonologically, the property distinguishing the two sets of vowels seems to be most
relevant for syllable structure; long, tense vowels can be followed by at most one
non-coronal consonant word-finally, whereas short, lax vowels can be followed by
two. Most analysts have taken this to be an argument for phonological length from
which tenseness can be derived in the phonetic component.  I will argue that this
view is mistaken and that there are strong arguments for considering tenseness, rather
than length, relevant for the phonological component. The syllable structure facts can
be derived from a constraint relating vowel quality to the structure of the syllable.
This type of relation gets independent support from languages in which the relevant

phonological feature shows up properties of vowel harmony: under standard autoseg-
mentalist assumptions, length is not something that can spread. Finally, I try to address
the question whether also other elements of the prosodic hierarchy can be influenced

by phonological features like tenseness, and whether there are phonological features
other than Itensel which can affect prosodic structure.

I proceed along the following lines in my argumentation.  In the next section I
give an overview of the Dutch vowel system.  The main arguments for and against
tenseness theory will be discussed in section 2.3. In section 2.4 I will reinterpret the
main argument for length in such a way that it can be seen as an argument in favour of
tenseness. In section 2.5 I discuss the role of [laxl in harmony systems. In section 2.6
I then examine whether there are any arguments in favour of length left and I try to
refute these. The prefinal section contains a conclusion. I have also added an appendix

22
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(section 2.8) to this chapter, in which I briefly summarize and review some of the 20th
century literature on the Dutch vowel system.

2.2 The Dutch vowel system

The tenseness versus length debate most probably is the oldest in Dutch phonology.
The issue has received some discussion by almost all scholars working on Dutch, such
as De Groot (1931), Van Ginneken (1934), Trubetzkoy (1938), Van Wijk (1939), Cohen
et al. (1958), Van Haeringen (1958), Heeroma (1959), Moulton (1962), De Rijk (1967),
Brink (1970), Zonneveld (1978), Booij (1981, 1995a), Trommelen (1983, 1987), Van der
Hulst (1984, 1994b), Kager (1989), Lahiri and Kore :nan (1989), Smith et at. (1989) and
Hermans (1992, 1994a); an overview of the debate will be provided in an appendix to
this chapter (section 2.8). Similar (partly parallel) discussions have also been conducted
on the German vowel set; see Ramers (1988), Wiese (1988), Vennemann (1992), Hall
(1992), Kager (1993) and references cited there. In the following table I have listed all
Dutch vowels:1

(1)

i. i: y:   U:
d  i  y      u
iii. I Y  0
iv.                                e
v.            e         0                          0

Vi. Ei oey DU

Vii. E
Viii. 8: 02; D:

ix.
x.                                  a

Some of the vowels I will set apart in this chapter, to be treated in one of the chapters that
follow. The vowels in rows i. and viii. are usually considered to be 'loan segments'
because they occur almost exclusively in loan words from French and English (see
section 3.2.6 in the next chapter); the schwa in iv. is in many ways a very exceptional
vowelin the Dutch system and will be discussed in the chapters 4 and 5 and the sounds
uk vi. die diplitl,ui,p, i,ul bii,•plisegments (section 3.1.1).2

1Throughout this study I assume that the vowel marked /Y/ IS PHONOLOGICALLY ROUNDED, AL-
THOUGH PHONETCALLY THE ROUNDIIVG OF THIS VOWEL IS VERY SLIGHT. SEE FUDGE AND GILBERS (1995)
FOR DISCUSSION.

2Also the vowels in (1.v) are slightly diphthongized phonetically - they move towards the centre
of the vowel triangle -but most scholars agree that this is not a phonological issue. See Van de Velde

(1995) for a recent sociolinguistic study on the phonetic differences between'Standard Dutch' as spoken
in Flanders and as spoken in the Netherlands in this respect.
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The core system of Dutch vowels is thus formed by the segments in rows ii., iii., v.,
vii, ix and x.3

Of these, the segments in rows ii., v. and x. are usually referred to as 'tense' or
'long' and the segments in rows iii. and vii. as 'lax' or 'short'. I will follow Moulton
(1962) and use the terms 'A-vowel' and 'B-vowel' to refer to tense, long vowels or lax,
short vowels respectively, wherever a theory-neutral term is needed.  I also assume
that the vowels can be paired in the following way:  [al:[al = [o]:[01 = [el:[11 - [0]:[Y] =
A:B. The high vowels [il, [y], [u] do not have a counterpart in the B-set.  The low vowel
[E] does not have a counterpart in the A-set. The reasons why I make these pairings
will hopefully get clear from the discussion that follows.  The most controversial
assumption probably is that [Il is a mid vowel and not high. An empirical reason
for making this assumption is that this vowel always alternates with [el and never
with [i]. For instance, in plural formation, we find pairs such as schip-schepen 'ship/s'
[sxIp-sxepan]  (* [sxipan])  along with dag-dagen  'dayts)' Idax-da'yan] (Spa 1970, Noske
1992).  Also, mid vowels get lax (and lengthen) before an /r/ in the same foot: koor
'choir' [ko(:)rl, keur 'choice' [ke:r], keer 'turn' [kI(:)rl (Gussenhoven 1993). Again, we
see [e] and [I] behaving as a pain High vowels before /r/ only lengthen, so that [il
alternates with [i:1 rather than with [I:]. See Levelt (1994) and Booij (1995a) for more
arguments that [el is low and Ill mid.

2.3 Tenseness versus Length: The Case of Dutch

In this section I will discuss the most important argument in favour of length as
the characteristic distinguishing A-vowels from B-vowels, and on the other hand the
arguments for viewing tenseness as that property. This argumentation will lead to a
paradox; on the one hand, syllable structure seems to indicate that A-vowels are long,
but on the other hand all other tests that we can develop seem to indicate that they are
not.

3The rules of Dutch orthography with respect to vowels are somewhat complicated. In 'closed'
syllables (which notion is supposed to include word-final syllables ending in one consonant), tense
(long) vowels are written as doubled vowels: zeep 'soap' [zep], boos 'angry' [bos}, raam'window' Iraml.
The high vowels [il, [yl. [ul are written ie (di€f 'thief' [difJ), uu (bluut 'philtrum' [blytl) and oe (boef
'scoundrel' [bufl) respectively; [01 is written eu (det,k 'dent' Idok})

In open syllables, most tense vowels (except [i], [u] and [0]) are written with a single letter: ramen
'windows' [ra.mal, ga 'go' ['yal, bozer 'angrier' [bo.zar], zie 'see' [zil. doe 'do' [du], keu 'cue' [kol.  [el is
written with a single letter in word-internal open syllables but with a double letterword-finally: reden

reason' [re.de], zee 'sea' [ze]. Single orthographic [e] at the end of a word is always read as schwa: made

'maggot' [ma.del.
Lax vowels are spelled with single letters: zit 'sit' [zIt], zet 'put' [zEt], mug 'mosquito' [myx], koppel

'belt' [kopal], dapper'brave' Idaparl. As the last two examples indicate, consonants after word-internal
lax vowels are doubled when they are not in a cluster. This does not mean that consonants are long but
that the precding vowel is lax (or short).

Diphthongs are spelled ei or ij [Eil, iii [cry], au or ou [Du], respectively. Schwa is normally spelled e.
These are not all rules of Dutch vowel spelling, but they should suffice to understand the examples in
this thesis.
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2.3.1 The argument for length After Zonneveld (1978) and with the exception of
Van der Hulst (1994b) all authors on Dutch mentioned above have assumed that length
is a phonological property, present at least at the stage of the derivation where syllable
structure is assigned. The strongest - and as far as I can see the only - reason for
this is that A-vowels pattern with diphthongs as opposed to B-vowels with respect to

syllable structure as is shown in the following paradigm:

(2)     ra [ra] raam [ram] raap trapl         'raamp [rampl

'yard' 'window' 'turnip'
*rah [ra] ram [ram] rap [rap] ramp [rampl

'ram' 'quickly' 'disaster'
rui [roeyl ruim [raeyml kruip [krceypl 'kruimp [kreymp]
'moulting time' 'wide' 'creep'

The paradigm gap in (2) can be filled by just a handful of words. For unknown reasons
often the vowel is [i] and the form is an irregular past tense forms of a verb: hielp

'helped' [hilp], stierf 'died' [stirfl, twaalf'twelve' [twalf] and a few others. Usually one

abstracts away from these counterexamples, but I will explain the high vowel cases in
section 3.1.1.

The form twaalf thus is the really problematic case. Numerals form an exceptional
stratum in the phonologies of many languages.4 For instance, in French, word-final
consonants are deleted before a consonant-initial word if and only if they are also
deleted phrase-finally.  six (id), [sis] and dix 'ten' [dis] are counterexamples to this
generalisation, however. Their final s deletes before a consonant but not phrase-finally.

Furthermore, [al before a sonorant + obstruent cluster might be subject to a special
tensing rule. We will see in section 3.2.1.4 that this process is productive in at least one
Dutch dialect. It might be that this form is a last remnant in Standard Dutch of the
sanne process.

At the end of the word, A-vowels and diphthongs can be followed by one non-
coronal consonant or by no consonant at all; B-vowels on the other hand can be
followed by one or two non-coronal consonants. In the middle of the word, B-vowels

are normally only followed by one tautosyllabic consonant. A-vowels and diphthongs
in those positions are not followed by any tautosyllabic consonant at all. The picture
is somewhat blurred because all of the well-formed structures in (2) can be followed

-         by one or mere voiceless coronal obstruents:    _

(3)     raad [ratl raamt [ramt] raapt [raptl
'
raampt

advice '(he) plans' 'carries
rat [rat] rand [rant] hapt [haptl stampt [stampt]
'rat' 'edge' '(he) bites' '(he) stamps'

ruit [roeytl mimt [roeymtl kruipt [krceyptl    'kruimpt
'window' '(he) empties' '(he) creeps'

4The same is true for proper names, of course, which also sometimes are counterexamples: Tieenk

ItieIJ kl, Rienk [ri}[} kl, etc.
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Forms like rat, rand or mad can be analysed as falling under the template in (2). This is
not true, however, for forms like stampt or staand. Often the more complex forms are
morphologically derived, but some phonologically complex monomorphemic forms
such as herfst'autumn' [h£rfst] and ernst 'earnest' [£rnstl do also occur.  We may surmise
that the coronal obstruents have some special status with respect to the prosodic word.
I will refer to these coronals as extraprosodic. Furthermore, I assume that coronal
obstruents are only extraprosodic when they have to be; thus the [tl in raad or rand is
not extraprosodic since it can be incorporated into the prosodic word in a normal way.
Coronal obstruents can occur in extraprosodic positions, they do not have to occur in
those positions.

Now diphthongs are usually assumed to be bipositional in Dutch. The facts in (2)
can therefore be explained in an elegant way if we assume A-vowels are phonologically
long and if in addition we make the following assumptions.5

(4)   A Length-based Theory of the Dutch Syllable
a.  A-vowels are bipositional, B-vowels are monopositional.
b. Coronal obstruents can be extraprosodic (i.e. if necessary, they can get

licensed outside of the phonological word).
c. Syllable rhymes contain exactly two positions.

d.  At the end of the phonological word, there can be at most one non-coronal
extrasyllabic consonant.

It can be observed that superheavy (CoVVC or CoVCC) syllables in most languages,
also in Dutch, are limited to word-final positions, while word-internally we find at
most heavy syllables.  This has led some researchers to assume this is one instance of a
case where the system is more permissive regarding incomplete structure at word-edge
than elsewhere. In particular, it is assumed that word-final syllables are only heavy,

not superheavy. The word-final consonant is extrasyllabic in one way or another.  This
has to be seen under anybody's theory as a different type of special position than the
one of coronal obstruents, discussed earlier: after a word-final syllable we can find at
most one non-coronal consonant, but a much larger number of coronals. The different
types of prosodic positions will be discussed in section 3.1.5 of the next chapten

I will refer to the positions at the end of words in which all types of consonants can
occur as extrasyllabic, whereas I refer to the positions for coronals only as extraprosodic.
The p in kritipt is extrasyllabic and the t is extraprosodic. By definition extraprosodic
positions are always peripheral to extrasyllabic positions. Extraprosodic positions are
outside of the prosodic word whereas extrasyllabic positions are inside of those.

Dutch has a class of words like aaimoes 'aims' [al.musl which seem exceptions to
this rule.  On the basis of their stress-behaviour we have to conclude however that

JThe analysis presented here comes closest to that presented in Zonneveld (1993). This is only one
possible theory based on length. Actually, all assumptions presented here have been contested by some

length theorist.  I do not think, however, that this affects the strength of my argument in any way.
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these words are prosodic compounds (Zonneveld and Trommelen 1979) which consist
of two separate prosodic words aal and moes at some level of the representation.  If
aalmoes were a 'normal' word we would expect a stress-pattern aalmdes.  If aalmoes

prosodically is aal+moes we expect Mlmoes; which is what we actually find.
The idea that the final consonant of a superheavy syllable is outside the syllable

structure can be worked out in at least two different ways.  We can assume the conso-
nant remains completely outside syllable structure and gets licensed in a non-prosodic
way. Alternatively, we can assume it forms the onset of a 'degenerate' syllable with a
phonetically empty vowel as its head. The last method, first proposed in generative
phonology by Aoun (1978), McCarthy (1979) and Giegerich (1985) is especially known
from so-called Government Phonology (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1985, 1990,
Charette 1991). Recently, Zonneveld (1993) has proposed a similar analysis for Dutch
outside of the framework of Government Phonology (cf. also Langeweg 1988).  An
advantage of this analysis is that it can explain why superheavy syllables behave in
many respects as bisyllabic units. In this theory they are bisyllabic.

I will postpone the formal choice between these two analyses to section 3.1.5.

Empirically they serve my purposes equally well. Both have as a consequence, under
tenseness theory, that Dutch has only two or three types of syllable: CVA, CVBC (and
maybe CV,Vj for diphthongs). The final consonant of ziek 'ill', zien 'see', zink 'sink'
and zijn 'be' [zeinl is outside of syllable structure or forms a syllable with an empty V.
The final consonant in zin or tik on the other hand is tautosyllabic with the vowel as
we will see below.

According  to this length-based theory,  then,  the  form  *[ral is ruled out because
it only contains a monomoraic vowel, thereby violating the constraint in (4c); the
forms [ra], [roeyl (with a bimoraic vowel and diphthong respectively), [ram] (with a
monomoraic vowel and a moraic consonant) all are perfectly well-formed syllables
and [rapl, [kroeypl and [ramp] are all analysed as a bimoraic syllable followed by a
degenerate syllable. Forms  such as '[ramp],  *[roeympl  and  *[ralmp] are ruled  out
because they cannot be generated in any way according to the templates in (4).

The length theory has a quite elegant analysis of the syllable structure facts.  The
reason for this is that length can be analysed in terms of a number of syllabic positions.
T'he distinction between [al and [a] can be described in the following way (where the
x's stand for skeletal positions or root nodes and the F for the relevant feature tree):

(5) - [a]  Ia]

I x x
On the other hand, it is not easy to see how a phonological feature, such as [tensel can
be related to the number of positions in the syllable or in the word.
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2.3.2 The arguments against length    I will now show that, despite its usefulness in
the theory of syllable structure, length theory suffers from several empirical problems
which would be very easy to circumvent in a theory which uses a feature. I will also
show that this feature should probably be [lax] rather than [tensel in the case of Dutch.6

1.  The Dutch stress system treats A-vowels as light.

Most theorists agree that Dutch has a quantity-sensitive stress-system in which
closed syllables and syllables ending in a diphthong count as heavy, but syllables
which end in an A-vowel count as light.7 Dutch stress is trochaic and seems to
be bound by a three-syllable window at the right edge of the word.  One of the
facts which point at the quantity-sensitivity of Dutch stress is that primary stress
can be on the antepenultimate syllable only if the penult has an A-vowel, not
when it contains a closed syllable (Evers and Huybregts 1975, Trommelen and
Zonneveld 1991):

(6) tremolo (id.), [trOmolo] pv agenda (id.), [axtnda-*Axendal

From a typological point of view this situation is very marked if we assume a

length theory. There does not seem to be any (non-Germanic) system for which
the generalisation holds true that CW syllables are light and CVC syllables

heavy. A generally accepted universal says that if a language distinguishes
between heavy and light syllables, CVV syllables always count as heavy The
universal holds even partially for Dutch, but only in the realm of diphthongs.8

This problem received a lot of attention in the proposals of those defending length
theory. A large number of proposals can be collected from the literature. Dutch
vowels would have two root nodes which are attached to the same prosodic

position and therefore they would countas light (Lahiri and Koreman 1989); they
would rather have one root node and two prosodic positions and Dutch would
exceptionally calculate syllable weight at the level of root nodes (Kager 1989);
or they would be analysed as a short vowel followed by a schwa-like element at
the level of stress assignment, where schwa would be invisible for stress (Smith
et al. 1989, Hermans 1994a). It seems therefore possible to technically solve the

problem in a length theory.

This does not diminish the importance of the fact that all of these theories need
some very specific stipulations while the whole problem simply does not exist

6The first three arguments have also been discussed in Van der Hulst (1994b).
7See however Booij (1995a) for a recent analysis of Dutch stress which does not depend on the notion

quantity-sensitivity.
8Duanmu (1990) has argued that also Chinese imposes a bimoraic minimum on its syllables. Yet even

if this were true, it could be pointed out that the Chinese prosodic system is different, in the sense that
there does not seem to be a clear-cut distinction between syllable and foot. Bimoraicity requirements
on feet are of course quite common.
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for tenseness theory, because syllables ending in an A-vowel in the latter theory
get a CV structure, universally the characteristic structure of a light syllable.

2.  Dutch does not have CV-syllables.
Another well-known universal has it that all languages have 'core syllables',
consisting of exactly one consonant and one vowel (Trubetzkoy 1938, Jakobson
1941).  As we have seen above, Dutch B-vowels are always in a'checked' position,
which is to say that they always have to be followed by a consonant. Only A-
vowels can appear at the end of a syllable; but if these vowels are long Dutch

only has CVE CVC (and maybe CVVC and CVCC) syllables.

Again, tenseness theory does not have this problem. As we will see below, there
is evidence that all A-vowels head a Cl V syllable. Under tenseness theory, Dutch
therefore does have core syllables.

3.  There are more A-vowels than B-vowels.

Trubetzkoy (1938) gives a third markedness criterion that causes problems for
length theory: the set of A-vowels in Dutch (and in Germanic languages in
general) is bigger than the set of B-vowels. Such a division normally is taken to

suggest that the bigger set, in this case the set of A-vowels, is unmarked. Length
theory cannot make this prediction. If A-vowels are identical to B-vowels except
that they are associated to two rather than to one prosodic position, we expect
that the A-vowels are more marked than B-vowels. Length theory also has a

problem explaining the exact position of the gap in the vowel triangle.  It is a
strange coincidence that exactly the high vowels lack a short counterpart, while
all 'long' high vowels are phonetically short.

Tenseness theory does not have this problem, provided we assume that [laxl
(if we assume this feature is to be interpreted as [-ATR] or 1 +RTR]) is the
marked value in Dutch. The B-vowels can now be seen as formally marked.
Furthermore, the restriction on high vowels is a natural one. The filter against
[lax, highl can get a phonetic motivation, at least if we assume laxness involves

tongue root retraction (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994). Asymmetries in the
realm of high and low vowels are not uncommon in ATR vowel systems.

The problems for-length theory become even harder-ifweeonsider schwa for                  __
a moment. Dutch schwa counts as the asymmetric vowel of Dutch, showing
a peculiar behaviour with respect to onsets, stress and other phenomena (cf.

chapters 4 and 5).
The most plausible analysis for this segment is that it is heavily underspecified,
both phonologically and phonetically (Keating 1988, Browman and Goldstein
1992, Koopmans-Van Beinum 1993). Furthermore, phonetically this vowel is

extremely short. Yet according to the syllable structure test, it should be classified

as phonologically 'long':
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(D moede 'tired' [mudal, moeder 'mother' [mudar], adem 'breath' [adaml,
*moederm [derm]

Some length theorists (Trommelen 1983, Booij 1995a) have indeed proposed that
schwa should be classified as phonologically long, in spite of the fact that there is
no independent evidence for such an assumption. Again, the additional problem
arises that there is no 'short' counterpart to schwa. Furthermore, if we adopt
the position that Dutch stress is quantity sensitive, we get the undesirable result
that Dutch is a quantity senstive system in which some CVV syllables count as

superlight.
A theory based on the feature [lax] does not encounter any such problems.  If
schwa is heavily underspecified,   it also lacks the feature [laxl. Therefore,  we
simply expect it to pattern with the A-vowels rather than with the B-vowels.

4. Morpheme Structure Constraints distinguish between tense and lax vowels.

Some constraints on morpheme structure referring to the difference between
A-vowels and B-vowels cannot be expressed naturally in terms of length.  For
instance, Dutch has a constraint against tautomorphemic [j]+[i]. This constraint
can be seen as an instance of the OCP.9 It is absolute for the A-vowel [il but
there are a few perfectly normal words with [j] plus 'short' B-vowel [Il jiddisch,
jichtio Similarly, there is a constraint banning [w] plus long [yl or [0],11 but
there are perfectly acceptable words with [wy] (wurm, wurg, wulp).  Both of
these constraints seem to be related to the OCR The [j]+[i] filter especially can

be analysed as a constraint forbidding two identical segments in a row if we
assume that [jl is an /i/ in a consonantal position.  But it is unclear why all of
a sudden [jI] is allowed if the feature tree of [I] is attached to only one skeletal

position.
The working of this filter is also observable in the process of homorganic glide
insertion (Mieke Trommelen, p.c.): a [jl is inserted in hiaat 'hiatus' [hi.(j)at] as
well as in hobbyist 'amateur' [ho.bi.(j)Ist] but not in shiiet 'shiite' [Ai.it]  (* [di.jitl).

5. Secret languages treat A-vowels as a unit.

For the last few years secret languages and language games-which I will uni-
formly call secret languages-have received more attention as possible sources

gln chapter 7 I will argue that the constraint should be CONTOUR, a constraint somewhat similar, but.
not equal, to the OCR

10The argument based on Morpheme Structure Constraints is due to Van Wijk (1939).  I will argue

below that [1] is best seen as the lax counterpart of [e], not [i]; there are a few words starting with [je], all
Biblical names and words derived from biblical names: Jezus, »uret 'Jesuit', Jeremias, jeremitren 'lament'.
This somewhat weakens the argument based on [jil, but does not affect the parallel argument based on

[wyl/[wel
11 Again, the mid vowels are (slightly) more permissive than the low ones, witness the new acronym

WEU=West-Europese Unie, [wel. which is the only counterexample I found.
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of evidence for phonological structure than was usual in earlier generative lit-
erature.  In an overview of several such systems, McCarthy (199la) points out
that English secret languages such as Goat Latin and Alfalfa without exception
treat long vowels as unities.  In Goat Latin each syllable gets an infix -Vl,ow-
between the onset and the rhyme where -V- is a copy of the head of the original
syllable. An example of an English sentence and its 'translation' in Goat Latin

(McCarthy's (199la) example (14d)) is given immediately below:

(8)    a.  This is Goat Latin.

b.  [6Ibawls ?Ibawlz gowbewowt liebawae tibawin]

According to McCarthy (199la), it is typically the case in English secret languages
that the long vowel is copied as a whole and never just the first half of it (in
which case we would  get

*
[gobawowt] for goat). At the same time Goat Latin

excludes copying of a rhyme constituent as we can see in the translation of
latin. This translation is [leebawae tibewin] and not *[laebawee tlnbawlnl.  If
Dutch would have a secret language like Goat Latin, this would again provide
us with a problem for length theory which would not necessarily be a problem
for tenseness theory.

Unfortunately the study of Dutch secret languages is heavily underdeveloped.
Such languages probably exist, but I have not been able to find any phonolog-
ical or non-phonological study dealing with them. I have therefore informally
conducted a miniature experiment in which I explained Goat Latin to some (i.e.
5) native speakers of Dutch, all non-linguists, by telling them they had to find
the simple rule of a secret language, of which I gave (and if necessary repeated)
an example-sentence (9) that only included B-vowels and schwa.

After this I gave them a few other Dutch sentences to 'translate' into the secret

language in order to see whether they actually understood the basic rules. These
sentences also included B-vowels and schwa only. Finally I gave them a set
of sentences which also included A-vowels and diphthongs. These sentences

are given in (10) below, where I first give the Dutch sentence I read to the
informants, subsequently the translation that most of the informants gave and
thirdly variants-thatwere given by a minority (it happened_that for no form
more than 2 different translations were given), each time with an indication
of the number of informants that produced the variant (occasional apparent
mistakes like [bubuwukl have been left out)

(9) Dit  is erg simpel.
DibawIt ?Ibawls ?EbawErx sibaw Impabawal.

'This is very easy.'
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(10) a. Ik lees dat boek erg graag
?Ibawlk lebawes dabawat bubawuk ?ebawer(a)x Trabawax
Ikbawlk (1) Trax bawax (1)
als het buiten regent.
?abawals abawat boeybawoeytabawan rebaweyabawant.

h£bawet(2) bybawceytabawan (1) rebawe·¥Enbawent (1).
'I like to read that book when it rains outside.'

b. Het     is ook erg mooi.

Ch)ErbawEt ?lbawls ?obawok ?£baw£r(a)x mobawoj
(?)abawat (2) ErrbawEr(a)x(1) molbawoj (1)
'Because it is very beautiful.'

C. Wij allen houden
weibawei ?abawalabawa(n) haubewou debawa(n)

?abawaknbeWEn (1) hobawaudab€n (1)
van lezen.

vabewan lebowezebawan
vanbawan (1) lebawemnbewen (2)
'We all love reading.'

In so far as there is variation at all, it does not directly bear on the issue un-
der discussion. Some informants had problem with schwa-headed syllables,
presumably because in secret languages the original syllables are reanalyzed as
prosodic words and prosodic words cannot only have schwa syllables.  Also,
occasionally clusters of B-vowels plus a following consonant where copied.  This
has to be seen as a mistake against the basic rule, given that this copying was
not attested in the example sentence, not even where this was possible. Almost
all of these mistakes were made by the same informant. The same mistake also
occurred once with an A-vowel (Traxbawax (1))

More importantly, a word like lees was 'translated' by all of my informants as
[lebawes], and never  as *

[1£bawebaWErs]  or *[libawebawls]. Crosslinguistically
underlying long vowels tend to get split in this type of word game (Vago 1985).
A complication arises however because all informants but one treated diph-
thongs as unities as well: wij 'we' [weil was never  translated  as  * [wEbaweil 12

Diphthongs however behave like bisegmental unities in other respects:  most
significantly, they make syllables heavy. I will try to solve this paradox in the
next chapter.
A less superficial empirical research could clearly shed more light on this point,
but for now the conclusion seems justified that native speakers of Dutch tend to

12The one informant who did split the diphthongs seems to have been influenced by spelling, given
the phonetic outcome of her variant of Goat Latin. Another informant even copied the'long' diphthong
loilin moot.
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treat A-vowels more as a unity than length theory predicts.

6.  There are dialects with a real length contrast. Some dialects of Dutch have long
lax vowels in addition to the short lax and tense ones of Standard Dutch.  For
instance, Tilburg Dutch has the following underlying vowel set (Boutkan 1990
and chapter 3):  {i, y, u, e, 0,0, I, Y, 0, E, ae, 0, I:, Y:, 0:, e:, oe:, D:} Tenseness and

length thus are independent parameters in this dialect. Some dialects also have
long variants of the high tense vowels (Hermans 1992, Geert Booij, p.c.).13  Yet
in all of the dialects I examined the 'short' tense vowels behave exactly like in
Dutch. This means that for these dialects we have to invoke a special mechanism
to account for the 'long' behaviour of the tense segments.  If we have to do this
anyway, it is not clear why we could not use the same mechanism for the analysis
of Standard Dutch. I will return to Tilburg Dutch in the next chapter.

14

2.4   A theory based on the feature lax

We are thus faced with a paradox. On the one hand, the syllable structure facts seem

to point in the direction of a length-based theory. On the other hand, there are many
other facts which seem to point to a theory based on the feature [lax] rather than on

length.  Some of the problems noted above have also been observed by proponents
of a length-based analysis; they have tried to solve them in various ways.  I refer to
Kager 1989, Trommelen and Zonneveld 1990, Smith et al. 1990, for a few fairly recent
proposals.  Yet none of these proposals seem to be able to deal with all the problems
noted here. For this reason, I propose the following theory, based on the feature [laxl

(11)    A Lax-based Theory of the Dutch Syllable
a.  B-vowels have a specification for [laxl, A-vowels are unspecified for this

feature. Only diphthongs and truly long vowels are bipositional.

b. Coronal obstruents can be extraprosodic (i.e. if necessary, they can get
licensed outside of the phonological word).

c.   CONNECT(N, lax)

d.  At the end of the phonological word, there can be at most one noncoronal
extrasyllabic consonant.

13As a matter of fact, if we take into consideration the 'loan phonemes' of rows i.  and viii., even
Standard Dutch has such long vowels in its inventory.

14 English, too, has two sets of vowels which can be distinguished in terms ofboth length and tenseness.

English differs from Dutch (and German) in that we probably need both features in its phonology (Halle
and Mohanan (1985), Labov (1994), but cf. Giegerich (1992), Harris (1994) for arguments that this is not
necessarily true for all English dialects). Still most arguments against length adduced in this chapter
for Dutch cannot be transferred to English; in English long vowels do count for stress, for instance and
we also have syllables ending in short vowels.
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The constraint in (llc) is an instance of what I call a projection constraint. If the head of
an N projection has a certain feature, in this case [laxl, the syllable itself has a certain
structure - it branches. Inversely, the head of a branching rhyme should always carry
the feature [lax]. The definition of CONNECT(R, lax)is as follows:

(12)    CONNECT(N, lax)= PROJECT(N, lax) A PROJECT(lax, R) (JAP dominates [lax] i#
N branches.

The formulation in (12) is stated in terms of the X-bar representation used in this
thesis, but it seems possible to phrase a version of it in other frameworks of syllabic
representation. For instance, we could also say that a syllable E is bimoraic iff the head

of E dominates a feature Ilaxl (= CONNECT(okiti, lax)) in a moraic theory of syllable
structure enriched with the notion of a head. The precise nature of the feature [lax]
will be discussed in section 3.1.4 in the next chapten

The analysis in (11) is minimally different from the length theory presented under
(4). It can explain the facts in (2) as follows. *[ra] is ruled out because its (head) vowel
contains a specification [lax] but the rhyme does not branch; this causes a violation of
CONNECT(N2, lax); [ral is an open syllable without a [lax] specification on the head;
[ram] and [rey] each have branching rhymes with a lax head and [rap], [ramp] and
[kroeyp] are analysed as sequences of a syllable followed by a degenerate syllable just
as under length theory. (Notice that tenseness theory also explains without extra costs

why the head of a diphthong is lax). The phonetic length of the non-high tense vowels
can be derived by postulating a phonetic rule which lengthens non-high vowels in
open syllables.

This analysis solves the problems mentioned for length theory. Dutch can be
analysed as having a large number of CV syllables, viz.  all the syllables of which the
head is not [laxl. Furthermore, these syllables all countas light, as expected. Grounded
constraints can explain the asymmetries in the vowel system; it is quite common in
languages of the world that [lax] and [high] or [tensel (= [-lax]) and [low] do not go
together. 15 That the MSC works against [w01 and not against [woe] can be accounted
for because [01 and [oel are different segments. Finally, it is not surprising that secret
languages treat A-vowels as a unit, because that is what they are, at every level of the
analysis.

Another interesting property of this theory is that it explains why truly long vowels,
i.e. the'loan phonemes' and diphthongs, as opposed to the A-vowels behave as heavy
in the stress system (Trommelen and Zonneveld 1991). In the theory presented here,
they are bisegmental, hence heavy just like closed syllables.

isThe reader may wonder whether [a] should not be analysed as [+low, -lax]. The [al-[a] pair
behaves in an exceptional way in that there are exceptions to the general pattern in (2), which very often
involve either the high vowels or [a]. In some dialects, for instance in Tilburg Dutch, the [a] also seems
to serve as a perfectly normal vowel in closed syllables. Similar anomalies with the [a]-[a] pair have
been observed for German (Kager 1993) and French (Dell 1995). This pair should therefore be treated
as exceptional in some way.
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2.5   [lax] and syllable structure in vowel harmony

The crucial assumption in the lax-based theory is CONNECT(N, lax). The reader might
wonder whether this does not count as a language-specific assumption.  In this section I
want to argue, however, that it is a universal constraint, belonging also to the grammars
of other languages.

One difference between a feature like [laxl (or  [-ATR]) and a property like length
is that, under standard autosegmentalist assumptions, the former can spread whereas
the latter cannot. Therefore, if we find a language in which there is vowel harmony on
the relevant property, while there is also an interaction between the property and the
open vs. closed nature of the syllable, we have an additional argument for a lax-based

theory.

Now it is true that there are many languages with ATR harmony in which there
does not seem to be a relation with syllable structure at all. 1 believe, however, that
there is sufficient evidence that the constraint CONNECT(N, lax) is a principle of Uni-
versal Grammar which is also operative in other languages, some of which are not
genetically or geographically related to Dutch. Some examples are Tagalog (Car-
rier 1979), Eastern-Javanese (Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994), Andalusian Spanish

(Hooper 1976), Lusitian Portuguese (Redenberger 1975) and Midi and Quabec French

(Durand 1990, Dumas 1976, D6chaine 1991)
In all these languages we can distinguish between A-vowels and B-vowels in a

way that is phonetically rather similar to Dutch. In each of these languages we have
to assume the difference is to be described in terms of a feature, because there is vowel
harmony with respect to exactly this property. All vowels in a certain domain, usually

a prosodic word, either belong to the A-set or to the B-set. In an autosegmental model
this can only be explained if we have a feature, for the standard autosegmental analysis
of harmony involves spreading.  It is much more difficult, if not impossible, to see how
vowel length, i.e. being linked to two positions, can harmonize.

The harmonic behaviour of length/tenseness in these languages under autoseg-
mental assumptions unambiguously shows we have a feature in these languages. Yet
in each of these languages there is also a relation between vowel quality and syllable
structure which is best described as CONNECT(N, lax).

Interestingly in each of these languages there also is a correlation between tense and
- he aperture  features_[highl  and flowl. which I argue below also holds for theputch

vowel system. In particular, it seems that the combinations [high, - ATR] (or [high,laxl)
and [+low, +ATR] are often disallowed or at least avoided in many languages.

Eastern-Javanese (Schlindwein 1988, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994) is perhaps
the clearest example of this state of affairs. In this language, all vowels in the word are
[lax] ([-ATR] according to the authors just mentioned) if the final syllable is closed,
otherwise all vowels in the word are [tensel.

Actually the situation in Javanese is somewhat more complex, because the harmony
takes place only between vowels that agree in the features [highl and [lowl. What we
could assume is that there are two different harmony processes, one affecting the
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non-high vowels and one affecting the high vowels, or alternatively that there is one
process which can only apply between vowels that'agree' on the feature [high] (cf. the
discussion of Andalusian Spanish below):

(13)    a.  Distribution of [lax]: high vowels
buri 'back' murlt 'student'
turu 'sleep' plIp Ir 'edge'
bali 'return' adus 'bathe'

b.  Distribution of [lax]: mid vowels
onnbe 'drink' bobot 'weight'

bodo 'stupid' 1£rEn 'Stop'
kere 'beggar' got?     'get'

rame 'noisy' aufl 'difficult'

Archangeli and Pulleyblank (1994) explain this distribution as follows. [rttense] is
underlyingly absent in Eastern Javanese morphemes.  If the last vowel occurs in a
closed syllable it projects a [ - tense] feature (according to a rule much like CONNECT(N,
lax)) which subsequently spreads through the word. Otherwise, all vowels get the
value [+tense] by default. Interestingly, the low vowel [al does not participate in the
opposition. It occurs both in words with lax vowels as in words with tense vowels.
In the next section I will argue that [a] plays an ambiguous role in the Dutch vowel
system as well.

We might assume that there is a harmony constraint operative in these languages
which cannot be seen at work in a language like Dutch. Since vowel harmony is not a
topic of this dissertation, I will provisionally formulate this constraint as follows:

(14)   HARMONY: A vowel V should have the same specification for [ERTR] as the
vowel W that occurs on the right of V (if V and W are in the same prosodic
word).

If HARMONY dominates CONNECr(N, lax) in Javanese, all vowels except the word-final
one prefer to be harmonic over having the required value to satisfy CONNECT(N, lax)
HARMONY is not applicable to the word-final vowel however so that CONNECT(N, lax)
is able to select the optimal candidate here. This will give the effect just described.

A somewhat more complicated example of the same phenomenon is seen in Taga-
log. Carrier (1979) asserts that "[a]imost without exception, closed syllables do not contain
long vowels in native stems." However, some suffixes, such as adjectivizing -an and -in,
include a vowel which is long and makes all vowels in the stem long. Finally, all'short'
vowels get laxed at the end of the derivation while all 'long' vowels stay tense.  The
result is a pattern very much like the one in Eastern-Javanese: 16

16 Notice  that  in  this  case it should be [tense] rather than  [lax] that spreads.    I  will  not  go  into  the

question of whether the features presented here are binary or whether there are features with opposing
interpretations. See chapter 8 and appendix A for some discussion.
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(15) Tagalog adjectivizing suffixes
N            A
hi:ma:tay 'fainting' hi:ma:ta:yi:n 'given to fainting'
du:go? 'blood' du:gu:?a:n 'covered with blood'
pu:tIk 'mud' pu:ti:ka:n

In modern autosegmental theory it would be more plausible to say the feature [=1=tensel

is underlying and length is phonetically derived because of the spreading process.  But
still there would be the relation with rhyme structure, the 'open syllable effect' which
would have to be accounted for by something like CONNECT(N, lax).

The same constraint CONNECT(N, lax) can be observed at work in Romancedialects.
Most scholars do not assume Romance languages have a length distinction. In some
dialects however we find lax vowels in closed syllables and tense vowels in open
syllables.

Take for instance the following paradigms with mid vowels of Languedoc French,
copied from Durand (1990):

(16) [el        k]
ses [se] 'his' sec [sekl ' dry'

mettra [metral 'will put' mettre [mEtra] 'put'
sachait [sefel 'will dry' sceptique [septike] 'sceptical'
[0]                                             [e]
peu [pel 'little' peur [paer] 'fear'

heureux [0rM 'happy' heurter [oerte] 'hit'

aveugler [avegle] 'to blind' aveugle [avoegla] 'blind'
10]                                                 [01
beau [bol 'handsome' bord [bor] 'side'

poser [pose] 'put' poster [poste] 'post'
rosier [rozje} 'rosebush' rose          [rozl         'rose'

Durand describes this process as lowering of the mid vowels in closed syllables, 17 yet

we could just as well see it as taxing of these vowels. However, French does not have
any (stress) rule which would justify a length distinction between the different vowels.

Again, the restriction to mid vowels points to a special relation of [high] and [lowl
tolhe processinvolved.

Hooper (1976) proposes the rules (18a) and (18b) to account for a similar phe-
nomenon in Spanish:

(17) /lej/ [1£jl           ley         'law'
/le/           [le] le 'him/you'
/lerdo/ [trdol lerdo 'Slow'

/piedra/ [pjedral piedra 'stone'
/ekuestre/ [ekwestre] ecuestre 'equestrian'

17ln Languedoc French the vowels are also subject to this rule in the environment before Ca.
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(18)   a.  [+syll] -+ [-tensel / [-syll]  $

b. [+syll] --0 [+tensel

These rules are exactly the same as the ones proposed for Dutch. That the rules are
really productive can be seen in morphological processes with -s (plural formation for
nouns, second person singular formation for verbs):

(19) [klase] - [kiasts] clase - clases 'class'

Itonto] - [tontos] tonto - tontos 'stupid'
[kor:el - [kor:Es] corre - corres    'run

Interestingly, some Spanish dialects have a process which is very much like Eastern
Javanese tense harmony. I give the following Andalusian (Hooper 1976, Zubizaretta
1979, Lieber 198D paradigm as an example (the authors just mentioned have shown
that the s is deleted phonetically in this dialect):

GO) orthography singular plural gloss

pedazo [pedaeol [pE:8aes)} piece

piso [piso] [p Iso] Roor

grupo [grupo] [grupo] group

Again, this type of harmony cannot be explained if vowel length is at play, because

length is not a feature that can spread.
In Andalusian, as in Javanese, the relation with vowel height is again very clear.

According to Zubizaretta (1979) there are two types of rules laxing the final vowel of
a word. The first rule is obligatory in all Andalusian dialects, it makes the vowel very
lax and it feeds spreading. This rule applies to non-high vowels only. The second rule
is not obligatory, does not occur in all Andalusian dialects and makes the vowel only
slightly lax. This rule applies to all vowels, also the high ones.

The low vowel [a] also plays a special role in Andalusian harmony, because it
behaves as an opaque vowel: it does not undergo laxing itself and it blocks harmony
to pass through it. Although a formalisation of the harmony processes would lead us
too far afield (I refer to the work of the scholars cited earlier), it should be clear by now
that constraints on cooccurrence of height and [lax], harmony enforcing constraints
and CONNECT(N, lax) interact in Andalusian to produce a complicated pattern, in
which the role of CONNECT(N, lax) is nevertheless undeniable.

Finally I want to remark that [lax] is maybe not the only feature that has a relation
to rhyme structure. At least one other aperture feature seems to play a similar role
as [lax], viz.  [high].  This has been observed for Chamorro by Chung (1983).  Her
formulation of the distribution of [:thigh] Cher ex.  38) and some examples (her exx.
40-41) follow below:

(21) Non-low vowels surface as mid in stressed closed syllables and as high else-
where.
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(22) metgut 'strong' padduu 'to fall'

manOgiliu 'cold' c67gwi 'to do'

attigu 'short' mundal}gu 'cow's stomach'
gwasgwis 'to brush' kuras6n 'heart'
labblu 'book' ucan 'rain'

pisaw 'fishing line' peskad6t 'fisherman'
impatcu 'bored, tired' mumu 'to fight'
dispasyu 'Slow' gobyanu 'government, governor
gwffi 'to dream' catnut 'wound'

Since [+tense] and [high] seem to be intimately connected feature values in many
languages (including Dutch, cf. section 3.1.1), and since Chamorro does not seem
to have a phonetic tense-lax distinction, independent of height, it is not very clear
whether phonologically (21) should be analysed as simply an instance of CONNECT(R,
lax), or as a variation of this constraint in terms of [high] rather than [tensel.  In
any case, Chamorro shows more evidence that a relation between vowel features

and branchingness of rhymes is not just a peculiarity of Dutch, but occurs in many
other languages as well. A more complete overview of all possible relations between

aperture features and syllable structure will be provided in chapter 8.
It seems that a feature like [lax] can have two effects: an effect on syllable structure

and a harmonizing effect. We can draw the following table of languages.

(23)
Vowel Harmony No Vowel Harmony

Syll. Str. Javanese Dutch
No Syll. Str Dagaare ? (French?)

Dutch has an effect on syllable structure but no harmony, the West-African language
Dagaare inversely has ATR-harmony but no relation between the feature and syllable
structure and Javanese is an example of a language which has both.  I find it most
difficultto come up with a language thathas a tense-lax distinctionbutneither harmony
or a syllable structure effect. Paris French superficially seems a case in point but on the
other hand this language shows some marginal syllable structure effect (closed syllable
adjustment of /e/, cf. chapter 6). It could be that the reason why it is difficult to find
a langi,Agp withni,t harmony or rlnsed syllable adjlistment is that in such a lailguage
it is difficult to argue for the existence of an independent feature [lax].

More formally, we might say that there are three (groups of) constraints at work.
The first constraint of course is CONNECT(N, lax), the second constraint is HARMONY
and the third group of constraints is Faithfulness, banning all deletion and insertion
of the feature  [laxl (i.e. PARSE-LAX»*[lax]). These constraints together define  four
different types of language: 18

18 For the sake of simplicity I have assumed that nothing can happen to a representation except for
the insertion or deletion of [lax], i.e. that the constraints against deletion and insertion of consonants
are undominated in all examples presented here.
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(24)     a. HARMONY»CONNECT(N, lax)»Faithfull = Javanese

b.   HARMONY»Faithfull»CONNECT(N, lax)= Dagaare

c.  Faithfull»HARMONY»CONNECT(N, lax)=
Faithfull»CONNECT(R, lax)»HARMONY = Paris French (?)

d. CONNECT(N, lax)»HARMONY»Faithfull =
CONNECT(N, lax)»Faithfull»HARMONY = Dutch

If the faithfulness constraints are undominated, no feature [lax] can ever be deleted
or inserted in order for a structure to meet either CONNECT(N, lax) or HARMONY. The
relative ordering of the latter two constraints is therefore irrelevant. If CONNECT(N,
lax) is undominated, similarly the ranking of the other two constraints is irrelevant
since the value for [lax] is dependent on the structure of the syllable in every position
in the word.  Only when HARMONY is the highest-ranking constraint can we determine
what the relative ranking of the other constraint is, since this constraint is dependent
on an'initial value' on which we can harmonize. When this initial value is determined
by the structure of the final syllable, hence CONNECT(N, lax), we get Javanese.  When
it is determined by an underlying feature we get Dagaare.

2.5.1    Tenseness and branchingness in Dutch.    I have now motivated the constraint
CONNECT(N, lax) on the basis of some languages not directly related to Dutch.  Let
us see what it can do for us in the analysis of Dutch itself. In order to explain the
Trubetzkoyan asymmetry between the two sets, I assume that [lax] is the marked
value.  I furthermore assume that [-lax] is absent in order to be maximally explicit but
my proposal does not crucially depend on any particular version of underspecification
theory 19

It might be of interest also that Dutch is a language which has final devoicing.
This could be seen as the result of a constraint disallowing [voice] to occur at the
end of a syllable.  Now we will see at various places below that there is reason to
assume a strong connection between the features [voice] and [lax]. For instance, in
Dutch monomorhemic VCV sequences, lax vowels are (almost) always followed by
voiceless fricatives and tense vowels are (almost) always followed by voiced fricatives.
(cf. section 2.8.2 on page 49) It therefore seems quite suggestive that both features are
disallowed to occur at the end of the syllable.

Now if [al is [al+[laxl (and these are the only two vowels that have been recognized
as a tense/lax pair by all phonologists), we have logically speaking four possible
syllables which are of interest to us:

19My proposals for schwa in chapters 4 and 5 will however depend on the assumption that [-lax] is
absent indeed..
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(25)     N        R

<10

1/NA   .1d a
dat |

lax

lax

N N

" 1,111
A d l

d a t

Of these four logical possibilities only two are actually allowed by CONNECT(N, lax),

viz. (25a) - a lax vowel in a closed syllable - and (25d) - a tense vowel in an open

syllable.  (25b) is disallowed because the vowel is [lax] but the rhyme is not branching.
(25c) is disallowed because the rhyme is branching but the vowel is not [lax].  I once
again emphasize that daad is a possible word of Dutch, but the final [t] falls outside the
first syllable in my view (cf. section 3.1.5 in the next chapter).

2.5.2  Formalization in Optimality theory. The observations made above can be
formalized in Optimality Theory in the following way:

(26)   CONNECT(N, lax)»PARSE-CONSONANT»PROJECT(N, V)20

PARSE-CONSONANT forces all consonants to be parsed into syllables, PROJECT(N, V) is

a constraint against degenerate syllables. Since degenerate syllables are syllables with
branching N (they have an onset segment) but without a head, such a constraint can
be formulated as a projection constraint as follows:

(27)  PROJECT(N, V): If an N branches, No should dominate some vocalic feature
F€ V.

I assume that the onset consonant is parsed i#the vowelis parsed; all other analyses will
crash due to independent constraints. The four underlying forms /da/, /dat/, /da/
and /dat/ will get the following evaluations (the dots represent syllable boundaries,
the angled brackets unparsed material):

20The analysis will be changed slightly below (section 3.1.5) where PARSE-CONSONANT Will fall to a

lower rank and another constraint will take its place to ensure [da.t].
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(28) /da/21

Candidates CONNECT(N, lax) PARSE<ONSONANT

v/< da >
.da.                               *

(29) /dat/
-.

Candidates CONNECT(N,tax)    PARSE-CONSONANT    PROJECT(R V)
< dat >                                           *
4.dat.
.da<t>
.da.t.                             *                                                                ·

(30)  /da/

Candidates CONNEcT(N, lax) PARSE-CONSONANT

< da >
4.da

(31) /dat/

Candidates CONNECT(N, lax) PARSE-CONSONANT PROJECT(N, V)
< dat >                                           •
.dat.
da.< t >
4 da.t.

The two properties that count as the most serious arguments in favour of vocalic length
can be explained in this system as well, viz. behaviour before consonant clusters and
behaviour at the end of the syllable. A vowel before a consonant cluster at the end of
the word is in a closed syllable and therefore by necessity [laxl, a vowel at the end of
the syllable is in an open syllable and therefore by necessity it is not [lax]

2.6    Some more arguments for the length of A-vowels

In section 2.3 I mentioned one important argument which superficially seemed to be in
favour of the length-based theory. This was the argument based on syllable structure
which has however been refuted in the previous sections.

As far as I know, three other arguments have been mentioned in the literature in
favour of length theory  I think that also these arguments are not necessarily leading us
to a length theory, however. I will now discuss each of these arguments in a separate
subsection.

210ne output candidate that has to be ruled out as well, is [da?], with an epenthetic consonant. This
will be done in section 3.1.5.
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2.6.1 Tenseness cannot be defined in a satisfactory way phonetically. The phonetic
argument is in fact more an argument against tenseness than an argument in favour
of length.  As I indicated in the introduction, it is very difficult to give a water-tight
perceptual or articulatory definition of the contrast between tense and lax vowels.
A strong tradition in modern phonology demands that phonological features always
have a phonetic basis. Therefore more 'abstract' features are less desirable.

I will discuss the issue of the phonetic basis of [laxl in more detail in section 3.1.4.
I will show there that there is a straightforward articulatory definition of the feature,
viz. [Retracted Tongue Rootl

For now I note that this argument is the weakest of the ones discussed here because

length theory has the same problems in providing a phoneticbasis. There is a number of
vowels which behave as'long' phonologically but which are phonetically just as short
as the phonologically unambiguously 'short' vowels. These recalcitrant vowels are
[il, [y] and [u] (Van Haeringen 1959, Heeroma 1959, Moulton 1962, Nooteboom 1972,
Trommelen 1987, Hermans 1994, Booij 1995). Therefore the notion of phonological
length is at least as abstract as the notion of laxness.

2.6.2 Minimality requires branching. A potential argument in favour of length
theory comes from Word Minimality. McCarthy and Prince (1986) quite convincingly
argued that we should recognize a principle ofUniversal Grammar, requiring alllexical
words to have a minimum size. This minimum is one branching Foot, either bimoraic
or bisyllabic, subject to language-specific requirements.

Now Dutch does not have lexical words consisting of a CV syllable where V is a
B-vowel.  It does have a sufficiently large stock of words of the CV shape with V an
A-vowel: mee 'with' (P),vree 'made love' (V), thee 'tea' (N), wee 'queer' (A) to mention
just one example for every lexical category. This could be described as a consequence
of Minimality, with the parameter setting 'bimoraic' for Dutch under a length theory.

It has been observed that Dutch syllables can never end in a lax vowel, not even
when they occur in polysyllabic monomorphemic forms. We do not find words ending
in a lax vowel, and we also do not find lax vowels in front of another vowel (Van der
Hulst 1985):

(32) *[tak.sl] taxi 'id.' [taksi]
* Dca.do]       cadeau  'gift' [kado]
*[hI.at] hiaat 'hiatus' [hi.(j)at]
'[kre.01] creool 'creole' [kre.(j)011

Since all the unattested forms would still be bimoraic (even bisyllabic), these gaps
cannot be the consequence of Word Minimality.  It is thus usually assumed that Dutch
has a minimality requirement on syllables (Trommelen 1983, Van der Hulst 1984, Kager
1989). Syllable rhymes should contain at least two positions in Dutch.

Tenseness theory does not need to posit such a minimality requirement, but it is
still faced with the problem how to account for 'monomoraic' mee, thee, vree and wee.
It seems that we would have to assume Dutch has no minimality requirement.
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Kiparsky (1991) and Kager (1995) have argued that in trochaic stress systems there
is a relationship between apparent minimality violations and word-final stress: a
trochaic system has forms with final stress only if ithas apparent minimality violations.
What this suggests is that these systems have some underlying marking which enables
seemingly monomoraic feet. Both polysyllabic words with final stress and monomoraic
words would have this exception marking.

Kiparsky and Kager argue this marking is catalexis: trochaic systems which have
final stress have a catalectic mora or syllable, i.e. a stress bearing unit which is not
filled by melodic material. We can assume this catalectic element is also present in
words which are superficially counterexamples to the prosodic minimality require-
ment. These forms are then bimoraic and their second mora is catalectic.

Dutch has a trochaic stress system and it clearly has words with final stress: menu,
chocolti, etc. Therefore we could assume that Dutch has catalexis in its technical vo-
cabulary (cf. Nouveau 1994), in whatever way this formal instrument is expressed.  I
will discuss the representation of catalexis in section 3.1.5 in the next chapter.  In any
case it is not necessary to assume that the second mora of [CV] lexical words is filled.
It might be catalectic. Therefore we can discard the Prosodic Minimality argument.
Minimality is not a problem for a tenseness theory at all.

2.6.3  A-vowels form the domain of tonal contour in Limburg Dutch.  The last
argument for length theory I want to discuss is provided by Hermans (1994a) in a
discussion on the interaction between syllable structure and tone in (Maasbracht)
Limburg Dutch, a dialect spoken in the Dutch province of Limburg as well as in
surrounding areas in Germany and Belgium. The facts are pretty complicated and
involve several factors such as stress and consonantal feature composition not under
discussion here.  I will therefore not be able to fully discuss them here and have to
confine myself to a summary.

Limburg Dutch phonetically has two distinct tonal contours, a falling tone, an-
alyzed as HL and a dragging tone, analyzed as HLH. A contrast between the two
contours can only be established in the syllable bearing primary stress, and only if
that syllable has a well-defined structure. Its rhyme should contain either a (non-high)
A-vowel or a B-vowel followed by one of the sonorant consonants {m, n, 1 }.22  No
contrast is ever found in any of the other cases.  All the following facts have been
copied from Hermans (1994a) - I use [Al to indicate a falling tone and [8] to indicate
a dragging tone:

(33)    a. non-high A-vowel

22The Sonorants /r/ and /D / by stipulation are not part of the nucleus. Limburg Dutch also has a set
of 'overlong' vowels from which I abstract away  In the next chapter I will discuss this type of vowels
in another dialect of Dutch.
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falling tone dragging tone
steeg 'alley' [staxl stex 'rose' [stox]

slaag 'succeed' [sldxl   staag 'blow' [siax]
Koos (name), [k6sl koos 'crust' [kwsl

weer 'again' [w&rl weer 'we' [warl
b. B-vowel followed by tautosyllabic sonorant

falling tone dragging tone
kan 'jug' [kan] kan 'can' [kdn]
klam 'trap' [klam] klam 'hardly' [kidml
min 'minus' [minl   min 'vile' [minl

c. Other categories
pit 'kernel' [pltl
kat 'cat' [katl
rok 'skirt' [rokl
Piet (name), [pitl
koes 'quiet' [kus]
Mien (name), [min]

Hermans' (1994a) explanation of this paradigm is as follows. The rhyme includes a
smaller constituent, the nucleus. This nucleus dominates either just an A-vowel or a

B-vowel plus a following tautosyllabic sonorant consonant r, l, m or n. Obstruents can

by stipulation never be part of the nucleus:

(34) N
A-

N

f.1
No

... a  r  k

Phonologically the falling tone is an HI contour and the dragging tone an HH con-
tour.The first high tone is assigned to the first mora of a syllable automatically.  Both
contours are bitonalrAccording to Hermans it is attractive-teassume the nucleus is                       __
bipositional and tones can only be assigned within the domain of the nucleus.

If both nuclear slots are filled, either by a'long' vowel or by a'short' vowel followed

by a sonorant, the contours can get complete realization. If however we let a short
vowel be followed by an obstruent, which will be a sister rather than a daughter of No,
only one nuclear position is available. This position is filled by the high tone which is

shared by the two contours.
The low tone in the dragging contour is inserted in the phonetic component to

satisfy the OCR The nucleus will be phonetically lengthened to give way to three
rather than to two tones.
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The phonetic component is also needed in the analysis of high A-vowels, which do
not allow for a contrast even though they are phonologically long in the sense that they
occupy two positions in the nucleus. According to Hermans (1994a) the high vowels
phonologically take the only two positions which are available in the nucleus.  If they
are followed by a sonorant, this sonorant therefore can only be syllabified outside of the
nucleus. Since it is extranuclear, it cannot be a tone bearen  In the phonetic component,
the high vowels are however shortened by stipulation. After this operation they are
too short to bear a tonal contour. The final part of the contour will therefore disappear.
The sonorant gets a low tone at the end of the derivation.  In this way the sequence
A-vowel-sonorant is predicted to always surface with a falling tone.

In my view, these multiple references to the phonetic component to derive the right
contours weaken the force of Hermans' (1994a) argument for a phonological role of
length to a considerable degree. Tenseness theory also recognizes the phonetic length
of non-high A-vowels. A further observation we could make is that the contours are
needed only on syllables with primary stress. That vowels should lengthen under such
a condition is not very surprising, and indeed lengthening of (non-high) tense vowels
under primary stress is a process that is well-known from the literature.

Hermans' (1994a) arguments give a strong indication that A-vowels are phonetically
long; but this is not a matter of dispute for either length theory or tenseness theory.

2.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have argued for one specific projection constraint, CONNECT(W, lax)
This constraint can regulate the relation between the open vs. closed nature of a
syllable and the tenseness vs laxness of a vowel. This constraint is very highly
ranked in Dutch, so that it regulates the structure of every independent syllable.  In
other languages, most notably in regular ATR harmony languages, the working of the
constraint is obscured by other factors. Yet there are also languages in which vowel
harmony and CONNECT(N, lax) interact in such a way that we can see the effect of
both; these are Polynesian languages such as Javanese or Romance dialects such as
Andalusian Spanish.

The assumption of CONNECT(N, lax) also solves a problem of Dutch phonology
and it seems to indicate that the length of Dutch A-vowels is a phonetic derivative of
tenseness: tense vowels always are syllabified into open syllables and vowels in open
syllables get lengthened, especially when they are stressed.

The analysis of word-final consonants as potentially belonging to a  generate
syllable led me to positing one other projection constraint, viz. PROJECT(N, V), the

-

constraint that every syllable with an onset (i.e. every syllable with a branching N
node) has to have at least some vocalic feature material in its head, something that
degenerate syllables violate by definition. This constraint will be worked out in more
detail in the next chapter.

The other constraints that were proposed were fairly straightforward, for instance
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faithfulness constraints blocking unnecessary consonant deletion. The exact position
in the hierarchy will be approximated more exactly in the course of the chapters that
follow. Appendix B gives a topology of the constraint hierarchy of Dutch as far as it
could be determined by the research reported on in this thesis.

2.8 Appendix: Historical overview

In this appendix I will briefly review the phonological literature that has appeared

since 1931, the year of the first article on the'phonology' of Dutch written by A.W. de
Groot. It is not my intention to give a complete and objective historical survey of the
literature (for an overview of the history of Dutch linguistics, see Bakker and Dibbets
1977; for an overview of the twentieth century see Anderson 1990).  In the body of
this chapter I present ideas that go back to the period of early structuralism, while
(hopefully) preserving the insights of more recent work.

It is therefore useful to have at least a superficial idea about both the structuralist
ideas and about the insights that were formulated later in order to reject these.  This
also gives me the possibility to discuss some 'classical' problems from the point of
view developed here. I have chosen to skip most of the literature already discussed in

previous sections, but it is dificult to avoid all overlap.

2.8.1 Dutch structuralism The European structuralist tradition had a significant im-
pact on Dutch phonological research.  One of the most important founding conferences
of this new branch of linguistics was organized by Dutch scholars in The Hague (1928).
In the decade after this conference Dutch phonology came to prosperity The problem
of distinguishing A-vowels and B-vowels was among the very first to be attacked.

Traditional linguists (like Van Helten 1887, Van Wijk 1909, Verdam 1923, who were
often working on earlier stages of the language or on phonetics) had referred to the
distinction as one of short versus long vowels. Most phoneticians in this century
have kept to this distinction as the only 'real' one. This position was rejected by all
phonological authors of the early structuralist period, however.

De Groot (1931) proposed to distinguish between vowels which were bright
('helder') and those which were dull ('dof'). Vowel length was a'concomitant' quality
of bright vowels, not a distinctive property itself. However, De Groot's own termi-

nology was based 6nplidnetic introsp*li6-n that most subsequent authors have fourid                     -
hard to replicate.  It has been rejected as being too much based on intuition. In the
words of Moulton (1962), this proposal does not advance matters. It merely tells us that the
two classes exist.  As we have seen, it is still difficult to find a term that is more insightful.

Other phonologists used a terminology that was more directly related to Sievers's

(1901) stark geschnitten versus schwach geschnitten (strongly cut versus weakly cut) and
Trubetzkoy's (1938:196) Silbenschnittkorrelation (Syllable Cut):

Es ist klar, dass auch die Silbenschnittkorrelation ein prosodischer An-
schlussgegensatz ist.  Sie ist ja eigentlich nichts anderes als eine Opposition
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zwischen dem sogenannten "festen" und dem sogenannten "losen" An-
schluss eines vokalischen Silbentragers an einen folgenden Konsonanten.
Wenn dabei der Vokal mit festem Anschluss kurzer als der Vokal mit losem
Anschluss ist, so ist dies nur eine phonetische Folgeerscheinung.

[. . . ] Die Silbenschnittskorrelation beruht somit auf einer privativen
Opposition, deren merkmallosen Glied der "ungeschnittene" voll ablau-
fende Vokal ohne festen Anschluss an einen folgenden Konsonanten ist.
Dadurch erklaren sich auch die Ergebnisse der Aufhebung dieser Korre-
lation: sie wird im Auslaute oder vor Vokalen aufgehoben, wobei in der
Aufhebungsstellung naturlicherweise nur die (phonetisch langen, bezw
halblangen) voll ablaufenden Vokalphoneme stehen (so im Englischen,
Hollandischen, Deutschen, Norwegischen, Schwedischen, im Schottisch-
Gaelischen, im Hopi, usw)

I devoted a relatively large amount of space to this quotation because it expresses
the structuralist's points in a very concise way. First, vowel length is described as an
epiphenomenon of the'real' privative opposition, namely the one between a tight and
a loose connection between consonants and vowels.  But most importantly, it gives one
of the most compelling arguments in favour of the Silbenschnittkorrelation instead of
the length hypothesis: we can explain why it is the members of group A that count as
unmarked.

There are two reasons for this.  In the first place, these are the vowels that occur
at the end of the word as we have seen.  In a Trubetzkoyan way of thinking it often
happens that a privative opposition is lifted at the edge (the end) of a domain: we only
find the unmarked form there. Therefore, we can see set A as the unmarked set.

Another way (not mentioned in the quotation but immediately below it) in which
we can see set A as unmarked is by counting the number of members:  set B is smaller
than set A by one (or two, depending on whether we recognise the [D]-[D] distinction)
members. This means that there are a few vowels in set A which do not have a
corresponding vowel in set B. This is an indication that set A really is the unmarked
set.  If B would be unmarked, there would be vowels which can only exist if they
bear the marked feature.  This line of reasoning seems to have been accepted by all
Dutch structuralists.  A lot of discussion subsequently went into the exact nature of the
phonological feature corresponding to Trubetzkoy's correlation. As noted, De Groot's
proposal to distinguish between 'bright' and 'dull' vowels has not been accepted.
Among the other terms that have been proposed, I mention scherp gesneden versus
zwak gesneden (Van Wijk 1939), and gedekt 'checked' versus ongedekt 'free' (Van
Ginneken 1934). The connection to Trubetzkoy's line of thinking is obvious-even
though it is not clear there has been a one-way relation of influence only.

Yet the (phonetic) arbitrariness remained a problem. For instance, Van Haeringen
(1958) remarked with respect to Van Wijk's (1939) division that there is no a priori way
to tell that the syllable boundary which follows the'zwak gesneden' vowels of gieten,
futen, boeken is in any way different from the'scherp gesneden' vowels of pitten, putten,
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pokken. The Syllable Cut did not seem to correspond to anything in the phonetic reality.

2.8.2 Pre-generative literature  The next few steps were taken at the end of the
1950's and the beginning of the 1960's. I call this period pre-generativist not because
the scholars in this period could be seen as a group with a specific goal in mind, but
because the ideas suggested in this period seem to have had the largest impact in
subsequent generativist work.

Two different lines of reasoning were set up. First came Cohen et al. (1958) who
can be set in the structuralist tradition as far as the analysis of set A versus set B
is concerned, be it that these authors introduced the terms tense 'gespannen' versus
lax 'ongespannen' in the Dutch literature in order to describe the phonetic difference.

They set up the following correspondences:
laxIE:aDOY

tense i e a o U e0
At the same time some scholars became aware of the problems that were inherent in

this approach. I already mentioned the criticism against the earlier structuralist work
and indeed the same questions were raised with respect to Cohen et at. by Moulton
(1962): the division into two groups was not well-motivated phonetically and espe-
cially the correspondence pairs were arbitrary in some respects. Other divisions were

possible which would do the phonological job (of distinguishing pairs of phonemes)
equally well:

etee,Yova
i I y u o a

The distinction between [el and [i] phonetically seems to be more or less the same
as that between [i] and [Il, so that it is not very clear what is exactly the reason for
labeling the one pair as tense/lax and describing the other in some other way.

An important problem for the theory was discussed by Van Haeringen (1958),
Heeroma (1959) and Moulton (1962): the classification of the high vowels {i,y,u}.
Phonetically these vowels pattern with the short vowels rather than with the long ones
(cf. Nooteboom (1972)), but phonologically they are more ambiguous.

The most important reasons to distinguish phonologically between group A and
group B are distributional. In this period, the following citeria were recognized:

-1.-Extensibility: At least Van Haeringen (1958) claimed that_vowels_in group A
are 'extensible', they can be deliberately pronounced in a longer period of time
whereas the vowels in group B are not extensible.  Now i, y and u could not
be extended in the speech of Van Haeringen (1958) and therefore this author

argued they were members of group B. The 'non-extensibility' of i, y and u as
well as that of the lax vowels was immediately questioned by Heeroma (1959)
and nowadays it does no longer count as a criterion for the distinction between A
and B altogether.  As a matter of fact, the extensibility of lax vowels is sometimes
used as an argument against length theory. A speaker can freely extend the

lax [o] of bom 'bomb' [bom] to [bo:::::ml which still does not sound like boom
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'tree' [bom].  In a theory of grammatical competence, the extensibility criterion
is however very difficult to evaluate in either direction.

2. Intervocalic fricatives:  In the context VFa(V a vowel, F a fricative), F is voiceless
if and only if V is a member of group B (Heeroma 1959). Compare: 0Kl[ave]n
'refresh', 0Kl[evaln 'live'. 0Kl[ove]n 'praise', 0Kl[eve]r 'hank'. 0Kl[ival 'dear'.
oKl[uve]n'luff', *l[avaln, *l[Eve]n, *l[ovaln, *1[Y valn, *l[Ive]n; 0Kbl[afaln 'bark',
0Kb[Ersa]n 'berries'. 0Kr[Ifaln 'riffs', 0Kh[oseln 'jig and jog'. 0Kk[Y sa]n 'do odd
jobs',*bl[afaln, *b[esaln, *r[ifaln, *h[use]n, -k[ysa]n. According to this criterion,
the high vowels should clearly be in group A. There are however some pretty
normal words (P[ase]n 'Eastern', m[aza]1 'luck', p[yzall 'puzzle') that count as
exceptions to the generalization which therefore is not water-tight.  I have no
explanation for the interaction between voiced fricatives and tenseness in vowels.
I will return to this issue in the next chapter.

23

3. Occurrence before consonant clusters: Vowels from group B occur before
(word-final) consonant clusters C,Cj where Cj is a non-coronal. The dorsal nasal
behaves like a consonant cluster in this respect. For instance: oKb[ao] 'afraid',
0Kkr[EJ] 'carrion', 0Kj[ 00] 'young'. 0Kd[ID] 'thing'. *b[aul, *kr[eu], *j[ou],
*d[izil. *d[uul. *d[001, oKb[alkl 'beam: *b[alk], 0Kw[elp] 'whelp', *w[elpl,
0Kkr[Impl 'shrink', *kr[impl· This criterion seems to indicate that i, y and u
are in group A. A substantive number of counterexamples however involves
exactly these vowels, especially i: 0Kh[ilp] 'helped', 0Kw[irp] 'throwed', etc.
This criterion has been extensively discussed above. The reason why high vowels
count as exceptions might be exactly that these vowels do not have a lax variant.
I will return to this below.

The criterion is also not water-tight, however, because there are again some
counterexamples, like 0Ktw[alf] ontheonehand. On the otherhand, for instance
thecombination IC,Cj is also very rare while [I] is in group B according to all other
criteria. The only words where it shows up are: 0Kw[lix] 'Willow', 0Kzw[Ilk]
'oil-cloth', oKsch[Ilfler 'chip', 0Kz[Ilvler 'silver'.

4. Occurrence at end of a word: Vowels of group B cannot occur at the end
of the word. Van Haeringen (1958) questioned this criterion because schwa,
phonetically the shortest vowel, can occur at the end of the word as well.  Yet
Heeroma (1959) argued that this cannot count as an argument because schwa is
an exceptional vowel in many other respects. Therefore, this remains to be one
of the most important criteria. The high vowels i, y and u are clearly in group A
according to this criterion: 0Kz[i] 'see', oKd[u] 'do", 0Kn[yl 'now'.

23Henk van Riemsdijk (p.c.) notes that there is some variation in the pronunciation of puzze/; some

speakers say [pyzall.
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5.  Diminutives: the diminutive shows up as -atja after VBS where VB is a vowel
in group B and S a sonorant consonant (d[!Datja], m[anatjal, b[omatjal, h[olatjal,
k[aratjal) and as Cia (C some stop) after V/IS where V.4 is a vowel in group A.
According to Van Haeringen (1958) the high vowels behave sometimes as if they
were in group A and sometimes as if they were in group B: w[iltjal, w[ilatjal,
bl[umpjal, bl[umatjal, r[impjal, str[imotja] Heeroma (1959) however observes
that also this criterion is weak because there are too many counterexamples also
in the other classes. Trommelen (1987) notes that Van Haeringen's arguments
might have been typical for his Rotterdam Dutch background.

The discussion was brought to a conclusion by a very influential article by Moulton
(1962), who proposed to distinguish between a set of long and a set of short vowels.
The long vowels were Ie, a. 0,0], the short vowels [I, E, a, D. (O), Yl and the vowels [i,
y, u] did not participate in the opposition. This explained the ambiguous behaviour
of the latter group. Notice, however, that this type of analysis can only be parsed if
[ztlong] is a feature, not under an autosegmental approach to length.

2.8.3 Early generative grammar In spite of Moulton's (1962) arguments against it,
early workers on the generative phonology of Dutch (De Rijk 1967, Spa 1970, Brink
1970) used the feature [rttense]. This might be traced back to the influence of Chomsky
and Halle (1968) who used the same feature for a similar distinction in English. The
interpretation of the feature varied, however, from author to author.

For instance, De Rijk (1967:22) argued that "we may regard a tense vowel as a sequence of

tax ones." The reasons that were given for this version of length theory were somewhat
different from the ones hitherto discussed. This paper is full of original observations,
most ofwhichare unaccounted forinmostof the following literature on thedistribution
of vowels. Following SPE, the author furthermore allowed himself to give a highly
abstract analysis of these data.

One of the observations was that [eyl occurs in all contexts except before [wl and
[r].  [y], on the other hand is very frequent before [wl and [rl but hardly occurs in any
other context, according to De Rijk (196D. For instance in word-final position it occurs
only in u 'you' [y], and nu 'now' [nyl.24 He therefore proposed a diphthongization
rule deriving [a,yl from [yl in all contexts except before glides (the [yl before [rl was
assumed to be the-result of a tensing nde applying afterdiphthongization).  4He
tried to extend this approach to derive also [Eil and [Du] from underlying [il and [ul
respectively, but as the author admitted the point there turned out not very strong.)

Spa (1970) remarked that an approach along the lines of SPE was able to solve a

problem of Dutch morphophonemics. It could describe plural formation in -en in a
uniform way In earlier accounts examples like the following were problematic:

24We might add menu 'menu' [many], individu 'individual' [Individy], paraplu 'umbrella' [paraply],
and some other words, admittedly all originally loans from French but. I think, accepted by most

speakers as normal Dutch forms.
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(35) a. d(tx da7an
b. vlax v1(ryan

C. WEp wtban
d. bavEl bavelen

Spa (1970) proposed to solve this problem by assuming the following underlying
representations for these forms: da·y, vlaTY, wtbb, bevel. Plural formation now
simply is the addition of -an. Subsequently there is a rule of vowel tensing in open
syllables (the rule version of CONNECT(N, lax)):

(36)      [- tensel --*[+tense]  / +syll Cl 0
- cons

Finally a rule degeminates the obstruent clusters at the end of the word. Of course, this
is not really an argument in favour of [tense] nor is it intended to be. We could just as
well assume that the vowel is lengthened in open syllables. The other analysts of this
period also do not give convincing arguments in favour of any position. De Rijk (196D
remarks it is very difficult to choose between [flong] and [ftensel by phonological
criteria; he chooses the latter because "tulnfortunately, we cannot postpone our decision
until the happy times when phonological theory  will  have a firm grasp  on its problems".   He
therefore chooses to follow Cohen et al. (1959)

2.8.4 Bisegmental analyses in generative phonology   As far as I know, the first to
level substantive criticism against the use of the feature [tense] within the generative
framework is Zonneveld (1978). Interestingly, Zonneveld (1978) bases himself partly
on an attack by Lass (1976) on the use of [tense] for English in SPE. Lass's (1976:40)
main argument sounds familiar by now:

Even the few apparently 'empirical' tests for recognizing the feature fail,
either through being hopelessly subjective or through logical incoherence
I...1

Zonneveld's own main motivation was that he wanted to put the diphthongs [ti, cey,
Dul in one class together with the A-vowels. The diphthongs behave like A-vowels
with respect to many of the criteria mentioned above:  they can occur at the end
of a word, but not before a consonant cluster, they choose the same allomorph of the
diminutive. Zonneveld (1978) also mentioned that diphthongs and A-vowels alternate
in ablaut (rijd-reed [rEitl-[ret], buig-boog [boeyx]-[boxl), etc.), that in speech errors long
vowels were often substituted for diphthongs and vice versa (Nooteboom 196D and
that precisely the A-vowels and the diphthongs formed the left-hand context for a rule
of Dutch Zonneveld (1978) was interested in, Weakening.

Zonneveld (1978) argued that the simplest assumption would be that both diph-
thongs and A-vowels are bisegmental: the diphthongs would consist of two different
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vowels following one another and the A-vowels would be diphthongs o f which the two
members happened to be identical. Because otherwise he was following SPE, he pro-
posed that a set of morpheme structure constraints would take care of the differences
between 8-vowels on the one hand and diphthongs and A-vowels on the other. These
constraints now could all refer to the difference between [-cons] and [-cons}[-consl.

The account presented above can explain these data without assuming length.
Ablaut is nowadays regarded as a typically very early process in the Lexical Phonology,

something applying to stems (if it is considered to be of interest for phonological theory
at all). Substitution may therefore take place at a moment where diphthongs are still
regarded as monosegmental (just like Goat Latin). Weakening may be sensitive to

preceding syllables ending in a vowel, etc..
This proposal was accepted and recast in a non-linear framework by Trommelen

(1983), Van der Hulst (1984) and Booij (1995a) among others. In these theories the

vowels [a] and [a] are represented as follows:

(37) [al [al
IA

  xYx
A diphthong is a sequence of two 'short' vowels, each linked to its own x-slot. The
most salient properties of the Dutch vowel system can now be explained25  in an elegant
way: the occurrence before consonant clusters and at the end of the syllable.

As for the clusters, it is assumed that the rhyme of the syllable contains at most
three skeletal positions at the edge of the word. Now if A-vowels occupy already two
positions in the rhyme for themselves, there is no further room for two consonants: at
most one consonant can occur after an A-vowel. B-vowels on the other hand occupy
only one skeletal position and therefore they leave room for two consonants in the

rhyrne.

With regard to the occurrence at the end of the word, it is assumed that Dutch

syllables are minimally bimoric, i.e. they should contain at least two positions in the
rhyme. 'Bipositional' A-vowels satisfy this criterion immediately, 'monopositional'
B-vowels on-the-other-hand-need another segment in the rhyme in order to fulfill this                        -

requirement.
During the first 20 years the problem of the high vowel receives relatively little

attention. This changes at the end of the 1980s. Trommelen (1987) gives a list of
properties of the high vowels. Apart from the properties already mentioned in this
appendix, she mentions a few properties which would lead us to classify these vowels
in the set of B-vowels

25 For a description of the distribution of the diminutive, which requires more elaboration, in this type

of approach see Trommelen (1983).
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1. The consonant [Al appears either after short vowels, or after high vowels but
not after non-high vowels in set A: rush (id.), [ry&], broche 'brooch' [brog],fetisj
'fetish' [fettal, pistache 'pistachio' [pistag], douche 'shower' [dug], pluche 'plush'
[plyal, quiche (id.), [kial

2.   Dutch has a three-syllable window at the end of the word for main stress. Super-
heavy syllables at the end of the word can only be skipped in a few exceptional
cases: tvmaar 'equator', 8oievaar 'stork', etc. However the class of stressless
'superheavy' syllables including a high vowel is considerably larger: tmir (id.),
talmoed 'talmud', tureluur 'redshank', etc.

3. Superheavy syllables are very rare when not at the right edge oftheword. Again,
a large class of exceptions is formed by 'superheavies' with high vowels: toendra
'tundra', junta (id.), bourgeois (id.), pizza (id.), muesli (id.)

Most of these words are fairly recent loans. Trommelen (1987) therefore argues that
Dutch has two types of high vowels:  the 'long' ones in the native lexicon and 'short'
ones in the lexicon of loan words.  One of two things will now happen, according
to her prediction: either the loan words will adapt themselves to the grammar and
get shortened, or the grammar will adapt itself to the loan words and start tolerating
'short' high vowels.

In our system 'short' high vowels are actually high vowels in a closed syllable. If
Trommelen's (198D observations are right-it seems to me that they are- we can say
that two constraints are currently in competition, CONNECT(N, lax) and *[high,lax].  In
previous stages of Dutch, CONNECT(N, lax) was inviolable: vowels in closed syllables
had to be lax. It seems that the constraint against high lax vowels is stronger in Modern
Dutch. High vowels can occur in closed syllables without laxing in order to meet the
demands of *[high,lax].

One of the most important problems facing the length theory is related to stress, as
discussed before. Dutch has a quantity sensitive stress system but Cv,Vi syllables, i.e.
syllables containing a tense vowel count as light, whereas CV,Vj and CVC syllables
count as heavy. This is an extremely marked situation cross-linguistically.

Lahiri and Koreman (1988) solved this problem by assuming that long vowels
consisted of two root nodes, which were attached to only one weight unit, one mora.
The nonsense syllables vaa and vam got the following representations respectively:

(38) vaa 0           vam           0

IB ewI A    1 1
v a a   v a m

Syllable length was counted at the melodic tier (which makes the definition of length
somewhat awkward), syllable weight at the moraic tier.
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The problem of syllable weight is solved by Kager (1989) in a somewhat different
way. Like Lahiri and Koreman (1988), Kager (1989) adopts a moraic theory of syllable
structure. In his view, B-vowels are monomoraic and A-vowels are bimoraic. Kager
(1989) suggests that Dutch syllables are all subject to a bimoraicity requirement. There-

fore, counting the number of moras is not a possible way to compute the weight of a
syllable in Dutch. Instead, weight is computed in terms of melodic complexity. A CV,Vi

syllable is light because it has just one vowel at the melodic level. On the other hand,
CV,Vj and CVC have two different segments at the melodic level dependent on the
moras. Kager's (1989) proposal therefore can be seen as the mirror image of Lahiri and
K6reman's (1988) proposal: the former computes syllable length at the level of moras

and weight at the melody while the latter computed weight at the mora tier and length
at the melody.

An important problem for the proposals of Lahiri and Koreman (1988) and Kager
(1989) lies exactly in this computation at different levels. In the first place, one of the
main motivations for moraic theory is that segment counting was deemed to be an
impossible option for the grammar (McCarthy and Prince 1986). In the second place,
both theories have to postulate a rather complicated theory of syllable length. Kager
(1989) has to be able to count to three, if he wants to explain the superheavy status of
raam 'window' [ram]. Lahiri and Koreman (1988) have to postulate that two vocalic
root nodes may be attached to one mora.  The same is not true for a vowel and a
consonant at the first mora ([am] is heavy), but it is true for a vowel and consonant at
the second mora ([amI is possible).

A different approach to solving the same problem is offered in Smith et at. (1989)
and Hermans (1992, 1994a). Under each of these approaches while there are two
skeletal positions involved with the A-vowels, the second position is empty at the
point in the derivation where stress is assigned. It therefore does not count as making
the syllable heavy.26

Both approaches also involve a reintroduction of the feature [tensel in a certain
way.   This is literally true for Hermans (1992,1994). Smith et at. instead follow the
(Dependency Phonology) vowel geometry of Van der Hulst and Smith (1988) and use
a dependent element [I] (denoting'pharyngeal expansion') instead. All A-vowels are
identical to B-vowels except that they have an extra dependent feature [I] (and of
course there are two A-vowels which do not have a corresponding B-vowel).

-  - -  Ogilise an UIiderlyingleizgth cliblitictiuii, iepiebeitled by  Uildet-
lying x-slots. Tlus length distinction is used for the representation of the vowels off)+le

26This type of account carl essentially be traced back to Trager and Smith (1951) who propose that
there are two types of vowels in English: simple vowels and complex vowels. The latter have the form
of a simple vowel followed by a glide. This glide could be any element of the set  {h,j,w }. For instance,
the 'long' vowel of bought actually consists of a sequence )+ h.

In order to see the connection between this proposal and the ones discussed in the text, it is necessary
to recall that h is a consonant without any supralaryngeal specification. If it is a glide at all, it is the glide
variant of schwa.  Now the empty skeletal position of Smith et al. and Hermans is also schwa.  This is

made explicit in Hermans (1994a).
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'frail' [frE:10],»ute 'dame' [fry'la], zone 'id.' [zo:na] and also for the lengthened high
vowels which occur in some loan words such as surprise 'id.' [syrpri:sa], louvredeurtle
'saloon door' [lu:vredce:rtjaland centrtfitge 'spinner' [stntrify:30]. According to Smith
et al., these vowels underlyingly have two x-slots.

Furthermore, the second x-slot of the non-high A-vowels is lengthened by general
rule after stress assignment has applied.  The high A-vowels do not spread in this way
(except perhaps before r), because otherwise no distinction could be made between
underlyingly long i, y and u and 'short' i, y and u which are lengthened by rule.

Hermans (1992, 1994a) has an analysis which is very similar in all relevant respects
to the one proposed in Smith et at.All A-vowels have an underlying feature [+tense].
This feature ensures that the vowel is supplemented with an empty skeletal position
via some technical steps which need not concern us here. This position is filled up after
stress assignment in the case of the non-high vowels.  In the case of the high vowels, it
remains empty and gets eventually deleted for lack of phonetic content. The solution
of Hermans (1994a) for really long vowels is also very similar to the one of Smith et al.

(1989).  The main difference is that for technical reasons Hermans does not want to
assume underlying x-slots. He is mainly interested in Maasbracht Dutch, which has
long variants of the high vowels and of the (low) lax vowels, just like Standard Dutch.
He proposes that these vowels underlyingly have two roots.

The main problem with the Smith/Hermans type of approach, apart from the
empirical problems amply discussed in the body of the chapter, is that it is highly
abstract. It postulates a vocalic length that in some cases never surfaces and that
is also irrelevant for many components of the grammar that normally do consider
weight. Basically, the length is only seen by the component that needs to see it, viz.
the syllabification algorithm.

All these recent proposals are based on the insight that the main argument for
vowel length is syllable structure.  They all try to establish that this length is invisible
or irrelevant for other phonological modules such as stress assignment. If however
syllable length is irrelevant also for syllable structure itself, no argument for vocalic
length (except in the truly long vowels) is left.



3 Tilburg Dutch and Standard Dutch Vowel Length

In the discussion of A-vowels versus B-vowels in the previous chapter I have put aside
several vowels. In particular these were the 'truly long' vowels and the diphthongs.
All of these have to be treated as cases of real vocalic length.  One of the main points of
this chapter is that the lax-based projection theory presented in the previous chapter
also has to offer an interesting point-of-view for those vowels.  I will show this on
the basis of Standard Dutch facts and also on the basis of Tilburg Dutch, a dialect in
which the parameters length and tenseness arguably both play a role in the underlying
system. Undeniably long vowels and diphthongs typologically behave much more
like real long vowels; for instance they behave as heavy in the stress system. Their
head is also most often [laxl, a fact which I argue to follow from CONNECT(N, lax).

Another goal of this chapter is to be somewhat more specific on some aspects
of Dutch word structure that have been left untouched in the previous chapter.  For
instance, I will treat notions such as ambisyllabicity, extrasyllabicity and catalexis and
the phonetic content of the feature [lax].

This chapter is structured in the following way. In section 3.1 I discuss the relevant

aspects of the Standard Dutch (long) vowel system. In section 3.2 I then turn to Tilburg
Dutch and discuss long vowels and vowel shortening in that dialect. In section 3.3 I
give an overview of the (feature cooccurrence) constraints that are needed to derive
the whole Dutch segment inventory. The last section is devoted to some concluding
remarks.

3.1   Details in the Standard Dutch vowel system

In this section I first discuss the Dutch vowel system as I have established it until now
- -  -            andspecifically thernle nf the rliphthnngs in thatsystem.  In the sprnnri sprtinn T hripfly

discuss my assumptions on the ambisyllabicity of consonants. Thirdly I look at the
behaviour of tense vowels before tautomorphemic [r]. The topic of section 3.1.4 is the

phonetic nature of the feature I hitherto called [lax]. In section 3.1.5 I conclude with an
overview of different forms of exceptional syllable structure at the edges of words.

3.1.1  Diphthongs The three Dutch diphthongs [Eri], [Oeyl, [Dul have been left out
of consideration until now  I will assume each consists of a lax vowel followed by a
high vowel and that both vowels have the same vocalic place features. Schematically

57
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they therefore will be represented here as [Eil, [oey] and [DU] respectively and they will
receive the following structure:

(1)      [-cons] [-cons]    [-cons} [-consl [-consl [-cons]

I,Ii'     I,4,l Iiaxi [highl [laxl [highl

[coronal] [labial,coronal] [labial,dorsal]

The first root node gets the specifications of a lax mid vowel, and the second root node
those of a high (tense) vowel.

These diphthongs are problematic in one respect. Sometimes, for instance in the
Dutch version of Goat Latin (cf. section 2.3.2), they behave as unities. If diphthongs
are really long, in the sense that they have two root node positions, this weakens the

argument in favour of length theory.
My proposal, which is in some aspects similar to proposals of Calabrese (1988)

for Italian dialects and to the proposals of McCarthy (199la) to explain the almost
identical behaviour of English diphthongs, is to treat diphthongs as underlyingly
short (lax) vowels.

If we look at the vowel system we have established until now, we find a gap. There
seem to be no lax high vowels:1

(2)
tense lax

[high] i y u
e00 I Y O

[low] a E  (1

Some authors assume [I] is actually a high vowel, but there is some evidence that this
vowel is in opposition to [el rather than to [i]. In morphological tensing environments
(i.e. the plural of a certain class of nouns where lax vowels become tense) the vowel
shifts to [el systematically: lid-leden 'member(s)' [lit-leda], smid-smeden 'smith(s)' [smIt-
smede] While it is true that in this same environment [e] also shifts to [e] (which we
might attribute to a repair rule since there is no tense counterpart to [E]), crucially [Il
never alternates with [i] in this environment.

In the next chapter, we will see that [e] and [I] are the tense and lax vowel that are
most susceptible to reduction to [al, while other vowels are harder to reduce.

The same is true in r-colouring (to be discussed in section 3.1.3), where [e] laxes to

[r.1, not to [E:]: leer 'leather' [lI:r] *[1£:r].  High [il only lengthens in this environment.
Finally, the rules of shortening in Tilburg Dutch also treat [I] as the short variant of [el.

If this is true, there really are no high lax vowels in Dutch.  This gap has to be
accounted for somewhere in the theory, perhaps by the filter in (3):

11'he exact organization of the lower part of the system is to be discussed in section 3.2.
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(3)   ' 1 lax   ]
high ]

We have already seen this filter can get a phonetic motivation, at least if we assume

that [lax] is defined as the retraction of the tongue root, since we need different (almost
opposite) tongue movements for high vowels and for lax vowels (Archangeli and
Pulleyblank 1994).

Usually it is assumed that (3) is a restriction on underlying representations. Notice
however that this is not a possible option in a theory in which it is assumed that any
combination of features forms a possible input for the grammar.  I think the latter

assumption makes an interesting prediction in this particular case. Also vowels with
the feature combination [high,lax] plus any of the possible place feature combinations
are allowed as input. The combination of [highl and [laxl is however not allowed on
the surface according to (3), if read as a surface filter which is very strong in Dutch.

A given language can use one of several strategies to avoid violation of feature
cooccurrence constraints like (3). One possibility is leaving either [high] or [lax] un-
parsed and replacing it by a non-offending feature value [-highl or [-laxl/[+tensel
respectively).

This type of clean-up strategy is attested in some Italian dialects (Calabrese 1988)

and possibly also in some non-diphtongizing Dutch dialects which have [pin] (like for
instance Aalten Dutch and Maasbracht Dutch) or [p£(:) n] (like for instance The Hague
Dutch and Tilburg Dutch) instead of Standard Dutch [pein] for pijn 'pain'. Aalten and
Maasbracht have chosen to parse [highl; The Hague and Tilburg have chosen to parse
[laxl in order to satisfy (3) (cf. Van Eekelen et at. 1995)

Standard Dutch on the other hand seems to have a preference for parsing under-

lying features. It chooses a different strategy - also attested in dialects of Italian,
according to Calabrese, ibid. - which is inserting a new root node.  Both root nodes
are linked  to the same place features but only one gets  [+high]  and the other one [lax].

The  lax high front labial vowel for instance becomes either   [oey]   or   [yoe].     The
surface order of the two vowels is determined by CONNECT(N, lax) Because we have
two vowels in the rhyme, this rhyme technically counts as heavy. Therefore, its head
must be the lax vowel and because the head precedes the complement we get [oey].
Similarreasoning leads us to posit [£i] and [Dul for the front unrounded diphthong
and the back rounded diphthong respectively.

I will now proced to formalize these observations in terms of ihteracting con-
straints. * [high,lax] seems to be unviolated in Dutch. Other constraints we need are
listed below.2

(4)     a. PARSE-HIGH, PARSE-LAX: [high] ([laxl) has to be parsed

2 Another inviolable constraint of Dutch - as indeed in most, if not all, languages of the world - is the
one against *[high, low] combinations.  Also the constraint PARSE-LOW may be surmised to have a high
ranking because diphthongs have a low part and a high part, as we will see in the next chapten Strictly

speaking surface diphthongs may also be derived from underlying [high, low] combinations. The rest
of the argument would work in the same way.
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b.   NoLoNGVOWEL (NLV): Two adjacent vocalic roots may not be linked to the
same material:

(5)   . [ high ] PARSE-HIGH, PARSE-LAX »NLV
L lax     

As can be seen, hardly any ordering between these constraints can or need to be
established at this point.  It is only relevant that NOLONGVowEL is ranked below most
of them.  Only the ranking of CONNECT(N, lax) with respect to this constraint has been
impossible for me to establish.

'rhe candidate set generated over the input [+high, lax, coronall gets the following
evaluation (for convenience I represent vowels with matrices rather than with feature
trees in this box and the different Parse and Fill constraints for all features have been
conflated).4

(6)                                - high -Candidates PARSE    NLV    CON(N, lax)
lax

-

high

lax                              *!                             (*)

coronal

high
< lax >                                                                 * !
coronal

< high >
lax

coronal

high lax
.!

coronal coronal

lax high4 coronal coronal
--     -

The constraint NoLONGVOWEL gets violated in the optimal candidate. However there
is no alternative which does not violate at least one of the higher-ranking constraints.
Splitting the offensive feature combination in two roots is the only thing we can do.5

31 will show below that this constraint probably is not needed in the analysis of Dutch, where it can
be replaced by a constraint against the insertion of the feature [low] plus a projection constraint.

4 In this chapter I implicitly assume that empty [-cons] roots are avoided wherever this is possible,.
an assumption for which I refer to the next chapter.

5In particular it is important that PARSE-LAX and PARSE-HIGH dominate the constraint against long
vowels. Beside  * [high,  lax], some other feature cooccurrence constraints are operative in Dutch.  One
instance is  * [low, labial], since there are no low rounded vowels in Standard Dutch.  Yet none of these
other constraints seem to have diphtongization as an effect. Rather in these cases one of the offending
features gets deleted. This means that we have evidence for the following constraint ordering:

(i)   PARSE-HIGH, PARSE-LAX»NOLONGVOWEL»PARSE-LOW or PARSE-LABIAL
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Furthermore the first part of the diphthong phonetically (or postlexically) gets low
so that we have [ey], [Ei] and [Dul respectively, probably in order to make the two
parts of the diphthong maximally distinct in quality. This desire for a maximally falling
diphthong apparently overrides the constraint against insertion of [low]. We could
assume this lowering is phonetic or post-lexical because it is not structure-preserving:
[oe] and [D] are no part of the vowelinventory of Standard Dutch except in diphthongs.
This argument might in the end prove not to be too relevant.  In that case the lowering
might just as well be assumed to be lexical. Both following forms will still be in the
candidate set after the part of the hierarchy in (6) has applied:

(7)     PROJECT(No, low) Heads of branching nuclei need to be supported by [low].

(8)    *[low]: Do not insert [lowl.6

(9)
Candidates PROJECT(No,  low)       * [low]

- low
4 lax

. coronal   I+high  1coronal )

lax 4-high                   *
coronal coronal

PROJECT(Af, low)is yet another member of the family of projection constraints under a
certain (traditional) interpretation of the structure of the nucleus.  If we assume that all
vowels are dominated by the nucleus N , long vowels and diphthongs by definition

imply a branching nucleus (cf. chapter 8 for more discussion).
Furthermore, PROJECT(AP, low) and *[low] together have the same effect as No-

LONGVOWEL in the grammar of Dutch; together they also prohibit the formation of
unnecessary long vowels. Reference to NoLONGVOWEL is therefore not necessary in
the analysis of Dutch; I refer the reader to the last chapter for fuller discussion of both
the notion of a branching nucleus and of the status of NoLoNGVOWEL in the theory.

If we assume the condition on secret languages like Goat Latin is that all vowel
features have tobe copied, the unit-likebehaviour of diphthongs in this system follows.
Both [lax] and [high] have to be copied. The offending vowel splits both in the original
and in the copied position.

- I'inally, Iivant tomentionthatsemetimes{ej]7[aj]y{uj]and[iw]r[ew]arementioned- -  -
in the literature as diphthongs. I will treat these as sequences of an independent vowel
plus glide, following Booij (1989), among others. That is to say the tense vowel would

Interestingly, there is evidence that PARSE-HIGH and PARSE-LAX are ranked much higher in Dutch than
the Parse constraints relating to other features. This evidence comes from reduction. We will see in the

next chapter that high and lax vowels can hardly be reduced to schwa whereas other vowels can much
more easily. This will be taken as evidence that the features [lax] and [high] are much harder to get rid
of than the other features, i.e. that PARSE-HIGH,PARSE-LAX»PARSE-LOW,PARSE-LABIAL, etc.

6T is constraint might be better seen as a conflation of structure-preserving constraints blocking

[low,labial] combinations, etc.
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be in an open syllable and the glide would be in the onset of a degenerate syllable.
It is interesting that these sequences seem subject to the OCP and that sequences like
*[ij],  *[yjl and *[ej]  (with a front vowel followed by [j] or *[uw], -[ow] with a labial
vowel followed by [wl do not exist. 1  We do find [ywl clusters (zenuw'nerve', schwaduw
'shadow'), which is somewhat surprising because [y] is round as well. I will return to
these issues in chapter 7.

3.1.2   Ambisyllabicity.    In this section I will briefly discuss the syllable structure of
Dutch words like the following:

(10) apptl 'appeal' [aptil
hobbel 'knob' [hjball
allofoon 'allophone' [alofanl
kudde 'herd' [kcbde]
rollade 'rolled beef' [roiddal

All these words contain a Vicvj sequence of which V, is lax. This means that the
consonant should be syllabified into the coda of the first syllable to satisfy CONNECr(N,
lax). Yet there is also evidence that this consonant is syllabified into the onset of the
second syllable. One reason to assume this is that the consonant can be voiced which
is only allowed in onset positions in Dutch, a language with Final Devoicing. Another
reason is that onsetless syllables headed by schwa do not exist, as we will see in the
next chapter.

This means that the consonant in question is in two syllabic positions.  In most
analyses at least since Trommelen (1983) and Van der Hulst (1984) this is taken to mean
that the consonant in question is literally ambisyllabic, i.e. one root node linked to two
syllables. In principle it could be that phonologically these consonants are even gem-
inates which are shortened post-lexically or phonetically (Borowsky, It6 and Mester
1984). I will arbitrarily adopt the former assumption that these are single consonants
attached to two syllabic positions, so that kudde gets the following representation:

(11)            N       N

N0     N0
1 1

k oe   d   a

As we have seen in section 2.8 the voicing of fricatives in V, FVj position is (almost)
predictable from the vowel quality of Vi; if this vowel is tense, the fricative is voiced

LThe status of [aw] is unclear; it does not seem to be attested in Standard Dutch, but it is found in
dialects such as Rotterdam Dutch or Tilburg Dutch.
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(griezel 'horror' [xrizell) and if this vowel is lax, the fricative is voiceless (mossel 'mussel'
[mosal]). (The problematic cases again include [a] or [a]: Pasen 'Easter', mazzel 'luck';
cf. section 3.2.1.4 below) This difference might be attributed to a difference in syllabic
affiliation of the fricatives: fricatives linked to one syllable would acquire [voice],
whereas ambisyllabic fricatives would stay voiceless.  We find a similar difference
in (Northern) Italian with respect to s-Voicing (Nespor and Vogel 1986): a simple
intervocalic s voices in that dialect, but a geminate (i.e. ambisyllabic) s does not (see
Slis and Van Heugten (1989) for a report that voiceless fricatives are generally longer

than voiced ones).
Van der Hulst (1985) has shown that lax vowels cannot occur before a OL sequence

(0 an obstruent, L a liquid). While there are words such as zebra (id.), [zebral and
microfoon 'microphone' [mikrofonl, there are no words like *[7Ebral  or *[mikrofon].

In order to rule out these surface forms, we have to rule out two syllabifications.
One is [zE:b.bra] with an ambisyllabic [bl and the other is [zeb.ral witha syllable bound-
ary between the obstruent and the liquid. In order to rule out the first syllabification
we need to assume that only segments which are under the lowest N node can be am-

bisyllabic. In order to rule out the second syllabification I propose to use the Syllable
Contact Law (Vennemann 1988, Clements 1990):

(12) Syllable Contact Law (SCI«): In any sequence Ca$(b, Ca must exceed C  in
sonority.

The SCL exlcudes [zeb.ral syllabifications, on the grounds that the word contains a less
felicitous syllable contact. We will need this constraint again in chapter 5 where it will
be used to rule out certain clusters before /a/.

3.1.3   r-lengthening.   I will now proceed to discuss a process of Dutch phonology
which is related to the issue of vowel length: lengthening and 'colouring' of tense

vowels before r. This r has to be tautomorphemic to the vowel and furthermore has to
occur within the same foot (Gussenhoven 1993). These vowels get a different quality
before this consonant.8 The following minimal pairs are copied from Trommelen and
Zonneveld (1989):9

8Thephonological representations used here have been somewhat idealised from the phonetic forms.
'Gyssenhoven (1993)  pointed out that the domain of lengthening+colouring seems to be the fo t

and that there is also a process of colouring without lengthening at the level of the phonological word

(cf. Europa 'Europe' [cer6pa], Oeralisch 'Uralic' [uralis], cf. also Van der Hulst 1984). 1 only deal with the
foot-level process and have no explanation of the word-level process. The fact that unfooted vowels do
not lengthen seems to be due to the strong correlation between vowel length and stress.
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(13) giek 'gig' I·yik] gier 'vulture' [gi: r]

beet 'bite' [bet] beer 'bear' [bI:r]
huub (name), [hyp] huur 'rent' [hy:r]
kleum 'shiver' [1<10ml kieur 'colour' [kly'r]
boet 'mend' [butl boer 'farmer' [bu:r]
Stoof 'stove' [stof] stoor 'disturb' [sto:r]

braat 'bleat' [blat] blaar 'blister' [bla(:)r]
kegel 'cone' [keyell kerel 'guy' [kI:ral]
eega'spouse' [eya] era (id.), [I:ra]

ethica 'ethics' [etika] Erica (name), [I:rikal
fusie 'fusion' [fyzi] furie 'fury' [fy: ri]

According to the phonetic measurements of't Hart (1969), the colouring effect in high
vowels is basicaly lengthening to'overlong', in mid vowels it is lengthening plus laxing
(plus some diphthongization towards [a]). In the low vowel [a] the effect is hardest to
observe, if it can be observed at all. 10

I want to claim that the effects of colouring on high, mid and low vowels can

nevertheless get a uniform explanation in terms of the theory developed in this chapten
I will take the back mid vowel [o] as a paradigm case. Lengthening of vowels before
sonorants and especially before /r/ is a familiar process in many languages (see
for instance Giegerich (1992) on Scottish English.)  I will attribute the process to an
(admittedly ad hoc) constraint against CV.[r] a sequence of a (short) vowel followed by
[r], pending further phonological and phonetic analysis as to why short (tense) vowels
would be disallowed before [r]:

(14)  R-COLOUR: *CV.r

Because of the way lexical syllabification works in Dutch, the syllable-final vowel will
always be tense. Notice that this condition gives some evidence for a degenerate

syllable analysis of superheavy syllables because such an analysis makes it possible to
treat vuur 'fire' [vy:r] andfurie 'fury' [ff:ri] in the same way.

As far as I can see, the analysis can only work if we recognize a lexical-postlexical
distinction. It is essential that heer 'lord' is first syllabified as [he.r] in the lexicon and
that this is later changed into [hI:.rl. Otherwise, we cannot explain why we prefer to
add an extra root node instead of simply laxing the vowel and syllabifying [rl into the
coda (so that we would get [hirl, a non-existing well-formed word of Dutch).

What we need, then is a first (lexical) round of syllabification in which [he.r] is
created and a constraint, which I will call FArTHFUL and which says that previously
built syllable structure may not be changed.  I do not see any other way to derive this
same effect.

The effect of this constraint should be that the candidates to be considered all have
lengthened their (tense) vowels before [rl: they have added a root node and made

10Some schwa-like element is inserted between the [a] and the [r] in many Dutch dialects, so that blaar

is pronounced [bla.ar]. See also section 4.3.4 for some discussion of schwa epenthesis in these cases.
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the vocalic features depend on both roots. Furthermore these vowels have received a
feature [laxl.

(15) root rootivi
vocalic10.
V-place Ilaxl

0

We have to explain why lengthening and laxing go hand in hand in this case.
Only [lax] vowels can possibly be long in this system, if we assume that the

two halves of a long vowel should be tautosyllabic. This is so because long vowels
automatically make a syllable heavy. And according to CONNECT(N, lax), only [lax]
vowels can head a heavy syllable.

This reasoning is summarized in the following tableau:

(16) /o.r/

Candidates R-COLOUR CONNECT(N, lax)    FAITHFUL
o.r It

0.0.r                *!

*100.r
*1Or.

433.r

I already noted that I assume therefore that the analysis given here applies at the
postlexical stratum. The Faithfulness constraint ruling out [.or.1, the result of merely
laxing the formerly tense vowel, not lengthening it, is a constraint to the effect that

previously built syllable structure may not be affected. In this case, /0/ and /r/ have
been syllabified into different syllables at the first lexical stratum. This heterosyllabicity

11relation is preferably not changed. Therefore  [03.r] is preferred  over  [orl
As mentioned above, the long lax vowels before [rl also have a tendency to diph-

thongize towards [a]. I will return to this in section 3.1.5.
-            Wenowhave the following-explanation for the mid vowels. These vowels have to

lengthen. Because in this way they create heavy syllables, they also have to become
lax. Laxing alone is not sufficient, because syllable structure built in previous strata
has to be satisfied.

The phonetic effect of colouring on the low vowel [al is much harder to discern.

I claim that this is just a superficial phonetic fact. The quality difference between

[al and [a] seems to be smaller in Dutch than the difference between other tense-lax

11 It is necessary that RCoLOUR is ranked very low in the lexical hierarchy in order for the underlying
sequence /or/ not to surface as [or] already in the lexicon.
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pairs. Furthermore, long vowels get some slight phonetic tensing automatically  [a:]
and [a] therefore are phonetically very close.  This is the reason why it is hard or
even impossible to observe a difference between the two. We will see below that this
asymmetry in the system is even clearer in Tilburg Dutch (section 3.2).

The behaviour of the high vowels can be understood in terms of already established
principles. These vowels have to lengthen and in order to satisfy CONNECT(R, lax), they
also have to become lax. If we assume the constraint against [high,lax] is undominated
in Dutch, because lax high vowels never surface in the language, this laxing is not
possible however: 12

(17)
. high           -Candidates - R-COLOUR CONNECr(N, lax)lax

i.r                                                                   * !

i.i.r                                                                * !

qii.r
ir.                     *!
ii. r.

The high vowels thus are predicted to only lengthen. Which is confirmed by the
findings of't Hart (1969).13

3.1.4 The phonetic nature of the tensing feature.  We have established that the
difference between A-vowels and B-vowels can best be described in terms of a feature.

Above, I informally suggested [-ATR] as an interpretation but until now I informally
used the label [laxl to refer to this feature. However quite a few other labels have been

suggested and I have not yet provided any argument to favour [ATR] or [tense] over
their competitors.

In this section I will briefly discuss some of the labels that can be found in the
twentieth century literature.  I will argue that each of these labels has its advantages
but its problems too. My conclusion will be that while no conclusive argumentation is
possible at our present state of knowledge, the strongest phonological arguments may
indeed be pointing towards a tongue root feature.

3.1.4.1     [ftense]. This probably is the label that is most commonly used in the litera-
ture.  Unfortunately it is not very well-defined; indeed the label [tense] has been used to
refer to almost all relevant vocalic properties mentioned below.  De Rijk (1967) assumes

12 The symbol i is used to indicate a lax version of /i/.
13Under a slight reformulation, the R-COLOUR constraint against *V.[r] could be made to predict

that also diphthongs are dissallowed before [r]. T'his prediction is indeed confirmed, at least as far as

word-final positions are concerned for »u] and [oey].  [Eir] is disallowed in tautomorphemic words
altogether; indeed Trommelen and Zonneveld (1989) argue that this diphthong colours to [E:].  The
facts are somewhat complicated and it seems difficult to work out an analysis why the colouring of
diphthong is so restricted to apply only to [Eir], not to the other two diphthongs.
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that "we may regard a tense vowel as a sequence of lax ones" and uses 'tense' to describe
what we would have called phonological length. Very often the term is also used to
describe what Lindau (1978) and Labov (1994) (among others) call [3=peripherall.  This
use of the term has been common in Germanic studies at least from Winteler (1876) and
Sievers (1901) until Giegerich (1992) and Booij (1995a). The most persistent proponent
of the hypothesis that [tense] and [ATR] denote the same phonological object is Halle
(Jakobson and Halle 1963, Halle and Stevens 1969, Halle 1983, Halle and Clements
1983).

Tense thus can be seen as a cover term and the same is true for its logical counterpart
lax. The terms themselves are of course somewhat impressionistic, which makes them

very useful for informal discussion as long as we have not settled the exact nature of
the distinction at hand. It is just one step less abstract than the A-vowel vs. B-vowel
distinction I used above. Its very imprecision makes the term useless in a maximally
explicit theory of sound structure, however.  In the end, tenseness should be reduced
to one of the following features, or to another one, yet unknown.

3.1.4.2 [rtperipheral]. Peripherality within the vowel triangle is probably the most
common definition of tenseness in linguistic theory (Lindau 1979); Labov (1994) is the
only scholar who uses it as an independent feature in recent work (Labov uses [ftensel

14as an additional 'purely abstract' feature to cross-classify English vowels).
The Dutch vowel triangle, for instance can be roughly drawn as follows (lax vowels

are underlined):

(18)   i           y        u
I

e                      0              0

0    7 2
a

a

In a sense, the lax vowels form an 'inner triangle' and the tense vowels an 'outer

triangle'.  If a vowel is back and round, its tense counterpart is even more back (and
more round). If a vowel is low, its tense counterpart is even lower.

A lot of problems have been raised against this interpretation of the feature tense.
It seems tobe a cimposite feature and most tense-lax contrasts caruIsobe expressed in
terms of the independently needed parameters vowel height and backness vs. front-
ness (cf. Gilbers 1992). Furthermore, it is the only 'relative' feature in modem phono-
logical theory. We cannot tell of a given vowel in isolation whether it is peripheral or
not. This predicate can only be attributed to a vowel within a vowel triangle (Lass 1976.
Donegan 1978). Furthermore, it is not very clear how to use this label to non-arbitrarily
distinguish e.g. between [0] and [Y], while not at the same time distinguishing between
for instance [il and [el in exactly the same way.

14The very first to propose the label [peripheral] at all is Lindau (1979).
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The label does have some explanatory use with respect to the constraints proposed
in this chapten  If the articulatory muscles have to move to an extreme position and
syllables can just use a limited amount of time, the strong syllable cut of tense vowels
can be explained. It is still difficult to see the phonetic reason why lax vowels should
occur in closed syllables, but none of the features discussed here can provide us with
a ready explanation for that fact.

More problematic is the special behaviour of high vowels. The constraint against
the combination of [high] and [-peripheral] is difficult to understand. Especially [i]
and [u] are real extremes in the vowel triangle. There is no apparent reason why they
could not have less extreme variants in Dutch (and many other languages), while this
polarity is available for roundness and bad<ness. In section 3.2 we will see that the [a]-
[a] pair is somewhat special, too. In general, the strong correspondence between vowel

15
height and tenseness cannot be explained if we interpret [itense] as [iperipheral].

3.1.4.3   [open,]· The reasoning above leads us to the position of Clements (199la)
who argues that the distinction in Bantu languages previously described in terms of
[tense] or [ATR], should be described by an aperture feature [iopen].16  [lowl and
[high] should similarily be replaced by instances of [topen] so that we get a scale
of aperture features. The Dutch system could under Clements' (199la) proposal be
analysed as follows:

-openl

(19) -open, i y u
+open3 .
-openl

+open* I Y O
-open3  
-openl
+open2 e00
+open3

topen,
topen, E a
-open3

+openl
topen,                 a
+opert3

15The reason why Labov (1994) proposed peripherality as a feature can unfortunately notbe discussed
in this dissertation. He uses it to describe vowel shift phenomena, mainly in the history of English and
in modern (American and British) English dialects. The vowel shift, and most aspects of English
phonology unfortunately fall beyond the scope of this study.

16Although I do not discuss these explicitly in the main text, I think similar objections can be raised
against proposals in the framework of Dependency Phonology, such as the one in Smith et al. (1989) as
I raise here against [open]
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I have assumed [aopenl]=[alowland [cpopen21-[-ahigh].  Wethen get to the conclu-
sion that [otopen31 corresponds to [aATR], quite surprisingly because [+ATR] seems

to behave like [high], hence like a [-openl feature in projection constraints, not like a

[+open] feature such as [low]. Another problem is that there is no inherent reason to
number the different vowel heights this way. Why shouldn't we say that e.g.  /£/ =
[-openl, topen2, +Open ]?

Independent of the possible uses of the feature in the analysis of Bantu-see how-
ever Kenstowicz (1994a) for discussion of a possible reanalysis of Clements' (199la)

examples in terms of [high] and [ATRI-the multiply occurring feature [topen] seems

problematic in the analysis of Dutch presented here.
On the other hand, Clements (199la) and Odden (1991) undeniably make a forceful

argument that tense should be attached to a separate node together with the height
features and to the exclusion of all other (vocalic) features. They show that these fea-

tures spread together in some Bantu languages. Because we also established a special
relation between vowel height and tenseness in feature cooccurrence restrictions, I
conclude that there is sufficient evidence for an aperture node, but that the daughters

of this node are [highl, [low] and [(-)ATR].

3.1.4.4  [ETATR] ([ERTR]). Several arguments have been brought up against the
equation of [ATR] and [tense].  One is that these features seems to have slightly
different phonetic reflexes. In particular ATR does not usually involve the fronting
of back vowels. It remains a question whether or not languages may vary in their

phonetic realization of a given phonological feature. Another objection is that in'real'
ATR languages, as spoken for instance in West-Africa, there is no connection between

[ATR] and syllable structure. I think that the fact that a feature can have an effect in
certain languages which it does not have in others is not necessarily an argument for
not using that feature, especially not in a theory like OT in which constraints which
are very strong in one language may be ranked very low in another language.

17

According to Clements (1991:4D, an important problem with the assumption that
[high], [ATR] and [low] are sisters is that [ATRl normally is defined in terms of the
activity of a specific articulator, the tongue root (Painter 1967, Lindau 1979).  As an
articulator-bound feature, we would expect it to pattern with other articulator-bound
features. This means that its most natural place is under a place node (for which
assumption Clements refers to McCarthy 199lb). The features Ihighl and [low],on-the                      -
other hand, are articulator-free features (they can be brought about by movements of

17Yet another objection (Stewart 1967, Ramers 1992) is that whereas tongue root retraction seems to

be the marked value in 'European' languages, as we have seen, 'African' languages often seem to treat

tongue root advancement as the marked feature. Several answers are possible to this objection. In the
first place, it does not seem necessarily true that African languages only refer to [+ATR]. Archangeli
and  Pulleyblank (1994) analyse several  languages  as  having  the  1 - ATRJ value  as the 'active' value,
amongst them Wolof and Yoruba.  In the second place, we could assume either that languages can

choose between having the [+] or the [-] value of ATR as the marked value, or we can assume that

there are two complementary features, [ATR] and [RrR].
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both the jaw and the tongue body and root).
Although the feature theorysketched byClements (199la) in which a sharp division

is made between'articulator-bound' and 'articulator-free' features, each with their own
nodes, seems very interesting, it remains to be worked out. Furthermore, a precise
phonetic (articulator-free) definition of [open,1 is not provided, so that we have no exact
idea of the naturalness of Clements' alternative. Finally, as Clements (1991a) himself
remarks, the hierarchical nature of [open] is not really mirrored in other phonological
features (except perhaps tone). So whereas Clements' (199la) criticism in itself is to the
point and should lead to a more precise idea of the phonetic and phonological nature
of the features involved, it is not clear whether his own theory does not suffer from
very similar problems.

In my view, the fact that [highl-[lowl on the one hand and [ATR] on the other interact
with each other by way of feature cooccurrence restrictions, has to be accounted for
by reference to the fact that all these features refer to movements of the tongue, be it
that the former two refer to the body of the tongue and [ATR] refers to the tongue root.
By now familiar constraints like (20a)18 therefore get a natural explanation in phonetic
terms, while the constraints in (2Ob) are predicted to be impossible in a grounded
phonology:

(20) a. *
I Bowl D[-ATR]thigh - * - thigh 1

+low     '      -ATR ]'
b. •  +high:.--ATR   , [low]D[high]+ATR '

tlow 1

A theory of [open] cannot make this type of prediction at all. The equivalents of the
forms in (2Oa) as well as of those in (2Ob) seem to refer to arbitrary sets of aperture
features:

(21) a. * i. [+openili[-open31
1-  -ope.2 1 1.1-op... 1

+open, -open,  1

6  *  -openg   *  -open, 1v. +open3 L -open, j
1, [+openl ]D[-open2]

In the remainder of thiswork Iwill use [ATR] wherever phonetic explicitness is required
and [lax] everywhere else.

3.1.5   Extrasyllabicity and catalexis.   I will now discuss two formal mechanisms I
have used without defining in the previous chapter: catalexis and extrasyllabicity:
I will briefly give these two mechanisms a somewhat more precise account in this
section.  It is very important to define them without referring to underlying prosodic
structure. My claim is that no underlying prosodic (syllable) structure is necessary to
describe Dutch vowel length.  I do refer to catalexis and extrasyllabicity however, so
these notions should get a non-prosodic interpretation.

18The constraint [low] D[-ATR] will be shown to be operative in Dutch in section 3.2.
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3.1.5.1   Extrasyllabicity.   I have distinguished between two types of word-final ex-
trasyllabicity: the extraprosidicity of coronal consonants and the extrasyllabicity of
other segments.

At the right periphery of a Prosodic Word more than one coronal voiceless obstruent
can be extrasyllabic.  In real monomorphemic words the maximum is 2 (toor  'torch'
[torts], herBJ 'autumn' [herfst]) and in derived forms 3 (vreem  'strangest' [vremtstl)
but it is not clear whether this upper limit is an accidental fact about the Dutch lexicon

or a consequence of some grammatical principle.  I will assume that these con)nal

segments are extraprosodic in a broader sense. They are outside the Prosodic Word

altogether where they are licensed in some special way. See Paradis and Prunet (1991),
McCarthy and Taub (1992), and references cited there, for discussion of the special
status of coronals in this respect and others.  I will not further develop the coronal

extraprosodicity here.
My real concern is with the other class of extrasyllabic segments which are not

necessarily coronal. These are the final segments of boom 'tree' and ramp 'disaster'. It
is absolutely crucial that these segments are extrasyllabic because this allows us to say
that tense vowels occur in open syllables only. It is also crucial that these non-coronal

extrasyllabics cannot cluster, otherwise we would get unattested forms like raamp.  I
assume these segments occupy a final position within the prosodic word. These I will
call extrasyllabic, whereas the coronals I call extraprosodic, just to have a convenient
term at hand which can distinguish between the two classes.

It seems that segments are always attached at the lowest possible position. In kat
'cat' [kat] the [t] fills a rhyme position to satisfy CONNECT(R, lax).  In president [tl
is still within the Prosodic Word, because it creates the effect of a 'superheavy' final

syllable. Only in herj t where it cannot get a regular prosodic position it stays outside
the Prosodic Word.

I already discussed the two theoretical possibilities we have for the description of
extrasyllabics. One was to let these segments be unsyllabified altogether, the second
was to syllabify them into a degenerate syllable. I will choose the second option here,
even though nothing in my analysis seems to crucially hinge on this assumption. My
reason for choosing it is stress, where 'superheavy' syllables behave as disyllabic.  A
degenerate syllable is a syllable with just 1 consonant and an empty head. The notion
will be further developed in the next chapter.  For now, we might assume the following
representation (whereC is the consonant-position):                                                                                               -

(22)     N

r 11:

1,10
C

Because degenerate syllables are marked constituents-they cannot be freely dis-
tributed over the word-we need a projection constraint banning them (which we
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have already seen at work in the previous chapter):

(23)    PROJECT(N, V): A branching N should have a head with vocalic features.

In order to make sure that degenerate syllables are in most cases disallowed we have
to stipulate that PROJECT(N, V) dominates PARSE<ONSONANT.  It is generally better to
leave a consonant unparsed than to put it into a degenerate syllable.

The problem that has to be solved now is, how we can make sure that extrasyllabic
segments escape PROJECT(R, 12) in absolutely word-final position?

In the next chapters we will see that there is quite a lot of evidence that phonological
word edges in Dutch are almostinalterable. Processes ofvowelepenthesis, for instance,
never insert a schwa vowel at the edge of a word. I assume that here we have another
result of an Alignment constraint on the edges of words (McCarthy and Prince 1993b),
comparing the edges of lexical specification and output form (for the correct formal
definition of this constraint, see chapters 4 and appendix A):

(24)     ALIGN: The edges of a word may not be altered.

If ALIGN is ranked sufficiently high, at least above the projection constraint against

degenerate syllables, it will block word-final deletion of consonants, but not word-
internal deletion.  It will similarily block insertion of epenthetic material to add weight
to the head of the degenerate syllable.

To illustrate this, I will give the tableaux for some simple examples such as maan
'moon' [man] and ma'mum' [ma]:

(25) a. maan

Candidates ALIGN PROJECT(R. V) PARSE-C

.ma.< n >         *!                                   *

*·ma.n
*

.ma.ne                 *!

.ma.ni                         * !

b. ma

Candidates ALIGN    PROJECT(N, V)

.mat                             ' !

4.ma.

The i in the last tableau is an arbitrarily chosen epenthetic consonant; such consonants
do not surface in Dutch. The underlined e in the first tableau similarity is an arbitrarily
chosen epenthetic vowel not equal to schwa; such vowels never surface either.

Since ALIGN refers exclusively to word-edge position, it cannot save degenerate
syllables word-internally (26a). It cannot save multiple (stacked) degenerate syllables

either (26b).  (I arbitrarily assume that PROJECT(N, V) is satisfied by deletion of the
consonant; it could also be satisfied by insertion of a schwa vowel, as we will see in
chapter 4, where schwa epenthesis is discussed):
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(26) a. *maatka

Candidates AUGN   PROJECT(N, V) PARSE-C

»la.< t>.ka
ma. t. ka                                                      *!

b. *raamp

Candidates ALlGN PROJECT(N, V) PARSE-C

ra.m.p                                                           • •1

ra.<m>.<p> '!
*                        *

qra.< m >.p
ra.m.< p>                    * !                      *

(2D ramp

Candidates ALIGN CONTIGUITY PROJECr(N, V) PARSE-CONSONANT

Ar,Am.p                                       •

ra< m >p                                       *1

ram.<p>               * !

I introduced one new constraint in the last tableau, CONTIGUITY.

(28) CONTIGUITY: Given a string XaB'YY, if there is a syllable E such that a, 7 are
dominated by E, B should be dominated by E

CONTIGUrrY helps us to choose [ram.pl over Ira< m >p].
Since ALIGN crucially refers to both word edges (as we will see in the chapters that

follow) one could object that at least we predict degenerate syllables to occur also at
the lejt edge of the word. Thus, for instance, we would predict non-occurring words
such as '[xvar].19 Yet in this case there is a way to satisfy all constraints mentioned.  We
can insert a schwa in the nucleus; word-finally this schwa would have to be inserted
at the end of the word, thereby still violating ALIGN. Yet at the beginning of the word,
the nucleus is word-internal and AUGN is not violated by schwa epenthesis.

19There are a few words such as psychologie or mnemoniem which might be seen as having an'extrasyll-
biclini_tial consonant, but these type of clusters aresukject to very specific conditions, the 'real' onset has
to consist of a coronal and furthermore it may not be complex.  For the latter reason I suspect that these
clusters are exceptional bisegmental onsets, not a degenerate syllable followed by a normal syllable. A
language where degeneratesyllablesseem to be allowed both word-initally and word-finally is possibly
Polish (Gussmann 1992).
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(29) /xvar/

Candidates ALIGN CONTIGUrrY    PROJECT(N, V)    PARSE-C
x.va.r                                             **!
x.va.< r >              *!                                   •                  *
<x>.va.<r>       *!*
x< v >a.r                          *!

*v/xa.va.r

In this case there is a way to satisfy all constraints mentioned.  We can insert a schwa
in the nucleus; word-finally this schwa would have to be inserted at the end of the
word, thereby still violating ALIGN, but word-initially the schwa is inserted after the
consonant so that ALIGN is not violated.

The preference for the edges of Prosodic Words to remain unaltered has the effect
in Dutch that consonants are put in a degenerate syllable at the end of a word only.
This explains the distribution of'superheavy' syllables in Dutch, which occur only at
the end of the word. This topic, in connection to the behaviour of syllables headed by
schwa will be discussed in the next chapter.

3.1.5.2    Catalexis.     I now turn to the other phenomenon that is related to the periph-
ery of words, catalexis.  We need this device to explain (i) why CV words still satisfy
Prosodic Minimality and (ii) how words with exceptional word-final stress are marked
in the lexicon.

In the original proposal of Kiparsky (1991), catalexis was an underlying mora
or syllable without features attached to it. CV words in this way could be seen as
bimoraic or bisyllabic and final syllables could be marked as being (super)heavy,
thereby attracting stress.

Clearly the option of underlying moras or syllables is not compatible with the
assumptions which I have made until now Up to this point I have been able to stick
to the null hypothesis that no prosodic structure is underlying. Notice however, that
nothing excludes underlying bare root nodes. These root nodes have the same effect
as underlying moras. Suppose they are place-less obstruents, which means they will
be represented only as a [+cons,-sonorant] root. I assume this will be interpreted
as one of the 'empty' consonants [hl or [?].20 A similar proposal has been made by
Dunlap (1991) for Spanish, which also has a trochaic system and word-final stress and
for which catalectic analyses have been proposed as well (see also Nouveau 1994 and
for Italian Vagra 1992).

Because they are obstruents, they will surface as degenerate syllables after heavy
syllables. I give an example tableau for ma'mum' below (this tableau supplements (25b)
above, it does not replace it):

20011 the emptiness of /h/ and /?/ see chapter 4.
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(30) ma

Candidates ALIGN PROJECT(R V) PARSE-C

4.ma.h
ma. <  h >                * '

A word like chocoM can also get a final /h/ in underlying representation, so that the
final foot will be bisyllabic.  (This /h/ is actually phonetically realised in the case of
words with a final stressed open syllable, cf. Nooteboom 1972.)

The question remains how the final syllable in [ma.h] is treated by the phonetic

component. It might be that a syllable without any place specification at all is simply
left uninterpreted.  On the other hand, especially in word-final position after A-vowels,

a phonetic [h] can be observed.
Another question that arises is whether this line of reasoning does not destroy

our explanation of the difference between tense and lax vowels altogether.  Why is
/mah/ not permitted to surface as a word? The answer is that /h/ can never occur in

coda-position in Dutch, not word-internally and not at the periphery.  It can only occur
in onset position. This fact has to be stipulated by any theory in one way or anothen21

I propose to do it by the following constraint:

(31)    CODA-H: A /h/ may only occur in an onset.

(32) CODA-H»PARSE-LAX

Finally, I want to discuss one prediction I make. If these words with final stress really
end in a catalectic consonant, we would expect this consonant to have other effects as

well. Indeed, one such effect can be found in an area not directly related to stress, viz.

inflectional morphology.
Adjectives take an inflectional ending in some syntactic contexts, for instance in

indefinite DPs of common gender.  This inflectional ending only surfaces when the
word in question ends in a consonant, not when it ends in an unstressed vowel:22

(33)    a. een fijn+a  tijd
a    happy time

21 In a theory of phonological projection the constraint CODA-H might be  seen  as the result  of  the
ilitaaction oftwoweaknessconstraints. WEAK(Nretheweaknes,constraintrequiring weak positions                                  __

in rhymes to have at least some consonantal feature (apart from [-cons, +son]) would be very strong,
=

dominating for instance PARSE-C; whereas WEAK(N, C) would be much weaker, and be dominated by
for instance PARSE-C. Since I consider the whole matter not sufficiently important I will not go into it

any further.
22For some of these cases the lack of overt inflection might also be due to totally different factors. For

instance. it might also be that the word albino is more noun-like than real adjectives and therefore not

able to carry overt inflection (Henk van Riemsdijk, p.c.); 'noun-like' adjectives ending in consonants,

such as genoeg 'sufficient' are not able to carry inflection either.  The same is not true for a form such

as sexy, which is a clear adjective. The set of data might however be considered too small to settle the

point.
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b.  een albino(*+a) man
an albino man

c.   een mica(* +a) tafel
a micaceous table

d.   een sexy(*+a) dame
a sexy lady

Words ending in a stressed vowel and monosyllables ending in a vowel behave as
if they were ending in a consonant in this respect, as predicted.  They are the only
vowel-final words that take a -[a] inflection:

(34)     a. een wee+(j)0 geur
a sickly smell

b.  een continu+ON)a stroom
a continuous flow

It is hard to see why words ending in stressed vowels would behave like words ending
in consonants if we do not adopt a theory of catalectic consonants.

3.2    A dialect with real length: Tilburg Dutch

This section deals with vowel length and vowel shortening in the Tilburg dialect
of Dutch. Tilburg Dutch has a much larger set of vowels than Standard Dutch.  Two
properties of the Tilburg vowel set are of specialinterest to us.  In the first place, it fills in
a few gaps in the Dutch vowel system, since it has low rounded vowels. In the second
place it seems to have a 'real' length distinction on top of the tenseness distinction
familiar from the standard language. Furthermore, it has some phonological and
morphological processes that seem to refer to length. I will show in this section that
even in Tilburg long vowels have a very limited distribution.

I have collected my data on Till:,urg mainly from the dictionary of Van Rijen (1993)
and from the dialectological study of Boutkan (1990). The processes described here
are not unique to the Tilburg dialect, however.  They are quite wide-spread in the
Brabant area, which ranges approximately from Brussels (Belgium) in the south to
's-Hertogenbosch (The Netherlands) in the north and in its broadest sense includes
the provinces North-Brabant (in the Netherlands), Antwerp, Flemish Brabant and the
East-Flemish Dender area (Belgium). See for instance Zonneveld (1976) on Brussels
Dutch, Keymeulen and Taeldeman (1985) on Hofstade Dutch, and Nuyts (1989) on
Antwerpen Dutch. Furthermore, traces of the process can also be found in Standard
Dutch and Standard German.

Below, I will first describe the Tilburg vowel set in some detail. Subsequently I will
give an overview of the various lengthening and shortening phenomena attested in the
dialect. After this I will give an analysis of Tilburg; I will show that vocalic length has
a very limited distribution and that the Tilburg system helps us define the Standard
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Dutch vowel system in a more principled way In section 3.2.5 I briefly discuss the
behaviour of long vowels in some other (Brabant) dialects. In section 3.2.6 I will discuss
the limited distribution of long vowels in both Standard Dutch and the Tilburg dialect.

The key hypothesis will be that Tilburg has the same type of syllable structure
as Standard Dutch, in spite of its somewhat different vowel system.  Also the stress

system and the relation between syllable structure and stress seems to be the same in
the two dialects. Ideally we therefore want to have an analysis of Tilburg prosodic
structure which is maximally close to the theory we have for Standard Dutch. There is
one minor superficial difference between the two dialects which I want to note at the
outset. 'Illburg Dutch has a small number of functional items such as wt 'what' [we]
and d# 'that' [d£] which end in the lax vowel -E (and sometimes -0 or -a) Historically,
these forms are derived from words ending in a /t/ (/dEt/,/wet/). Synchronically I
have no explanation for this fact.

23
3.2.1 The vowel system. The Tilburg dialect of Dutch has 21 different vowels.
The consonant system of Tilburg Dutch is exactly the same as in the Standard language
(Weijnen 1991).  All 13 vowels of Standard Dutch are found in this dialect but in
addition we find long versions of the lax vowels and a height distinction in the lax
rounded vowels.  We can divide the Tilburg vowel system in 5 groups: the tense

vowels, the short lax vowels,  the long lax vowels, the 'dorsal' vowels ([al/[a])24  and
schwa.  All of these vowels have distinctive status. According to Boutkan (1990), the

only vowels for which it is difficult to find minimal pairs are [0] and [y:1. He mentions

rbok'smoke (V)' [ry:kl and reuk 'smell' [rok] as the only pair he found. Boutkan (1990)
does not discuss diphthongs. Van Rijen (1993) claims that older speakers of Tilburg do
not have any diphthongs. Younger speakers have developed [aj] and [au], presumably
under the influence of Standard Dutch [Ei] and [aul.  Yet here I will concentrate on
the diphthong-less variant of the Tilburg dialect.  I will now briefly discuss each of the
five subsets. Where I give Tilburg words in non-phonetic transcription, I follow the
conventions of Van Rijen (1993).

3.2.1.1 Non-dorsal tense vowels.  The set of non-dorsal tense vowels of Till)urg
Dutch is exactly the same as that of Standard Dutch, modulo some minor phonetic
differences.  I listed the six vowels in this set in (35). Below every vowel I give an
example word and iggloss:25                                                                                                                                                              -

23While I was completing this thesis I became acquainted with the work of Boutkan and Kossmann,
who give an ample overview of Tilburg phonology.  I refer the interested reader to that work for a list of
minimal pairs, showing convincingly that each of these vowels has a phonemic status in the language.

24The term 'dorsal' vowel is meant to put these two vowels apart from the rest of the vowel system.

I will argue below that'low' is not an adequate term to set this pair apart.

25The fact that I call these vowels'non-dorsal' is purely descriptive.  As a matter of fact the back labial
vowels of course are supposed to have a dorsal component.
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(35)
front back

unrounded rounded

[il                Iyl                [ul
plisi ypart sjurt

'police man' 'bed' '(he) looks'
Iel              [0]              [o]

me 0sal lotara

'with' 'forest meadow'    'draw lots'

The set can be further divided into front unrounded (i, e), front rounded (y, 0) and back

rounded (u, o) or alternatively high (i, y, u) and mid (e, 0,0) vowels.
According to Van Rijen (1993), there is also a set of over-long high tense vowels

{Ii:1, ly:1, [u:1}. Yet these vowels seem to be in complementary distribution with the
'normal' high tense vowels. The long variants occur before tautosyllabic [rl and the
other variants in all other contexts. I will ignore this contrast in the rest of this section;
see section 3.1.3 above for a discussion of a similar process in Standard Dutch.

3.2.1.2 Non-dorsal short lax vowels.     The next group to consider are the non-dorsal
lax vowels. In Standard Dutch this subpart of the system has two gaps as compared to
the tense vowel set. There are just two rounded vowels, one front (/y/) and the other
one back (/0/). Standard Dutch makes no height distinction in this part of the system.
These two gaps are filled in as it were in the Tilburg dialect, which has six non-dorsal
short lax vowels: Compare (35) to (36):

06)
front back

unrounded rounded

[Il              [yl                   [0]
It dyr roms

'eats' 'through' '(Roman) Catholic'
[El              [el                   IT)l
dE boek SXDp

'that' '(I) stoop' 'sheep'

If we compare (35) to (36), it might seem that they are exactly parallel. Because the
vowels in (35) are high and mid, the vowels in (36) could then also be classified as high
and mid.  I will argue below, however, that this is not the case.  1, Y and o in Tilburg
Dutch as in Standard Dutch are mid vowels. E, ce and D are low.

Technically we can then get the relevant vowel system by the following relative
rankings in Standard Dutch and Tilburg Dutch:

(37) a. Standard
Dutch:.   low   1labial ]

1 »PARSE-LOW or PARSE-LABIAL
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b. Tilburg Dutch: PARSE-LOW, PARSE-LABIAL»* [ low    1
[ labial ]

In Standard Dutch, the constraint against low rounded vowels is so strong that it can
cause at least one of the two incompatible features to disappear. In Tilburg Dutch, on
the other hand, it is more important to keep both [lowl and [labial] in the output than
it is to avoid low rounded vowels.

With respect to language acquisition, we can say the following. I assume that in the
initial stage, all faithfulness constraints are ranked very low and all other constraints

very high. With respect to the three constraints under discussion, the Standard lan-
guage therefore represents the unmarked case. A Tilburg child at a certain point will
hear low rounded vowels and from those she can conclude the reverse ranking that is
needed for her dialect.

3.2.1.3   Non-dorsal long lax vowels.   The most dramatic difference between Stan-
dard Dutch and Tilburg Dutch is found in the realm of long lax vowels. Standard
Dutch has only three of these vowels,  /E:/ in serre [sE:rel,  /oe:/  in»ule  [froe:la]  and
/0:/ in zone [zo:nal These vowels have a very limited distribution and are standardly
considered to be'loan phonemes' of Dutch, because they only occur in words of French

origin. I will return to these Dutch vowels below.
This type of vowel occurs much more abundantly in Tilburg, however.  In this

dialect we find long lax vowels in a lot of lexical items, not only those of French origin.
Apart from that we have a height distinction for all three different places of articulation,
so that all in all we get the following picture:

(38) front
 

back

unrounded rounded

[I:]          [Y:]         [O:]
blI:k kny:p sx):n

'appeared' button' 'beautiful'
[E:1 [ce:] [D:]

rE:ma joe:n klv:r

'rhyme' 'onion' 'ready'

Phonetically what distinguishes these vowels form the ones in (36) unambiguously is
length.

In Standard Dutch, all front long vowels are low (lexically wehave [E: 1 but not .[I:])
The difference between Standard Dutch and Tilburg Dutch thus might be accounted
for in the following way:

(39)       a. Standard Dutch: PROJECT(N: low)»'[low]
b. Tilburg Dutch: '[low]»PROJECT(No, low)
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The constraint PROJECT(I\F, low) requires long vowels to be supported by a feature
[lowl. In Standard Dutch this constraint is undominated so that all long vowels
surface as low In Tilburg Dutch on the other hand, lowering of all long vowels is
blocked by the high ranking of the constraint against insertion of *[low].

Again the Standard dialect can be assumed to be the unmarked initial stage of
the language acquisition process and a Tilburg child knows that it has to reverse the
ranking of the relative Faithfulness constraint vis a vis PROJECT(N , low) once it hears
a long non-low vowel.

3.2.1.4 Dorsal vowels. It seems that for all non-dorsal vowel articulations we have
at least three possibilities in Tilburg Dutch, tense, short lax and long lax. The 'dorsal'
vowels fall somewhat outside of this system however:  here we have only two variants:
[al and [al Phonetically [al could be characterized as somewhat longer than [al. but
we can also see [al as tense and lal as lax. All in all we have two dorsal vowels instead
of three:

(40)
tense, long lax, short

[al           [al

kans as

'chance'            'if'

We have seen that the [a]/[a] pair behaves in a similarly exceptional way before
tautomorphemic [rl in Standard Dutch. Unlike other tense vowels [al does not seem
to change colour in that environment at all. My explanation there was that [a:] and [al
are phonetically too similar. This seems to be confirmed here, in the sense that also in
Tilburg, where length and laxness combine as phonetic features much more freely, still
no distinction can be made between [a:] and [al. 26

The analysis of the [al/[al pair is further complicated by an idiosyncratic rule
of Tilburg which tenses the dorsal before -Intl, -Impl and -[ok] (braand 'fire' [brant,
*brant], laand'land' [lant, I

laI' t], schaand'shame' [sxant, *sx(tnt], raamp'disaster' [ramp,
*rampl, baank 'bank' [bagk, *baok]) and -[xtl (aacht 'eight' [axt, *axtl, naacht 'night'
[naxt *naxt]). The Standard language has the lax variant in all this cases. The precise
explanation for these processes remains to be found.

Stroop (1994) discusses similar more general processes of vowel 'lengthening' be-
fore homorganic nasal+obstruent clusters in southern Dutch as compensatory length-
ening. A nasal which is homorganic with an obstruent looses its independent place
features; because it also (slightly) nasalizes the preceding vowel, it might seem to dis-
appear altogether and the vowel can take up its place. We might also see a parallel

26 In most variants of German, the alternation between tense and lax [a]/[a] has disappeared (Vater
1992).  Also the transcription and the phonetic realisation of tense/lax pairs is in some languages
sometimes reversed. Vater (1992) uses [a] for the tense vowel and [a] for the lax vowel.  I follow the
Dutch tradition in this thesis.
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(especially for the [axt] clusters) in Belfast, Philadelphia and New York State [eel tens-
ing (Ferguson 1972, Dunlap 1990, Harris 1989, 1994, Labov 1994), which is triggered by
nasals, fricatives and voiced stops. It is still unclear, however (i) why in Tilburg only
[al/[al are affected, (ii) what uniquely and non-trivially characterizes the [-nt], [-mpl,

27-[lik] and [-xtl contexts.
I leave these problems open for further research since they seem to be sufficiently

independent of syllable structure.  It will be clear that all these considerations taken
together  make   [al/[a]   a less suitable  pair for testing the morphologically triggered
shortening and lengthening processes under discussion.  I will therefore put them
apart until further discussion of their status in the Tilburg vowel system (p. 91).

3.2.1.5   Schwa. The final vowel of the Tilburg vowel system is schwa. It stands on
its own, being essentially featureless:

(41)
schvva

a

Eram
'

arm'

I will not discuss the behaviour of Tilburg schwa in this chapter  I assume it to
be basically the same as the behaviour of schwa in Standard Dutch which will be
discussed in the next chapter.

28

3.2.2   Why only lax vowels can be long. The first question that arises with respect
to the Tilburg vowel set is why it is asymmetric in the way it is. Why is there a length
contrast in the lax vowels, but not in the tense vowels?

As a matter of fact this type of asymmetry is predicted by the constraint CONNECT(N,
lax) as we have seen in the discussion of r-colouring. Suppose that we have a long
vowel, i.e. a vocalic node linked to two root nodes:

(42) 0 0

vocalic

_-Assuminglhat the twa parts of the long vowel can only bf syllabified tautosyl kically
(they cannot each head their own syllable), the resulting structure will always include
a branching N node:

271 have argued above that Standard Dutch (and Tilburg Dutch) twaalf'tweive' maybe the result of a
similar a-tensing process (extending also to haalf in Tilburg Dutch but not in the Standard dialect).  Thef
in this case is the result of Final Devoicing of an underlying [v] which surfaces in the plural twaaluen. in
the next chapter we will see that maybe in Standard Dutch the context -[rz] is also a trigger for tensing
of a.

28However, the Tilburg schwa shows up one somewhat unexpected characteristic,  We find at least one

word, eweg 'away' [awl:x] as a counterexample to the claim made for Standard Dutch that no (lexical)
word starts wit schwa.
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(43) N
A
0 0

vocalic

N branches and therefore CONNECT(N, lax) demands that the head should dominate a
feature [lax]. Therefore (if there  is any asymmetry  at all) we predict  that this  head  is
[lax].

There is however one possible exception.  In some dialects also the high tense
vowels can have long variants.  This may be true for Ttlburg Dutch and Standard
Dutch which have some (loan) words such as centrifige (id.), [SEntrify:fa] and team
(id.), [ti:ml. It certainly is true for Limburg dialects where there is a relatively large
number of'long' high vowels (Weijnen 1991, Hermans 1994a). The interesting thing
about this is that exactly the high vowels do not have lax counterparts.  If we assume
that in these dialects the constraint against the combination of [highl of [lax] dominates
CONNECr(N, lax), we get the right result (cf. the table in (17)).  We will see independent
evidence for this constraint ranking below.

3.2.3 Vowel shortening.   In the immediately preceding section, I have shown that
Tilburg Dutch has vowel length. In this section I will show how long vowels behave in
morphological contexts. I will show that quite a few morphological processes involve
shortening. Indeed this seems to be true for all productive (inflectional) suffixation
processes. After suffixation, long lax vowels shorten and tense vowels turn lax.  I will
first discuss some of the relevant data. An analysis will be attempted in section 3.2.4.

3.2.3.1   Diminutives. The diminutive form of nouns is derived by adding a suffix
/ka/-/tja/-/ska]/ to the stem (the feature content of the consonant depends on the
stem-final segment). 'Long' vowels shorten in the process.

(44)    a.  baos/baske 'boss' [bo:s/bvskal
b. straot/strbtje 'street' [strvit/strotjal
c. knttn/kntntja 'rabbit' [kne:n/knEntja]
d.  bten/bintje 'leg' [bI'n/blntjal
e. biiok/bokske 'belly' [by:k/bykskal
f. steel/stiltje 'shaft' [Stel/StIltja (*StE:ltja)]

g.  haand//undje 'hand' [hant/hentjal

As can be seen in (44g), Tilburg Dutch also shows some traces of an umlaut process in
diminutives. The process nowadays seems to be highly morphologized in this dialect
and applied to a restricted set of stems only.  I will not discuss the properties of the
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umlaut process here; cf. Nijen Twilhaar (1990), Wetzels (1990) and Bennink (in prep.)
and section 5.4.4 of this dissertation for discussion of Dutch umlaut in dialects where
it is more productive and also of the /k/-/tj/-/ks/ alternations.

If we concentrate on the non-umlauting forms, we see that long lax vowels shorten
to their short lax variants (4,la-44e). More interesting is the behaviour of the tense

vowel /e/ in (44f). The fact that this vowel changes to /I/ in the diminutive probably
has to be seen as an instance of the shortening process that applies to the lax vowels.
Because tense vowels in closed syllables do not exist, the vowel changes to a lax version
at the same place of articulation. Two possibilities are logically possible, [c] and [l]
We would expect the IE] to occur now if we assumed both [e] and [£] are mid vowels,
whereas [Il is high. Yet the [1] is chosen here, not the [El. This once again shows that
[I] is the mid lax vowel and [£] is low.

This raises the question what happens to the other tense vowels if they occur in a

shortening environment. Consider the following examples:

(45)    a. lies/liesje 'float-grass' [lis/lisje]

b.   tuut/titutje 'tire' [tyt/tytja]
c.  boek/boekske 'book' [buk/bukske]

d.  deuk/dokske 'dent' [dek/dykske]
e. sloop/slopke 'pillow-case' [slop/slopkel

The mid vowels all change to a lax variant: [0] changes to [Y] and [o] to [21, which
gives us an argument to consider also these vowels as mid (and oe and D as low).

The high tense vowels do not shorten at all.  It may seem therefore that these vowels
count as short in the system.

3.2.3.2   Comparatives and superlatives.   We now turn our attention to the compar-
ative forms. We do not find shortening uniformly in the comparative paradigm.  As a
matter of fact, we only find shortening in those cases where an epenthetic d is inserted
between the stem and the comparative suffix -er [ar]. This happens when the stem
ends in -l, -r, or -n. The same applies to Standard Dutch, but only when the stem ends
in -r:

(46)    a.  schdon/schbnder 'beautiful' [sxo:n/sxondarl

b.     Ran/Rnder  'fin€ [fe:n/ft:ndar]
c.  zwaor/zworder 'heavy' [zwo:r/zworder]

d. geel/gilder 'yellow' [7el/'yildar]

e.  grOot/gutter 'big' hro:t/Troter]
f.  hdog/hbgger 'higl [ho:7/ho·yarl
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The forms (46e) and (46f) are exceptional. They are the only forms with shortening
but without d-epenthesis.  It is very difficult to find adjectives ending in tense vowel
+ {1, r, n}, but from the few forms we have, we can conclude that the comparatives
behave like the diminutives in this respect. Shortening occurs also in superlatives.
The superlative suffix is - st and we find occasional forms like schonst and fenst.  The
process does not seem to be productive. The occurrence of shortening depends on the
frequency of the adjective. The more frequent the adjective, the more likely shortening
becomes.

3.2.3.3 Ordinal numbers.     The next forms to consider are the ordinal numbers.  Only
the first ten numbers need to be considered, because all other numbers either end in
-tiende, which is already in the list, or end in a suffix that is irrelevant because its final
vowel is already short or schwa (-tig '-ty', -honderd 'hundred', -duzend 'thousand', etc.):

(43    a.  2en/irste'one' [I:n/Irste]
b.   twee/twidde 'two' [twe/tw Ide]
c. drie/driede 'three' [dri/dridal
d.  vier/uierde 'four' [vi:r/vi:rda]
e.   uttf/utf(le 'five' [vE:f/vefda]
f.  zes/zesde 'six' [ZES/ZEsdal

g. zeve/zevende 'seven' [zeve/zevandal
h. aacht/aachtste 'eight' [axt/axtsta]
i.  nege/negende 'nine' [neye/neyandal

j.  tien/tiende 'ten' [tin/tindal

Only the first ordinal is formed in a somewhat irregular way in Tilburg, but all other
forms are derived by adding -de to the cardinal number. Although of course we have a
very limited set of examples here, vowel shortening behaves exactly as we have come
to expect:  the long lax vowel becomes short, the tense [el becomes [i] in twidde, the high
and low tense vowels are not affected by shortening and neither is [e] if it is protected
by a final schwa.

3.2.3.4 Verba praesentia 3 sg. Apart from the diminutives, verbal inflection offers
the most productive paradigm of vowel shortening. Below I give the infinitive and
the 3 person singular form of a selected number of verbs and the complete paradigm
of the present tense of eten 'eat':

(48) a. flaate, Nit 'whistle' [fly:ta/flytl
b.  k22ke/kakt 'look' [kE:ka/kE:kt]
c. slaope/slbpt 'sleep' [slD:pa/Sloptl

d.  kdope/kopt 'buy' [10:pa/koptl
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e.    ete/it 'eat' [ete/Itl
f.  koome/komt 'come' [kome/kDmtl

g.  speule/spult 'play' [spola/spylt]
h. begiene/begient 'begin' [ba°tina/ba'yintl

i.  zuuke/zuukt 'look for' [zyka/zyktl

j.  roetse/roetst 'run' [rutsa/rutstl
k.  verbraande/verbraant 'burn' [varbra:nde/varbra:ntl

(49) singular plural

1.   [(k) et] [(WE) etal
2.   [(TE) It] [(gE) Itl
3.   [(hs) It] [(ZE) eta]

According to Boutkan (1990), we always find shortening before {k, p, t, 1, m, n } (the
Tilburg dialect has Final Devoicing). We find it 'incidentally' before the 'fricatives'
{f,g,R}.   [R] is called a fricative by Boutkan because of its uvular pronunciation in the
Tilburg dialect. I have no real explanation for this difference between fricatives and
other segments. It might be that again we have a reflex of tensing before fricatives also
observed in Philadelphia English and for [axt] clusters in Tilburg above. This tensing
tendency would sometimes be stronger than shortening. Below I will ignore the cases

before the fricatives and [R] and concentrate on the cases where shortening does occur.

3.2.3.5 Other categories.  In the previous subsections, we have seen that long lax
vowels and (mid) tense vowels shorten in inflected forms (if we take inflection to be a
rather broadly defined category including diminutives) if the inflectional suffix starts
with a consonant. There are a few residual categories to consider, where we also find

shortening processes.
First of all, there is a class of 'lexicalised compounds' as I will provisionally call

them. These are compounds which have acquired a specialized meaning and therefore

might be analysed as constituting a single entry in the lexicon:

(50)   a. hOus/110sbaos 'house/landlord' [hy: s/hysbo:sl
4  geriet/guitschap 'ready/instrumentsl[7arI'.t/·yarlisxap]

c. spaore/spbrspbt 'save/money box' Ispt):re/Spvrspot]

d. kidn/tunman 'garden/gardener' [ty:n/tynman]

With newly-formed compounds we do not normally find shortening. Compare for
instance (5Od) to the relatively new form tbdnsentrum 'garden centre' which is probably
not lexicalized and which is pronounced as [ty:nstntrum} and not *ItYnsentruml. On
the other hand, it is not crystal clear what exactly counts as a 'lexicalised compound'.
For instance, while we do find shortening in Erbezie 'strawberry' [Erbezil (lit. 'earth
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berry'), we do not find it in Rrpel'potato' [E:rpall(litt. 'earth apple').  It is unclear what
constitutes the essential differences between these two examples.

Another category where we find incidental 'shortening' are prepositions and pre-
fixes like the following:

29
(51) a. neeve/n42 'next to' [neva/nefal

b.  aon/On 'on' [v:n/Dn]

C.  dot/Ot 'out' [Y:t/Yt]

It is however very unclear what the possible conditions could be on the 'shortening
proces' applying to these forms, both in derived words and in prepositional phrases.

It is possible that there is a relation to sentence stress. Furthermore, shortening seems
to be optional in most cases.  For this reason I assume these prefixes/prepositions to
have two lexical forms, one with a long vowel and one with a short one.

Finally, I want to mention the form kUnd-ktnder 'child - children' [ke:nt kndarl.
The -er plural suffix is the only suffix that does not start with a consonant but nev-
ertheless triggers shortening in k2nder.  On the other hand -er is not the productive
morpheme for expressing the plural. As a matter of fact it only occurs on one or two
forms (aajer 'eggs'). Again, I assume that in this case the plural form is lexicalised.
There is no shortening because the short lax vowel is underlying.

3.2.4   Analysis.   In this section, I will show how Tilburg fits into the theory estab-
lished earlier in this chapter. Four problems will have to be dealt with.  In the first
place, given the possibility of overlong syllables, why does shortening occur at all? In
the second place, why do short tense vowels shorten along with the long lax ones?
Thirdly, how should we classify the different vowels in a sufficiently constrained fea-
ture theory? And finally, do we have a case of real, underlying, length here? These

questions will be dealt with one by one below.

3.2.4.1     Shortening in derived contexts.     We have seen thationglax and tense vowels
shorten if the syllable in which they occur gets overlong because of some morphological
process.  For most suffixes, this is not problematic because they consitute syllables.  If
we assume a suffix syllable gets incorporated in the prosodic word of the stem, the
stem-final degenerate syllable loses its peripheral position after suffixation.  As we
have seen above, degenerate syllables can only occur at the end of a word.30

The verbal suffix-t causes more problems. Take for instance the verb slaope'sleep'
[slv:pa].  The stem of this form [Sh):p] consists of a syllable [Slv:] plus a degenerate

29The v/f alternation in this form probably is connected to a filter excluding Vlcv. morphemes,
where Vl is a tax vowel and C /v/ or /z/ (see p. 63)

30The problem therefore is rather with Standard Dutch. This reasoning seems to indicate that in-
flectional suffixes seem to have some clitic-like status in this language from a phonological point of
view.
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syllable [pl. If we attach a [t] this cannot be incorporated into the prosodic structure
of the base.  (I leave out the less important details in the following tree.)

(52) N N
A

N No

4
S.D p  t

For reasons discussed above (there can only be one degenerate syllable per word) the
/t/ cannot even get its own degenerate syllable.

If we shorten the vowel, the /p/ can be incorporated into the rhyme and the /t/
can get its own degenerate syllable:

(53) N        N

A A
N No

s     _D p t

This notion of an'overlong' syllable turns out to be not very easy to formalise, howeven
First of all, we find shortening also in forms like eten/it 'to eat'.  It is not very clear why
[etl would be too long. Even if [e] does not allow consonants in the rhyme because of
CONNECT(N, lax), we could still make [t] extrasyllabic or extraprosodic. It is difficult
to see what would be wrong with this structure.

Given that we find lexical words in Tilburg like kaort 'map' [kn:rt], with an extra-

syllabic [rl and extraprosodic [t] as discussed for Dutch in the previous section (section
3.1.5), it is even questionable that shortening should have a positive effect in stapt'(you)
sleep' [slopt] (from slaopen [sla:pa])

It seems as if the final [t] of a stem can be extraprosodic while this option is not open
if the -t forms a suffix of its own in Tilburg.31  We will also have to take into account
that Standard Dutch does not make a difference between derived and underived forms
in-this respet the second person singularform of'to sleep' isslaap+t, pronounced as
[slaptl with tense ('long') [al.

The standard procedure of accounting for this type of variation in constraint-based

phonology is to assume there is a constraint which has sufficient strength in one dialect,
but is less strong in the othen  I propose the relevant constraint in this case is one which
says that every morpheme should be parsed into prosodic structure at least partially:

31The process is reminiscent of the various vowel shortening processes in English which also apply
in derived environments only. Myers (1987) has argued that all of these shortening rules are instances
of one process repairing 'overlong' syllables. See Prince (1991), Borowsky (1986), Yip (1987) for other

fairly recent treatments of the English phenomena.
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(54)   M0RPA: At least one element (the most sonorous element) of a morpheme is
incorporated into a prosodic word.

We will return to this constraint several times in the chapters that follow.
I propose MORPA is ranked rather high in the Brabant dialects, while it has sunk to

irrelevance in Standard Dutch. In particular, in Brabant the constraint is ranked higher
than the constraint on vowel-parsing.  In the following, brackets indicate Prosodic
Word boundaries; since Standard Dutch does not have vowel length, I assumed the
relevant interacting constraint here is the one against insertion of [laxl; in Tilburg
Dutch, it is the constraint PARSE-V, requiring [-cons] roots to surface):

(55) Tilburg Dutch: MORPA»PARSE-V, *[laxl

a.  slaop+t /slD:p/+/t,

Candidates MORPA PARSE-V

4(SID< : >p.t)
*

(sh}:.p)t
b.  kaort /kD:rt/

Candidates MORPA PARSE-V

(kv<: >r. t)
v/(ko:.r)t

c. kneupt /kn0p/+/t/

Candidates MORT'A    *[lax]
(kne.p).t                    *!

(knoep.t)                   *
d. werk+t

Candidates MORPA PARSE-V

4(wEr.k).t   j  *
(56) Standard Dutch: *[lax]»MORPA

a. slaap+t

Candidates       * [lax]      MORPA

(slap. t)
4(sia.p)t

b. kaart

Candidates *[lax] MORPA

(kar. t)
v/(ka.r)t
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c. werk+t

 
Candidates MORPA PARSE-VOWEL

4(wer.k).t |  .

In this case, we might assume that the Tilburg Dutch ranking is unmarked, reflecting
the initial state of Universal Grammar. The Standard Dutch child learns to rerank the
constraint *[laxl once it observes that the vowel in a morphologically complex form
like staapt is not laxed, contrary to expectation.

The question still remains what is the explanation for the difference between the
first person singular [sto:tl and the third person singular [stotl of the verb stdote 'to
push' [sto:tel. Why is the [t] allowed in one form to remain outside of the prosodic
word and why should it incorporate in the other form?

Zonneveld (1982) has argued that Dutch has an empty theme vowel in the case of
the first person singular. This vowel could in Tilburg Dutch allow the [tl to incorporate
into an onset in this form.  The same is not possible in the third person singular
because that form does not have a theme vowel. This analysis cannot be adopted in
the approach suggested here because it is unclear what the nature of the empty theme
vowel would be.  As we will see in the next chapter, an empty vowel root node is

interpreted as schwa and it is impossible to be more empty than an empty root.
Fortunately it is not necessary to assume this type of empty node either since the

facts already follow from the assumptions made, plus the fact that in the case of the
third (and second) person singular a suffix t is added:

(57)     a.   sti;ot (lst person)

Candidates MORPA PARSE-VOWEL

(St)<   :  >t)
4(sto:.t)

b.  st6t+t (2nd & 3d person)

Candidates GEMINA'IE MoRPA PARSE-VOWEL

(Sto< : > t.t)
4(st)<: >< t>t)
(st)<: >t.< t >)

- - -  * - -  -

(stj<: >t)< t>
(Sto:.t)t

I added a constraint against geminate consonants in (57b). (Tilburg) Dutch does not
have geminate consonants under any circumstances, and certainly not at the end of
the word, so we may safely assume this constraint has a very high ranking.

3.2.4.2 The behaviour of tense vowels.   I will now discuss the behaviour of tense

vowels in shortening processes. (Given the nature of these vowel the term'shortening'
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is of course rather infelicitous, but I will nevertheless stick to it as a descriptive term.) I
will now first explain the behaviour of the mid vowels and then I will discuss the high
vowels.

As wehave seen, the mid vowels [e], [0] and [ol change to [1], [Y] and [o] respectively.
The reason why they become lax should by now be obvious.  In the form neem+t'takes',
the /t/ is forced into the prosodic word and therefore the /m/ is forced into the coda
of the /ne/ syllable. This syllable becomes heavy and because of CONNECr(N, lax), its
head should be [lax]

Boutkan (1990) offers a diachronic explanation for (some of) the facts discussed
here. The alternation between [el/[Il (which is the most common alternation between
mid tense and high lax vowels according to Boutkan) is explained by reference to Old
Dutch. According to Van Helten (1902), the Wachtendonck Psalms (a translation of
the psalms which at present is our main source for Old Dutch grammar, named after a
16th century owner of the only copy we have) had the following verbal paradigm for
the present tense:

(58) Verbal paradigm in the Wachtendonck Psalms

singular plural
1. -on -un
2. -is -it/-et
3. -it -unt/-ont/-int

Furthermore, the Proto-Germanic rule which changed an /e/ to [i] before a syllable
containing /i/ or /j/ was still operative in Old Dutch. We can therefore construct the
following paradigm for gevan 'give' in the language of the Wachtendonck Psalms:

(59) e=i/ -i/j
(60)      Paradigm of gevan in the Wachtendonck Psalms

singular plural
1. gevon gevun
2. givis givit

3. givit gevunt

Although the /i/ of the suffix disappeared in later stages of Dutch, some dialects (like
Tilburg) retained  the  [il  in the stem32. The alternation has later been generalized  to  a

rule raising all tense vowels in the different persons.
Regardless of the value of this as a diachronic explanation, we cannot explain the

synchronic facts of Tilburg Dutch this way.  How does the child, which presumably
does  not  know the Wachtendock Psalms, acquire the productive process  of  [el /[I]
alternation in the different inflectional paradigms. Furthermore, the alternation in
present-day Tilburg can also be found in lexical compounds, even if no /i/ is present

32We find the same alternation in some Standard German verbs as well: geben/gibt 'give', nehmen/nimmt
'take', etc.
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in the second stem at all. Also synchronically the process is no longer restricted to the
[Il-[e] pair, which is another unexplained fact under the diachronic analysis. Finally, it

is not clear why the raising process should be restricted to tense vowels. 33

It seems more reasonable to assume that [11 simply is the tax variant of [e], [Yl of
[0] and [o] of [o]. The upshot of this is that [El, Ice] and [DI are low vok.'els. Before I
will delve into the consequences of this finding, I propose to first take a closer look at
the high vowels, which finishes our study of the effects of shortening on all classes of
vowels.

As we have seen, [i, y, u] do not alternate in shortening environments:

(61)    a.  ht beglilnt 'he starts'

b.  /12 sttylrt 'he steers'

c.  ht ultulkt 'he curses'

The reason for this is that the constraint against *[lax, high] is inviolable in Tilburg, as
it is in Standard Dutch. On the other hand, MORPA still forces the stem final segment
into the coda. The constraint that gets violated is CONNECT(N, lax).

(62) begient

lax                          -Candidates " MORPA CONNECT(N, lax)
high

(be'yi.n)t                                                 . !

(baTIn.t)            *!
v/(baiin.t)

*

The system should of course work in the same way for words with high vowels other
than /y/ and /u/.

3.2.4.3 The Tilburg vowel system   We have now established the following vowel

system for Tilburg Dutch (disregarding length for a moment):

(63)
+ATR -ATR

-  high i y-u-  -
mide.oIYJ
low ECeD

I assume features can combine freely, but with respect to aperture features the following
two output conditions apply:

33I have to admit that there is one verb, mentioned by Boutkan,fr2ete'to eat (abundantly)' [fr€:ta],of
which the second and third person forms is [frIt], although the form [fret] is also found. This seems to
be an isolated case, however, which therefore in my view should be treated as an exception, maybe on
a par with umlaut cases such as stad/steden 'cities'.
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[ lax  ](64)    a.  . 1 high 1
b. [lowl D [lax]

We have seen that both constraints are well-motivated phonetically. A problem is that
we now have to fit [a]/[al in the system. These vowels are standardly assumed to be
low.  Phonetically, they are certainly lower than [E,Oe.Dl. If we introduce a fourth vowel
height distinction, we get the strange situation that (64b) holds for mid-low vowels,
but not for really low ones. This would weaken the phonetic motivation for such a
constraint to a large extent.

I therefore propose to distinguish  :he  [a]/[a]  pair from the other vowels not by an
aperture feature, but by a place feature. These are the only vowels that are back, but
not rounded. Adding place features to (63), we get the following picture:

(65)
+ATR

cor dors
[cor] [dors}

lab lab

high i y u
mid       e           0              0           a (?)
low a (?)

-ATR
co'r dors

[corl                                [dorsl
lab lab

high
mid I Y o a(?)
low E e          D        (1(?)

The fact that there are no high (unrounded) dorsal vowels possibly has the phonetic
motivation that dorsal vowels can only be produced by opening the mouth to a con-
siderable degree, or that raising the back of the tongue involves tongue root retraction.
The question whether [a] is mid or low is more difficult to answen Maybe it is most
reasonable to say that it is low, because we do not want to post:ulate a constraint against
the [dorsal, lowl combination, because that combination seems phonetically so desir-
able and therefore a constraint banning it is unlikely to have universal status. If [al is
low we only have to posit (66) which is not an unnatural constraint. Standard Dutch
has basically the same system, be it that it has an additional (high-ranking) constraint
against *[labial, lowl, only overridden in the case of diphthongs.

(66)    [dorsall D[low]

If this constraint is ranked below the constraint banning *[labial, lowl combinations,
we get the right result.

I now turn to the vowel length parameter. First, I have already explained why only
lax vowels can be long.  I assume that the parts of a long vowel can only be tautosyllabic.
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If this is true, long vowels always are in heavy syllables, therefore by CONNECT(N, lax)
they should be lax. The only tense vowels that could possibly be lengthened without
laxing (depending a little bit on the ranking of constraints) are the high vowels, because
they have an independent constraint preventing them from laxing. Indeed it is the
case that a few (English and French) loan words can be found which have these long

high vowels (Smith et al. 1989): team (id.), [ti:m], centrifuge 'dryer' [sentrifyzjal, etc.

There are absolutely no such words with non-high tense vowels.34

In Standard Dutch, three vowels are lax and long. These are the vowels in the 8th
column of the table in (1) on page 23, which I have neglected until now. I propose to
analyse these as [Er:], [oe:1 and ID:1 respectively. The latter ones are normally analysed

as [Y:1 and [0:1 because it is assumed that long vowels have to be variants of existing
short vowels. In a phonological theory of interacting and competing constraints, this
assumption is no longer necessary. The representations [oe:] and [T):1 seem closer to the

phonetic reality I assume there is a constraint which says that doubly linked vocalic
nodes have to be supported by [low] (long vowels are lowered).  We have already
seen this constraint above, namely in the discussion of diphthongs (see page 61). This
constraint outranks the constraint against low labial vowels, which as I claimed above
is active on the Dutch short vowels. Standard Dutch therefore has three 'truly' long
vowels. All three of these are lax, because they are in a heavy syllable. All three of
them are low because of PROJECT(No, low).

3.2.5 Long vowels in other Brabant dialects. Although most Brabant dialects have
a (morphologically-conditioned) process of vowel shortening and also a much larger
set of long vowels than Standard Dutch, the actual structure and content of the vowel
set varies considerably.  In this section I will briefly discuss two other Brabant systems:
Hofstade Dutch (Keymeulen and Taeldeman 1985), spoken in the extreme south of the
Brabant area and Antwerp Dutch (Nuyts 1989), spoken in central Brabant.

In the latter dialect, all long vowels are lax and all tense vowels are short.  (This is
the exact opposite situation of what is normally assumed to be the case in Standard

Dutch.) We thus find words like the following (all examples have been copied from
Nuyts 1989):

(6D i [stipt] prompt I: [TI:rl scream
1    [dyrfl     dare _      y:   _[YY:r]     fire

u [buk] book U: [vU:t] foot
e [spel] toy e: [bE:k] brook
a [kat] cat a: [ma:1 sleeve

341*01*cally, I make the prediction that length either is found in both tense and lax vowels, when
CONNECT(N, lax) is ranked very low, or it only occurs in the lax vowels but not in the tense vowels (with
the possible exception of the high vowels, the Brabant situation). It is predicted that no language can
occur where only tense vowels have a length distinction, but no lax vowels. Although this seems to be
in disagreement with the implicit assumptions of most phonologists, I have not been able to find data
that shed light on the issue.
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The right generalisation can be obtained if we assume that (i) CONNECT(R, lax) does
not visibly play a role in Antwerp Dutch and (ii) Antwerp Dutch has a variant of
CONNEET(lf, [lax}) with [laxl in stead of [low]:

(68)  CONNECT(N: [lax]) (Antwerp Dutch): Vocalic features are attached to more
than one root -+ they are supported by the feature [lax].

In Hofstade Dutch the parameters tenseness and length are independent.  In this dialect
we find a'complete' vowel system. All tense and lax vowels have both long and short
variants.  In all, there are therefore 25 different vowels in Hofstade, some of which are
listed below:

(69) i [Wit] white i: [wi:1] wheel

y [mys] mouse y: [sxy:r] barn
e [beltl image e: [ve:1] much
E [Emal skirt E: [we:t] wide
a [katl cat a: [me:] sleeve

As in Antwerp Dutch, the constraint CONNECT(N, tax) does not play a visible role
in Hofstade.  The same is true for the constraint PROJECT-f under any of its guises
in this dialect, however. All these constraints are ranked below Faithfulness. Every
combination of length and tenseness may surface as they are specified, regardless of

syllabification with one exception. long vowels cannot occur in syllables that are also
closed by a consonant. This however presumably follows from the general structure of
rhymes (in which at most two positions are available), not from any violable constraint.

3.2.6 The limited distribution of long vowels. Trommelen and Zonneveld (1991)
have shown that the 'loan' phonemes [E:], [oe:] and [o:] in Dutch have a very limited
distribution.  They only occur in either the absolutely word-final (superheavy) syllable,
or in the penultimate, when the final syllable is headed by schwa (/e:/ is very rare)

(70)   gtne 'embarassment' [k:nal, creme 'cream' [kre:m], sctne'scene' [se:na]
»ule 'noble lady' [fre:la]
zone (id.), [zo:nal, record (id.), [rako:r], controle 'control' [kontro:lal

Trommelen and Zonneveld (1991) note that when a (full vowel) suffix is added to
these forms the vowel shifts in quality towards the nearest-by vowel (tense in an open

syllable, lax in a closed syllable):

(71) a. gtne  'embarassment'  [k:ne]  y gtn+ant 'embarassing' [ienantl  (or, with  re-

duction, [fan(Int])
b. expert (id.), [cksp£:r] v expert+ise (id.), [ckspErtisel

c. controle 'control' [kontrj:la] - control+eer 'to check' [kontrolf: r]
d.  zone (id.), [zj:nal- zon+aal (zonal), [zonal]
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In Trommelen and Zonneveld's analysis, this distribution should be accounted for by
the following rule:35

(72)     [+foreign]--+I-foreign]/-0

The loan phonemes of Dutch thus have a feature [+foreign] under Trommelen and
Zonneveld's analysis; this feature can incidentally be replaced by [low] under the
analysis presented here. The non-low version of [£:1 will have to shorten to [el be-
cause of the constraint [lowl D [lax] in combination with CONNECT(N,  lax). The latter
constraint forces the short vowel in an open syllable to become tense and the former
requires that then it also has to loose its feature [low]. The result is a front vowel
without [lax] or [low], i.e. the tense front mid vowel.

The counterpart of (72) in a constraint-based theory would be a constraint against
the feature [lowl on a vowel when followed by another (full) vowel.

Another way to look at this fact, however, is the following.  In all the examples
given here the long vowels have primary word stress in the underived form. After
derivation, stress shifts to the suffix. Therefore if we assume that long vowels in Dutch
may only occur under primary stress, the alternations in (71) also follow.36

We now expect long vowels also to show up before full vowels. Indeed a few cases

are known from the literature, although their number is admittedly small (and limited
to instances of long [E:]):37

(73) prairie (id.), [prt:ri], aero-(dynamica) (id.), [£:rol. btta (id.), [b£:taI

In Tilburg Dutch the number of such words is somewhat larger, as is expected because

long vowels in general are more frequent in this dialect.  In all cases the long vowel
gets primary stress:

(74)   turiejaant 'bossy person' [ct:rijant],
rinnewaosie 'damage' [rInawb:si],
maoniekaa 'concertina' [mj:nika],
pRresol'parasol' [pt:rasol],
sjaokies 'quiet' [akis]

35Trommelen and Zonneveld (1991) adopt an analysis under which schwa does not head its own
-            syllable-Irefer to the next«chapter for details on this typeof analysis.

36A problematic case for this analysis is the pair hygiene (id.), [hi'yijt:nal- hygien+isch (id.), Ihilija
nis] because primary stress in this case is still on the former long vowel.  Yet the suffix -isch shows a
somewhat exceptional behaviour in the stress system (normally we would expect it to be stressed).  I
have no specific analysis for this form but the exceptional stress behaviour might help to explain it.
Another explanation (Harry van der Hulst, p.c.) might be that -isch more generally seems to require
that vowels immediately preceding it are tense, witness pairs like akohol [alkohol]-alcoholish 'alcoholic'
[alkoholisl.

37According to Trommelen and Zonneveld (1991), the long [E:] before [r] is the result of r-Colouring
applied to /Ei/ and words like btta form a special stratum in the lexicon.
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3.2.7   Conclusion.   In this section I have shown that the vowel system of the Bra-
bant dialect Tilburg Dutch can be explained under the assumptions made for Stan-
dard Dutch in earlier sections. The assumptions regarding syllable structure and
extraprosodicity, together with a stipulation that all morphemes should at least partly
be incorporated into the prosodic word, have been used to explain the distribution
of vowel length and morphological shortening processes. Even though the Tilburg
system contains six (non-dorsal) lax and six (non-dorsal) tense vowels, I have argued
these two systems are not symmetric. Tense vowels are high or mid, lax vowels are
mid or low The dorsal vowels are set apart altogether. They do not show a distinction
between long lax on the one hand and short on the other and they similarly do not
show any height distinction. The argument has been carried over to Standard Dutch,
which is presumed to have two additional (competing) constraints: one which pro-
hibits low labial lax vowels and one which requires that all long vowels are low  The
fact that there is an asymmetry between lax (and high) vowels on the one hand and
non-high tense vowels on the other in that the first class can occur in closed syllables,
whereas the second cannot, has been argued to follow from the general mechanisms
of the system, in particular of CONNECT(N, lax)

3.3    Derivation of the Dutch vowel system

In this thesis I assume the theory of specification and underspecification of segments
in which in principle any combination of features or feature values car, be underlying.
Illicit feature combinations will be ruled out by 'grounded' constraints like the ones
summarized in the previous subsection and repaired by (deletion) rules. Features not

present in underlying representation will similarly be filled in automatically.  This
means no constraints on underlying representations are needed, as in other theories of
underspecification.

For Dutch I assumed the following vocalic features: [coronal], [labial], [dorsal],
[lowl, [high] and [lax].  For the sake of simplicity I assume all these features are
monovalent, but the following discussion would not have to change dramatically if
they were not. It would just have to be complicated.

Free combination of these 6 features gives us 64 (26) different possible inputs,
represented in the following table (H=high, L=low, R=RTR=lax, c=coronal, 1=labial,
v=dorsal, a plus indicates that a feature is present, a blank that it is absent):
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0 1 234 5678 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
H        •        •                          •        •
L                  +     +                         0                  + + + +
R                         *++                         00

... . I

16    17    18    19 20 21    22 23 24    25    26    27 28 29    30    31

H•
L                + + ++
R                          ++
' ... . I + + +
l++ ++++ ++

32    33 34 35    36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44    45    46    47

H+
L                +     +
R                          ++

V +

48 49 50    51    51    53    54    55    56    57    58    59    60    61    62    63

H+ ++ +                                    +                                    +

L                  + + ++ ++
R                            ++
' I. .. I

1+ ++ + + +
V     +

The vowel in row 0 has no features at all.  I will argue in the next chapter this is
the schwa. The vowels in the rows 1 through 7 only have aperture features, no place
features. These would be high, low and RTR variants of schwa. None of these occur
in Dutch. We need therefore to have constraints to the effect that aperture features can

only surface if they are supported by place features. The following is the structure of
the vocalic node:

(75) vocahc

V-place Aperture

/««»»
[coronall [labial] [dorsal] [high] [lowl [lax]

A schwa does not have a vocalic node at all. Some other vowels (the tense mid

vowels) only have place features but there are no vowels with only aperture features
and no place features in the output (i.e.  high or low mid vowels; these would be
the surface correspondents of row 1-7 in the table).  I assume this is the result of
several constraints which require aperture features to beaccompanied by specific
place features, for instance:

(76)      a.    [laxID[dorsall ([lowlD[laxl)
b. [highlD[labia1138

c. etc.

38Constraints like this express the idea that all vowels need a place feature when they have an aperture
feature. I will not go into the question to what extent such constraints are 'grounded'.
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These constraints should be ranked higher than the constraints against the insertion
of [dorsall, [coronall and [labial].  In that case every aperture feature will always be
accompanied by a place feature and schwa will be the only possible vowel without a
V-place node.

Rows 8 through 15 represent the coronal vowels. 8 is /e/, 9 /i/, 10 and /14/ /e/.
10 will be filled out with [lax] because of the following constraint ordering:

(77) a. [low]D[lax]»
b.  *[laxl

Row 12 is / I / .  Rows 13 and 15 have illegal feature combinations:  [high, laxl and [high,
low] respectively. They will both surface as the diphthong [til.

Rows 16 through 31 represent labial vowels without dorsal specification. However
all of these vowels, except the ones that have a [coronall specification, will acquire a
specification [dorsal]. I will assume this is the result of the following two constraints:

(78)    a.  *   dorsal   1
1»

coronal ]
b.  [labial]D[dorsal]

The constraint against a combination of [dorsal] and [coronal] seems as universally
high-ranked as the constraint against [low, high].

'Illese feature combinations surface then as the back rounded or front rounded
vowels. Conflicting aperture features cause diphthongization.

The rows in 32 through 63 all represent dorsal vowels. Combinations 40 through 47
and 56 through 63 do not surface because they contain conflicting place specifications.
Furthermore the dorsal vowels that have a [high] marking will get [labial] specification
and end up as [u] by the interaction of the following constraints:

(79)    a.  [high]D[labial]39

b.  •   dorsal   1
1 »[high]D[coronall

coronal ]

The rows 48 through 55 also represent back labial vowels. Finally the forms between
33 and 39 that do not have conflicting aperture features are possible inputs yielding
/a/ and /a/.

The main difference between Standard Dutch and Tilburg Dutch is that in the
former dialect a constraint against the combination of [labiall and Bowl is active, which
has no effect in the latter. Another difference is that doubly linked vowels in Dutch
always get laxed (because of CONNECT(R, lax)) and lowered (because of PROJECT(N ,
low)), whereas in Tilburg Dutch they only get laxed.

39This constraint has to be ranked under * [labial, coronal] to make sure that underlying /i/s do not
surface as /y/.
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In all we can derive the Dutch vowel system by the following four blocks of
40constraints (within each block, it is not possible to establish any internal ranking):

(80)   a.  I
I

dorsal 1.  high ] .  low  1
 '   low ]'   labial  ' [lowl D Ilaxlcoronal j»

b.  [high}D[labiall, Ilabial}D[dorsall, [laxID[dorsal], [highID[coronall, PARSE-
DORSAL, PARSE-CORONAL, PARSE-LOW, PARSE-LABIAL, PARSE-HIGH, PARSE-

LAX

»
c.  *[lax], *[coronall, '[lowl, *[dorsall, *[labiall

»
d.  [lax]D[lowl, [dorsal]D[labiall, [dorsal]D[lax],

[coronallD [highl, [labiall D[highl, etc.

I refer to the topology of the Dutch lexical phonology in appendix C.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed 'real' vowel length - as opposed to the phonetic
length which is a result of tense vowels ending up in open syllables - that we find
in Dutch and in Brabant Dutch dialects.  It is quite interesting that long vowels and

diphthongs always have a [lax] head, regardless whether they are underlying or the
result of r-colouring or diphthongisation. This fact is unexpected from the point of
view of a length-based theory, but it is exactly what a lax-based projection theory
predicts. Because in addition the head of long vowels and diphthongs in Standard

Dutch is low, I proposed to follow the tradition of letting the two halves of a long
vowel be dominated by the nucleus, allowing me to formulate a projection constraint
on branching nuclei, PROJECT(lf, low). A similar constraint could also be used for

Antwerp Dutch where all long vowels are lax  and all short vowels tense.

We have also reached some results that are not directly related to the theory of
phonological projection. For instance, I have shown how ambisyllabicity, extrasyllab-
icity and catalexis can be expressed in the theory of prosodic structure used here.  I

have also-argued that [laxlis best:seen as a tongue rootfeature, to be grouped-together                              -
with the aperture features [highl and [lowl. Finally, the analysis of Tilburg vowel
shortening gave evidence for a constraint (MoRPA) to the effect that all morphemes
should at least partly be incorporated into the prosodic structure. All of these results
will turn out to be quite useful for us in the chapters that follow.

40Because of their low ranking most constraints in the last block are actually irrelevant for the de-

scription of Dutch. I added them because their effect can sometimes be seen in other languages.



4 Derived schwa in Dutch

4.1 Introduction

Schwa probably is the most well-studied vowel of Modern Dutch. Its exceptional be-
haviour in syllable structure, its stresslessness and its use as a reduced and epenthetic
vowel have inspired phonologists to a variety of theories about this mysterious seg-
ment.

In my view schwa provides us with convincing evidence for the hypothesis that
vocalic feature composition and syllable structure are strongly related. Schwa has only
one feature, [-cons], it therefore is a very defective type of vowel, and it heads a very
defective type of syllable. In terms of the projection constraints, there is no feature that
allows schwa to occur in the head position of any type of prosodic constituent, except
for the major class features [-cons] (and possibly [+son]) itself. I will show these two
facts are connected and that we can derive the latter from the former.

In the next two chapters I develop a theory of Dutch schwa that is compatible with
the general framework of this thesis.  At the outset, it is useful to make clear that I
distinguish between three types of schwa in Dutch. This distinction is pretheoretical,
in the sense that we can empirically distinguish between these types, without prejudice
as to whether one or more of these types should have some special theoretical status,
independent from the others:

R-schwa. Stress-less vowels alternate with schwa in Dutch, as they do in English.
However, this alternation is much more restricted in the former language than
in the latter. The restrictions are manifold. Some vowels never alternate at all,
some positions in the word do not allow for reduction, etc. Also. even if a vowel
can reduce, this reduction is never obligatory in Dutch.  The more formal the style
of speech, the less vowel reduction we find.  I will therefore take style-dependent
alternation with a full vowel as a litmus test for r-schwa (r for reduction).

E-schwa. Words ending in a consonant cluster (i.e. a closed syllable followed by a
degenerate syllable) can get an optional schwa intervening between the two
consonants.  Here I take the existence of a variant without schwa as the deciding
test for e-schwa (e for epenthetic). R-schwas are never e-schwas and vice versa.1

1 This is not true if we take into consideration some very informal styles of speech, where vowels
which can be reduced iIl somewhat less informal styles, are deleted. For instance, the first /a/ in banaan
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I have to note however that the variants without schwa of words like melk'milk',
Marc (name), hulp 'help', etc. sound overly formal to many native speakers of
Dutch, including the author of this thesis.

U-schwa.  This is empirically a rest category  If a schwa is neither an r-schwa nor an
e-schwa, I call it an u-schwa, u for underlying. U-schwa does not alternate.2

The reason why I coined the somewhat abstract terms e-schwa, r-schwa and u-schwa is
that not every author agrees on the analysis that is implicit in terms like epenthetic schwa

and underlying schwa. For instance, some authors have argued that also u-schwas are
the result of epenthesis and/or reduction. Even those authors have to explain however

why in some contexts reduction and epenthesis are obligatory while in others they are
optional.  I will discuss some previous theories on Dutch schwa in section 5.3 in the
next chapter. However, I am not aware of any study trying to approach all instances
of schwa at the same time.

Interestingly, the three different instances of schwa have some phonological prop-
erties in common, which set them apart from the rest of the vowel system.  Most
prominent among these properties no doubt is the impossibility for either of these
vowels to bear (primary) stress but I will show that there are other properties that put
the schwas apart as well.

On the other hand, the three schwas also differ from one another in significant ways.
For instance, underlying schwa and epenthetic schwa seem to be in complementary
distribution.

The fact that all schwas are clearly different from other vowels and the fact that
they slightly differ among themselves are the main issues of the next two chapters.

This chapter will deal with r-schwa and e-schwa; the next chapter will deal exclusively
with u-schwa.

I will try to make the first fact follow from the observation that schwa is a feature-
less vowel.  It is (almost absolutely) central to the vowel triangle, so it does not have its
own place or aperture specifications. I will assume the following property of schwa to
be the most central one, from which most of the others can be derived:

Property 1  Schwa is exceptional in the vocalic system, because it bears no phonetic»tures.

-           Theinformalobservation of property 1-gets itsempirical underpinning in Koopmans-
vanBeinum (1993/1994). Herphonetic researchhas shown that "schwa sounds in natural

continuous speech are considerably shorter than the other short vowels, no strong consonantal

influence exists on schwa duration, schwa sounds display a spectral spread larger than any
other vowel and surrounding consonants seem to play a role with respect to the midpoint

formant distribution of the schwa within the whole vowel system." (Koopmans-van Beinum

'banana' can be reduced to [al in some styles ([banan]), but in very informal styles of speech it can be
deleted altogether ([bnan]).  From this point of view the schwa is both an r-schwa because it alternates
with a full vowel and an e-schwa because it alternates with null.

2See, however, 5.2.14 in the next chapter for a weakening of this firm statement.
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(1993:53), cf. also Browman and Goldstein (1992) on 'targetless schwa' in English.)
Especially the latter two criteria seem to me to be especially relevant indications that
schwa does not have its own place specifications.3

It is attractive to have this property as the most basic property of schwa from the
point of view of language acquisition. Property 1 is a phonetic fact that is open to direct
observation. Most of the properties to be discussed below are more abstract. It seems
therefore more plausible to assume the child observes the featureless nature of schwa
and derives its other properties from this than to take any of the otherproperties (which
are much more dependent on other, more'abstract' properties of the Dutch phonology
as we will see) as basic.

I will therefore make this property the starting point of the analysis for all three
occurrences of schwa.  From this single basic property I will derive 25 other properties
which I have found to hold for Dutch schwa. The reader can find a complete list of
these properties at the end of the next chapter on page 177.

Schwa does not bear any of the vocalic features [high], [lowl, [lax], [coronallv,
[labial]V or [dorsal]V Uakobson 1938:129, Anderson 1982). I assume all these vocalic
features are monovalent or otherwise only one value is relevant for the constraints
stated below.  In the feature geometry adopted here, property 1 would be stated as
follows:

(1)   Schwa is a root node with no feature material dependent on it.

Following McCarthy (1988) I assume that the major class features are realized on the
root node directly. An empty root node still has the major class features on it.

This means we can still specify the schwa as anelementbearing major class features.
Given these assumptions, Dutch schwa gets the following representation:

(2)    1  -cons  14+son j

This is a maximally underspecified segment, if we assume major class features are
never underspecified (Clements 198D. If [consonantal] turns out to be non-exsistent,
as has been argued by Hume and Odden (1994), or dependent on the root node, as
defended by Padgett (1991), the root would consist of only [+son]. The interesting
prediction we would make then is that there are exactly two totally empty segments:

3In many dialects, schwa is perceptually quite close to the mid front rounded vowel [Y]. In other
dialects, it comes closer to [E] (e.g. in Rotterdam Dutch) or [Il (e.g. in The Hague Dutch). I assume that
these are matters of phonetic implementation.

4This representation is very similar to the one proposed by Szpyra (1992) and Bethin (1992) for the
Polish yer. Yet Szpyra (1992) assumes that the root node is completely empty, i.e., also the major class
features are not specified. In other words, Polish yer for Szpyra is [ ]. Since I assume class nodes do
not exist without features, it is impossible to interpret such a structure under the assumptions defended
here.
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[+sonl = a and [-son] = ?.5  I have nevertheless decided not to work out this line of
thought. To the contrary, I will often use only [-cons] as a representation of schwa.

Now the schwa behaves in some ways as a 'normal' vowel, because it has exactly
the same specification of major class nodes as other vowels. However, in one very
important way it is a defective vowel: it has no vocalic class node. We will see that
many of the schwa properties listed below can be reduced to this defective nature.
Schwa often cannot occur where other vowels can.

Following this line of reasoning we should be able to draw the same conclusions
about schwa in other languages that have the vowel in their inventory. I will therefore
discuss the behaviour of schwa in two languages other than Dutch, viz. French and

Norwegian, in chapter 6.
I try to make the differences between e-schwa, r-schwa and u-schwa follow from

the different phonological levels in which they arise and from the fact that different
factors interact with the featurelessness of schwa in each of these cases. E-schwa and
r-schwa are derived at later (postcyclic) levels. U-schwa is underlying, hence already
present in the Lexical Phonology.

The reason why it is important to distinguish between a Lexical and a Postlexical
phonology is not that'derived' r-schwa and e-schwa sometimes cannot occur where u-
schwa can.  This can be seen as a particular instance of the'emergence of the unmarked'
(Mc:Carthy and Prince 1994) - we cannot derive marked configurations but we can
allow them to surface when they are underlying because deleting the vowel would be
even more costly. The real reason for distinguishing between Lexical and Postlexical

phonology is that in some cases u-schwa cannot occur in environments where r-schwa
and e-schwa can. One schwa is deleted in exactly the same configuration where another
schwa is derived. Here I can only see one solution, viz. to let u-schwa be present on a

phonological level (the lexical level) where e-schwa and r-schwa do not yet occur. At
this level, u-schwa can then be deleted, whereas at a later level the offended constraints
are no longer as strong as they used to be. R-schwa and e-schwa may therefore arise
at these particular levels.

In this chapter I concentrate on the two 'post-lexical' occurrences of Dutch schwa,
r-schwa and e-schwa.  I discuss these below, one by one.  Each time I first formulate the

properties of schwa in a more or less theory-independent way before I give my own
analysis.

4.2   Properties of r-schwa

It seems most convenient to start the discussion with r-schwa, the schwa that alternates
with a full vowel in unstressed position and therefore is commonly analysed as a

5T is assumes that /?/ is the consonantal counterpart of schwa.  In what follows it will be shown
that this consonant (as well as /h/) indeed stands in a special relation to the empty vowel. /h/ could be
seen either as a continuant version or as a sonorant version of /?/ (i.e. maybe even the glide of a). See
Keating (1988), McCarthy (1988), Pulleyblank (1988), Stemberger (1993), Steriade (198D for discussion
of the glottal stop and /h/ as empty consonants.
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'reduced' variant of the full vowel.  I will support this analysis.  As I stated above,
reduction of schwa is far more restricted in Dutch than it is in English.6 This is what
makes Dutch r-schwa particularily interesting.

Restrictions on r-schwa have been discussed in Martin (1968), Nooteboom (1972),
Booij (1976, 1981, 1982), Van Zonneveld (1980, 1985), Koopmans-Van Beinum (1980,
1982), Neyt and Zonneveld (1982), Slootweg and Wester (1986), Kager, Visch and
Zonneveld (198D, Kager (1989) and Trommelen and Zonneveld (1989), among others.
Most of the generative phonologists in this list have concentrated on the relation
between stress position and reduction. Other factors are sometimes mentioned but not
worked out.

One of the reasons for this state of affairs possibly is that phonological theory
at present cannot incorporate all relevant factors in a natural way.  In the first place
reduction is heavily influenced by extralinguistic factors, such as word frequency and
sociolinguistic parameters such as social class. Secondly, some of the 'internal' factors
are not very well understood. For instance, reduction seems to be easier before /r/
than before other segments.  I am not aware of any phonological theory that can
explain this 'centering' effect of /r/ in a satisfactory way. In this chapter I will ignore
all 'extralinguistic' factors, except style registen Of the linguistic factors I only discuss
those that are reasonably well understood and that can get an explanation in my theory
or anybody else's.  I refer to Martin (1968) for the completest description of facts and
factors.

Why does an unstressed vowel reduce to a schwa? I assume that ideally vocalic
features have to be supported by stress and vice versa. So if a vowel dominate [laxl
or [labiall or some other vocalic feature, this vowel in a certain way ideally heads a
syllable which in turn heads a foot. Inversely, if a syllable is stressed, it tends to have
a full specification for vocalic features:

(3)    CONNEqfft2, V) = PROJECT(V, Ft2) A PROJECT(Ft2, V) ' Ap dominates a vocalic
node i#N heads a (branching) foot.7

I argue below that in a few cases Dutch does have unary feet, behaving in a slightly
different way.

These two projection constraints are clearly related to CONNECT(W, lax) which I
used and defended in the previous chapters. Where CONNECT(N, lax) states that the
feature [laxl preferably is dominated by the head of a branching rhyme and that the
head of a branching rhyme inversely dominates the feature [lax], these constraint state
that (i) a vocalic node preferably is in the head of a foot and (ii) the head of a foot
dominates a vocalic node; see chapter 8 for extensive discussion of this point.

Gon the other hand, from Giegerich (1992), Harris (1994) and Burzio (1994) we can infer that all

conditions on reduction in Dutch mentioned here are also at least partly active in some English dialects.
TCf.  Moortgat and Van der Hulst (1981), Charette (1991:147), Van der Hulst (1994b), Kenstowicz

(1994b), among others, for other formalisations of similar intuitions.
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The question arises whether we have to distinguish between different vocalic fea-
tures or to distinguish between different levels of stress.8  We will see below that we
do need to distinguish between two types of metrical position: one which is in a foot,
but not its head, and another which is outside all feet. This distinction is to be very
important also for u-schwa.

Of course other constraints are interacting with CONNECT(Ft2, V). In Some style

registers hardly any vowel is reduced at all. This shows that full vowels can freely
occur in unstressed position in that register.  I assume a style register is a separate
grammar. Generally it seems to be the case across languages that the more formal the
style of speech, the higher-ranked the faithfulness conditions (PARSE and FILL) are.9 I
will not pursue this conjecture here except that I will take it as my guideline for the

study of Dutch (see section 4.2.6 for some discussion).  In more formal styles of speech,
the requirement to parse vocalic features gets more weight than CONNECT(Ft2, V). If
for instance an /a/ occurs in unstressed position, it is deemed more important to parse
the feature bundle [dorsal, low, lax] than to satisfy CONNECT(Ft2, V).

Because schwa has no vocalic features at all, it is the most ideal vowel in unstressed

position according to the projection constraint. The first property of r-schwa, apart
from its lack of features, is now trivially explained:

Property 2 R-schwa  is the reduction  vowel. 10

Vowel reduction is a consequence of CONNECT(Ft , V). Since schwa has the represen-

tation in (1), it is the only vowel that does not violate CONNECT(Ft2, V) when it occurs
in unstressed position. From which property 2 follows directly.

I now have set up the basic mechanism for vowel reduction.  I will proceed to
discuss some restrictions on it. My main sources for the data are Martin (1968), Booij
(1981) and Kager (1989).

The first two of these restrictions have to do with peripheral positions in the
word.  R-schwa is disallowed both absolutely word-initially and absolutely word-
finally. Hcwever, for word-initial positions this can be shown to be related to some

principle not directly referring to the periphery of words.

4.2.1 Word-initial position. In word-initial onsetless syllables, vowels can never
reduce,-not in any style of speech:-

Bon 'rhythmic' postlexical stress in forms like helder+der+e 'clear+er+INFL', see section 5.4.3.

9 For instance, in French, the more formal the style of speech, the more liaison, i.e. parsing of
consonants (Encreva 1988). In Turkish, the more formal the style of speech, the less epenthesis, i.e.
insertion of morphologically unsponsored material.

1OA pretonic tense vowel can sometimex 'reduce' to a lax vowel, especially if this vowel is /a/ e.g.
banaan 'banana', /banan/ can be pronounced as [banan]. Although this process is very interesting-for
instance because it cannot be straightforwardly described as reduction in my theory since the change
from tense to lax involves addition of a feature rather than subtraction - I cannot discuss the phenomenon
here.
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(4) elite 'elite' [elita, *alftal egaal'plain' [e'ydl, 'a·yal]
ovaal'oval' [ovdl, 'avAil agent 'policeman' [a-lent, *07tntl

It can be shown that the prohibition against schwa in onsetless syllables is much more
general, not restricted to the first syllable of the word. It seems that schwa cannot
occur in onsetless syllables. In addition we will see below that r-schwa avoids all
word-peripheral positions. This implies there are two independent factors prohibiting
r-schwa word-initially, since in this position schwa occurs both in an onsetless syllable
and in the word-periphery.  I will first discuss the former factor.

Reduction in onsetless syllables is also prohibited inside the word. This is demon-
strated in the words in (5). Only words with an /aV/ sequence where V is the potential
reduction vowel are relevant because tense vowels other than /a/ all can develop a
glide which makes the following syllable not onsetless:

(5) Maoist (id.), [ma?oist, maoist, *ma(?)aist], maistoso (id.), [ma?Est6so, matstoso,
*ma(?)ast6sol

It is not clear whether a glottal stop is inserted between the two vowels; it seems at
least to be perceptually much less salient than it is in German. Yet schwa reduction will
be blocked regardless of whether we insert the glottal stop or not. A related restriction
seems to be the one against reduction after /h/:

(6)    helaas'alas' [helds, *halas] heraut 'herald' [herbut, *harbut]
hotel (id), [hottl, *hatill habijt 'monk's frock' [habtit, 'habtit]

As we will see, [h] and [7] pattern together in many other contexts. It seems not
unreasonable to analyse them as empty consonants. Neither of them seems to have its
own (supralaryngeal) place of articulation.

At first sight this might be seen as a condition on syllable structure.  It is sometimes

supposed that vowels immediately before [h] do not reduce eithen Facts like the
following are given in support of this assumption.

11

(7)   mahonie 'mahony' [mahdni, 'mah6nil, alcohol (id), [alkohjl, 'alkaholl
Yet the unacceptability of these facts is not as strong by far as that of the examples

in (5) or (6).  As a matter of fact these examples sound quite grammatical (be it very
informal) to me and I will treat them in this way.

The same seems to be true for reduction of the jirst vowel in hiatus.   Also this
reduction does not seem to be as strongly blocked as in the case of the second vowel.
An additional problem in this case is that the only spot where we could possibly expect
any effect at all is the place where the stressless vowel is /a/ (cf. (8)). If the vowel is
any of the other tense vowels /e, i, y, u. 0/, a glide can be inserted lexically to resolve
hiatus and the vowel can freely reduce in the post-lexicon (cf. (9)):

11 According to Kager (1989), the constraints against reduction before [h] or [?] hold for'[word-]initial
pretonic syllables only; reduction in medial prevocalic vowels is only slightly inhibited.' If this is true, I
have no explanation for the fact. My own observations do not really confirm Kager's (1989) point.  For
me, all the examples in (8) and (9) are on the same level.
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(8) naitf 'naive' [naff, neffl, cocaina (id), [kokaina, kokainal

(9) theater 'theatre' [te.jA.tar, ta.jA.tar], oceaan 'ocean' [o.se.jAn, o.sa,janl

The reduced forms do not seem to be very bad.  I will therefore concentrate on the
cases of tautosyllabic [?1, gil and [al.

Cohen et al. (1958) observed that we can generalize over the hiatus context and the

positions adjacent to /h/. Because in hiatus a glottal stop is automatically inserted, we
may assume that a syllable may not consist of only 'empty' unarticulated segments:

(10)       a.    A root node is empty i.0' it does not dominate a place node.

b.   CONTOUR: If the head of a syllable is empty, its onset may not be empty. 12

In the chapters that follow (in particular chapters 5 and 7) we will see that the contour
constraint is more general; its actual formulation should be something like if the head
of a syllable is x, its onset may not be x. This will also rule out illegitimate syllables such
as * [jil and * [wy].  The constraint CONTOUR is very closely related  to the OCP with the
syllable as its domain, but it differs from that principle in two ways. In the first place,

the OCP always refers to two adjacent features, while CONTOUR in this case is violated
because of a lack of features.  In the second place, a syllable such as [ji] could also
consist of one segment /i/ linked at the same time to both the onset and the nucleus

(cf. also chapter D. This is ruled out by CONTOUR but not by the OCR
We can generalize this observation furthermore over all instances of schwa.  E-

schwa and u-schwa are never found word initially, as the second vowel in hiatus

position or after /h/ eithen We therefore have the following property of Dutch schwa:

Property 3 Schwa cannot be tautosyllabic to Ihl or I?l·

Because [ . . .h e. . . ] , [ . . . ?a. . . ]o r[ . . .a. . . ]a r e never found in Dutch, we may assume
the constraint CONTOUR in (1Ob) is ranked in a fairly high position. In particular, it
dominates the projection constraint demanding reduction, CONNECT(Ft2, V).  As we
will see below, it will also dominate the constraints on the occurrence of e-schwa and
u-schwa.

41.2 Word-final position. Like absolutely word-initial vowels, absolutely word-
final vowels cannot reduce to schwa: 13

(11) toffee (id), [tjfe, *tjfa], cola (id), [k6la, *k6la],

herrie 'noise' [heri, *htral,foto 'picture' [f6to, *fatal.

12This is an adaptation of Noske's (1992:186) Onset-Nii(ims Contour Constraint.
130n the somewhat exceptional status of word-final schwa in English historical phonology, see Harris

(1994)
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In this case, the effect cannot be attributed to the syllable or any other level lower than
the word. As we will see below, open syllables generally favour reduction and also the
weak position of a trochee is very favourable for this process.  We will also have to take
into account that the constraint against word-final position is not shared by u-schwa,
which occurs in word-final position fairly often, though it does apply to e-schwa as
well.

It can also be demonstrated that it is not final syllables that block reduction, since
word-final closed syllables do reduce whenever comparable word-internal syllables
do (cf. e.g. radar (id.), [radar, radar]).  The effect is therefore to be attributed to the

segmental level:

Property 4 A word-final segment cannot be r-schwa (or e-schwa).

Whatcouldbethereasonthatperipheral segments aresoreluctanttobecomeschwa?  In
the previous chapter we have already seen another instance of the particular behaviour
of peripheral segments (word-final consonants in degenerate syllables are not deleted).
This was then attributed to the theory of Generalized Alignment. The definition of the
generalized Alignment schema of McCarthy and Prince (1993b, ex.  (4)) is copied in
(12) below (For some more discussion of this constraint family, see appendix A):

def
(12) Align(Catl, Edgel, Cat2, Edge2)    =V  Catl  3  Cat2 such that

Edgel of Catl and Edge2 of Cat2 coincide,
where Catl,   Cat, E PCat U GCat (Prosodic and Grammatical categories)
Edgel, Edge, E {Right, Left}.

What does it mean to say that the edges of two categories coincide? In all work done
on Alignment Theory the relation seems to imply that the categories involved share
a segment.14  Let us adopt this position. The 'segment' I will take to be a root node.
This seems reasonable because root nodes are the lowest phonological objects with
prosodic affiliation, at least in the approach defended here. The edge label Right of
Catx now refers to the rightmost root node R of Catz, i.e. the root node R E Catz,
such that there is no root node S 6 Cat*,S following R. A similar definition can be
provided for the label Le f t.

We can now formulate the following definition of the coincidence relation:

(13)    An edge El of a category Cl coincides with edge E2 of category C2 i#El = E2,
and V feature Fl dominated by El 3 a feature F2 dominated by E2, such that Fl
= FY, and V F, dominated by E2 3 Fl dominated by El, such that Fl = F2·

In this definition the relation '=' is used as a primitive. Two class nodes and features
have to have the same label, feature value and index for the '=' relation to hold.  So
what (13) says, informally, is that two edges coincide if they are exactly the same.
The crucial part of this definition is the requirement that all dominated features of the

14On the possible role of null strings, cf. McCarthy and Prince (1993b) and It6 and Mester (1994).
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'edge' segments have to be the same.  This is a stipulation, but in my opinion not a
very unreasonable one.

We assume the underlying phonological representation of any morpheme is a (set
of) strings of segmental material. What I assume, then, is that a grammatical category
immediately dominates a string of roots (McCarthy 1979).

The morphology of to#ee (id.) therefore looks as follows (feature trees have been
conflated to IPA symbols):

(14) Stern

t o f e

Crucially, one of the morphological edge nodes is /e/. The Principle of Consistency
of Exponence says that no changes in the exponence Ofa phonologically-specified morpheme

are permitted (McCarthy and Prince 1993). This means that the Stem node will always
have an /e/ edge, no matter what we do.

Reduction means that the vowel features of /e/ are are no longer visible for the

phonology. This implies that a Prosodic Word built on /tofe/ will not see [coronal].
In other words: the right edge  of the Prosodic  Word  will  be  [al.   By our definition  of
coincide the edges of Prosodic Word and Stem will therefore not be aligned properly.

If u-schwa is really underlying schwa, Alignment will not cause a problem for that
vowel, because in that case the edge of the morphological word as well as the edge of
the prosodic word will be schwa. Also word-internal reduction can of course not be

prohibited by Alignment, which only looks at edges.
Because word-final vowels are never reduced, we may assume that ALIGN domi-

nates PROJECT-Fr.15 Now even if we would want to distinguish between two versions
of ALIGN corresponding to the two different edges, like ALIGN-LEFT and ALIGN-RIGHT,
all evidence in Dutch would seem to point in the direction of ALIGN-LEFr dominating
ALIGN-RIGHT.16  This has as a consequence that we have an extra reason for banning
reduction in word-initial position even if we do not insert a glottal stop at the beginning
of the word.

4.2.3 Vowel quality. An interesting factor in reduction is the quality of the vowel
that has to be reduced. Some vowels reduce very easily, other vowels resist reduction
under almost all circumstances. In particular, /e/ is virtually always reduced when
it is in unstressed position (with the exceptions discussed above), while /y/ hardly
reduces at all. If reduction means getting rid of features - which seems the most

15 ALIGN itself rnight of course be ranked below other constraints, in particular the constraint enforcing
final devoicing, which also applies in word-final position in Dutch (but not, for instance, in Yiddish, cf.
Katz 1987, Lombardi 1991) and section 5.4.1 in the next chapten

16For instance, the prefix-suffix asymmetry in syllabification in German is taken to be an indication
for this ranking in McCarthy and Prince (1994). In Dutch we find exactly the same type of asymmetries,
as will be briefly discussed in the next chapter.
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reasonable assumption to make - this leads us to the conclusion that some features
seem to be harder to get rid of than others.

The most prominent constrast can be observed between A-vowels and B-vowels.
The latter category reduces under very specific circumstances only. However since the
relevant feature, [lax], interacts with syllable structure which itself interacts with stress
and since stress is an important independent factor in reduction, the direct influence of
exactly this feature [lax] is particularily unclear.  I will therefore put off its discussion
until the next few sections. Here I will concentrate on the other features.

Kager (1989:303) establishes the following reduction hierarchy for vowels (I have
changed his feature labels in order for them to be compatible with the vowel theory
developed in the previous chapter):

(15)   a.  /e/: [-high, -labial, -dorsall
b.  /a/: [-high, -labial, +dorsal]
c.  /0/,/0/: [-high, +labial, :tdorsall
d.  /i/: [+high, -labial, -dorsal]
e.  /u/, /y/: [+high, +labial, :tdorsal]

I have to add that some parts of the hierarchy are not really well-established.  For
instance, Kager (1989) remarks that "I01 hardly occurs in stressless positions. such as initial
pretonic position" and that its grouping with /0/ is therefore by necessity morebased on
theoretical extrapolation than on empirical observation. Also, there is a lot of variation
between individual speakers and within one speaker between different styles of speech
and even between individual words. Sometimes reduction does not really lead to a
'pure' schwa but to a schwa-like vowel containing some phonetic traces of the original
colour. I have chosen to nevertheless put the gradient facts into a discrete scheme. A
discussion of'style registers' will be taken up below.

Two generalisations are particularly strong.  I will list them as seperate properties
here:

Property 5 R-schwa alternates with /e/and, less often, with /a/and /0/

Property 6 R-schwa (almost) never alternates with a high vowel.

By definition, these properties are properties of r-schwa only. However, we will see
in chapter 6 that in other languages, 'underlying' schwas also alternate with front mid
vowels.

We see a clear correlation between markedness and reducibility  /e/ is probably
the most unmarked 'full vowel'.  If all vocalic features are monovalent, this vowel only
bears the specification [coronall (the active value for aperture features [high] and [low]
is [+F] in the system proposed here).  /y/ on the other hand is a very marked vowel
with features [coronall, [labiall and [high].
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The feature [high] seems particularly active in blocking reduction. High vowel
reduction seems only possible in some very frequent words like minuut'minute' [minyt,
manyt] and muziek 'music' [myzik, mazikl but normally it is impossible. It seems as
if this feature has a particularly strong attachment to the feature tree. In a constraint-
based theory we can formalize this by assuming the constraint forcing an underlying
feature [high] to be parsed in the output is ranked very high, higher than PROJECT-FT
in any style register of Dutch.

I will follow De Schutter (1978) and Kager (1989) in assuming that [round] (or
[labial] as I call it) is another feature blocking reduction. Reduction of the labial mid
vowels /0/ and /0/ sounds quite informal. Finally, a similar consideration leads

us to posit a constraint on parsing the feature [dorsall (ranked very low, but above
PARSE-CORONAL) in order to capture the difference between /e/ and /a/ on the one
hand and the difference between /a/ and /0/ on the other.

Kager's (1989) hierarchy in (15) can now be reflected in the constraint hierarchy in
(16):

(16) PARSE-HIGH »PARSE-LABIAL »PARSE-DORSAL »PARSE-CORONAL

These constraints are never in direct conflict with one another, so that the ranking
given here can only be established on the basis of interaction with other constraints.  In
chapter 3 we have seen some evidence for a high ranking of PARSE-HIGH (as well as of
PARSE-LAX and PARSE-LOW) on the basis of diphthongisation.  Here we see additional
evidence for this ranking coming from the unrelated area of vowel reduction.

It is very well possible that parts of this ordering have a universal characten  For
instance, the low priority assigned to parsing [coronal] might reflect the univeral
unmarkedness of this feature. It is well-known that in English the only non-reducible
vowels are high, cf. Fidelholtz (1975). Giegerich (1992) for recent discussion.  The
reduction hierarchy of Breton (Dressler 1973, 1975) also seems very similar to the one
proposed here for Dutch: high vowels do not reduce at all and the best candidates for
reduction are /e/ and /a/.

I will suggest below that the relative ordering of PROJECr-FT with respect to this hi-
erarchy depends on style register. In very informal styles, Only PARSE-HIGH dominates
PROJECT-FT, so that only high vowels are excluded from reduction.  In very formal
styles, all PARSE constraints dominate PROJECT-Fr, except maybe PARSE-CORONAL, SO
that all vowel segments (other than /e/) are exempt from reduction.

Notice that it is impossible to distinguish between /i/ on the one hand, and /u,y/
on the other in the approach presented here. All three vowels resist reduction because
this would violate PARSE-HIGH. If Kager (1989) is right, reduction of the latter two
vowels is worse because they are [+round] in addition to being [+high].  Such a gen-
eralisation cannot be captured in the formalism of OT.17 We cannot add the violations
of several constraints to weigh them against one other constraint.  If /y,u/ are ruled
out in a certain grammar, they are ruled out because they violate PARSE-HIGH (because

17Cf. Mohanan (1993) for a theory where violations against constraints can be accumulated.
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this constraint dominates PARSE-LABIAL).  Then /i/ is out as well. We cannot rearrange
the order of PARSE-HIGH and PARSE-LABIAL, because then we would incorrectly predict
that /0,0/ are very marked reducers too.

I am not sure whether Kager's (1989) distinction between /y,u/ and /i/ is so strong
that it poses a serious problem. His main motivation seems to be that it is easier to find
words where /i/ reduces (liguur 'figure', bikini (id.), rivier 'river') than to find words
where the other two reduce.  Yet also for /i/ it is possible to find numerous cases where
this vowel seems to never reduce at all, and for /y/ and /u/ there are some cases of

optional reduction (e.g. muziek 'music' [myzik, mazik]) as Kager (1989) indicates. It
might well be that there simply are more frequent words with stress-less /i/ than with
stressless /y/ or /u/. Given this lack of empirical clarity, I do not consider my finding
that all high vowels should behave alike as a problem.

4.2.4   Stress.   The next factor in reduction I want to study is the only really strong
condition on reduction in English: only stressless vowels are reduced. Stresslessness is
one of the most central properties of schwa. It holds without exception for all instances
of Dutch schwa and it is wide-spread in other languages as well:

Property 7 R-schwa (e-schwa and u-schwa) cannot occur in stressed position.

Interestingly, Dutch makes a distinction between two types of unstressed position in
vowel reduction.  This has been the main topic of most of the studies on reduction
mentioned above. The facts  can be demonstrated  on  the word fonologie 'phonology'
[fbnolo·yi].  In very formal speech, this word is pronounced as just indicated.  Two
alternative, less formal pronunciations are possible: [fbnelo·yf]  and  [ftnele·yf].     The
latter one is even more informal than the former.  What is crucially impossible is the
pronunciation *[fbnole·yf]. If the second vowel reduces, the first one should reduce as

well (Booij 1976, 1982).
Various proposals have been made to deal with this position effect. Most of these

proposals refer to suprasyllabic metrical structure. We have to first establish what the
metrical structure of a form such asfonologie is before we can account for the reduction
facts. Since this level of representation is not the topic of this thesis, I will not review
the literature here.

In a projection theory, the fact that both no and to are candidates for reduction is
an indication that they both are in a dependent position at some level of projection.
The fact that to is more resistant to reduction is an indication that it is still a head at
some other level of projection, where no is still a dependent.  For this reason I have
chosen to use the following representation.  I assume that the first two syllables are
joined together in a foot-like constituent and that the third syllable is joined to this
constituent into a larger constituent, say a superfoot (E):
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(17) Word

E    E

I.
Ft     Ft  Ft

A l l
0000

1 1 1 1fo no 10 ·yi
I assume that something like the Strict Layer Hypothesis holds (Selkirk 1984); all
syllables are organized into feet, all feet into superfeet, all superfeet into words. The
heads of superfeet are the bearers of primary and secondary accent.  In the normal case
a superfoot consists of one (binary branching) foot but in exceptional cases (when there
is a ternary pattern) a unary foot may occur in the dependent position of a superfoot.

This analysis may or may not be the most optimal one, but at least it provides us with
the necessary terminology to distinguish between two types of unstressed position.

The first unstressed syllable is in the weak position of a foot and I will call it a
'weak position'. The second unstressed syllable I will call 'semi-weak'.

Kager proposes that there is a hierarchy based on metrical position (Kager 1989:313,

his ex.  (108)) like there is a hierarchy based on vowel quality.18  In the formalism of
projection constraints it is however impossible to refer to the difference between a
weak and a stray position in the appropriate way. In order to account for the fact
that no reduces more easily  than  lo we would  need  to  say  that if a vowel lacks vocalic
jeatures it occurs in the dependent position ofafoot.  Yet this is neither a possible projection
constraint nor a possible weakness constraint.

Property 8 Reduction to schwa is generally easier in weak positions than in a semi-weak

positions.

Depending on one's metrical theory, one can rephrase the statement of this property
in various ways. One of the few frameworks in which it is difficult to make this type
of distinction is Burzio (1994), who would presumably assign a ternary foot without
any intern-d structure to the firstthree syllables offonologie.19 Yet even in this case we
could for instance refer to a difference between foot-internal and foot-final positions.

18Kager (1989) uses an analysis in which the second syllable offonologie is in the weak position of a
foot and the third syliable is 'stray':

m C      9
(* )   C.)
fo no 10 Ti

19 BurziO (1994) himself notes a similar kind of distinction for English in the footnote on page
113: in English the first unstressed syllable of [(teetama)gouchil or [(panama)1 reduces much more
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The idea is that if we reduce a vowel V, we also obligatorily reduce all vowels
which are easier to reduce than V.

First let us see what the reason is for reducing as many vowels as possible in the
most formal register. The important projection constraint here is of course PROJECT(v,

Ft2)

(18)    PROJECT(V, Ft2).No dominates a vocalic node -+ N heads a branching foot

The best output of / fonolo·yi/ for PROJECT(V, Ft2) would be [fonala·yi]; because all full
vowels occur only in the heads of branching foot. A candidate like [fonalo'yil violates
PROJECr(V, Ft ) because it has a full vowel-the o of to- which is not the head of a

branching foot. For a similar reason, also the candidate [fonole·yi] gives one violation
of PROJECT(V, Ft,) and the candidate [fonolo7i] gives even two violations.

The difference in reducability between the two types of syllable has to be attributed
to their difference in position. The syllable lo in (lD is still the head of a foot, even
though this foot does not branch.  I propose to explicitly distinguish projection con-
straint at foot level which refers to branching feet and one which refers to feet in general.
The specific constraint will be of the form in (18), but I will add to this a slightly more

general constraint:

(19)   PROJECT(V, Ft): No dominates a vocalic node -+ N heads a Foot.

These two constraints PROJECT(V, Ft) and PROJECT(V, Ft2) are in a so-called Paninian
relation.20  If PROJECT(V, Ft) is violated, a syllable E is outside the head of a foot but
not reduced. Because it is outside the head of a foot, it is also outside the head of a
branching foot. Therefore, there will also be a violation of PRoJECT(V, Ft2). The reverse
is not true: a non-reduced syllable in the head of a non-branching foot will give a
violation of PROJECT(V, Ft,), but not of PROJECT(V, Ft). Concretely, [fonalo·yi] violates
PROJECT(V, Ft2) but not PROJECT(V, Ft) and [fonole'yi] violates both constraints.

In Dutch, we can make an empirical difference between weak syllables and semi-
weak syllables. Therefore we may assume the ordering of these constraints is:21

(20)   PROJECT(V, Ft) »PROJECT(12, Ft2)

Again this ranking can be established only indirectly, by studying the interaction
with other constraints.  I assume this ordering is stable in Dutch. The only possible
difference between styles of speech is the ordering of faithfulness constraints.  In the

easily than the second one. Burzio (1994) also notes that similar facts hold for syncope, cf.
*memor'zation-mem'rization.  He even refers to the historical phonology of French Oacobs 1989) where
Latin similitudine-+simlitudne(-,sembletude)

2ITwo constraints A and B are in a Paninian relation if A applies to a proper subset of the candidates
to which B applies (Prince and Smolensky 1993)

21Given the Paninian relation just established, if PROJECT(V, Ft2) would be ranked higher than
PROJECT(V, Ft), the effect of the latter would be invisible.  What we would get is a language where
unstressed syllables are reduced regardless of their precise metrical position.
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case of fonologie the relevant faithfulness constraint is PARSE-LABIAL, because we are
dealing with rounded mid vowels. There are three possible rankings of this constraint
vis A vis the two instances of PROJECT-V. They correspond to three styles of speech:

(21)    a. formal: PARSE-LABIAL »PROJECT(v, Ft) »PROJECr(V, Ft )
b. semi-formal: PROJECT(V, Ft) »PARSE-LABIAL »PROJECT(V, Ft2)

c. informal: PROJECT(V, Ft)»PROJECT(V, Ft2) »PARSE-LABIAL

We now get the following tableaux for each of the relevant styles:

(22) a. formal:

Candidates PARSE-LABIAL PROJECT-Fr PROJECT-FT2

v'(fo.no)(10)(Ti)
(fo.na)(10)(Ti)                *!
(fo.no)(10)(·yi)                          4.

(fo.na)(la)(Ti)                             *!'

b. semi-formal:

Candidates PROJECT-FT PARSE-LABIAL PROJECT-Fr2

(fo.no)(10)(Ti)           *!
V'(fo.na)(10)(·yi)

(fo.no)(10)(Ti)                       4

(fo.na)(10)(Ti)                                           **!

c. informal:

Candidates PROJECT-FT PROJECT-FT2 PARSE-LABIAL

(fo.no)(10)hi)                      * !

(fo.na)(10)(Ti)
(fo.no)(le)hi)                          * !

4(fo.na)(le)(Ti)                                        •*

The  form -[fonole·yi] could never be generated  by any ordering of these constraints.
The reason is that this form violates all constraints while there are always alternative
candidates which fare considerably better.  I will provide some more discussion on

style registers below (section 4.2.6).

4.2.5 Closed syllables. Reduction is much easier in open syllables than in closed

syllables.  It is not altogether excluded in the latter category, especially not if the
closing segment is a sonorant or /s/. Furthermore, we find reflexes of the same kinds
of constraints that count for tense vowels. For instance the front mid vowel [I] reduces

most easily Also, word-internal reduction is much easier than peripheral reduction
and reduction adjacent to [h] or a glottal stop is blocked. Nevertheless, reduction of
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vowels in closed syllables is more marked than reduction of vowels in open syllables.
22

Given the theory outlined above we have several options to analyse this effect.23

Property 9 R-schwa pr€fers open syllables.

As we will see below the same property holds for u-schwa, but not for e-schwa.
In the first place, we could assume this is a vowel quality effect: [laxl resists

reduction just like [+high], [+low] or [+labial].  We have already seen in chapter 3
that diphthongization provided us with an argument that PARSE-LAX should be ranked

high.
Alternatively, we could analyse this effect as the result of stress. Closed syllables are

heavy and we could assume for instance that even though they are not stressed, they
still form their own abstract foot of some sort. Under such a hypothetical approach,
they would always end up in a metrical position that disfavours reduction as we have

just seen.
Finally, the constraint CONNECT(N, lax) could be brought to bear upon this issue.  It

could be that this constraint is higher ranked than PROJECT-FT. Therefore, [lax] cannot

get lost in a closed syllable, even if this syllable is unstressed.
Given the very intimate relationship in Dutch between vowel quality, syllable

structure and stress it seems impossible to find empirical evidence that would shed
light on this issue. There is a conceptual reason why I opt for the feature analysis:

[lax] is a feature that wants to be parsed, like other features. This reason is that the
reduction or non-reduction of closed syllables is very much style-dependent and I
want to argue that style-dependency is always a matter of reranking of faithfulness
constraints. It is difficult to establish a precise position for PARSE-LAX in the hierarchy
of PARSE constraints I will establish in the next section.24

4.2.6 Style registers. Summarizing what we have found so far, we may say that
some constraints on reduction are absolute in Dutch, viz. the constraints on peripher-
ality and against adjacency to the placeless consonants [h] and [?]. Other constraints
are relative, viz. the constraints related to vowel quality and those referring to the
precise type of unstressed position we have.

22 See also Burzio (1994) on English reduction and Hawkins (1950), Kenstowicz and Kisseberth (1979)
on reduction in Carib, Jacobs (1989) on reduction and vowel deletion in the history of French, all of
which seem also blocked by the closed nature of the syllable.

23There is some variation between speakers with respect to the strength of property 9. Some speakers,
such as Booij (1981), find reduction of the underlined vowel in words such as betzine (id), portier 'porter'
only possible if the following consonant is deleted: * [banzfne], o K [bazfne], * [partfr]. OK [patir] Others,
such as Kager (1989) do not necessarily have to delete the consonant. For them the forms [banzfnal and
[partfr] are acceptable pronunciations.

24Yet my intuition is that lax vowels (vowels in closed syllables) are at least easier to reduce than high
vowels. If this is true, at least the ranking PARSE-HIGH»PARSE-LAX holds.
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As we have already seen above, this variation is normally attributed to 'style

registers.' I followed Booij (1981) in distinguishing between three such registers: Style
I ('informal'), Style II ('semi- formal') and Style III ('formal').25

Normally it is assumed that each such style register is a separate gramman This
concept had to face some problems in earlier approaches based on extrinsically ordered
rules. In the first place, style registers could differ from one another in arbitrary ways:
in a more informal register, rules could be (i) ranked differently than in a formal register,
(ii) be present while they were absent in a formal register, or (iii) be absent while they

were present in a formal register. Furthermore the discrete division of style differences
in for instance three 'registers' is somewhat arbitrary.  It is not easy to see why we
should not make a division into for instance five or ten registers.

Observationally, an important difference between more formal and less formal
styles of speech seems to be that the former are closer to the underlying forms, while
the latter allow for more reduction, epenthesis, deletion and other operations.  In

Optimality Theory this can be easily expressed:

(23)   The more formal the style of speech, the higher-ranked the faithfulness con-
straints.

Maybe (23) is a principle of universal style register competence.  I already expressed the
conjecture that it might be the only principle.26 This would solve some of the problems

with earlier approaches.  In the first place, the relation between style registers would

no longer be arbitrary, but regulated by (23). This would solve also an important
learnability problem. The child only has to learn one phonological grammar; the
differences in style would be regulated by the universal principle (23) Furthermore,
we no longer have to posit an arbitrary number of style registers.  We can have a

register where the faithfulness constraints are lowest in the hierarchy, one in which
they are highest in the hierarchy and everything in between.

For Dutch we established the following partial constraint hierarchies:

(24)    a. ALIGN, CONTOUR »PROJECT-FT »PROJECT-FT 

b. PARSE-HIGH »PARSE-LOW, PARSE-LAX » PARSE-LABIAL »

PARSE-DORSAL »PARSE-CORONAL

c. PARSE-LAX

25 Booij used a somewhat different terminology.
To my knowledge, the first to distinguish between style registers within generative phonology was

Harris (1969). Of course there has been a strong tradition of studying registers in pre-generative work
and for instance Selkirk (1972) refers to Fouch6 (1959) rather than to Harris when she introduces the

concept in her study of French liaison. See Dressler (1975) for discussion of the notion style register in

generative grammar.
26Laver (1994) identifies two other factors that might cross-linguistically indicate increasing informal-

ity of speech: rising pitch level and range, and dropping loudness level and range. Speech rate, on the
other hand, does not seem to be a contributing factor at all.
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I contend that the first two hierarchies can be combined in many different ways.  (I
decided to disregard lax vowels, hence (24c) here). Every hierarchy is possible as long
as the partial orders of (24a) and (24b) are preserved.

Kager's (1989:315) style registers are characterized as follows:

(25) Reduces in: Weak positions Semi-weak positions

lei formal formal

lai semi-formal semi-formal

/O/, /i/ semi-formal informal
/y/,/y/ informal excluded

As discussed above, in our system /i/ will always pattern with the other high vowels
rather than with /0/.  With this exception it is possible to give the rankings that will
generate these three registers.

(26)      a.   Style III (formal): ALIGN, CONTOUR »PARSE-HIGH »PARSE-LABIAL »PARSE-
DORSAL »PROJECr-FT »PROJECT-FT  »PARSE-CORONAL

b.  Style H (semi-formal): ALIGN, CONTOLIR »PARSE-HIGH »
PROJECT-FT »PARSE-LABIAL »
PROJEcr-Fr2 »PARSE-DORSAL »PARSE-CORONAL

c.  Style I (informal): ALIGN, CONTOUR »PARSE-HIGH »PROJECT-FT »
PROJECT-FT  »PARSE-LABIAL »PARSE-DORSAL »PARSE<ORONAL

More subtle differences are possible in this system. It might even be that we now
somewhat overgenerate style registers. For instance, according to Kager (1989) /e/
always reduces and the high vowels in 'stray' position never do.  This means that
PARSE<ORONAL  has a fixed highest position  (it is always below PROJECT-Fr )  and
PARSE-HIGH a fixed lowest position (it is always above PROJ CT-FT).  I am not very sure
this observation is strong, and if it is, whether this could not simply be a (sociolinguistic)
performance effect. Maybe we could say some styles are so overly formal or so overly
informal that they are never used. Yet it seems more plausible to say that languages
fix an upper and a lower limit for their faithfulness constraints.

4.3    Properties of e-schwa

Of the three different schwas we distinguish here, e-schwa, the 'real svarabakhti vow-
el', is the least well-studied. The reason probably is that on the one hand its distribution
is relatively narrow and on the other hand this occurrence is somewhat problematic.  A
typical instance of e-schwa occurs in the consonant cluster at the end of the word help
(id.), [hflapl. A pronunciation of this word without schwa sounds somewhat overar-
ticulated in the ears of some native speakers, but it is not very clear how epenthesis
improves the word. Of course, on the one hand we do away with a marked super-
heavy syllable.  On the other hand, however, the result is a closed syllable with schwa
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as its head, which is also marked in Dutch. Furthermore, the sonorant /1/ has to be
(re)syllabified into the onset of the schwa-syllable. All in all, the slight improvement
of syllable structure seems to demand a high price.

I will assume here that e-schwa really is the result of epenthesis, an uncontroversial

point of view, as far as I can see (cf. Berendsen and Zonneveld 1984 and De Haas
1986 for the most extensive discussion of e-schwa to date). Below, I will discuss the

properties of this schwa one by one.

4.3.1 The epenthetic vowel is schwa. The first property to be discussed is that it is

precisely schwa that is the epenthetic vowel, and not some other vowel. In other lan-

guages, other vowels may indeed act as epenthetic vowels. For instance, the Icelandic

epenthetic vowel seems to be [ul, the epenthetic vowel in Spanish is Iel and in Yokuts

it seems to be [il (see Archangeli 1984 for an overview).  As far as I know, however,

all languages that allow vowel epenthesis and that have a schwa on the surface, the
two vowels are the same. So the fact that the epenthetic vowel in Yokuts is [il is an
indication that this language does not have any schwa at all.27

The reason why schwa is a favourite default vowel should be attributed to its

being essentially featureless. For one reason or another, we sometimes need to insert a
vowel which is not underlyingly present, but we always do this in the most economic
way. This means in the first place that we do not insert 'unnecessary' features such

as [coronal] or [high]. If schwa is allowed as a vowel in the language at all, schwa
therefore is the preferred epenthetic vowel.28

Property 10 E-schwa is the epenthetic vowel.

In Dutch, the interaction of several constraints forces us to insert a vowel between the
[11 and the [p] of [help]. In principle we can insert any vowel, also an [al or an [01
or an [y].  Yet each of these vowels will bear a set of vocalic features, viz. [dorsal],
[labial, lax] and [labial, coronal, laxl respectively. Every feature constitutes a violation
of a constraint against the insertion of exactly that feature (' [lowl, * [labiall, * [laxl, etc.)
Schwa gives a minimal violation of these constraints.  This, I contend, is the reason why

cross-linguistically schwa is the preferred epenthetic vowel, just like it is the preferred
reduction vowel.29

-*'It is, however, possible/that differemvoweisplay the roleof default vowel at different lexical levels.              -
In that case, schwa might be permitted only after the lexical level where some other vowel has played
the role of default vowel. This would cause some complicated pattern of surface violations of the
generalisation made in the main text. I am not aware of any system that has been convincingly shown
to possess these properties.

28The same line of reasoning would lead us to posit /?/ as the favourite epenthetic consonant in any
language that allows the consonant at all.  I will not go into this matter any further. The glottal stop
certainly is the epenthetic consonant in Dutch.

29The epenthetic vowel is not normally transcribed in Dutch writing. If one wants to mimic informal
speech in writing, usually one of two transcriptions is chosen, viz. either 2 (hellip) or u (helltip)· The first
spelling is probably chosen because e is the normal transcription also for u-schwa (mode=[modal) and
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In languages which do not have schwa, a constraint should be active that bans this
vowel. The most straightfoward way to do this would be the following:

(27)    .EMPTYROOT: No empty roots are allowed.

This constraint states that every vocalic root node needs to dominate a vocalic node,
which in turn needs to dominate a place node and/or an aperture node, which have
to be filled. These constraints therefore demand that even the default vowel in the
language gets some minimal specification.  On the other hand, we could also use a
projection constraint to do the same work:

=

(28)  PROJECT(N, V): N" is the head of a branching N No dominates a vocalic
node.

The advantage of this constraint clearly is that we have used it already. Since vocalic
roots usually occur in the head position of.  syllable, both constraints have the same
empirical effect. I choose to use PROJEcT(N, 12) because it is formally related to the
other projection constraints and it fits well within their family.30

The precise nature of the required feature specification under the vocalic node to
satisfy PROJECT(N, V) depends on the weight the language assigns to the different
features. In one language it might be that insertion of a place feature is sufficient and
that [coronall is the most unmarked place feature.  In such a language the default vowel
will surface as [el (as in Spanish), except when the feature cooccurrence restriction
[coronall»[high] is ranked sufficiently high, in which case we will get an [i] (like in
Yokuts).

In other languages, insertion of [labiall willlead to the smallest number ofviolations
and we will get an [ul (like in Icelandic).  I predict that [y] can never be an epenthetic
vowel, since it contains two place features [coronal] and [labial] and there seems to be
no feature cooccurrence restriction in UG forcing the two features to occur together.

Thus for Spanish, Yokuts, Icelandic and Dutch we get the following rankings:

(29) a. Spanish:
*[labiall»PROJECT-N»*[coronall
*[high]»[coronall-[highl

b. Yokuts:
*[labial]»PROJECT-N»*[coronall
[coronal}-[high]»*[high]

the second spelling, & because Y, the vowel normally transcribed by this letter, is phonetically closest
to schwa in most Dutch dialects.

3o Independent evidence for either of these constraints may come from the fact that in languages like
Turkish or Yoruba, in which vowel harmony seems blocked internal to a morpheme, schwa-like vowels
are often an exception to this blockage: they can only occur in harmonic contexts (Clements and Sezer

1982, Pulleyblank 1988, Bennink in preparation). This might be seen then as a result of PROJECT(R, 12) or
*EMFIYROOT dominating the constraint that blocks morpheme-internal spreading.  For more discussion
on the constraint *EMPTYROOT, see chapter 7 and appendix A.
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c. Icelandic..31

*[coronal]»PROJECT-R»*[labiall
[labiall=[high]»'[highl

d. Dutch:
* [coronal],* [labiall»PROJEcT-N
[coronal]-[highl,*[high],[labial]-[high] (ordering irrelevant)

Below I give the relevant rankings for an epenthetic vowel in each of the four languages
just mentioned.

(30) a. Spanish

Candidates *
[labial]      PROJECT(N, V)      *[coronall

0                                                .!
U                             .1

0 *t

de                        •

\/i

Candidates *[highl [coronal]--*[highl

qe                •

i                   *1

b. Yokuts

Candidates * [labiall PROJECr(N, 12)
' [coronall

a                                                      .!

U                             *!

0                                      It

qe                        •

di

Candidates [coronal]-[highl *[high]
e                       *!

v/i                                      
c. Icelandic

31 The ordering * [coronal]»* [labial] seems very marked, given  the fact that coronal place is in  most

languages the most unmarked place for both consonants and vowels. Itseems indeed true thatepenthetic
vowels in most languages are chosen from the set {i, e, 1, a} (Steriade 1995), i.e. either a front vowel or
a placeless vowel.
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Candidates *
[coronall       PRoJECT(R,  V)

* [labial]
0                                                                          7

qu                           •

40                                               •

e                               7
i                    *!

Candidates [labial]=[highl *[high]
0                                *!

qu                          •

d. Dutch

Candidates -
[coronal]

* [labial] PROJECT(K, V)

49
U                                                                             *1

0                                 *!

e                    *!

i                                *t

Candidates [labiall=[high]   [coronal]»[high]  *[high]
40                                             1

This theory predicts that at least the vowels [a, a, e, i, 0, u] can function as an epenthetic
vowel in some language.  On the other hand, it predicts that a universally marked
vowel like [y] can never be an epenthetic vowel, since it contains two place features
[coronall and [labial] and there seems to be no feature cooccurrence restiction in UG
forcing the two features to occur together. In other words there probably is no grounded
constraint [coronal]-[labiall parallel to [labial] [highl. Tothebestofmy knowledge,
this prediction is borne out.

PROJECT(R, 1,1) thus constrains the epenthesis of schwa as an empty vowel. It cannot
in and of itself be the reason for schwa epenthesisbecausea syllable withschwa violates
PROJEcT(N, V) just as well as a syllable without it.  I propose therefore that the real

=
reason for schwa epenthesis is another projection constraint, viz. PROJECT(N, -cons),
a constraint requiring syllables to have at least a vocalic root in their head:

(31)    PROJECT(N,-cons): No heads a branching N -* Na dominates a [-cons] root.
=

Insertion of schwa is the most economical way of complying with PROJECT(N, -cons)
for syllables which start out without any vowel, since schwa is exactly alI-consl root.

We thus could assume that there are two slightly different PROJECT-N constraints
at work in Dutch. A different solution is also feasible however. This would be to
include [-cons] in the set of vocalic features V.  In that case, and if we assume that the
constraints against insertion of (place) features are sufficiently high, we could replace
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PROJECT(N,  -cons) by PROJECT(N,  V),  i.e. the following constraint ranking has  the
same effect as PROJECT(N, -cons):32

(32)     *[coronal],
*
[labial],

* [dorsal] »PROJECT(R,  V)

We have just seen that this ranking holds for Dutch.  For the sake of simplicity and ease=

of reference I will keep however to the constraint name PROJECT(N, -cons)

4.3.2   E-schwa does not occur at the end of the word.    One of the biggest mysteries
of Dutch e-schwa is the following:  why is [help] in informal styles of speech'improved'
to [helap] and not to [helpal? The latter certainly seems better from the point of view
of metrical structure: it has less violations of CONNECT(N, lax). It seems that e-schwa
is banned from absolutely word-final position.

33

We have already seen that r-schwa has the same property of avoiding the word
edge (property 4, page 108). The explanation I have given for that schwa can be used

for e-schwa as well. I assumed the constraint that the edges of the morpheme and the

prosodic word should coincide (Alignment) is very strong in Dutch, barring all kinds
of changes of these edges (except final devoicing). The morpheme help ends in a /p/.

Therefore, the corresponding prosodic word should end in a /p/ as well. It preferably
should not end in an epenthetic schwa.

We have already seen an additional blockade against epenthesis of schwa at the end
of the word. One reason for putting the final /p/ of help in a degenerate syllable rather
than leaving it unparsed is the constraint ALIGN, as I argued in the previous chapter.
[helapl is better than [kipal because its morphological and phonological edges are

better aligned. At least one of these two constraints outweighs the requirements on

syllable structure.

4.3.3     E-schwa only occurs in the last syllable o f the word. This constraint contrasts
with the previous one. Together, they have as an effect that e-schwa can only occur
in closed svllables. This makes it different from the other schwas which preferably
(r-schwa) or even exclusively (u-schwa) occur in open syllables.

This generalisation has also been contested by several authors such as Kager and

Zonneveld (1986), De Haas (1986) and Kager (1989). According to these scholars, there
is one other environment for epenthesis...VC       Ca(C)#, i.e. before a word-final

syllable headed by (u-)schwa. They use this observation as an argument that u-schwa
behaves like a wordedge. They cite paradigms like the following to demonstrate the

effect (I underline e-schwa to contrast it with u-schwa in this example):

32We wfuld also have to assume that a vowel with a vocalic node in addition to a voglic root satisfies

PROJEcT(R, V) better than a vowel with only a vocalic root, in other words, PROJECT(R, 1,') should be a

gradual constraint.
33As we will see in the next chapter, there is cross-linguistic variation with repect to the allowance of

epenthetic schwa in word-final position. Many languages would prefer word-final epenthesis in this
case. Yet (Moroccan) Arabic and Berber are instances of languages where epenthetic schwa never occurs

at the end of the word either.
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(33) a.   hel(2)m 'helmet' b.    htl(a)mar (name)       c.    hel('2)ma (name)

war(a)m 'warm' nnaramer 'nnarble' mar(*2)mot (id.)

In my view, the epenthetic schwa in [helaml has a different status from the one in
[h£larnar].  As I already stated above epenthesis is for many speakers almost obligatory
in the former case.  In the latter case however pronunciations without schwa are
perfectly acceptable.  In a 'normal' mode of speech most of my informants would say
[helam] but [htlmar], [waraml but [marmarl.34

So, while technically both schwas should count as e-schwa, and while we should
also explain why e-schwa is (almost) absolutely forbidden before a full vowel as in
[marmotl, Iwill putapart the'marmer' cases.35 Having done this the following property
of e-schwa emerges:

Property 11 E-schwa only occurs in  the last syllable Of the word.

The reason for this seems to be that the appearance of e-schwa is closely linked to the
degenerate syllable. E-schwa is found only between a closed syllable and a degenerate
syllable.

This result conforms the facts. A degenerate syllable is very marked in many
ways. For instance, it lacks a head, which is a violation of one of the central principles
of syllable constituent theory, the projection constraint PROJECT(N, v).

Degenerate syllables are formed at the lexical level. Schwa epenthesis seems in
all respects to be a post-lexical (or word-level, cf. Trommelen 1993) process. Assume
therefore that PROJECT(N, -cons) gets quite strong in this level of phonology whilst
it does not visibly play a role in the lexical phonology.  This will ban all degenerate
syllables, which now should get vocalic heads. An empty head is clearly not vocalic.

The ideal syllable head is a vowel.  The most economic way to get a syllable head
is by epenthesis of a vocalic root.36 For reasons discussed above, this syllable head
cannot follow the original content of the degenerate syllable (i.e.  the /p/ of help); it
therefore has to precede it. Furthermore the /1/ is resyllabified into the onset of the
newly created syllable.  (I assume it stays within the coda of the first syllable, and
therefore gets ambisyllabic.)

34This observation is confirmed by Kager (1989:214).
35These cases remain to be a problem under any analysis.  I am not aware of any proposal that can

describe them in a satisfying way. It seems to be true, however, that e-schwa can only occur in a cluster
which is potentially a word-final cluster.  It can not occur in * [draxamal since there is no * [draxm] and
*[bytilarl since there is no * [bYtll.

361 assume sonority restrictions are still in force, excluding the possibility of consonantal heads.
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- -

(34) N N

41
'fol

h c l a p
The post-lexically created syllable violates some constraints that are otherwise unvi-
olable in Dutch. Most importantly, this is the only occurrence of a closed syllable
without a [lax] feature on the head.  If we assume post-lexically the prohibition against
insertion of (lexical) features is very strong, much stronger than CONNECT(N, lax), this

apparent anomaly can be explained away.  More in general, at several places below,
we will see that projection constraints have lost their force at the postlexical level.  It
seems that post-lexically, the relation between feature content and prosodic structure is
lost. More in general, it is sometimes observed that for instance post-lexical 'rhythmic'
stress is less sensitive to subtleties of syllable structure than lexical phonology; it also
does not seem sensitive to the heavy-light distinction in syllables.

4.3.4 Word-internal contexts in which e-schwa does not occur. There are three
contexts in which we do not find e-schwa, contrary to our expectations in the discussion
so far. This is the case if a degenerate syllable is preceded by (i) an open syllable, (ii)
a syllable that ends in a consonant which is homorganic with the consonant in the

degenerate syllable or (iii) if the final segment is a coronal obstruent. These contexts

are exemplified in (35a), (35b) and (35c) respectively:

(35) a. slaap 'sleep' [sla.p, *sla.(?)ap], groot 'big' hro.t *Tro.atl

b.  bank (id.), [bal. k. *bag.ok], ramp 'disaster' [ram.p, *ram.ap]
c. hart 'heart' [har. t, *har. et],

he,fst 'autumn' [her. (a)f. st, *her. (a)f.ast, *her. (a)f.sat]

The third case is the simplest.  The fact that a coronal obstruent is involved directly
leads to the conclusion that there is no degenerate syllable in these cases at all. The
coronal obstruent is simply outside the prosodic word altogether. Specifically, it is
not in a syllable, therefore it does not constitute a violation of PROJEcr(N, -cons)
Epenthesis is therefore not necessary. The relevant economy principles (for instance,
the constraint against inserting a root node) will therefore block it, as they block the
occurrence of any schwa adjacent to a vowel.

I propose that in the first two cases, epenthesis is blocked by independent factors,
viz. the ONSET constraint and a constraint against introducing (consonantal) place

features. We will see below that also u-schwa disappears after (and possibly before) a
full vowel and we have seen above that r-schwa did not arise immediately adjacent to
a full vowel either.
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The explanation in the case of r-schwa was the constraint CON'rOUR.  If we assume
this constraint outranks PROJECT(N, -cons), we get the following result.  To make
things more explicit I draw the following tableau for the word slaap'sleep' [sla.p]

(36)  CONTOUR»PROJECT(R,-cons)
(3D                                                    -Candidates CONTOUR PROJECT(N, -cons)

 /sla.p
sla.ap                             * !

In English, a schwa is inserted between a (dipthongized) long vowel and /1/ or /r/
(example (38), McCarthy 1991, Halle 1994) and one might argue that a similar case
can be made for long vowels before /r/ in some variants of Dutch as is shown in (39)
(see section 3.1.3 in the previous chapter for more discussion of the behaviour of tense
vowels before /r/):

(38) feel [fijal]-Aling   [fijlIg l.  foat [fowell-goatie [gowlij], sure [Auwal   -   assuring
[aduriul,jire [fajal-,fire it [fajritl

(39) zwaar'heavy' [zwa.orl, duur 'expensive' [dy.ar], boer 'farmer' [bu.ar]

The reason might be for instance that the high sonorancy of the liquids, and especially
of /r/ makes them better codas than other segments.  I will not, however, try to work
this out.

We are now left with the cases of 'homorganic' clusters. These include at least
the words ending in nasal+obstruent clusters like bank (id), [bal}k, *bol}ak] and ramp
'disaster' [ramp, -ramepl.  We may also wish to include cases such as kans 'chance'
[kans, *kanas] and hand (id.), [hant, *hanat] and even held 'hero' [helt, *helatl. All
these latter cases however can also be analysed as including extraprosodic coronals.
A condition against schwa epenthesis in those clusters was independently needed to
account for cases such as he, st 'autumn' [hErf(*a)st, h£rfs(*a)t].

In previous analyses the resistance of these clusters against epenthesis was usually
ascribed to a geminate integrity effect. (See Selkirk 1990 for an overview.) The nasal
and the obstruent shared a place feature:

(40) [+cons] [+cons]

[nasal] [voicel

Place of Articulation

No segment could intervene between the two halfs of this 'semi-geminate'. Yet under
the assumptions made here, there are two problems with this approach.

In the first place, we could think of the No Crossing Constraint of Goldsmith (1976).
But if schwa is an empty root node, insertion of schwa between the two roots in (40)
should not cause any line to be crossed at all:
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(41) [+cons] [-cons] [+cons]

[nasal] [voicel

Place of Articulation

An alternative might be to argue that the relevant constraint is No Skipping (Van der
Hulst and Smith 1986, Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994):37

(42)  No Skipping: a feature that is associated to ot and 7 in the configuration
a/7... should also be associated to d.

(43)   No Skipping »PROJECT(N, -cons)

The result of schwa epenthesis in (41) is a violation of No Skipping. Yet there is at
least one way to repair this violation and we might wonder why this reparation is not
made.38 We could 'degeminate' the cluster so that we get:

(44) [+cons] [-cons] [+consl

[+nasal]    P of A     P of A [tvoicel

If we epenthesize a schwa into this cluster, this will cause a violation of neither the No
Crossing Constraint nor the No Skipping Constraint. However, this form is worse than
(40) in at least one other aspect. It contains more instances of the Place of Articulation
node, and of course also of the place features dependent on that node. In other words,
it has more violations  of the constraints against

* [coronal], -[dorsal]  or * [labial].   As
we have already seen, the reason why schwa is epenthesized rather than some other
vowel was to avoid violations of exactly these constraints.  Here, we see that they are
so strong that they can even block epenthesis.

A third logical possibility is also excluded by the constraints we already introduced
above.  This is to disassociate the Place features from one of the two segments, the nasal
or the obstruent, altogether. In that case epenthesis will also not result in a violation
of either No Skipping or No Crossing. However, if we delink the place features from
the-obstruent, the resultwill be a  [?1 or[hl-like elementand  we havealready  seen  that-
schwa never surfaces next to such a consonant.  If we delink the place features from the
nasal, it is not very clear what the result will be. We might either suppose that placeless

37This constraint is clearly related to the CONTIGUITY constraint at the level of syllable structure as
discussed in the previous chapter.

38Some other 'crazy' reparation possibilities, not discussed in the text, are: linking the consonantal
place features to the schwa, deleting the consonantal place features, moving the features from the
nasal to the schwa, etc. Although all these steps would avoid the violation of No Skipping, they would
obviously result in quite absurd constructions, to be ruled out by independently needed and very strong
(feature cooccurrence) constraints.
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nasals are blocked altogether (there is no nasal variant of the glottal stop or the [hl), or
we might extend the interpretation of the CONTOUR to exclude schwa adjacent to any
place-less segment.

4.3.5 Style registers. Even though epenthesis in words like help and kerk'church' is
almost obligatory, in a formal style of speech pronunciations without schwa are still
possible.

Very formal styles of speech are characterized by a high ranking of faithfulness
constraints as I have argues at various places above. In this case, the relevant faithful-
ness constraint is the condition against insertion of non-underlying root nodes.  Nor-

=
mally, this constraint is ranked under PROJECT(N, -cons), the constraint forcing vowel
epenthesis.  In a very formal style of speech, the constraint raises to a very high level
where epenthesis becomes impossible in any morphological or phonological context.

4.4   Summary and conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed the two occurrences of post-lexically derived schwa
we find in Dutch: a schwa that is derived by reduction from full vowels in unstressed

position and a schwa that is derived by epenthesis in consonant clusters.
In both cases I have argued that the relevant constraint is a projection constraint.

Reduction follows from the fact that full vowels prefer to occur in the head of a foot;
when they occur outside of that position, in particular the weak position of a foot, every
vocalic feature F means a violation of a constraint which says 'if a segment dominates
F, the segment should be the head of a foot.' Since schwa is the minimal vowel, it
gives the smallest possible number of violations of this constraint. Epenthesis on the
other hand is an effect of a projection constraint which says that every syllable should
have a vocalic head. A degenerate syllable, consisting of only a consonant violates
this constraint. We therefore prefer to insert a vowel, and if we do this in the most
economic way we again choose the minimal vowel, i.e. the schwa.

In both cases, schwa appears to be a compromise between on the one hand a
requirement of having a vowel in a certain position and on the other hand of having
a few vocalic features in that position as possible. Making this compromise has some
cost, in this case that we have to allow an empty root. This empty root cannot occur
in all environments, for instance not after a hiatus or a /h/ and this causes reduction
and epenthesis to be blocked in those environments.

It is quite striking that the blocking environments for reduction and epenthesis
are almost exactly the same.  In a rule-based theory of phonology, this similarity is
di fficult to capture, since probably reduction and epenthesis should both be the results
of different (sets of) rules in such a theory. In the constraint-based theory proposed
here, there are simply some constraints blocking schwa to arise in some environments.
There are other (projection) constraints which cause full vowels to reduce or schwas to
be epenthesized and these can both be subordinate to the same surface constraints.
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Similarly, the constraint-based analysis allowed us to express the effects of style
of speech on both phenomena in a uniform way.  In both cases we could say that the
more formal the style of speech, the closer the similarity between input and output.
This means that in more formal styles of speech we expect less reduction and less
epenthesis. Again, this correlation is less easy to capture in a rule-based analysis.

As for the representational side of the phenomena discussed here, I think these

phenomena provide fairly strong evidence that schwas are really 'empty vowels'.
Phenomena of reduction of schwa and epenthesis of schwa instead of some other
vowel are best to be understood in terms of feature loss and representational economy
respectively. The projection theory predicts that empty vowels have a very defective

projection behaviour. In the next chapter I will show that this behaviour is evident in
Dutch underlying schwas as well.



5 Dutch U-schwa

5.1 Introduction

U-schwa is probably the most hotly debated of all occurrences of schwa in Dutch.  Its
place in the vowel system has been subject to quite some controversy. Some authors
have even denied a separate status in the Dutch vowel triangle for this vowel, arguing
instead that it is a special case of either e-schwa or r-schwa.1 Although I will endorse
an epenthesis hypothesis for some of the facts below, I will also argue that some
other u-schwas necessarily are underlying. Indeed, in a theory without constraints on
underlying representation, it is difficult to ban underlying schwa's, especially if there
are schwa's on the surface. If everything can be input to the grammar, also empty
vocalic roots can.

My idea is that underlyi  schwa in many cases is blocked from surfacing, for
instance because of PROJECT(N, V), the constraint against syllable heads without a
vocalic node.  Only when there are other constraints that force the schwa to surface

an exception can be made to the-general rule. One instance of such a constraint
is the constraint PROJECT(-cons, N), again a projection constraint, this time forcing
underlying [-consl roots to occur in the heads of a syllable.

(1)  PROJECT(-cons, N): A segment S has a [-consl root = S is the head of a
branching N.

This constraint can also be read as PARSE-V: underlying vocalic roots have to be parsed.
It is hard to distinguish between PARSE-V and PROJECT(-cons, N) in Dutch because

(empty) vocalic roots when parsed, always get parsed into a syllable.
The underlying nature of u-schwa explains some of the differences between this

vowel and the two other schwas. In the first place, u-schwa is already present at
the lowest level of the phonology, which accounts for the fact that in some ways it is
more restricted than the other schwas.  But on the other hand, u-schwa is underlyingly
present, which means that it can sometimes surface in contexts where the derivation
of e-schwa and r-schwa was blocked.

1 Another possibility, sometimes suggested  (e.g.  in Van den  Berg 1958) is that schwa  is a variant of
[y] or [oe] to which it perceptually is very similar.  The suggestion is not worked out seriously by any
recent author, however, and given the resistance of other front rounded vowels to reduction, it seems
difficult to reconcile with any of the other facts about e-schwa.

130
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5.2   Properties of u-schwa

Because of the extensive literature on this subject, and because there is a rather large
range of known facts, I have decided to devote this whole chapter to my discussion of
this vowel.  In this section I will study the properties of Dutch that have been discussed
in most recent literature and that every theory of this vowel has to take into account.
I will defend the hypothesis that schwa's defective nature has as an effect that it can

only head a minimal syllable, viz. a CV syllable, without a coda or a complex onset.
In the next section (section 5.3) I will contrast this theory to some of its competitors.

5.2.1 Syllable weight. The first property of u-schwa is already known to us because

it is true also for r-schwa (but not for e-schwa).  It is property 9 repeated here for
convenience:

Property 9: U-schwa can occur in an open syllable.

The standard example for this property is that whereas mica (id), [mi.ka] and Mieke

(girl's name), [mi.kal are valid Dutch words, the same is not true for *[mi.ka].
Property 9 is especially surprising under length theory: if only long vowels can

occur in open syllables, schwa, phonetically the shortest vowel of all, is not expected
to occur in the same environment.2  Yet tenseness theory also does not have a ready

explanation for these facts, because schwa is not exactly tense either.
In the theory defended in the previous chapter, however, this problem disap-

pears. The relation between vowel quality and syllable structure was expressed by

CONNECT(R, lax) as follows:

(2)    CONNEC'r(N, lax): No dominates [laxl i#N branches.

If schwa is featureless, it also does not bear the feature [laxl. CONNECT(N, lax) therefore
makes an even stronger prediction than what is listed here as property 9. It predicts that
u-schwa can only occur in an open syllable. On first sight this prediction may seem too
strong.  I wili nevertheless argue below that it is correct.  For now, it should be sufficient
to note that property 9 is a corrollary of CONNECT(R, lax) and the representation of
schwa as an empty root.

We have already seen that also r-schwa had a preference for open syllables, while
- the fact that e-schwa«curred in closed syllables-was the result of independent- and                         -

stronger - factors. An important difference between u-schwa and the two others is
that the former can also occur in open syllables at the end of the word.  We have seen
that r-schwa and e-schwa never occur in that environment:

(3) modtal 'fashion', tanttal 'aunt', lindfal 'linden tree', oranjtal 'orange'.

If u-schwa is really an underlying schwa, this difference is what we expect. The reason

why e-schwa and r-schwa were banned from the periphery was Alignment theory.

'see Trommelen (1983) and Booij (1995a) for the proposal that schwa phonologically is long.
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Metaphorically speaking, the edges of morphemes have to be absolutely clean.  We
are not allowed to reduce anything and we are not allowed to insert anything if these
operations would change the edges.

A schwa whichis underlying ofcoursecannotbebanned from aperipheral position
in the same way.  As a matter of fact, we predict that peripheral underlying schwas
should always surface as such. This gives us the desired result for word-final schwa.

5.2.2    U-schwa does not occur word-initially.    At this point the question might arise
whether the discussion in the previous subsection also gives us a satisfactory explana-
tion for word-initial u-schwa because of the following property of u-schwa:

Property 12 U-schwa does not occur at the beginning of the word.

There are absolutely no Dutch words like *[adom]. This property is attested in other
languages (like Polish, French and German) as well.3

In the case of r-schwa and e-schwa, which were also banned from word-initial
position, I claimed there were two contributing factors. The first one was ALIGN, and
the second was a prohibition against syllables of which neither the head nor the onset
have any features.

As explained above, ALIGN cannot be the explanation for a ban against underlying
schwa in word-final position, because u-schwa does occur in such a position. It seems
therefore reasonable to assume it also cannot ban schwa word-initially.  I have already
pointed out that, even if we would assume an asymmetry between ALIGN-LEFr and
ALIGN-RIGHT, all evidence seems to point in a direction where ALIGN-LEFT is stronger
than ALIGN-RIGHT: for instance the boundary between prefixes and stems cannot be
crossed by syllabification whereas the boundary between stems and suffixes can.  If
ALIGN does not work we are left with the second explanation. The word-initial syllable
seeks an onset. This onset can only be filled by a glottal stop, which results in an illicit
completely empty syllable.  Such an illicit syllable will also surface when we do not
insert an onset segment at all.

We have already seen that the constraint against totally empty syllables (called
CONTOUR) is inviolable in Dutch grammar. Since it does not directly conflict with
ONSET, its actual position in the hierarchy is however irrelevant for the present analysis,
as long as its dominates ALIGN:

(4) CONTOUR»ALIGN

3See Hall (1992) for German, and Wetzels (198D for French. Rowicka and Van de Weijer (1992) note
that the observation can be made for the Polish yer and Hermans (p.c.) observes that it is true for
Serbo-Croatian yer as well. Some discussion of non-Dutch schwa's will be given in chapter 6.

In Dutch, the property is restricted to lexical forms.  As a matter of fact, most clitics do start with
schwa: er [arl 'there', 'an [am] 'him', 't [at] 'it', es [asl 'once' and een [an] 'a'. Even post-lexical schwa
observes most of the other properties (stresslessness; support of sonorants, coronals or [k] only; no
complex onsets). See section 5.4.3 for discussion.
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(5) /adam/

Candidates CONTOUR ALIGN

adam                    *1

 /dam                        *
?adam

No matter where we rank CONTOUR with respect to ONSET, the form [daml will always
come out as the optimal form, as long as CONTOUR»ALIGN, a ranking for which we
will see some independent evidence below.

As was the case with e.schwa and r-schwa, we expect schwa to be blocked also

after /h/. This expectation is borne out indeed:

(6)      a.     (a h V b.   (a ha           c.   h)0
a.bra.ham * a.bra.ham -a.brah

There are no forms where we find a lexical schwa after /h/.

5.2.3 Some other segmental effects. Other properties of schwa that seem of rele-

vance for any theory of Dutch schwa are the following:

Property 13 Consonant clusters before schwa undergo epenthesis, as if they were syllable-final.

(D     a.   helam 'helmet' b.    h£1Bmer (name) c.    hel. ma (name)
waram'warm' maramar 'marble' mar. mot (id.)

Property  14   In some Dutch dialects,/sp/is metathesized at syllable end and before schwa (but

not b€fore.»ll vowels) (Stroop 1981).

(8)    a.  vesp = vEps 'wasp
b.  mIs.pal --+ mIp.sal 'medlar'
c.  as.pi.ri.na 74 ap.si.rina 'Aspirin'

Both of these propertiesseem to show that the consonantclusterbefore a schwabehaves

as a syllable-final consonant cluster, as has first been noted by Kager and Zonneveld

<1986). 1 willcallthislype_of theory which claims that schwa does not license a full
syllable the No-Syllable Theory.

Unfortunately, the scope of these two properties is rather limited. In particular, the
variant of Dutch with metathesis before a schwa-syllable is anything but widespread.
Yet many dialects have metathesis at the end of the word. This seems tobe an argument
against rather than in favour of an analysis in which we generalize over schwa and

word end.
The same is true for the epenthesis facts as we have seen. Epenthesis before schwa-

syllables seems to be of a different nature than epenthesis at word-end. Another thing
is that the No-Syllable Theory has some problems in explaining metathesis itself.  If
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schwa does not form a syllable, there is no obvious reason why it would be inserted at
all.

The next generalisation sometimes listed as a property of schwa (Kager and Zon-
neveld 1986, Kager 1989) is even more questionable:

Property  15   /0 x/and diphthong plus /r/are excluded be ore schwa, as well as syllable-jinally,
whereas they may occur beforefult vowels.

The effects of these constraints are illustrated in (9)-(10) (which like many other exam-
ples in this section are copied from Kager 1989):

(9)      a.    Vi Vi (a rV      b.    Vi Vi (a ra      c.    Vi Vi r )01
Du.ro.ra *Du.re *"our

(10)      a.    0 (a x V b.   9 (0 xa C.   UX)9
ag.xo.ra *aT).xal *alJX

It is questionable whether these facts have to be attributed to the presence or schwa.
Indeed, Gussenhoven (1993) has shown that these facts might better be seen as foot-
level well-formedness constraints. The well-formed diphthong+/r/  and  /I}/+/x/
sequences in (9) and (10) are separated by a foot boundary. The stress patterns of
aurora and angora are [(fu)(rt.ra)] and [(4)(xt.ra)] respectively.

Now the fact that these sequences cannot occur to the left of a schwa can be seen
as a result of the fact that schwa cannot occur at the left-edge of a foot in other words,
since Dutch feet are left-headed, that schwa cannot occur in the stressed position of a
foot.

5.2.4 The onset of schwa-syllables.     I now turn to a property of Dutch schwa which
is quite spectacular:

Property 16 Schwa cannot have a complex onset.

This property is demonstrated in the following example.

(11) a. ka.trol 'pulley' b. *ka.tral c. *katr
dy.plo 'duplicate' *dy.pla *dypl

Also this property seems good evidence for the No-Syllable Theory, since possible
complex onsets also are not allowed word-finally, as is shown in (llc). Clusters before
schwa behave as codas, not as complex onsets, because they are codas if schwa does
not project a syllable and if we furthermore assume that all consonants preferably
incorporate into a syltable.

In its original form (Kager and Zonneveld 1986), property 16 was somewhat
stronger, stating that consonant clusters before schwa cannot have a rising sonority.

More recent literature has brought up a significant number of counterexamples-
words with rising sonority sequences before schwa which are disallowed at the end of
the word-to this version of property 16 however, some of which are quite systematic
(the following examples are from Kager 1989 and Zonneveld 1993):
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(12) drachme'drachma' [draxmal Ariadne (name), [ariatne]

butter (id.), [bYtlar] ritme 'rhythm' [rltmal
Dafne (name), [dafnal panje 'fringe' [franja]
kubisme'cubism' [kybIsmal partner (id.), [par 'tarl

tarwe'wheat' [tarwa] orgasme 'orgasm' lorxasma]
ordner 'file' [ortner] rapa4e 'rabble' [rapalja]

(13) *draxm, *bytl, *dafn, etc.

All of the words in (12) have a rising sonority sequence before schwa. Interestingly,
these clusters not only cannot occur word-finally but they also are not possible onsets.

For instance, the /tl/ sequence of butler we also find in atlas (id.), which is syllabified
as at.las:  /tl/is not a possible onset in Dutch.

Admittedly, a significant number of these words are fairly recent loans. Yet -isme is
a productive (stress-attracting) suffix, words like»nje, partner, tarwe and rapalje seem
to be very much adapted to the Dutch sound system4 and we also have to explain

why a word like ritme is borrowed in exactly this form (unlike for instance its English
counterpart).

The fact that words like (12) are possible, is a severe problem for the No-Syllable
Theory. If the l of butler is not licensed in the coda of the first syllable and schwa does
not project its own syllable, this segment should be licensed in some other way.  In that
case it is difficult to imagine why for instance the r of the imaginary, but impossible,

*katrtall could not also be licensed in this other way.
I believe that, in contrast, property 16 is fairly well-established for word-final

schwa. Counterexamples are a few learned words like oeuvre and timbre which at least
in the ears of the present author sound very foreign, very French-like (the full vowel of
the first word still has its French quality, the full vowel of the second is even nasalized
while nasal vowels do not exist in Dutch phonology).  They seem to be real 'loan
words'.

Interestingly, schwa in other positions in the word, morein particular word-initially,
does not seem to obey the same restrictions. Here we find words like the following:

(14) plezier 'joy' [plazirl, brevet 'certificate' [bravttl, bretels 'braces' [brat£ls]

It seems to me that the schwa involved here really is r-schwa.  All of these forms
have-somewhat marked-pronunciations with [e] instead of [al. Interestingly, for
some speakers the surface schwa of [pralcies seems to be reinterpreted as u-sciwa.
These speakers pronounce the word as [par]cies, so with a simple onset and a sonorant

segment in the coda.
I postpone the question why u-schwa does not license a complex onset to section

5.2.8 below.  Here I want to note that we also have to exclude the logically possible

syllabification [kat.ral], but that this can be accomplished by independent means, since
lax vowels can never be followed by potential complex onset clusters as we have seen
in section 3.1.2 in chapter 3.

4 See chapter 7 for discussion of words ending in Cja, with C a coronal consonant.
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5.2.5    The coda of schwa-headed syllables The facts just mentioned are very inter-
esting but before we can start to analyse them, we first have to consider one other
property, which is probably somewhat more controversial than the previous ones:

Property 17 Schwa can license at most one sonorant in the coda.

Property 17 (a somewhat weaker version of property 9) implies that, while bekar
'beaker' and vogal 'bird' are Dutch words, the same cannot be said for *[kagakl or
'[vogapl. This observation needs some motivation, because it is usually ignored or
even denied in the literature (Cohen et al. 1958, Kager and Zonneveld 1986).

First of all, observe that there are no words ending in [aC,Cj] if Cj is not a coronal
obstruent:

(15)     a.  *Iva.dark]
*[wan.delpl

b. lieverd 'darling' [li.vert]
anders 'different' Ian.ders]
vervelend 'boring' [var. ve.lant]

Since coronal obstruents at word edge are arguably outside the Prosodic Word, the
Prosodic Words in (15b) end in schwa plus one consonant. (15a) shows that after a
schwa-headed syllable a degenerate syllable is not allowed.

Secondly, the consonant in a rhyme before a coronal can only be a sonorant. Com-
pare the words in (15b) to the ones in (16a) (with schwa plus a non-coronal obstruent)
below and the ones with'normal' (tense and lax) vowels in (16b):

(16)    a.  *[a.daptl
'[o.be.laks]
*[ka.ta.raktl

b. OK[a.dept] 'adept'
oK[nIks] 'nothing'
OK[ka.ta·raktl 'cataract'
OK[haksl 'squared'
oK[feksl 'shrew'

If we assume property 17 is true, this gap can be explained.
I now turn to the words where schwa is followed by one consonant and no coronal.

Property 17 claims that this consonant can only be a sonorant or a coronal obstruent
(which is not incorporated into the prosodic word), but Kager and Zonneveld (1986)
claim that virtually anything can follow schwa. They give the following list.5

5'Native' words ending in -[at]  are hard to find, if any exist at all.  The ones listed are the only ones I
could find and they almost all seem English loans. I have no explanation for this gap.
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(17) -an -am -as

wapen 'weapon' bezem 'broom' gratis 'free'
baken 'beacon' bodem 'bottom' vonnis 'judgement'
zegen blessing' bliksem 'lightning' kennis  'fun  fair'

oefen 'exercise' goochem 'clever' dreumes 'toddler'
adem 'breath' stennis 'trouble'

-ak -UW -0.

havik 'hawk' schwaduw 'shadow' wereld 'world'
monnik'monk' zwalitw 'swallow' arend 'eagle'
perzik 'peach' zenuw 'nerve' mosterd 'mustard'
hinnik 'neigh' peluw 'pillow' mieters 'super

-at                                              -al-af /-3.P
lemmet 'blade' tinnef 'garbage' dubbel 'double'
pocket 'paperback' sherriff (id.) koppel 'couple'
racket 'id.' hennep 'hemp' wikkel 'filler'
ticket 'id.' tokkel 'pluck'

There are on first sight three classes of problems in this table for our proposal. Those

are the words ending in -[ak], in -[apl and in -[aj] respectively6. Words ending in -af
and -ap are very rare. The words ending in -Of (apart from the two mentioned by Kager

and Zonneveld 1986 I have only found gannef'swindler') are loan words from Yiddish
or English. Words ending in -ap are perhaps even more marked.  The only examples
other than the one Kager and Zonneveld (1986) mention are Wezep and Gennep (both
names of towns). I will put them apart for this moment, only to briefly return to them

below (p. 140).
So the real problem is the relatively large class of words ending in -ek7 and a class

of words not mentioned by Kager and Zonneveld (1986)-probably because it is hard
to find relevant words that are uncontroversially monomorphemic-viz. the class of
words ending in -ax:

(18) -ax
gezellig'cosy' [·yazelax]
keurig 'neat' [koe:rax]
hepig 'heavy' [heftaxl
overhandig 'hand over' [overhandaxl
korzelig 'cantankerous' [lorzelaxl

6 I will not discuss the -uw cluster here, because the problems related to this cluster are not central

to my present account.  It is included for the sake of completeness. Trommelen (1983) has argued that
unstressed uw should be derived from underlying  /aw/. This theory has some attractive properties,
which will be briefly discussed in chapter 7.

7Apart from the words listed in this table, there also is a large group of adjectives ending in the de-
nominal derivational suffix -lijk [lak]: eerlijk [erlak] 'honest'(lit. honour-ly), heerlijk [herlak] 'delicious'
(litt.  lord-like), gevaarlijk ['yevarlakl 'dangerous' (litt danger-ly).
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Most of these words ending in -ig are adjectives (although there are some exceptional
verbal forms such as overhandig), probably historically derived with the adjectivizing
suffix -/I7/ = -[axl, which is still productive in modern Dutch. This etymology is now
opaque, because the stems of the forms in (18) are no longer available as independent
elements.

I propose that in all these cases, the schwa is not underlying but is an instance
of r-schwa, the result of a reduction process applying to an underlying /1/ before
a (dorsal) obstruent in an unstressed syllable. This assumption is supported by the
following facts of Dutch phonology:

•   There are no Dutch words ending with unstressed [Ix] or [Ik] on the surface.  This
can be explained if there is a reduction process applying obligatorily Otherwise,
it is an unexplained gap in the system.8

•  In Dutch there are a few allomorphs of the agentive suffix, most importantly -ar
and -aar. The morphological rule governing the choice between the allomorphs
considers the preceding syllable:  if this contains schwa, the choice will be -aar;
otherwise, it will be -ar. Compare for instance wandtall+aar - *wandtall+ar 'wan-
derer', luisttalr+aar  - *luisttalr+ar 'listener', beoeflaln+aar-* beo#aln+or 'practi-
tioner' with 'sprtelk+aar-oKsprtelk+ar 'speaker' and -beztelt+aar - ok-bezklt+or
'occupant; etc.9

The words in -ak and -ag all select -ar instead of -aar: predikar - *predikaar
'preacher', punnikar - *punnikaar 'somebody who knits with a spoolknitter',
zaniker-*zanikaar 'somebody who nags'frunniker-*,frunnikaar 'fiddler'.

•  If an adjective ends in a derivational suffix -ar or -an (there are no suffixes -am or
-al), it cannot get overt inflection, cf. (19)) - (21)

(19) het mooi+9/*mooi huis
the beautiful + *(AGR) house
'the beautiful house'

8There is one recalcitrant word, havik'hawk', which seems to be pronounced by some speakers with
[I j in spite of stress on the first syllable. Zonneveld (1993) suggests that the actual reduction rule should
refer to the quality (or length) of the preceding vowel: reduction of'post-tonic short front vowels' would
only apply 'when the immediately preceding syllable is short'.

9 yet the (few) Dutch verbs ending in -am are problematic for this property because they select -ar
instead of -aar: ad/alm/alr 'someone who breaths', bez/Mmlalr 'someone who uses a broom, sweeper'.

There also are some forms in an+ar etc. but they have to be analysed as lexical exceptions.  For
instance, the word opener does not just mean 'someone who opens' but, like its English alternative, has
the instrumental reading, 'the instrument by which one can open something'. This instrumental reading
is not available for wandetaar, luisteraar,  beo*naar, etc.

One final remark is that agentive nouns formed on the basis of some stems ending in -[ar] are
somewhat irregular: schildlarl+0- ' schildlerl +aar-' schildlerl*er 'painter'. timmleir+man-* timmielr+aar-
* timm/alr+ar 'carpenter'.
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(20) het *hout+an+a/hout+an huis
the wood+AFF+(*AGR) house

'the wooden house'

(21)   de *Amsterdam+or+a/Amsterdam+ar meiden
the Amsterdam+AFF+('AGR) girls

'the girls from Amsterdam'

The adjectivizing suffix -ig [ax] does not pattern with the schwa suffixes, nor
does -lijk [lak]:

(22)     a. het baas+ax +a/*baas+ax Ineisje
the boss+AFF+*(AGR)         girl

'the bossy girl
,IO

b.   het eer+lak+a/'eer+lak meisje
the honour+ly+*(AGR)   girl

'the honest girl'

Again, this behaviour can be explained if one assumes that -ig has the underlying
structure /IT /, not /07/, and similarily that -lijk = /lik/, not /lak/.

•  The Dutch first person singular pronoun ik uncontroversially has an underlying
/I/ if it is stressed. In clitic position, however, this /I/ can be reduced to schwa.

•  In (very) formal styles of speech, the vowel in words as aardig 'nice' and monnik

'monk' surfaces as [Il. I have to admit that the relevant style of speech is very
formal and therefore I am not sure that this pronunciation is not to be attributed
to influence of spelling.

• Morphological compounding is a productive process in Dutch. Normally one of
the segments /s/ or /0/ is inserted between the two members of the compound.

Historically, this might be related to the fact that both segments also served
as plural inflection and genitive case, but this seems no longer relevant in the

contemporary morphological system (Trommelen and Zonneveld 1989).

The choice between /a/, /s/ and null is very complicated.  One of the most
important factors undoubtably is the phonological make-up of the first element.
If this word ends in a vowel+consonant group the normal choice seems to be /9/
(23a) (Dutch spelling conventions require that the schwa be sometimes written as
en).  If the first element of the compound ends in schwa+consonant we never find
/0/ as the intermediary segment. Most of the time they show no intermediary

10ln Some pragmatic contexts one can find het bazig meisje and het eerhyk meisje indeed. Inflectionless
adjectives give some specialized meaning to the DR Crucial is that one can never say *de opene deur.
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segment at all(231,).  The only exception is the agentive suffix -ar, which combines
with /s/ (23c).
Nound ending in -ok (there are no nouns in -ax) like monnik demand a /a/ as
the intermediary segment (the'+' signs denote morpheme boundaries), just like
most other person nouns ending in a syllable headed by a full vowel:

(23) a. mannenwerk [man+9+wErk]       'men's work'
zonneschijn Inn+0+sxE:in] 'sunshine'
schapeulees [sxap+a+vles] (litt. sheep's meat)

'mutton'
b. kleuterwerk [kletar+werk] 'toddler's work'

heuvelrug [hoval+ryx] 'chair, of hills'
bezernsteel [bezam+stel] 'broomstick'
havenloods [havan+lots] 'harbour-pilot'

c. schilderswerk [sxIlder+s+werk] 'painter's work'
d. monnikenwerk [monlk+0+werk] (litt. monk's work)

'tedious drudgery'

This again shows that words ending in [-Ikl pattern with other words ending in
full vowel plus consonant, not with words ending in schwa plus consonant.

I conclude that there is evidence for a reduction from /1/ to [al in Dutch. It probably
is not a coincidence that the underlying lax vowel that reduces so easily is /I/.  In the
previous chapter I have already argued that /1/ is the lax counterpart of /e/ and we
have seen in this chapter that /e/ is the vowel that is most susceptible to reduction. 11

I have no explanation why exactly the dorsal obstruents trigger this process in so

many cases. Maybe this is only a historical coincidence.  We can analyse the words
hennep, gannef and even tennis and others in the same way. The tests listed in the main
texts seem to point in this direction wherever they apply. For instance we find tennisar
'tennis player' in stead of *tennisaar. Finally, pronunciations like tenn[ils, sherr[Ilf and
henn[I]p seem to be marked but not impossible in contrast to forms such as *adIIlm
'breath', 'adIIlr 'vein' and *op/Iln (id.). According to this criterion, all schwas before
an obstruent are therefore r-schwas. 12

110ne Could observe that most of these forms have a simple onset, just like forms with a real schwa.
This is unexplained by the reduction analysis, since Dutch vowel reduction seems to be hardly blocked
by complex onsets at all.  On the other hand, since almost all these forms are historically derivations
with -/ Ix/, 1 believe that the complex onset test cannot be used as a good test.

12Another possibility is that the schwa involved actually is e-schwa. A relatively large number of
these words have a nasal before the schwa which is not homorganic with the obstruent following it.
It can be that in one way or another these words have underlying nasal-obstruent clusters which are
marked for not being homorganic and that epenthesis applies almost obligatorily in these cases.  It
remains a puzzle, under that analysis why [hEnlp] sounds more acceptable than Iarlm].  I will not
explore this possibility further here.
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5.2.6   Degenerate and schwa-headed syllables.   I now have explained why all the
cases of surface schwa+obstruent sequences have to be treated in a way different from
schwa+sonorant sequences. The former are cases of reduction, the latter can be 'real'
cases of u-schwa.

Only the former are to be seen as really, unproblematically, occurring at the surface.
From this it follows that every theory of Dutch schwa should try to give an explanation
for property 17.

The first solution that comes to mind is that these word-final schwas may be

followed by a degenerate syllable.  But then new problems arise. First, why should
this degenerate syllable only contain sonorants? The same is certainly not true for
degenerate syllables following other vowels. Second, why is the same property also
attested in non-final syllables (cf. [varllies 'lose'/*[vak]bies. Third,  why are there  no

words like the following:

(24)   'vadark, *vogalp, *konauk,

These facts seem to indicate that the following property holds for u-schwa:

Property 18 U-schwa cannot befollowed by a degenerate syllable.

This property has to be explained first. Why do syllables headed by u-schwa and de-

generate syllables exclude each other?  I want to relate this to the fact that in (monomor-

phemic) forms we do not find sequences of schwa-headed syllables. Forms such as

*kabtalmIall or *kanttalrtall are absent from the Dutch lexicon. 13

I have already argued that the favoured metrical position of schwa is in the weak

position of a foot. Although this has been left implicit in the discussion of the degener-
ate syllable in chapter 3, the same should be said for this constituent as well. Word final

'superheavy' syllables almost always attract stress (as in specultias 'biscuit'), entignint

(id.), just like syllables followed by schwa. Stress also falls normally on the syllable
just before schwa (as in oranje 'orange').

In the analysis presented here, superheavy syllables as such do not exist. Sequences
like laas in speculaas or grant in emigrant are analysed as bisyllabic units ([spe.ky.la.sl,
[e.mi.Tran.tl), parallel to the ranje sequence of oranle ([o.ran.jel).

Since the Dutch foot is left-headed and since schwa-headed syllables and degen-

erate syllables prefer to be in the weak position of a foot (rather than being unfooted),
this probably means that a foot is blt on the last 'full' syllable and the degenerate

syllable in the case of so-called superheavies.
14

13Sequences of degenerate syllables are also absent but we have given an independent explanation
for this fact in chapter 3. Furthermore, descriptively sequences of a degenerate syllable followed by a
schwa-syllable (if the consonants in this schwa-syllable are coronal) are also found, e.g aarde  ' earth'

[a.r.da]. I will return to these latter cases below.
14 Apparent exceptions   to this generalization, forms in which degenerate syllables occur   word-

internally or in which they are peripheral but do not receive primary stress very often include a high
vowel which means theymaybe analysedina different way, namely as one exceptionally closed syllable
not followed by a degenerate syllable as we have seen in chapter 3.
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I assume therefore that both schwa-syllables and degenerate syllables have to be
in  the weak position of a foot, as a result of the following instance of PROJECT-FT2:

(25)   PROJECT(Ft2, V): N is the head of a branching foot - No dominates a vocalic
root.

By logical transposition, PROJECT(Ft2, 12) is equivalent to the statement AP does not
dominate vocalic»tures -e N is in the weak position of a branchingfoot. In other words,
schwa has to occur in the weak position of a foot.

This constraint is the reverse of PROJECT(V, Ft2) that I have discussed in theprevious
chapter.  I assume it is inviolable, at least in the lexical phonology of Dutch. Therefore,
every syllable that does not have a normal head, i.e. either a schwa-syllable (26a) or a
degenerate syllable (26b) can only occur in the weak position of a foot.

(26) a. Nb. N

1 i    16
k a     k

This, combined with the assumption that Dutch feet are trochaic and maximally binary
(Kager 1989) gives us the desired result. Two incomplete syllables cannot occur next
to each other because in that case they would both have to appear in the weak position
of a binary foot. Which is impossible by definition.

If sequences of a schwa-syllable plus a degenerate syllable are not allowed, we still
have to find the reason why sonorants can follow u-schwa.

My hypothesis is that in these cases, the schwa is not the actual head of the syllable.
It may even not be present in the (relevant part of) phonology at all.  I want to contend
that in the lexicon, the level relevant for the present discussion, the final syllable of
theater 'id: [te.ja.tarl is /tr/, with /r/ the head:

(27) N

< 40
11
t   r

The schwa is later epenthesized in a way to be discussed below. An empirical argument
for this analysis may come from level I non-Germanic suffixes such as adjectivizing
-aal:15 when combined with theatr this suffix gives [tejatral], not *[tejataral] (Booij  1977,
1981, De Haas and Trommelen 1994). Similarily we find pairs such asfilter (id. (N)),
[frltar]- jiltreer 'to filter' [fIltrI:rl and monster (id.), [monstarl-monstrueus 'monstrous'

15 All vowel-initial derivational suffixes are 'level I'. except for adjectivizing -achtig, which is the only
bisyllabic suffix without schwa.
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[monstry0s].  On the other hand, this criterion is not watertight, since there are many
other pairs in which the schwa either is not deleted at all, or otherwise changes into a
full vowel before exactly the same suffixes: puber'adolescent' [pybar]-puberaal 'like an
adolescent' [pubaral, *pubrall, apostel (id.), [apostal]-apostolaat 'apostolate' [apostQlat],
ether (id.), [etar]-etherisch 'ethereal' [eteris], etc. The morphology-phonology interface
cannot be subject of the present study.

The reason why it is exactly the class of sonorants that is allowed to follow schwa
can now be understood. Many languages that allow syllabic consonants restrict this
set to the class of [+sonorant] consonants. The same assumption could be made for
(the lexical phonology of) Dutch.16

5.2.7 Obligatory versus optional epenthesis. This leaves us with the following two
questions:

(28)    (i) why is there (obligatory) epenthesis at all?,
(ii) why are the sonorants after epenthesis located in the rhyme ([barl) rather
than  in the onset  (* [bral).    We  will  see in chapter  6  that in French the latter

option is chosen rather than the first one.

The first question has already been answered in the discussion of e-schwa. There we
assumed that at the post-lexical level, a constraint holds which states that syllables
have vocalic heads (cf. example (28) on page 120). Clearly, vocalic heads are missing
from syllables with consonantal heads as well as from degenerate syllables without
any head at all. Both are therefore predicted to undergo epenthesis in the post-lexical

phonology.
A potential problem is that there are very formal styles of speech where no epenthe-

sis applies in degenerate syllables like help.  Even in those styles of speech, theater is
still pronounced [tejater], never as *[tejatr]. There is a difference between e-schwa and

epenthetic u-schwa.
We thus have to draw a distinction between syllables without a head, which are

allowed in some styles of speech, on the one hand and syllables with a consonantal
head, which are never allowed to surface from the postlexical phonology.

This is the point to introduce the first weakness constraint of this thesis.  The
reader might recall that weakness constraints are formally the opposite of projection
coiiStraihtrTh-Flatter--comeetterta features-to-head positions;whereasthe-former
connect certain features to dependent positions.

17

In chapter 7 I will discuss a weakness constraint related to the feature [high].  In this
case I propose that we can make the relevant distinction between degenerate syllables

16Some Eastern Dutch dialects allow nasal consonants to stay syllabic also in the post-lexical phonol-

ogy. Most German dialects also allow syllabic liquids in positions which correspond to -/ar/ sequences
in Standard Dutch.

17A similar distinction is drawn between Peak constraints and Margin constraints in Prince and Smolen-
sky (1993).  Yet the theory presented there crucially hinges on the notion of an intrinsinc sonority
hierarchy, whereas the one here does not.
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and syllables headed by a sonorant consonant with a weakness constraint which refers
to the feature [4-consonantall.

(29)   WEAK(+cons, N): A segment S bears [+consl -+ S appears in the dependent
position of N.

A syllable with a consonantal head violates (29) but a syllable without a head does not.
If we now assume the following ranking:

(30)  WEAK(+cons, N)»*[-consl (formal style) »PROJECT(N, -cons)»*[-consl
(informal style)

The weakness constraint dominates the constraint against insertion of schwa (i.e.  a
bare vocalic root node [-cons]) in all styles of speech.  It is therefore always better
to insert a schwa in syllables with consonantal heads. For degenerate syllables only
the constraint PROJECT(N, -cons) is relevant and the position of this constraint with
respect to the faithfulness constraint [-consl is variable across style registers as we
have seen above. 18

We thus have to conclude that the positioning of faithfulness constraints in the
hierarchy is not totally free. Apparently, we do have to posit some boundary on
their position:   in this particular case at least an upper boundary  for * [-cons] below
WEAK(+cons, N)

5.2.8     Again on complex onsets. The answer of the second question in (28) lies in the
interaction of several constraints we discussed before. Let us look at the two possible
outcomes of schwa-epenthesis into a head-position of /tr/:

(31)           a.        N        b.        N
A
N N

00, A
Z a r t r a

Given general conditions on syllable structure (e.g. sonority restrictions in the coda),
these are the only possible ways of providing a vocalic head. The reason why (3la)
should be chosen (at least at the end of the word) rather than (3lb) is clear by now.

181'he need for another theoretical subtlety arises in the analysis of Dutch dialects spoken in northern
and eastern parts of the Netherlands hinted in the previous subsection. In these dialects, schwa

epenthesis is obligatory in syllables headed by a liquid, i.e.  /r/ or /1/, but it is blocked if the head is
a nasal,  i.e.   /m/, /n/ or  /9/ (Nijen Twilhaar 1990). These dialects thus have syllabic nasals on the
surface, but no syllabic liquids. The reason why nasals in some grammars are more acceptable than
liquids, despite there lower level of sonority in other aspects of syllable structure, is an interesting issue
not to be explored here.
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It is the same reason why any type of non-underlying schwa is forbidden to arise at
absolute word-edge.  We have already seen that this is true for r-schwa and e-schwa.  It
should be true for the particular epenthetic schwa in /tr/-type syllables as well. The
reason for this was the constraint ALIGN.

This constraint does not apply to non-final /tr/-type syllables, so that in these
cases other constraints become relevant in the choice between Ola) and (3lb).  One
important condition is of course CONNECT(N, lax) Since schwa does not bear any
features, it also does not bear the feature [lax]. Therefore, its occurrence in a closed

syllable is disallowed in the lexical phonology and the representation in (3lb) should

be preferred.
Yet the (scarce) data that we have, seem to point in a different direction. The reader

might recall that some speakers of Dutch say [persisl for precies 'precise', normally
pronounced as [prasis].  I already argued above that it might be that in this case
an original r-schwa (alternating with [presis]) is reanalysed as u-schwa. This would
correspond to a change in syllable position. All schwas preceded by a complex onset
seem to be r-schwa.

The only other piece of evidence I have been able to locate is that there is a prefix
ver- of the relevant structure. There are no prefixes starting with a complex onset
and schwa. The string [ver-1 furthermore occurs in a number of words in which

(synchronically) it no longer functions as a prefix: verstand 'expertise', verlies 'lose',

verdriet  ' grief'.
In so far as we are allowed to make generalisations over this very small set of

evidence, we seem to get (3la) rather than (3lb). There should therefore be another
factor favouring the [rl in the coda over the [r] in the onset. Recently, some researchers

have suggested that (complex) onsets perhaps have to be licensed by a foot in a
certain way (Davis 1988, Van der Hulst 1994a, Takahashi 1994).  If this is true, and
if furthermore it is true that schwa cannot project its own foot, this could explain

why word-final and word-medial/word-initial schwa-syllables behave the same with
respect to syllable structure. However, the data remains scarce and therefore it might
be too early to draw definite conclusions.

Another question thatnow arises is why we never find syllableswith both a complex
onset and a sonorant coda. In other words, we have to exclude the syllable type in (32)
below both word-finally  (*[katrall) and in other positions (*[trolzir])  :

(32)                            Ki

N

1,10
:r l
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As far as I know, there is not one single exception to this generalisation, neither
word-internally nor word-finally. Since degenerate syllables and syllables headed
by a 'real' underlying schwa also do not have complex onsets, we may formulate
the generalisation that syllables without vocalic features do not allow more than one
branching N.

Let us look more closely at the syllable structure used in this dissertation (o desig-
nates the terminal node of syllable structure = the root node of feature trees):

(33)                  Al

N

A
N

f.'1
0000

We have seen that the branchingness or non-branchingness of N is dependent on a
quality of the head, viz. the presence or absence of [lax].  We have also seen that vocalic
features play a role in prosodic structure higher than the syllable, where total absence
of vocalic place and height features implies a weak position in a foot and vice versa.
We have seen that even the internal structure of the No might be dependent on vocalic
features. It seems only natural, then, to assume that vocalic features also play a role in
the branchingness of the highest level of syllabic X-bar structure, R.

Because all full vowels allow complex onsets, we may assume the requirement=
on the branching of N is very similar to the one on the branching of higher-order
structure: any vocalic feature of the set { [high], [low], [lax], [coronal], [labial], [disall}
is sufficient, but at least one of these features is necessary to license a branching N.  We
can therefore use the constraint PRoJECr(N, 12) encountered at various places above.

=
This is one of the two versions of PROJECT-N that we encounter. The other one

=

was PROJECT(N, -cons), the constraint forcing at least some vowel to be the head of a
syllable, even if this vowel is schwa.

To complete the setof possible PROJECT-N constraints, I can mention PROJECT(N,39
This constraint would require syllables to have at least some feature material in their
head.  Since V C F and V--*[-cons] (abstracting away from secondary articulation
on consonants for a moment, on which see chapter 7), these three constraints are in
a Paninian relation.  If a syllable lacks features (from F) in its head, it also lacks the
feature [-consl or any feature from V. Similarily, if a syllable has a head of which the
root is not [-consl, this head also has no vocalic features from V.

The three constraints thus correspond to the following markedness hierarchy:
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(34)
Candidates PROJECT-F PROJECT-[-CONS] PROJECT-V

no segmental head            '

consonantal head              4

schwa head                     4                     4
full vocalic head              4                     4                     4

I have found no strong evidence for positing PROJECT-Y when we have already posited
the other two constraints.  We have seen above that the real distinction between
degenerate syllables and syBables witha consonantal head has to be made by a weakness

constraint, WEAK(-cons, N). More discussion on this problem will be provided in
chapter 8. =

There are two N nodes in (33). We expect there to be no difference between the
'higher' and the'lower' syllable node in (33).  If the lower instance of N is not allowed
to branch, the higher instance similarily should not be allowed to do so. Strictly

speaking, this means that schwa syllables should not be allowed to have an onset at
all.

This is not in accordance with the facts we have found. Schwa-syllables allow for
onsets, but not for complex onsets. A lot of the argumentation above is based on this

assumption.
There is one constraint which is relevant for our present concerns.19  This is the

constraint ONSET (remember that this constraint can also be formulated as a projection
constraint, as shown in chapter 1). A syllable wants to have a 'specifier', an onset

segment, regardless of the feature-structure of its head.  We have already seen at various
occasions above that this wish for an onset is very strong in Dutch. In chapter 6, we will
see that ONSEr can force a syllable to cross morpheme boundaries in many languages.

Suppose we have all underlying potential syllable /tra/. Suppose furthermore that
ONSET dominates PROJECT(R, V) in Dutch. Four parses are relevant:

(35) -

Candidates ONSEr PROJECT(N, V)

.tre. **/

v/t< r >a
4<t>ra___-
< tr>a           *!

If we leave both consonants unparsed, we create an onset-less syllable. Although this
is exactly the structure PROJECT(N, V) favours, it is ruled out because it does not meet
ONSET.  On the other hand, if we parse both consonants, this will certainly satisfy

=
ONSET.  But we violate PROJECT(N, V) twice, unnecessarily so, because derivations

19The theory presented here is crucially based on the absence of an onset constituent. Onset-based
theories that do refer to notions similar to the ones here ('head', 'branching', etc.) are presented by Van

Lit (1989) and Charette (1991).
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where one consonant is in the Onset and one is unparsed (hence with one branching
R only) do also exist. Which of the latter two, [tal or [rel will eventually be chosen has
to be decided by independent constraints, for instance constraints having to do with
sonority slopes or Contiguity of parsing (McCarthy and Prince 1994b). Word-initially,
ALIGN will probably choose the first consonant, i.e. in this case the /t/.20

Taken together, the three projection constraints ONSET, CONNECT(R, lax) and=

PROJECT(N, V) have as an effect that syllables headed by u-schwa or a sonorant con-
sonant are core syllables, i.e. syllables consisting of a head preceded by one single
consonant.  This type of syllable seems universally unmarked.  It is interesting to
see that in Dutch the segments with (sub-)minimal vocalic quality can only head this
minimal type of syllable.

21

5.2.9 Schwa surrounded by identical consonants. Schwa can thus be followed by
sonorant consonants in Dutch. It also can be preceded by every consonant except for
/h/ and the glottal stop. Yet the following sequences seem never to occur monomor-
phemically:

(36)     *...mam:... rer,*... lal

It is not true, for instance, that schwa cannot be surrounded by consonants, because,
other combinations do occur:

20Given the curious fact that no words exists starting with a sonorant + schwa  (*[ma.    . 1,  * [re... 1,
etc.), we may also be led to conclude that in the cases at hand [to] will be chosen as the proper output.
On the other hand, as I have pointed out above, it is difficult to draw conclusions from the absence or
presence of schwa syllables with a certain onset, given the overall scarcity of such syllables.

21 In the previous chapter,  we  have seen that reduction in Dutch  is not blocked by complex onsets
(because reduction is postlexical). There is at least one language, however, where reduction schwa seems
to be subject to the same conditioning as Dutch u-schwa. This language is Macushi Carib (Hawkins
1950, Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979). Normally words in Macushi show an alternating pattern of
schwas and full vowels, starting with schwa (wanamari 'mirror', awanamarari' 'mu mirror') but this
pattern can be disturbed by closed syllables which do not reduce as well as syllables with complex
onsets which also do not reduce. Thus we find li? marikapt 'little now' instead of *#0?mirakipe because
the first syltable is closed and kratape 'alligator now' in stead of *kratupe, because the first syllable has
a complex onset.
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(37) ral ran rom rar

kerel 'guy' loren 'tower'        harem (id)      -
korret 'pellet' koren 'corn'
nlal man mem mar

stamel 'stammer' samen 'together' - marmer'marble'
rammel 'rattle'      amen (id.) emnler 'bucket'

nal nan nam nar

ponem 'face' toner (id.)

panel (id.) binnen 'inside'

1a1 lan lann lar

molen 'mill' golem (id.) trailer (id.)
propeller (id.)

Only words ending in CI+,enlam, are hard to find, but this may simply reflect the fact
that -am sequences in general are rare. Furthermore, for... ram and... lam sequences

after lax vowels this probably has to be related to the complementary distribution
of u-schwa and e-schwa (section 5.2.13).  More in general, we can thus observe the

following property of schwa:

Property 19 'Ciaci: the consonants preceding and following schwa  may  not  be  the same

(except when Ci=/n/),

Both in derived and underived environments, we do find... n+an sequences (-an
serves among other things as the most common plurality marker on nouns): binnen

'inside', boon+en 'beans', baan+en 'jobs', etc. On the other hand,... r+ar clusters even
seem impossible to derive in those contexts. For instance the comparative morpheme
which normally shows up as -ar (kwaad+er'angrier'), takes a -der allomorph when com-
bining with a stem ending in -r (zwaar+der zwaar+er 'heavier'). There are no suffixes
-el, -am, -0922, so that we cannot test the validity of property 19 for polymorphemic
domains with other consonants.

In chapter 6, we will see that property 19 is also attested for Norwegian polymor-
phemic words. Now the explanation for property 19 is actually quite straightforward
under the theory defended here. Since schwa is assumed to be inserted only postlex-
ically in these cases, all these sequences would lexically have the form... C,Ci, with
the two consonants in theonset and the nucleus of the syllable respectively.  We have
seen good evidence in chapter 2 and also earlier in this chapter that there has to be a
contour between onset and nucleus. This explains  why we do  not  find *[ji]  or  * [hal
sequences, and now it can als help us explain the blocking of ll, rr, mm, etc.

As for the derived forms, it is actually unclear to me why-n+an sequences are freely
allowed, whereas -r+ar are blocked. We have seen that also in underived words we
do find -nan sequences. What should make the coronal nasal so special is at present a
mystery to me.

22I assume that the suffix -ing in for instance verdring+ing 'suppresion' [vardrIgaol (litt. surpress+ing)

is -Ill underlyingly where the I is optionally reduced to schwa, as it is before other dorsal consonants.
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5.2.10 Schwa after ng.   The next property may at first sight seem to be a problem
for the point of view just outlined:

Property 20 /10/ may occur before schwa, as well as syllable-jinally, whereas it is excluded

before full vowels.

This property is illustrated in the following example:
23

(38)     a. *(=UV b. (090 C.    0)0-

•a.06.ra a.}[} el                         ay

*bf.IJO

As is shown by the example *bIgo, this pattern cannot be reduced to a constraint on
well-formed feet. This property seems a rather strong argument for the No-Syllable
Theory. The distribution of [g] is probably to be explained by a filter banning dorsal
nasals from the onset positon. This property shows that the schwa in engel is the only
vowel that does not attract this consonant into its onset. All other vowels force this
consonant in a position where it is banned by independent constraints.

This would explain the non-existence of *[agora]: the [U] cannot be in the coda,
probably because of the Syllable Contact Law, but it also cannot appear in the onset.  If

in al}Dell the schwa has no syllable, it does not force [u 1 into its onset.

Any theory contesting the No-Syllable Theory will have to provide for a explanation
of this fact. A first observation we might make is that /0 / is only found if the head of
the syllable is a sonorant consonant, more precisely a liquid or /n/. I have found no
instances of  /0/  plus 'real' u-schwa, while the number of examples with consonantal
heads, especially /1/ is sufficiently large:

24

(39) angel 'sting' engel 'angel' zwanger 'pregnant'
honger 'hunger' wingerd 'vineyard' Engels 'English'
tenger 'slender' Mungel 'bungler' pingel 'higgle'

The /U / also has to be preceded by a lax vowel (*aanget, .eenget, etc.), which probably
is to be explained by the fact that it can only occur in codas. I suppose that the pattern
therefore is the result of some constraint blocking /11/ to occur to the left of vowels.
Lacking any evidence on what the form and nature of this constraint could be, however,
I will leave this matter open for future research.

The reasons why e-schwa and r-schwa do not have property 20, on the other hand,
is quite clear. Epenthesis cannot apply after /11/, because /IJ /  can be followed only

23Notice that the theory presented here is not compatible with an analysis of /U /  as the placeless
nasal as defended in Trigo (1988).  If /11 / where a placeless root, we would expect it to avoid being in
the onset of schwa, just like /h/ and /7/.

24There are a few names ending in I. . . IDa], like Inge, Slinge, etc. There are not many words ending
in an /n/ or /ns/: jongen 'boy', tangens 'tangent', and a few other.  I have found no words in -[oam]
or -[IJaul·  Many (inflectional) suffixes start with schwa and combine freely with words ending in -[IJ],
showing that the filter(s) do not prohibit sequences crossing morpheme boundaries.
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by coronal obstruents or by consonants that are homorganic to /u /, i.e. dorsals.  But
we have seen that epenthesis never applies directly before coronal obstruents (i.e.  at
the end of the prosodic word) or in homorganic clusters. Reduction on the other hand
Cannot happen to full vowels in /..- OV.../ clusters because as we have just seen,
full vowels simply are never allowed to occur in these positions lexically. Postlexical
reduction to schwa after D is thus bled by the lexical constraint posited here.

5.2.11     U-schwa and stress.     The next two properties of schwa are related to the stress

system:

Property 7 Schwa is stressless.

Property 21 When schwa  is the final vowel  of the word:
a. Ifschwa is preceded by one or more consonants, stress is on the penultimate syllable.
b.   j'f schwa is not preceded by consonants, stress is either on the penultimate or on the
antepenuttimate syllable.

As we will see in the next chapter, the stresslessness of schwa, property 7, is a recurring
feature of languages that include schwa in their vowel system. We have also seen that
it is a property of Dutch r-schwa (and e-schwa) as well.

Property 21 is less widespread cross-linguistically. Together with property 7 it says
that schwa is invisible for stress.  In a way, a syllable headed by schwa behaves as an
extrametrical syllable. Normally, stress in Dutch is on the final or prefinal syllable.
If the final vowel of the word is schwa, however, stress falls on the prefinal or the
antepenult. It is sometimes said that schwa is 'stress-attracting'.

The first clause   of this property has already been explained. PROJECT(Ft2,    )
required stressless schwa to be in the weak position of a binary foot. This implies the
syllable immediately preceding schwa should be in the strong position of the foot. It
gets stress and since primary stress in Dutch is generally on the final foot, this means
it gets primary stress. A schwa-headed syllable behaves like a degenerate syllable in
this respect.

The second clause is somewhat more problematic. It describes the stress behaviour
of words like Bet#'Belgium' [btl·yi(j)a], Italit'Italy' [itali(j)91, Sicilit, Kirgizie, Alexandrit
[aleksandrf(j)el, Veluwe [velywal, Betuwe [b61ywal (the last two are names of regions
in the Netherlands), agrarier 'farmer '[afrdrijar], patricitr 'patrician' [patrisijar]

We do not expect there to be a difference between schwa preceded by a closed or by
an open syllable.  In both cases, the schwa should be forced into the weak position of
a foot, i.e. we expect all the words just mentioned to behave as Aleksandrit. But in fact
the latter word behaves as exceptional and is itself subject to regularization towards
Aleks indrit in the speech of many speakers. Something seems problematic with these

examples.
A few things are odd about the examples mentioned. All relevant cases have a high

vowel. The reason for this is not very clear. It cannot be because these vowels are the
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source of glide insertion, because in polymorphemic forms glides are also produced
after mid vowels (zee+en 'sea+PL' [ze.janl, reu+en 'male dog+PL' [re.janI) Furthermore,
all these examples are either toponyms-viz. those ending in -0, or names of persons-
viz. those ending in -ar.25 The adjectival variant of these toponyms does not include
a schwa: Belgisch [btl·yisl, Kirgizisch [klnizisl, Veluws [vely(w)s]. It might therefore
be that these nouns are morphologically complex, formed by a root ending in -i and
a stress-neutral suffix consisting of schwa or even /ja/. The corresponding adjectives
then consist of the same root plus /s/.  We find a few forms not ending in [ija] that
might give some evidence for this: Spanje-Spaans 'Spain-Spanish' [spans-spanjol.  As
in many languages, the toponymic stratum is however full of exceptions (for instance,
two adjectives correspond to Italit Italisch 'Italic' and Itatiaans 'Italian'), which makes
it difficult to test this hypothesis.

5.2.12 Adjacency between schwa and full vowels. Property 22 again is found in
Dutch as well as in other languages that have schwa:

Property 22 U-schwa cannot occur next to a vowel

In my discussion I want to distinguish between two cases, viz. prevocalic and postvo-
calic schwa. I will discuss these cases in this order.

In monomorphemic forms, we cannot see what happens if /V/+/a/ sequences
are input to the grammar.  Such a sequence does not surface but there is no way to
observe whether this is the result of schwa deletion, consonant epenthesis or some
other means.

We can directly see what happens if we add a suffix starting with a full vowel to
a stem ending in u-schwa.26 One example stem is elite (id.) and an example suffix is

adjectivizing -air [£:r]. The resulting adjective is elitair Ie.li.te:r], not *[e.li.ta.E:r].  The

schwa gets deleted, or'remains unparsed'.
I assume that after suffixation we have two relevant candidates: [e.li.ta£:r], where

the affix forms an onsetless syllable and [e.li.te:rl where schwa is deleted and the /t/ is

25I am aware of one non-toponymic example ending in -a: weduwe'(female) widow' [w6duwal. In the
first place, it is not clear whether this word is not morphologically complex (cf. weduwnaar'widower'
[weduwnar]).  In the second place, it might be that the second syllable of this word contains a schwa

itself, at some level of abstraction (Trommelen 1983). See Zonneveld (1993) for a line of reasoning similar
to the one presented here.

I have also found a form ending in -[iar] which does not denote a person, viz. territr (id.)
26Dutch shows an asymmetry between prefixes and suffixes in that the former, but generally not the

latter, form a syllabification domain on its own: syllable boundaries do not generally cross the boundary
between prefix and stem, whereas it does cross the boundary between stem and suffix (although there
is a class of suffixes which also form their own domain). One effect of this is that across the prefix-stem

boundary we do find 0+V sequences (e.g. ge+eerd 'honoured' ['ya+I:rt]). I refer to Booij (1977, 1981,
1995), Langeweg (1988) and Van Oostendorp (1994) for discussion.
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parsed into the onset of the suffix syllable.27 The first form violates ONSEr, the second
violates the requirement to parse schwa, i.e. the feature [-consl.

We have already seen that ONSET is virtually inviolable in Dutch. We may therefore
assume the following hierarchy: 28

(40)    PROJECT(-cons, N): A vocalic ([-consl) root should be the head of a syllable.

(41)   ONSET»PROJECT(-cons, N) (PARSE-V)

This gives us the following tableau fol elite+air:

(42)                                               -
Candidates ONSET   PROFIT(-cons, N)

e.li.to.e:r      ' 
*

v/e.li. t< a >e:r

It is better to ignore the empty root of the schwa than to create an onsetless syllable

or a sequence of empty roots. Since stem-suffix combinations seem to behave in

identical ways with respect to syllabification as monomorphemic forms, I assume that
the behaviour of these two domains with respect to schwa deletion is also similan  Also

underlying . . . aV. . . sequences in monomorphemic forms will be resolved by deletion
of the schwa.

I already discussed the most important reason for the ban on [... Ve...1 sequences
in the chapter on e-schwa and r-schwa. An empty syllable would result in these cases,

i.e.  a syllable with empty roots in both nucleus and onset and insertion of a glottal
stop does not help because the glottal stop itself is an empty consonant. Again, it is
difficult to test what happens to underlying schwas that are underlyingly adjacent to
vowels in monomorphemic forms so that again we have to take recourse to sequences

arising from suffixation.
The schwa seems to never surface in these cases, but it is difficult to find really hard

evidence for deletion of schwa. There are three schwa-initial affixes: -0 (an adjectival
agreement marker), -ar (forming the comparative on adjectives) and -an (forming the

plural of nouns and verbs). As far as I can tell, neither of these suffixes ever combines

freely with stems ending in non-stressed vowels; they combine with stems ending in
stressed vowels, but these have been analysed in chapter 3 as ending in an empty

-       consonant underlyingly19  On the other hand, there is no real evidence for schwa
deletion in these cases. Often, simply a different allomorph is chosen. For instance
the plural suffix after an unstressed vowel is neither -an nor -n, but -s. The plural of

familie 'family' [familil isfamilies not *faminiein or *familien (cf. genie 'genius' [2-anil-

27Of course there are infinitely many other possibilities, like leaving the full vowel of the suffix
unparsed or inserting a glottal stop.  I assume these possibilities are ruled out by constraints on the
insertion and deletion of vocalic and consonantal material, respectively.

28 I have already argued that PROJECT(-cons, N) has a similar effect as PARSE-V.

29This consonant would probably diasappear after suffixation.
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genie-en, *genies, see Lieber and Booij (1993) for more discussion). Similar patterns are
to be observed for the other schwa-initial suffixes.

Thus while the suffixed forms do provide us with some evidence that schwa cannot
follow full vowels, they do not inform us as to what exactly happens phonologically

30when a. . . Ve... sequences arise; they are avoided by morphological means already.

5.2.13 Complementary distribution of u-schwa and e-schwa.    The next property of
u-schwa I want to discuss is property 23:

Property 23 U-schwa and e-schwa are in complementary distribution.

In all phonological contexts where we have u-schwa, we do not have e-schwa and vice
versa.31  As we have seen above, epenthesis applies between two consonants if they
are together at the end of a syllable and they do not form a homorganic nasal-obstruent
sequence.  We can say that u-schwa occurs everywehere but there. The question is why
u-schwa is blocked in the environments just mentioned.

This property is demonstrated in the following table:

(43) e-schwa:    arm (id.) [(Irml [aram]

help (id.) [klp] [kiepl
kurk 'cork' [kyrk] [kyrak]

u-schwa: alles  'all' *[als] [alas]
ritme 'rhythm'       *[rItm]       trItmal
ticket (id.) '[ukt} [tIkat]

The correct generalisation seems tobe thatwecannothave u-schwa, i.e. non-alternating
schwa, between two consonants if these consonants could be the coda of a syllable and
a following degenerate syllable.

There are no words like *arrem [araml with a'stable' u-schwa (meaning they could
not have an alternative realization [arm]).  This fact may seem quite curious, but I
believe the explanation behind this distribution is quite straightforward. Suppose we
have an input /aram/.

The first two segments are parsed into one syllable.  What can we do with the
other two? They cannot form one closed syllable, because u-schwa is not allowed to
occur in a closed syllable in the lexical phonology (as we have seen in the previous
section). They also cannot each form their own separate syllable, because this would

30There are a few monomorphemic forms of which the stem ends in a vowel which use the form
stem+n to denote the plural and the infinitive: gaa+n 'go', doe+n 'do', zien 'see', stat:+n 'stand'. The
problem is, however, that these forms are monosyllabic so that we do not expect these to need schwa
deletion and furthermore that these are strong verbs with a very exceptional paradigm also for other
forms, so that they cannot be used as evidence.

31Two names are problematic in this respect: Willem (William) which does not have a pronunci-
ation without a schwa ([wIlam]/* [wIlm]) and contrasts  with jilm, which  has an optional e-schwa
([filml/[fflam]), and Collem, which similarily contrasts with olm 'elm'.
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involve a schwa-syllable and a degenerate syllable, which are not allowed adjacent to
one another because they both need to find a place in a weak position of a foot.

This means it is impossible to parse both segments.  One of the two has to go. There

are two reasons why this should be the schwa. In the first place schwa is only a root
node with one feature [-cons], which is very easy to get rid of as we have seen above.
In the second place, the /m/ is at the edge of the word, which we want to keep clear
as much as possible because of ALIGN. The schwa does not get parsed and /m/ forms
a degenerate syllable with (ambisyllabic) /r/ in its onset. This means the output of
(lexical) phonology for /aram/ will be [arml, just as for /arm/. An underlying schwa
has no effect in these circumstances.

Let us now turn to another pair in (43) for a moment: alles versus als. I assume the
first word has the underlying structure /alas/ and the second form has the underlying
structure /als/.  In both cases the /s/ can be extraprosodic, being a coronal obstruent.
This means that in the second form, there is no need for epenthesis as we have seen in
the section on e-schwa.  In the first form, on the other hand, the schwa stands at the
end of the prosodic word.  It can surface in a normal, open syllable with the (again,
ambisyllabic) /1/ in its onset. There is no need to leave the underlying root node

unparsed. Therefore the first form willleave the lexical phonology as [alas] and the
second as [als]. The two forms are correctly predicted to be different.

5.2.14  Schwa-deletion. To conclude this discussion of u-schwa, I have to say a
word about schwa deletion.  In some informal modes of speech, schwa is deleted in
some phonological environments. This process seems to affect all instances of schwa,
u-schwa and r-schwa alike,32 if it applies at all.

In my description of the facts I partly follow Booij (1995a), but my judgements of
some of the facts are partly different. Booij found the following generalisation:

Property 24  When a Dutch word has two consecutive syllables with schwa as their vowel, the
first of these schwa's may be deleted.

As we have seen sequences of schwa-syllables can only be derived. The second schwa
can be in an affix or in an enclitic.  It does not really seem to matter, however, whether
the first or second schwa are u-schwa, e-schwa or r-schwa. The two considerations

-together lead uslo theconclusion thallbis process is most problbly po lexical.
32 I assume e-schwa is excluded from deletion because it makes no sense to assume a schwa is first

epenthesized just to get deleted afterwards. Since I assume that both epenthesis and deletion are

postlexical phenomena and since the theory of derivations used here is Optimality Theory in which
theyboth are the result of output filters, it is not even possible to assume some vowel is first epenthesized
and then deleted.

I also have to remark that in the history of Dutch, a rule of apocope has applied, deleting some word-
final schwas.  As a result of this, we find a few isolated cases of alternation such as Here-heer'lord'.  That
this is not related to the optional process discussed here, is easily observable: the first form can only
refer to the Lord in a religious sense, whereas the second can also refer to a wordly lord or gentleman.
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The context for the deleted schwa must be obstruent liquid, according to Booij
(1995a). The second schwa can never be deleted (the final n in some of these forms is
pronounced in some dialects but not in others):

(44)    a.  tokkel+en 'to pluck' [tokala(n), tokla(n)]
b.  dobber+en 'to float' [dobara(n). dobra(n)1
c. verbeter+en 'correct him' [varbetaram, varbetraml
d. knu#el+en 'cuddle' [knyfole(n), knyfle(n)1
e.  kietel+en 'to tickle' [kitala(n), kitle(n)1

I have to note here that there appears to be some disagreement on these data among
native speakers of Dutch. Although I have no problem in accepting Booij's judgements,
most of my informants do not seem to agree.  Henk van Riemsdijk (p.c.) notes that
to his ear this type of elision sounds more typical of poetic language than of informal
speech and Harry van der Hulst (p.c.) feels that the liquid gets a syllabic head rather
than part of a complex onset.  I will nevertheless assume that the facts in (44) are
correct. Ben Hermans (p.c.) observes that in his dialect the elision is not possible at all.

In (44e) we see that at this post-lexical level of the derivation we can derive onsets
which are not allowed at earlier stages. There are no words starting with [tl...1.

Booij observes that universally obstruent+liquid clusters are the most favoured
type of onset. In my speech, deletion is actually allowed between any two consonants
as long as the second is more sonorous than the first. So I can delete a schwa between
/k___3n/ in teken+en 'draw' [tekang(n), tel<na(n)] or between /m       1/ in rammel+en
'rattle' [ramala(n), ramlanl.    To  my ear, kietlen  is  in  no way better than teeknen.    This

probably means that in my grammar the notion 'possible onset' is defined even more
loosely at the post-lexical level than in Booij's grammar.  For me, anything with a rising
sonority slope is acceptable at this level.

Booij (1995a) points out that it is not really necessary that the vowel immedi-
ately following the deleted schwa is a schwa itself. Full vowels can also occur. A
more relevant generalisation seems to be that schwa does not delete if the next vowel
bears stress: geraamte 'skeleton' [*Tramto], beloven 'promise' [*bloven], beraad 'deliber-
ation' [*bratl.  Some lexicalized cases are exceptions to this, such as geloven 'believe'
[7olova(n), ·ylova(n)], gereformeerd 'Calvinist' ['yareformert, Treformert], terecht 'rightly'
[tarext, trext]. We may assume that these words have acquired a lexical entry in which
the first schwa is no longer present (cf. also Standard German glauben 'believe').

Some speakers can also delete r-schwas in syllables that are followed by syllables
with primary or secondary stress: apparaat 'apparatus' [aparat, dparat, aprat], kapelaan
'chaplain' [kdpelan, kapaldn, kdpldn], koppeling 'clutch' [kjpalIg, kjplII}] Again, high
frequency of words is a furthering factor here and it might be that these speakers have
a separate entry for these words.

The generalisation I want to explain is thus the following:

Property 25 Schwa can be deleted i#it appears before a non-stressed vowel and between two
consonants  C, Ci, where C,  has a lower sonority  than  Cj.
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In the next chapter we will see that in French vowel deletion is much more common
and much less restricted to certain styles of speech. There I will analyse the deletion
in terms of a constraint Charette (1991) has termed the'Avoid Vowel Principle'. In the
terminology used here, the Avoid Vowel Principle is a constraint against [-cons] roots.
This constraint will only affect schwas if the PARSE constraints on the vocalic features

[high], [lowl, [lax], [coronal], [labial] and [dorsall are ranked above it.
I adopt Booij's (1995a) suggestion that the second restriction means that schwa

can only be deleted when the resulting cluster is an onset to the remaining vowel. I
cannot answer the question why the restrictions on possible onsets are less strict at the

post-lexical level. It seems generally to be the case that this type of restriction is lifted
at later levels (Borowsky 1986, Mohanan 1989).

Consider the final part of tokkel+en. The following two partial syllabifications are
possible:

(45) a. N N ... N/ /1
N          N

, 0           I  0                           R

it'.1k a.a n k-a n

In very formal styles of speech, the first form will be chosen, because it contains
more underlying material.  In less formal styles of spssch, faithfulness becomes less
relevant. In particular, the constraint PROJECT(-cons, N), forcing the surfacing of the
feature [-cons] is relatively low ranked, as we have seen in various sections above.
Other constraints become more relevant, such as the constraints against vocalic roots.
(45b) is in this respect more optimal than (45a) because it contains less vocalic roots
(i.e. less schwas). We have also already seen that the ranking of *[-cons] can vary in
the Dutch postlexical phonology, corresponding to style register.

The reason why schwa cannot delete before a stressed vowel is probably to be
attributed to an integrity effect. Since Dutch has a trochaic stress system, a pretonic
schwa is sepwated fromthe following syllable by a (left) footbomdary.  Irmay be that
syllables cannot be built over formerly established foot boundaries (cf.  Rice 1988).

5.2.15  Conclusion  I have tried to give a full account of the behaviour of those
instances of schwa that alternate neither with full vowels nor with zero. Although I
found support for the epenthetic nature of u-schwa in some cases, namely when it is
followed by a sonorant, this is not necessarily true for all instances of u-schwa.  Both
sonorants and u-schwa can project only a very limited type of syllable. (Full vowels can

project more complex syllables, obstruents cannot project any syllable at all.) Neither
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supports codas, because neither bears a feature [laxl. Neither supports cgmplex onsets,
because N nodes have to be supported by vocalic features, so any extra N nodes (apart
from the one needed to satisfy ONSEr) is banned. When epmthetic schwa is inserted
in a syllable headed by a sonorant consonant, this ban on N is respected, even if this
means disrespect for CONNECT(N, lax). (Thus, postlexically, we have the ordering
PROJECT(N, V)»CONNECT(N, tax).)

Like all other schwas, u-schwa can never occur in stressed position and it even has
a very strong preference for the weak position of a foot. It seems to be banned from
other positions (both the strong position of a foot and the unfooted position), like a
degenerate syllable. I consider it one of the more important insights of recent theories
of Dutch schwa (like the No Syllable Theory) that they have drawn a parallel between
degenerate syllables and syllables headed by schwa. This parallel is retained in the
proposal made here.

All these properties follow from the projection theory plus the assumption that
schwa is totally empty. As a consequence, schwa will always count as a more marked
syllable head than a full vowel (because it lacks a vocalic node), but it will also count
as less marked than a consonantal head or a completely empty head.

Since in the previous chapter I noted that it is attractive to take the phonetic
emptiness of the schwa vowel as our starting point, I will add a note on the learnability
of the system presented here. We could assume that initially all projection constraints
are ranked very high. Simplifying a bit, this means that the child expects to hear
no schwa, this being such a bad syllable head.  At a certain point, she hears the
word mode.  From this word she can draw several conclusions: (i) some faithfulness
constraints (the constraints against insertion of features which would make the vowel
a full vowel, and parsing constraints) have to be ranked higher than PROJECT(N, V),(ii)
ONSET»PROJECT(R, V). She still does not expect schwas with complex onsets, with
codas or in stressed position. Since she never encounters such words (and furthermore
will never find other evidence for a low ranking of the relevant projection constraints)
she will continue to correctly assume such forms do not exist.

Assume furthermore a child encounters the word theater.  She then knows that
schwa can occur in closed syllables at least at some phonological level.  If she has
already encountered instances of e-schwa (ar[a]m) she knows that it is most economic to
assume that this level is the postlexical level, because she needs to rerank CONNECT(N,
lax) at that level anyway. This leaves her with [teatr] for the lexical level. Since

complex onsets cannot occur with schwa at that level, they certainly also do not occur
with empty heads (since both types of syllable violate PROJECT(N, V) in the same way).
The child therefore adopts an analysis in which /r/ is the nucleus of the syllable. The
minimal change to get this would be to assume that sonorants can be syllable heads.
Since the child never encounters any evidence that also obstruents can be such heads,
this will be her final conclusion.
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5.3 Previous analyses of u-schwa

As I have mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, Dutch (u-)schwa has been
the topic of several studies.  In this section I will discuss some of these previous
studies and compare them with my findings.  I distinguish roughly between three
types of analysis: Epenthesis Theory, according to which u-schwa is always the result
of epenthesis, Reduction Theory, according to which u-schwa is always the result of
reduction and the No-Syllable Theory, according to which u-schwa is underlying but
for one reason or another does not project a syllable.

33

The Reduction Theory and the Epenthesis Theory have the advantage of global
economy: we independently need reduction and epenthesis rules to account for r-
schwa and e-schwa respectively. The problem is that we find u-schwa in locations
where neither r-schwa or e-schwa occur, and vice versa. The No-Syllable Theory has
the advantage of making a lot of interesting, and correct predictions.  But some of
its predictons are wrong, and furthermore it has little or nothing to say about the
similarities between u-schwa on the one hand and e-schwa and r-schwa on the other.

Some, or maybe most, authors adopt mixed versions of these theories. For instance,
Zonneveld (1993) assumes that schwa is always epenthetic, except in absolute word-
final position where it is the result of reduction. The position I defended in the previous
sections can be seen as a combination of the insights of Epenthesis Theory and the No-
Syllable Theory. Nevertheless, it is useful to study the extreme positions to see their
relative merits and problems. I will therefore discuss these three theories and some of
their representatives below, each in their own subsection.

5.3.1 Reduction Theory  I will discuss two instances of a reduction approach to
u-schwa, Brink (1970) and Zonneveld (1993).

5.3.1.1  Brink (1970). Reduction Theory has probably been introduced, at least in
generative grammar, by Brink (1970). This scholar claimed that [el and [a] in Dutch
are in complementary distribution: [el is found exclusively in stressed position, while
schwa is found exclusively in unstressed position. For reasons of economy of underly-
ing representations, then, Brink proposed to take /e/ as the underlying vowel in both
cases and have a rule changing this vowel into schwa in [Ostress] environments.
-We havealready seen that r-sehwa mostoften alternates with [e];much mnre so
than with any other vowel.  It has sometimes been observed (for instance by Kager
1989) that the reduction rule that allegedly applies in this case has some properties
that makes it different from the optional reduction rule which results in r-schwa. For
instance, the latter does not apply word-finally, as we have seen.  Yet a substantive
number of examples exist which show word-final schwa (like mode, elite, etc.) Another
difference is that in the words just-mentioned the final vowel must be pronounced as

33 In earlier literature, e.g. Cohen et al. (1959) it is sometimes assumed that schwa is not different from
other vowels at all. I hope to have made clear that at least this position is untenable.
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schwa.  Even in the most formal styles of speech the final vowel cannot be pronounced
as (*[model, *[elitel).

In some Dutch dialects the schwa has a slightly fronted (and lowered) pronuncia-
tion, approximately as [El or [I].  I consider this to be a matter of phonetic implemen-
tation, because it applies to all schwas, also for instance to e-schwa, which nobody
supposes to be derived from underlying /e/.

Although these differrences between the two reduction rules make Brink's (1970)
analysis somewhat less attractive, they are not necessarily crucial objections against
his theory, which is stated in the SPE framework. It simply is not excluded that there
are two different rules.

A much stronger objection is that a lot of the odd properties of schwa remain
unexplained under this account, like the restriction to simple onsets, the prohibition
of following degenerate syllables, etc. Of course, each of these restrictions could in
principle be incorporated into the reduction rule, but only at the cost of complicating
the rule to an extent that has proven to be unacceptable to most authors.

5.3.1.2  Zonneveld (1993). Interestingly, Brink's (1970) theory has been partly re-
vived in Zonneveld (1993).34 Zonneveld proposes a threefold analysis for u-schwa:

1. U-schwa before sonorants is the result of epenthesis, just as in my proposal laid
out above (my proposal is inspired by Zonneveld (1993) in this respect.)

2. U-schwa in affixes is underlying schwa. The distribution of this vowel is re-
stricted to these affixes; it does not occur in stems.

3. Stem-final U-schwa (as well as r-schwa) is the result of reduction of /e/.

The differences between r-schwa and stem-final u-schwa, for instance the absolute
impossibility of pronouncing *[mode], is still unaccounted for in this framework.  Fur-
thermore, most of the special properties of u-schwa are still unexplained. Zonneveld
(1993) mentions the properties brought up in Kager and Zonneveld (1986) and, as we
have seen at various occasions above, he explains away most of these. This is not true,
however, for most of the new observations made here. For instance, while Zonneveld
(1993) seems right in disproving the claim that schwa syllables can have no onsets at
all, he does not account for the fact that the schwa-syllable can have a simple onset
only.35

Also the, admittedly small, group of words ending in unstressed -ee is at first sight
a problem. These are words like to#ee mentioned earlier. Zonneveld (1993) observes
however that these words are always bisyllabic. Polysyllabic forms like dominee'vicar'
[d6minel do not count, because they have stress on the antepenult. For technical
reasons, in Zonneveld's (1993) ideas about stress this means the final [e] forms a foot

34 It is also defended in Trommelen and Zonneveld (1979,1989).
35He mentions a few examples, but these are either the clearly'foreign' forms (ruvre and timbre (with a

foreign and a nasalized vowel respectively) or names of French people or locations: Sartre, Montmartre.
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of its own. Polysyllabic forms with penultimate stress and final stressiess [el do not
occur. However, in my account it is also true that left-adjacency to a stressed syllable
and being a coronal mid vowel form very favourable conditions for reduction.  This
does not mean we cannot make a distinction between r-schwa and u-schwa.

The strongest argument against the reduction analysis of word-final schwa, in my
view is that we have seen that the grammar in all other cases avoids deriving a schwa
in the absolute word-final position. The schwa derived from [e] would be an exception
to this.  The only way to understand this is that in a way stressless [e] would be
much more offensive than any other vowel.  Yet [el is, apart from schwa itself, the
most underspecified vowel.  It is unclear to me why a vowel with only a [coronal]
specification could be so much more unnatural then an [y] or [u], that it can override
the otherwise inviolable prohibition against word-final derivation of schwa.

One other somewhat surprising feature of Zonneveld's (1993) theory is that 'real'
schwa is only allowed in affixes. I am not aware of any other convincing analysis in
which the set of segments allowed in affixes is bigger than the set allowed in stems.

Furthermore, this proposal fails to capture the similarities between affixal schwa and
the derived schwa in stems, for instance its stresslessness, the fact that it can only be

followed by a sonorant, etc.
On the other hand, the analysis of the Dutch stress system and the parallelism

between superheavies and schwa syllables seems very convincing to me. I have tried
to incorporate those features of Zonneveld's theory into the one presented in this thesis.

5.3.2 Epenthesis Theory Schwa can be derived in a way other than reduction. We
have seen that there is independent evidence that schwa can also be the result of
epenthesis. Another possible way to go is therefore to assume that all (u-) schwas are
the result of epenthesis.

We have seen above that this hypothesis is succesful for the u-schwa's before word-
final sonorants like theater and vogel 'bird'.  It has been proposed for this context by De
Schutter (1978), Hoeksema (1985), Ter Mors (1986), Van der Hulst and Van Lit (198D,
Zonneveld (1993) and Hermans (1993a).

In other contexts, for instance word finally (modulo coronal obstruents), the posi-
tion is much harder to maintain. The problem is that there are quite a lot of (near)-
minimal pairs of which one form has a schwa while the other one does not:

(46)    a. sonate 'sonata' [sonata, *sonat]
stramien 'canvas' [stramin, *straminal
als 'if' [als, *alas]
trein 'train' [tfin, *tarEinl

b. paraat 'prepared' [parat, *parata]
lawine 'avalanche' [lawina, *lawin]
alles 'everything' [alas, *ols]
terrein 'terrain' [tartin,  *trein]
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We have already seen that e-schwa and u-schwa are in complementary distribution.
It is unclear how to distinguish between als and alles if all schwas are the result of                  
epenthesis.

For this reason, most of the authors pleading for an Epenthesis Theory of u-schwa
either ignore the factsin (46) or otherwise supplementtheir theory with some additional
theory on the schwas in (46). For instance, Zonneveld (1993) assumes these schwas are
the result of reduction and Hermans (1993) assumes these schwas are 'extrametrical
vowels' to which some version of the No-Syllable Theory applies.

5.3.3 No-Syllable Theory An ingenious and influential theory about the idiosyn-
cratic behaviour of u-schwa has been proposed by Kager and Zonneveld (1986).  Ac-
cording to this theory, schwa is not able to head a complete syllable.  If the bimoraicity
requirement (or CONNECT(N, lax)) is a requirement on syllables, it does not affect
schwa.36 This approach has been further formally worked out in e.g. Kager (1989) and
Hermans (1993).  I will henceforth refer to this family of approaches as the No-Syllable
Theory.

The No-Syllable Theory depends on level ordering. It has to be assumed that the
bimoraicity requirement applies only at an early level of lexical derivation.  It can be
demonstrated that at a later level, the consonants in front of schwa actually have to be
(re)syllabified into the onset, in other words that schwa has to form a syllable.

Like many other languages, Dutch has a Final Devoicing process which can be
provisionally formulated as the following rule (see section 5.4.1 for a fuller discussion)

(4D Final Devoicing
[-son] -,[-voiced] /       10

This rule explains why a word like moed (/mud/) 'courage' is pronounced as [mut].
Booij and Rubach (1987) argue that the Final Devoicing rule has to be assigned to the
last stratum of Lexical Phonology (cf. Trommelen 1993). The precise statement of Final
Devoicing and its interaction with other principles will be discussed in section 5.4.1.
For now, the formulation given here is sufficient.

This implies that the Bimoraic Constraint has to be checked at an earlier level. Final
Devoicing does not apply to a word like moeder (/mudar/) 'mother'. This shows that
at the level of Final Devoicing the /d/ no longer is (uniquely) in the coda of the first
syllable.

I will now turn to several variants of the No-Syllable Theory that have been pro-
posed. These are Kager and Zonneveld (1986), Kager (1989), Hermans (1993) and Nijen
Twilhaar (1994).

36However, the problem is that as we will see undeniably at a certain level of representation, schwa
has to form a syllable. If we do not assume this syllable is bimoraic (Trommelen 1983), the problem is
that even at that level 'short' syllable-final vowels should be excluded.
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5.3.3.1   Kager and Zonneveld (1986). According to the original proposal of Kager
and Zonneveld (1986), word-final schwa can form a special type of appendix (the termi-
nologyis from Halle and Vergnaud 1980) to phonological words, called aschwappendix.

37

This schwappendix consists roughly of schwa, followed by an arbitrary number of con-
sonants. The schwappendix could be preceded by a regular appendix, consisting of
either one non-coronal consonant or of two coronal consonants. Both appendices are
optional (Cc stands for a coronal obstruent):

(48)     . <C } {
aco 1

l CcCc      Cc  J ]word
It is true that there is one property of schwa-syllables which I did not take into account
in the previous sections. For instance words like klooster 'monastery' [klostarl are not
uncommon in Dutch.38 However, the structure of these words is not very clear under
the account given above. The syllabification should be something like /klo.s.tr/. The
problem is the /s/. There is no room for this segment in either the first syllable (which
ends in a tense vowel) or in the second one (which cannot have a complex onset).  It can
also not form a degenerate syllable, because degenerate syllables and syllables headed

by schwa cannot be adjacent as we have seen. I will return to this problem in section
5.4.2 below.

Kager and Zonneveld's (1986) theory makes a lot of interesting predictions.  For
instance, it predicts the lack of complex onsets before schwa (be itby merely stipulating
that a word-final schwa can only be preceded by an appendix consisting of one non-
coronal, while the schwappendix itself can not start with a consonant), the stress-
neutral and stress-attracting behaviour, the non-occurrence of some clusters before
schwa. We have seen however that some of these alleged properties were later argued
to be less essential to schwa than was thought by Kager and Zonneveld (1986).  On
the other hand, some of the 'new' properties listed above cannot be captured in their
framework, like the obligatoriness of an onset.

One important drawback of the schwappendix analysis is that it predicts that u-
schwa is always right-peripheral in the word.  We have seen that this is simply not
true and u-schwa can occur virtually anywhere in the word, provided sufficient other
material is present to build a legitimate syllable.

Furthermore, the theory seems to be difficult to incorporate into a somewhat more
restrictive theory of extrametricality. Usually it is assumed that either a segment or
some phonological constituent such as the syllable can be marked extrametrical.  None
of the two appendices conforms to this criterion.

More importantly, the organisation of the two appendices, and especially of the
schwappendix, in (48) is largely arbitrary. There is no special reason why the vowel
in this appendix can only be schwa, or why it cannot be preceded by two non-coronal
consonants instead of only one. This means that many of the most crucial properties
are simply stipulated and some important generalisations are missed.

37See Visser (1994) for an application of this theory to Frisian.
38The Dutch word is not morphologically complex.
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I think Kager and Zonneveld's (1986) paper is empirically the most important
contribution to the discussion about schwa that has been made hitherto. It introduced
two ideas into the discussion.  In the first place, this was the No Syllable hypothesis:
the idea that schwas do not license syllables or complete syllables.  In the second place,
this was the idea that schwas are extraprosodic and fall outside of the prosodic word.
I think, however, that Zonneveld (1993) has shown quite convincingly that the latter
part of the theory is not tenable; the most important problem is that it cannot explain
why stress falls invariably on the antepenultimate syllable in words ending in schwa.
Final stress in the prosodic word is otherwise not the regular pattern in Dutch at all.

5.3.3.2     Kager (1989).     Most of the problems just mentioned were also noted by Kager
(1989, 1991). Instead of the schwappendix, he developed an even stronger version of
the No-Syllable Theory. According to Kager (1989) the schwa is the only vowel that has

no underlying mora. All other vowels have one or two moras, depending on whether
they are long or short. Kager assumes that at level I, schwa does not build a syllable
at all because only at that level those rules apply that project syllables from moras.
Furthermore, Kager assumes that the segments preceding the schwa get incorporated
into the preceding syllable which thereby becomes superheavy. The structure of bende

'band' thus becomes, at level I:

(49)            0

1 1 -«11.--11.

At later levels, the /d/ has to be (re)syllabified into the onset of a newly projected
syllable headed by schwa, in order to escape final devoicing.

Because in Kager's theory word-final superheavy syllables attract stress and Dutch
feet are built on top of syllables, the stress facts are readily explained: schwa never is
stressed, because it is not in a syllable at the relevant level of the derivation and the

syllable preceding schwa is stressed because it is superheavy.  The fact that schwa does
not allow for a complex onset is explained by the following filter:

(50) Complex Onset Condition (Level 1):
*C      C

+cons  
[-son] I +son J

unless the two consonants occur in the same syllable

Kager's Complex Onset Condition is stated just in terms of obstruents and liquids,
because they form the only possible complex onset clusters in Dutch. At least one

cluster, [tl], is incorrectly included into this filter: the word butler [bytlar] 'butler' is
incorrectly predicted to be ill-formed in Dutch.
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The reason for this exceptionality of [bytlarl seems to be that [tl] is the only stop-
liquid sequence that is not a possible onset cluster for independent reasons, perhaps
having to do with the OCR

In order to account for this fact, Kager would have to revise (50) to (51):

(51) Complex Onset Condition (Level 1):
*C,  Cj

unless C, and Cj appear in the same syllable or C, Cj is not a potentially
well-formed onset clusten

This version of the Complex Onset Condition says: if some consonant cluster can be an
onset, it must be an onset.  Yet this formulation is not without problems for Kager
(1989), because it crucially refers to the notion of onset and there is no such thing as
an onset in moraic phonology. Kager (1989) claims there is one piece of independent
evidence for this constraint. There are no words of the form *[zeb.ra], i.e. a lax vowel
followed by a complex onset followed by another vowel. If ambisyllabicity is not a
possibility at level I, while the b has to be in the coda of the first syllable--because of
CONNECT(N, lax), or because every syllable has to be bimoraic, depending on one's
theory about the difference between A-vowels and B-vowels-(51) explains why this
structure is ruled out. The constraint therefore parallels what we have termed the
Syllable Contact Law - the unless clause would probably now be captured in terms
of constraint interaction.

As we have seen above, Kager noted as a problem for Kager and Zonneveld's
(1986) theory that it predicts schwa-syllables can only be peripheral, which is not true.

Yet Kager (1989) himself has to assume that at level I, 0 remains unsyllabified in the
middle of a word like Hengeto (which actually is a place name):

(52)   Level I
0

Cx Ap        B
A l l  A
h E U X a 1 0

-  -- Schwa apparently is not incorporated into the Prosodic Structure at this level of rep-
resentation yet. This means that the Principle of Prosodic Licensing (in any of its
formulations) is violated as far as this structure is concerned. The fact that pre-schwa
consonants are incorporated into the previous syllable shows us that at least there is
a tendency for all structure to be incorporated in the existing material. This in turn
shows that Prosodic Licensing at least should hold (in some weaker form) and that the
schwa is an exception to it.

Kager and Zonneveld (1986) analyse this exceptional behaviour as a consequence
of a certain version of extraprosodicity, but Kager (1989) does neither give an account
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for schwa's exceptional behaviour in this respect nor of the segments that can follow
schwa. In kater 'tom-cat [katar], the /r/ is not syllabified at level I:

(53)              a

BB
11

k a t e r

Later on, it gets syllabified together with the schwa.  One of the curious facts now is that
these unsyllabified segments are sonorants. Under a moraic view of syllable structure
we would probably want to say that these are in a way the 'moraic' consonants. But
it is crucially impossible to say such a thing in Kager's (1989) framework. If these
consonants were to bear moras, they would also come to bear syllables because that
is what happens at level I. But in that case the whole argument about schwa being
amoraic would break down. I do not see a way to solve this problem.

Another problem for Kager's (1989) approach is that it is still stipulative as far
as the nature of schwa is concerned. Kager stipulates that schwa does not bear a
mora. There are three types of vowels in this approach, monomoraic vowels like /0/,
bimoraic vowels like /0/ and amoraic vowels like /3/ (the 0 stands for the features
of /0/ and /0/):
(54) lol /O/ lal

p  FF

1 V
0 0 8

There is no formal relation between the phonetic and phonological emptiness of schwa
and its being amoraic. One could just as well imagine a language which has three
schwas, one amoraic, one monomoraic and one bimoraic, or a language which has
just a bimoraic schwa and amoraic /a/, /i/ and /u/ in its vowel inventory In other
words, there is no theory of the relation between segmental content and number of
nloras.

Furthermore, as we have seen, e-schwa and r-schwa share some of the properties
of u-schwa. Kager (1989) does not provide us with a theory of e-schwa-which indeed
seems hard to incorporate into his analysis-but he does give a partial analysis for
r-schwa, from which it becomes clear that for him this vowel is post-lexical. He does
not draw any relation between the different occurrences of schwa. U-schwa is special
because it is amoraic, r-schwa is special because it is derived post-lexically.

5.3.3.3 Hermans (1993a). The relation between the lack of features of schwa and
its defective metrical behaviour seems to be better established in an unpublished
manuscript by Hermans (1993a), who furthermore defends a less radical version of the
No-Syllable Theory.
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Hermans assumes that all projection nodes of prosodic structure have to 'see'
certain (nonphonetic) features on another plane. Since schwa is empty, it also lacks
these features. Therefore, prosodic nodes on top of such empty roots are illegitimate.
Hermans assumes this holds for allnodes, but for technical reasons there is anexception
for the lowest one, the'nucleus'.

Schwa in Dutch can therefore only license a nucleus. Hermans (1993a) assumes the
Dutch nucleus can only contain sonorant segments. This explains why only sonorants
are allowed after a schwa.  It also derives Kager and Zonneveld's (1986) claim that
schwa-syllables have no onset. In order for an onset to exist, a syllable node is needed

which cannot be there because it is not licensed by any feature. Unfortunately, as
we have seen, Kager and Zonneveld's (1986) generalisation is not totally adequate
and should be replaced by: schwa-syllables have exactly one segment in their onset.

Exactly this generalisation can not be captured under Hermans' account.

Also the non-occurrence of schwa in word-initial position is difficult to explain

under this approach. Hermans' (1993a) assumption is that at a later lexical level, all
schwas have to project to a syllable, which in turn needs an onset. This onset needs

to be filled by a glottal stop, but sequences of unarticulated segments are assumed to

be blocked.  Thus far, this is more or less the traditional approach (Cohen et al. 1958)
which is also defended here.  But it is unclear how the sequence of glottal stop plus
schwa can be excluded under Hermans' (1993a) analysis. Because postlexically schwa

apparently builds a syllable, it should have acquired the feature licensing it. But then
it presumably is different from the glottal stop, which is not a fully specified syllable
head but a consonant.

In general, it seems that Hermans' (1993a) theory can account for the claims about

schwa made in Kager and Zonneveld (1986) rather neatly. Unfortunately, however,
most of these claims have been shown to be untenable or subject to revision.

5.3.3.4 Nijen Twilhaar (1994). An interesting interpretation of the analysis of schwa
along the lines of Kager and Zonneveld (1986) has been provided by Nijen Twilhaar

(1994). Nijen Twilhaar's (1994) paper especially concentrates on the assumption that
schwas are extraprosodic.

Nijen Twilhaar points out that seemingly underived nouns ending in schwa all
select the common gender determiner de. In dialects which distinguish between three

-- ---genders, likc Hcllendeern-Dut€h,-they-even-are_all-ferninine He points mit that
non-feminine nouns ending in schwa often changed their grammatical gender while,

inversely, feminine nouns sometimes developed a word-final schwa.

On the basis of this, Nijen Twilhaar (1994) argues that these forms have the follow-

ing morphological structure:

(55)   [ [RooT]+JIN

The schwa in this analysis is a root-selecting low-level suffix. Roots cannot occur with
this suffix. Nijen Twilhaar assumes William's (1981) Right Hand Head Rule holds for
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Dutch. A consequence of this is that the suffix determines the gender of the noun. If
we determine that the root initially is the domain of syllabification, we derive a lot of
Kager and Zonneveld's (1986) schwa properties.

Interestingly, it appears that the nouns which are'exceptions' to Kager and Zonn-
eveld's (1986) generalisation like ritme and anivre select the determiner het in Standard
Dutch (and are neuter in Hellendoorn).39 Nijen Twilhaar assumes that these forms are
monomorphemic so that schwa behaves like a normal vowel and that there is a lexical
redundancy rule like (56):

(56)    Ifo)olw then neuter.

Even though there are a few counterexamples and problematic examples (as noted
by Nijen Twilhaar 1994 himself), it seems that these observations are basically correct.
They require further investigation, because they are problematic for the approach
defended here.

On the other hand, an approach along these lines has to face many problems that
are not addressed in Nijen Twilhaar (1994). In the first place this theory makes exactly
the same predictions for nouns as Kager and Zonneveld (1986) and therefore he has
the same problems, including the prediction that word-internal schwa should behave
entirely differently.  In the second place, other than Kager and Zonneveld, it also seems

to predict that word-final schwa followed by a (sonorant) consonant behaves entirely
differently-unless we would be willing to support suffix analyses for-or,-am, -an, etc.
as well. There seems to be no evidence for this position. The criterion of determiner
selection Nijen Twilhaar proposes for -a does not seem to work:

(57)     a. de adder (id.).v het anker 'the anchor'
b.   de deken 'the blanket' - het teken 'the sign'
c.   de asem 'the breath' - het desem 'the leaven'

d.   de stoppel 'the stubble' - het koppel 'the belt'

Yet phonologically these forms behave exactly like the forms ending in -a.
In the third place, it remains unclear why schwa-syllables in adjectives and verbs

behave similar to those in nouns (except, again, if there would be evidence that in
those cases the schwa-appendices are suffixes).

5.4 Remaining problems

In the previous sections, we have put aside some technical problems, either because
their treatment would unnecessarily slow down the discussion, orbecause they needed
some extra information we could not yet provide at the time. In order to make my
proposals more explicit, it is however useful to also solve these problems.  I will briefly
discuss each of them in this section.

39On the other hand, there are exceptions to this generalisation, viz. words like kastanje'chestnut' and
tarwe 'wheat'.
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5.4.1 Final Devoicing The first problem I want to discuss is Final Devoicing. The
problems are mainly technical and involve the following points. In the first place, we
have to make sure that Final Devoicing applies at the end of a word, notwithstanding
the fact that most other processes are prohibited to apply at word edge. Secondly, I
cannot say that Final Devoicing applies to obstruents in the coda, because under my
assumptions the final underlying /d/ of brood 'bread' is in (the onset of) a degenerate

syllable and still Final Devoicing applies to this segment as well.
The first point is not really much of a problem in a theory where constraints can

be highly ranked. We have seen that ALIGN, the constraint that is responsible for the

relatively static behaviour of word edges, has a high ranking in Dutch. This does not
mean, however, that ALIGN is inviolable under all circumstances.  In the preceding
sections we have already seen evidence that it is dominated by, for instance, the
constraint CONTOUR, causing /adam/ to surface [dam].

We can assume that at least the constraint responsible for Final Devoicing, call it
FINALDEVOICE is ranked higher than ALIGN:

(58) FINALDEVOICE»ALIGN

The inverse ordering of these constraints is also attested, viz. in Yiddish. This language

shows devoicing of syllable-final obstruents, just like Dutch. However, word-final
obstruents exceptionally do not devoice:

(59)    a.  red '(I) speak' [red, *ret]
b.  retst '(you) speak' [retst, *redst]

c.  shrayb '(I) write' [srajb, *grajp]
d.  shraypst '(you) write' [grajpst, *grajbstl

e.  ayz 'ice' [ajz]
f.  ayskastn 'ice box' [ajskastnl
g. brieu 'letter' [briv]
h.  brieftreger 'postman' [briftregr]

The difference between Yiddish and Dutch is described by Lombardi (1991) by stipulat-
ing a 'final exceptionality parameter' which has the plus value in the former language
and the minus value in the latter.40 We can now understand somewhat better the na-

-           - tureof thisparameter.-In Dutch, the necessity to devoice 'final' obstruents is aksolu10.
In Yiddish it is overridden by the desire to keep the edges of words clean.

This brings us to the next point.  How can we formalise final devoicing in a
theory of degenerate syllables? It looks as if we have to make a disjunctive statement
for Dutch: obstruents devoice in a coda of a 'regular' syllable or in the onset of a

degenerate syllable.  I will however here again follow Lombardi (1991) who argues
that the relevant constraint has the following form:41

400ther languages with the same parameter setting are Romanian and Serbo-Croatian, according to
Lombardi.

41 Lombardi also claims that voiced is a privative feature, a claim which I will follow here.
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(60)      FINALDEVOICE:42   • [voicel, except in the environment:
G

-sonor +sonor

Laryngeal

It is as yet formally unclear why voiced obstruents are restricted to this environment
preceding a sonorant, but neither a segment in a coda, nor a segment in the onset of
a degenerate syllable satisfies this condition. Both are therefore correctly predicted to
be subject to Final Devoicing.

5.4.2 Superheavy syllables before schwa.   The next problem concerns the class of
words exemplified by klooster 'monastery' [klostarl. The problem with these words is
that they seem to have a superheavy syllable preceding a schwa syllable while I have
argued that degenerate syllables and schwa syllables can never be adjacent to one
another. On closer scrutiny the problematic forms appear to fall into three classes: 43

(61) a. klooster 'klostar' [monastery], meester 'master' [mestor],

heester 'shrub' [hestarl, langoeste 'langouste' [lau'yustal, buste 'bust' [byste],
hamster (id.), [hamstar], etc.

b. aarde'earth: waarde'worth', aarzel'hesitate', daalder'dollar', gaarne'readily',
vaandet 'banner'.

c. pienter 'clever' [pinter], boerde 'fabliau' [burda],fottiebe 'flotilla' [flotille].

The segment s is the only segment which can freely stay in extraprosodic positions
throughout the word: both at the left-periphery (as in Etroop 'treacle') and at the right-
periphery (as in melaati 'leprous'). It can also stay in an extrasyllabic position between
two syllables both headed by a full vowel: ekgtra.  In the latter case, the syllable
following s starts with a t. Exactly the same configuration can be found in the forms in
(6la) so we may assyme the s in this case is extraprosodic, not the onset of a degenerate
syllable.44

The second class consists of words with an /a/. It is interesting that these forms
contain an [a] followed by a sonorant and a voiced obstruent (or, in one case, a nasal).
In chapter 3 we have seen that in Tilburg Dutch /a/ tenses in similar circumstances.  It

42The except in the formulation makes us suspect FINALDEVOICING is actually the conflation of several
constraints, at least one of which prohibits the feature [voicedl on obstruents in any environment and
another which enforces an obstruent to be voiced when followed by a sonorant. I will not work this out.

43 I assume the [t] in pantser 'armour' [pantsar] and similar forms is the result of a phonetic rule of
homorganic stop insertion. The only counterexamples of which I am aware and which do not fall into
either of these classes are deerne 'lass', taveerne 'tavern' and heinde (en verre) '(far and) near'.

44English has the same type of exceptional words, cf. Harris (1994).
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may well be that here we have a reflex of a similar (historical) tensing process, which
would just apply in front of /rz/ in Standard Dutch.

The third class, finally, consists ofwords with high vowels.  We have seen in chapter
2 that these vowels do not have a lax counterpart and therefore can exceptionally occur
in a closed syllable.  If this is true, the examples in (61c) are not counterexamples to our
claims at all, since they consist of a normal closed syllable followed by a schwa-headed

syllable.

5.4.3 Post-lexical u-schwa. Wehave seen thatu-schwacan appear inaright-peripheral
position while this position is prohibited for r-schwa and e-schwa. Lexically, u-schwa
cannot occur word-initially, however.  Even this changes at the post-lexical level.  In
Standard Dutch, a lot of clitics have the form [aC], where C is either a sonorant or a
coronal consonant as is shown in (62):

(62)   am 'him'.an 'a'. ar 'her/there'. as 'once'. at 'it/the'

While these clitics behave as enclitics if they can, showing ONSET is still operative if it
can, these clitics can phonologically still appear in a phrase-initial position:45

(63)     a.   Een (=[anl) man huilt niet.
a                 man cries not.

'(Real) men do not cry.'

b.  Er (=[ar]) komt iemand.
There comes somebody.

'Somebody arrives.'

c.  Het (=[at]) regent.
it               rains

d.  'm (=[am]) vertrouwen kan ik niet.
him trust can I not.

'I cannot trust him.'

Some dialects also have an inflectional prefix [a]-, usually denoting the perfect partici-
ple. Examples are Katwiik Dutch (next to the coast, Overdiep 1949) and Aalten Dutch
(next to the German border, Bennink p.c.). The following is an example sentence from

Katwijk Dutch:

(64)    (Ik heb) Krijn a n azien
(I have) K. CASE EPENTHETIC N seen

'(I have) seen Krijn.'

45For one reason or another, examples with phrase-initial er, like (63b), are not acceptable for some
native speakers.
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According to Overdiep (1949), personal names (and some other categories) in Katwijk
Dutch have a case inflectional element -[a] in the accusative.  In this case the name Krijn
bears this inflection. The immediately following participle starts with a schwa.  In this
case an N is epenthesized according to Overdiep.  As far as I can tell, an alternative
would be to assume that the inflection is -[an], and the n gets deleted in all contexts
except before a vowel.  In any case it can be seen that ONSEr is still active, although it
no longer prohibits word-initial schwa.

The [al-prefix in these dialects corresponds to a [Tal-prefix in most other dialects,
and the standard language. Interestingly, nonprefixal word-initial [70...lis also found
for instance in the word geluk 'luck' [·yelyk] and geranium (id.), [·yaranijym]. In cases
such as these Katwijk Dutch and Aalten Dutch also have [Ta...] and never [a...].

Van Haeringen (1950) observes that in Dedemsvaart Dutch (another eastern Dutch
dialect) even participles which are used as attributive adjectives again show the [70]
variant (Bennink (p .c.) notes that the same alternation holds in Aalten Dutch):

(65)    a.  Wij hebt melk ekookt.
we have milk cooked

'We have cooked milk.'

b.  Wij hebt eereppels ekookt.
we have potatoes cooked
'We have cooked potatoes.'

c.  Mij lust liever gebakken eereppels as gekookten.
me likes better baked potatoes than cooked
'I like fried potatoes better than cooked ones.'

It seems, then, that in these cases the adjectival forms are formed already in the lexicon,
where schwa-initial words are not allowed, whereas formation of the'real' participles
can be postponed until the post-lexicon.

Notice however that in the previous chapter we have seen that the derivation of
schwa-initial words is still blocked post-lexically.  The only initial schwas that can
surface are the underlying schwas that arise only post-lexically i.e. initial schwas in
clitics and suffixes.  In the postlexical phonology it thus seems that CON'rOUR gets

ranked below the constraint PROJECT(-cons, N) and/or ALIGN.

Finally I have to note that postlexical derivation also allows schwa to bear some
weak form of (secondary) stress; see for instance the stress patterns in words like
gemakkelijk+er+e 'easy+er+AGR' hamdkalbkeral. Also the constraint PROJECT(Ft2, V)

seems to get a lower ranking (below a rhythmic constraint requiring every second
syllable to have stress) in the postlexicon.

5.4.4 Umlaut Finally I want to briefly discuss umlaut. Many eastern dialects of
Dutch (as well as most German dialects) have an active umlauting process which
is triggered by one or more schwa-containing suffixes. It seems to be a distinctive
property of schwa that only this vowel can trigger umlaut in most of these dialects.
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Property 26 Schwa in su#xes can trigger umlaut.

We have seen that some remnants of the process can be found in Tilburg Dutch, but
it seems to be really productive in for instance Schinnen Dutch (Province of Limburg,
Wetzels 1990), Hellendoorn Dutch (Province of Overijssel, Nijen Twilhaar 1990) and
Aalten Dutch (Province of Gelderland, Bennink in preparation).  All of these dialects
have their own peculiarities. I have chosen to only discuss Aalten Dutch for practical
reasons (a native speaker of this dialect was close at hand).

Umlauting involves fronting of a vowel, usually the final vowel of the stem.  Some

examples are provided below (all copied from Bennink in preparation, with some
adaptations to fit the phonological transcription system used here):

(66) underived form derived form gloss

rnus rnyza mouse (+PL)

Vust vysta fist (+PL)

bos bysken bundle (+DIM)

bak bekskan tray (+DIM)

Historically the umlaut triggering schwas are derived from front vowels, mostly [il
Synchronically, there is no special reason to see them as r-schwa's in present-day Aalten
Dutch, since they never alternate with any full vowel.

The authors just mentioned all point out that this causes at first sight a somewhat
curious situation because schwa, as a non-coronal vowel triggers fronting (i.e.  coro-
nalization) of a preceding vowel.  I will basically adopt the solution put forward by
Nijen Twilhaar (1990) and suppose the representation of umlaut-triggering schwa is
as follows:

(67)                [-consl

[coronal]

The representation consists of two independent elements, an empty root (a schwa)
and a feature [coronal]. The diachronic development can be seen as the loss of all
connections (underlying associationlines and class nodes) between these two elements.

The derived form [muz+9] will now look schematically as in (68)

- (68) - - m u--z a

[coronal]

The first constraint that is relevant is PARSE-CORONAL: the (vocalic) place feature

[coronal] has to be linked to a (vocalic) place node. Logically speaking there are two
options; [coronal] can be linked to the /u/, yielding [myze], or it can be linked to the
schwa, creating a lot of intermediary nodes (C-place, vocalic, V-place) and presumably
yielding [muze].46 The former is clearly the option that is selected.

46I assume schwa + [coronal] = [e] in open syllables or [I] in closed syllables in Dutch.
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There are at least two potential reasons why this is the case.  In the first place, Aalten
Dutch shows the effect of a curious constraint against final coronal vowels in a word.
All words which in Standard Dutch end in a front vowel either have defronted this
vowel or end in a schwa in Aalten.47 The feature [coronal] can therefore not dock on
the final vowel of the (phonological) word, but it has to go to the (stem-final) full vowel.
This is approximately the line of reasoning defended by Bennink (in preparation).

Yet this reasoning cannot fully explain all facts of umlaut.  In the first place many
other Dutch and German dialects that have umlauting do not prohibit coronal vowels
in word-final position.  So at least in those dialects some other factor should be at work.
In the second place, umlauting in words like vader+ken 'father + DIM' [vtdarken] affects
the full vowel, not the stem-final schwa.  If the reasoning just laid out would be correct,
we would expect the pronunciation [vad Irkan]. Yet this is not the case.

It seems therefore more correct to suppose that it is a characteristic property of the
schwa vowel as opposed to other vowels that it can not serve as an anchor point for
the place feature, regardless of whether schwa is in a suffix or a stem.

I already indicated that in one sense it is more costly to attach a place feature to
schwa than to any other vowel. The reason for this we have already seen.  It is the
constraint PROJECT(V, Ft2), which says that unstressed syllables should not dominate
a vocalic node. Since the vowel in the suffix (as well as that in a final schwa-headed

syllable) is unstressed, attachment of the feature [coronal] to that vowel will cause
unnecessary violation of that constraint. Attaching of the feature to a full vowel can
never cause such a violation because that vowel already has a vocalic node, hence

already violates the constraint against such nodes in unstressed position.
Also the umlauting behaviour of schwa thus follows from this vowel's 'minimal'

nature. It has very little structure and therefore it is not able to serve as a linking point
for many features.

Finally, I have to discuss one additional case, namely one in which we add an
umlauting schwa to a stem containing at least two back vowels.  An example is foto

'photograph'. Given the preceding discussion it is not clear whether the output should
be [fotokanl or [fotokan].  Both rank eqally well with the constraints mentioned before.
How do we explain that it is the former output that is selected? More in general, why
is the last full vowel always selected rather than some other vowel.

I propose the answer lies in the fact that the [coronal] feature is part of a sufix.
What this means is that it should be aligned with the right edge of (the prosodic word
on top 00 the stem as much as possible (McCarthy and Prince 1993, Akinlabi 1994).
We thus have a constraint which says that the elements of the diminutive suffix should
occur  as  much  to the right as possible. Therefore,  the form foteuken is preferred  over

47Bennink (in preparation) reports that Aalten speakers refer to outsiders unsuccesfully trying to
imitate the local dialect as speakers with pien in de buuk 'pain in their stomach' [pin In de byk].  To
outsiders this seerns an adequate Aalten phrase, since it contains non-diphthongized versions of words
which in Standard Dutch are pronounced as [pE:in] and [boeykl, respectively. Lack of diphthongisation
is a prominent characteristic of eastern Dutch dialects. Yet the real Aalten pronunciation of this phrase
would be pine in de boek [ping In da buk].
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»token, because in the latter case the coronal feature has shifted unnecessarily far to
the left.48

For convendence I will call this constraint SUFFIX, although it can be formulated as
a member of the Alignment family (ALIGN(DIM, X, PRWD, R)).

The ideal output for SUFF[X has [coronal] at the rightmost syllable of the word. Yet
this constraint is outranked by the projection constraint PROJECr(V, Ft ). We thus get
the following tableaux (assuming only candidates which satisfy PARSE-CORONAL):

(69)    PROJECT(V, Ft2): N does not head a branching foot - 14 does not dominate a
vocalic node.

(70)    SUFFIX: The elements of a suffix should occur maximally close to the right edge
of a prosodic word.

(71) muz+a

Candidates PROJECT(V, Ft2) SUFFIX

qm a                             •
mil.ze                                    !

(72) vader+kan

Candidates PROJECT(V, Ft2) SUFF[X

v/vtdarkan                         -
vAdIrkan                -!                *
vAdarkIn                            *!

(73) foto+kan

Candidates PROJECT(V, Ft2) SUFFIX

v/fot0kan
f0tokan -1

fotokIn                   •

This concludes my discussion of umlaut. U-schwa can cause umlaut, even though it
is not itself front, because it can be accompanied by a feature [coronal].

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed many properties of Dutch u-schwa, the schwa that
never alternates with either zero or full vowels.  It is argued that only the schwa
that occurs in open syllables is really underlying. The other u-schwa is the result of

48Logically we should also exclude a realisation »teuken in which both vowels are umlauted.  I
assume some kind of economy prevents this double linking. Once PARSE-CORONAL is satisfied, multiple
linking of this feature gives only unnecessary association lines.
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an obligatory rule of epenthesis in syllables which lexically have a level in which a
sonorant consonant is the head of the syllable.

In the lexical phonology, schwa only licenses CV syllables.  I have argued that
the reason for this is that schwa, lacking a vocalic node, cannot be the head of any
branching constituent at all; it does not license a coda or a dependent syllable at the
foot level.  It also does not really license onset segments, but since at least one such
segment is forced to be present by forces from outside (i.e. the constraint ONSEr), the
result is a core syllable. Exactly the same reasoning causes also sonorant consonants
to only occur in CV syllables, with'V' in this case the position filled by the sonorant.
Projection constraints served to formally express all of these generalisations.

Another consequence of the emptiness of schwa is that it avoids the neighbourhood
of other empty segments. In particular it cannot occur in a syllable of which the onset

is empty, a glottal stop or /h/. Again this was expressed in terms of a projection
constraint.

The projection theory thus plays a crucial role in my analysis of schwa. Schwa is a
defective vowel; this is the reason why it projects a very defective type of syllable.

In this respect, there is a difference between the lexical and the postlexical level.
Post-lexical schwa can occur in many more environments than lexical schwa, as we
can see in the comparison between e-schwa and r-schwa on the one hand and u-schwa
on the other. Post-lexical schwa can occur in a closed syllable, it can have a complex
onset, etc. All of these things are not possible for lexical schwa.

It seems, then, that certain 'top-down' projection constraints, requiring the heads
of projection levels to be supported by full vowels, have lost much of their force in the

postlexical phonology. Other projection constraints, both 'top-down' (the constraint

against degeneratesyllables requiring insertion of [-consl roots inar[alm) and'bottom-
up' (the constraint forcing unstressed full vowels to reduce to schwa, because full
vowels want to occur in the head of a foot) are very forceful in the postlexicon whereas
they do not play such a strong role in the lexical phonology. I am not sure whether
anything more general canbe said about the difference between the two different levels

of analysis.

5.6   Table of Properties

Below I give a table of all properties of Dutch schwa which I have identified in this
chapter and the previous one. For everyproperty I have indicated whether the property
holds for each of the three types of schwa.  A V  mark indicates that the schwa has that
property, an asterisk that it does not have it; a dash indicates that the property is not
relevant and a P (of'preference') indicates that the property may be violated although
schwas which satisfy the property surface in more style registers than schwas which
do not.
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Property R-schwa E-schwa U-schwa
1. Phonetic emptiness                                    4              4               4
2. Reduction vowel                                        4              -              -
3.     Not tautosyllabic with [hl or [7]               4             4             4
4.      Not word-final                                                4                4                 '
5.      Alternates with [e], [al, [o]                         4              -              -
6.      No alternation with [i]                                   v/                -                -
7. Unstressed        4  4  4
8.      Not outside foot                                         P               4                ?
9. Open syllables only                                P              -              4
10. Epenthetic vowel                                       -              v/              -
11.    Only in word-final syllable                        *                4

12.    Not in word-initial position                                             4                 *
*

13. Allows epenthesis before itself                                   -            4(?)
14.    Allows /sp/ metath. before itself            ?              -           4(?)
15.   *[IJ xe], *[Viv, re .(?)               -              4(?)

*
16.   No complex onset                                                   -             4
17.    Only 1 sonorant in coda                             P               P                4

18.   *9+ degen. syll.                                   4             2             4

19. OK[Ja]             *4
20. *Ciaci            -   ?   4
21.    Stress on preceding syllable                          P                  /                 *

22.    *[val, *[av                                                       4                4                4
23. Compl. distr. u-schwa and e-schwa        -             4             4
24. Schwa-deletion                          4        -         4

25.    Deletion only in possible onset sites         q              -               4
26. Umlaut                                    -         -           



6 Schwa in French and Norwegian

6.1 Introduction

In the previous two chapters I have derived some properties of Dutch schwa from the
phonetic and phonological emptiness of this vowel.  From this, it was made to follow
that schwa only projected to a core syllable in the weak position of a foot. Since this
emptiness by definition is the same for schwa-like vowels in languages other than
Dutch, we expect the phonological behaviour of these vowels to be similar; also they
should project only a minimal structure. In this chapter I study two languages other                        I
than Dutch with a schwa in their surface vowel inventory to find out whether or not
this expectation is borne out. These languages are French and Norwegian. The reason                               
why I have chosen these languages is that their schwa behaves differently than Dutch
schwa in interesting and significant ways while still the phonologies of these languages
are not too different from that of Dutch so as to obscure the comparison.

Some properties of schwa seem universal. This is especially true for its stressless-
ness. Schwa avoids stressed positions, not only in the languages discussed here, but
also for instance in Malayalam (K.R Mohanan 1986, T. Mohanan 1989), German (Hall
1989, 1992, Wiese 1986, 1988, Noske 1992), Indonesian (Cohn 1989) and many other
languages.  It also seems true that if a language has schwa on the surface and either
vowel epenthesis or vowel reduction, schwa tends to be the epenthetic or reduced
vowel. Finally, word-peripheral positions are disallowed for schwa-like vowels in
many languages.  All of these facts about schwa can be made to follow from projection
theory.

On the other hand some properties I mentioned in the preceding chapter seem less
universal and more typical of Dutch.  One of the problems studied in this chapter is
that schwa can have complex onsets in both French and Norwegian. Both languages
have a word ordre pronounced more or less as [or.dra]. I will try to explain this as an
effect of a (minor) reranking of some constraints. Essential is that neither language,
like Dutch, allows  a  word  like *[ka.trel] where a schwa-headed syllable  has  both  a
complex onset and a coda.

In Projection theory, we expect schwa to license only a very limited type of syllable
structure in every language. This is a prediction which seems to be borne out at least
for the languages under discussion.  Yet it will be shown that languages may slightly
differ as to what they consider to be a 'minimal onset'.

178
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6.2 French

There is an overwhelming amount of literature on French schwa. I refer to Anderson
(1982), Basboll (1981, 1988), Charette (1991), Dell (1973/1985), Durand (1976, 1986,
1990), Morin (1982, 1988), Noske (1982, 1988, 1992), Schane (1965, 1968, 1974), Selkirk
(1978, 1982b), Tranel (1981, 1984, 1987, 1994) among others for discussion of the many
interacting factors that influence the behaviour of this segment. Interestingly, the range
of theories for French schwa put forward by these authors is approximately the same
as the one discussed in the previous chapter for Dutch schwa. For instance, some
authors (e.g. Tranel 1981, 198D have proposed that French schwa is a floating melodic
element which is not attached to a skeletal point and others have assumed it is an
empty skeletal point without melodie content (e.g. Charette 1991).

It is impossible to discuss all known facts about French schwa in this chapter.  As
compared to the fairly comprehensive discussion of Dutch schwa in the previous two
chapters, the discussion presented here inevitably is somewhat superficial.  I only
discuss the observations that seem most relevant with respect to the discussion of
Dutch schwa in the previous chapter.

Within the terminology of the preceding chapter we can say that French has in-
stances of e-schwa and u-schwa, but not of r-schwa. The language does not allow
vowel reduction under any circumstance. I will take this as an indication that French

has a sufficiently low ranking of the relevant projection constraint relating vowel qual-
ity to heads of feet; reduction in Dutch takes place because full vowels preferred to
occur in heads of feet and apparently this constraint is not visibly active in French.

Still this relation between feet and features is not totally irrelevant.  As we will
see, there are a few contexts in which schwa alternates with full vowels, especially

with [E], and although it is usually asssumed that this is not reduction to schwa but
rather enhancement from schwa to a full vowel, the notion of a Foot can be argued
to be relevant, so that some version of PROJECT-Fr still has a role to play in French

phonology.
Underlying and epenthetic schwa are difficult to distinguish in French because this

language allows much more schwa deletion than Dutch. A consequence of this is that
almost all schwas alternate with zero. Nevertheless, some convincing tests have been

developed to distinguish between underlying and epenthetic schwa in French as we
will see in section 6.2.1 and therefore I will proceed to assume this distinction.

My discussion of French is organized in approximately the same way as my dis-
cussion of Dutch. The (most important) properties of Dutch schwa are listed and each
time it is discussed in what respects the French vowel is different or similan  I skip
the properties of Dutch schwa that seem too much connected to the rest of the Dutch
phonological system. For instance, the behaviour of diphthongs or r} before schwa
cannot be used as a test in French because this language does not have diphthongs
and uses [D] only marginally.  I do not discuss the properties of r-schwa either since
reduction does not occur in French. On the other hand I will mention some properties
that are more specific to French schwa. A complete graph of the constraint interactions
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needed in the analysis of French is provided in appendix C3.
Of course schwa in French, like in all other languages, by definition has Property

1:

Property 1 Schwa is exceptional in the vocalic system, because it bears no vocatic»tures.

The variation in the phonetic realisation of schwa is very large in French.  In some
dialects, the realisation of this vowel is very close to the realisation of the lax rounded
coronal mid vowel [ce].  For this reason some authors have proposed to give the two
vowels the same representation (e.g. Morin 1982). Although it is in itself curious that
the empty vowel phonetically is so close to one of the most specified vowels ([coronal,
labial, lax]), I will follow the authors mentioned above and assume /oe/ and /a/ have
an essentially different representation and that French schwa has Property 1 in most
cases. l

Again, we expect all other properties of French schwa to be related to this central
property. This is trivially true for the first property of E-schwa, which is discussed in
the next section.

6.2.1   E-schwa is the epenthetic vowel (= Property 10). As noted, it is difficult to
find good evidence for schwas that are unambiguously epenthetic in French. Because

underlying schwas so often alternate with zero it is hard to find cases in which a
surfacing schwa is unambiguously the result of epenthesis, not an underlying schwa
that happens to have escaped deletion.

Still there are a few good reasons to distinguish between underlying schwa and

epenthetic schwa. In the first place, there are a few French dialects (e.g. Midi French,

spoken in southern France) in which schwa deletion is much less common than it is
in Standard French. Still in these dialects some words show a schwa zero altemation
which is not attested in other words.

For instance, Durand (1986) gives foc [fok] lib' versus phoque [foke] 'seal' as a
minimal pair. In Standard (Paris) French, both words are pronounced as [fok12.   It is

1 Yet it seems that we have to make one exception.   It will appear below that schwa deletion occurs
much more often in French than it does in Dutch.  Yet a few words have a so-called stable schwa, a
schwa that cannot be deleted although schwas in comparable environments can (instances of stable
schwa occur in metu (id.), »nelle 'female', debout 'stand up' etc.) Morin (1978), Durand, Slater and

Wise (1988) and Charette (1991) have suggested that in these cases we do have a full vowel (probably

[oe]) rather than schwa in the underlying representation. If we would want to implement this in the
theory presented here, we could follow this suggestion: stable sd'twa is not a schwa at all, but a full
vowel. Real schwas in French are empty roots. In the remainder of this chapter I will concentrate only
on those instances of schwa that do alternate: these are either underlying schwas which can be deleted,
or epenthetic schwas which can be inserted.

(The only worked-out alternative proposal, by Tranel (198D and Noske (1992), holds that 'normal'
schwa is a floating vowel, not linked to a skeletal slot underlyingly while stable schwa is linked to such
a slot.  Such a proposal cannot be adopted in the framework proposed here.  For a general criticism of
the idea that schwa is a floating vowel, cf. the discussion of Kager's (1989) proposal for Dutch schwa in
the previous chapter.)

2Because Paris French is a sociologically very prestigious dialect, the two words tend to become
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important to keep this distinction in mind since the distinction between'real' consonant
final words and words ending in schwa in French is sometimes denied (for instance in
the Government Phonology analysis defended by Charette 1991).

A similar test can be designed for dialects that are closer to Standard French.  It is

usually assumed that underlying schwa in these dialects surfaces obligatorily when
adjacent to a so-called h aspirt. For instance, Durand (1986) notes that phoque havane

'tobacco brown seal' is pronounced [fokeavan], while foc havane 'tobacco brown jib' is

pronounced as [fokavan]. It is therefore reasonable to assume that [foka] has a schwa
that is lacking in [fok]. Still there are contexts in which words likefoc surface with a
schwa. I assume at least this schwa is epenthetic.

In my view the most plausible case for schwa epenthesis is the context between

two words, the first of which ends in a consonant cluster and the second of which
starts with an onset.  I have copied the following examples from Noske (1992) and
underlined the epenthetic vowel:

(1)     a.  CC a C

b.   un contact a pjnible
a contact painful
'a painful contact'

c.   un index 2 formidable
an index terrific
'a terrific index'

I consider the schwa in these examples epenthetic because there is no reason to assume

it is underlying in either the preceding noun contact or index or the following adjective
pknible offormidable:  the insertion of schwa is optional even in the context of an h-aspirt

word.
It seems that coronal segments do not have the same exceptional status in word-

final position in French which they have in Dutch.  The most important argument
for this is that there are no French words ending in three obstruents. The nouns in

(1) exhibit the maximal number of obstruents allowed in word-final position; words
like *contacts [. . . kts] or *indext [. . . kst] are not possible in French. Coronals are not
allowed after clusters of non<oronals either. For instance, there are no words like

*[armt]. In general, words allow at most two consonants in final position, regardless

of the place features on those consonants.3 It therefore does not seem unreasonable to
assume French words allow at most closed syllables followed by a degenerate syllable
at their end, but no extraprosodic segments.4

homophonous in Midi French nowadays as well.

3APParent counterexamples like encre 'ink' can also be dealt with in the theory to be worked out
below because they consist of a closed syllable followed by an onset.

4 F r the sake of completeness I mention that word-initially we do find extraprosodic s's however:

station (id.), [stasjO], strict (id.), [striktl, etc.
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It is nevertheless true that the final segment in the words in (1) is a coronal.  Yet
this seems to be due to another effect, namely that in the case of sequences of equal-
sonority consonants within one word, at least one of the two segments, most often the
second one is coronal. For instance, we find acteur'actor' [aktier] but not *[akpcerl or
*[atkcrr].5  I therefore assume here that the coronals in (1) are in the prosodic word,
unlike coronals in similar positions in Dutch. This assumption makes it easier to
understand why these segments trigger epenthesis. The Dutch word conmct does not
trigger epenthesis in any phonological environment at all.  I assumed the reason for
this is that the coronal can be outside the prosodic word, where it does not need to be
in a syllable. Apparently the [tl in French contact prefers to be in a syllable [tal. I take
this as an additional argument that it is in the prosodic word.

In environments like these the epenthetic vowel is always schwa in French like it
is in Dutch. The reason for this is the same in the two languages.  For one reason or
another-probably related to syllable structure given the conditioning environment-
we need to insert a vowel. Since French allows schwas on the surface, it is most
economical to insert a schwa. All other vowels would introduce additional features
that are not strictly necessary and therefore forbidden for reasons of economy.

Since the alternation here is between a degenerate syllable and a schwa-headed
syllable we may assume the relevant constraint is PROJECT(N,-cons), the constraint
which forces syllables to have vocalic segments as their heads, just as in Dutch postlex-
ical phonology.

6.2.2    E-schwa does not occur at the end of the word. (=Property 4). This property
is difficult to test to the letter, as is Property 11 ('E-schwa only occurs in the last syllable
of the word.') The epenthetic schwas in (1) occur typically between two words, so it is
impossible to tell whether phonologically they belong to one word or to the other.

Property 4 therefore does not seem to belong to the French vowel grammar.  It is
simply contradicted by the facts in (1). In Dutch the reason for not epenthesizing in
the word-final position was Alignment: morphological and phonological edges had
to be aligned with one another as much as possible. The second reason possibly was
the constraint FINAL-C: for one reason or another (prosodic) words prefer to end in a
consonant.

There is an independent reason to assume that French has a lower ranking for
the ALIGN constraint than Dutch. This constraint should be ranked lower in French
because of liaison and enchainement. These are two processes of (re)syllabification of
the final consonant of one word into the onset of the first syllable of another word.6
The fact that resyllabification is allowed over a word boundary implies that ALIGN
should be ranked relatively low  For a general discussion of the differences between

5This observation has been made and given a formal account in K. Rice (1992), who proposes a notion
of binding for heterosyllabic consonant clusters, where a binds d iff a has a less marked place feature
than B and a precedes /3(cf. also Harris 1990, 1994).

6In the terminology introduced by Encrevi (1988), liaison is the process that allows word-final
consonants to surface before vowel-initial words, while enchainement is the resyllabification itself.
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Dutch/English type languages on the one hand and French type languages on the
other, see Pulgram (1970). I will return to this below.

Dutch, for instance, does not have any phonological (lexical) resyllabification cross-
ing a morphological word boundary. The reason for this presumably is that the con-
straint ALIGN dominates ONSEr. Consider for instance the NP rood oog 'red eye':7

(2) /rod+ox/

Candidates ALIGN ONSET

4(.ro t.)(.ox.)
(.ro.)(.dox.)            *!

Final devoicing has been used here as a test for resyllabification. The first syllabification
is preferred even if it includes a violation of the ONSET constraint, because repairing this
restriction would make the prosodic structure less well-aligned with the morphological
boundaries.

This apparently is not the case in French. It seems we have to reverse the ranking of
ONSET and ALIGN in this language, as can be seen in forms like petit ami 'small friend':

(3)
Candidates ONSET ALIGN

4(.pa.ti.)(.ta.mi.)                      *!*
(.pa.ti<  t  >.)(.a.mi.)               *                      *

This gives a piece of evidence that the Alignment constraint is lower in French than it
is in Dutch. It therefore is not very surprising that also the ordering of the constraints
ALIGN and CONNECT(N, lax)is reversed. In Dutch the ordering is ALIGN»CONNECT(N,
lax).8

(4)   arm (Dutch)

Candidates ALIGN CONNEGr(N, lax)

qaram.                          *
arma                               * !

 Tlii:, bldleitiwil ticed,  lu Le qualified L::au...911:Lifi:ul:-*, over thc boundary between-a-stein-and-
(one of a number of) suffixes is actually possible. In McCarthy and Prince's (1993) terminology, we are
referring to ALIGN-LEFr in this particular case. The same is true for the French example in (3).

BIt seems unnecessary to distinguish between lexical versus postlexical phonology in most aspects
of this particular analysis of French, as opposed to the case of Dutch. This however might be simply
a result of the less detailed nature of my discussion of French as compared to the discussion of Dutch.
Also, exactly with respect to the location of CoNNiicr(R, lax) in the hierarchy, French does seem to show
some limited evidence for a distinction between lexical and postlexical phonology. Lexically schwa can
never occur in an closed syllable but postlexically we will see that the second schwa in a word like
deuenait 'became' [davenelcan get deleted, leaving thefirst schwaina closed syllable: [dav.nE].
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In French the ordering is reversed; again ALIGN is ranked lower than CONNECT(KI,
lax).9

(5) anne (French)

Candidates CONNECT(R, lax)    ALIGN
aram                                            *!

v/arma

The family of Alignment constraints is not totally irrelevant in French. Liaison does
not apply between any two words, but basically only between words that are in some
higher order constituent, for instance the phonological phrase (Nespor and Vogel 1986,
Selkirk 1986, Kaisse 1985). It seems therefore that instead of aligning morphological to
prosodic words, French rather aligns syntactic to prosodic phrases. Below I will argue
that French often seems to have a parameter setting 'phrase' in most high-ranking
constraints where Dutch has 'word'.

A schwa can therefore only arise inside a phrase, not at the periphery of one.
The  pronunciation  * [k5takta]  (or,  for that matter *

[apenibl]) in isolation  (as  an  inde-
pendent phrase) is therefore excluded since it has a non-underlying schwa causing
misalignment of morphological and syntactic boundaries and prosodic boundaries,
but the same is not true for the phrase [kjntaktapenibl] in which the schwa only causes

misalignment at the word level (which, as I argued above, is irrelevant in French).
This concludes my discussion of French epenthetic schwa.  Let us now turn to

underlying schwa.

6.2.3   U-schwa must occur in an open syllable (= Property 9). While this property
required some argumentation in the case of Dutch because it is not directly visible in
that language (where schwa can be followed by a sonorant on the surface), in French we
can immediately observe its truth because there are no forms with schwa+tautosyllabic
consonant in that language. So while there are words like those in (6a), there are no
words like those in (61,):

(6)    a.  tabl[a] (id.), mod[al 'fashion', quatr[a] 'four'

b.  *tab[al], *mod[aml, *quat[er]

I argued that the reason why Dutch only allowed schwas (or sonorant consonants) in
open syllables was the constraint CONNECT(R, lax). Since schwas and consonants have
no vocalic features, they do not have a feature [lax] either and since a syllable can only

9I have chosen the example arm because it happens to be the same in French and Dutch except for
the position of schwa. It is however possible that the French word ends in an underlying schwa rather
than an epenthetic schwa. I believe this does not affect the argumentation. I also abstract away from
the proper way of treating the [a]/[a] pair in French (Dell 1995) and transcribe alllow back unrounded
vowels as [al
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be closed if its head is [lax], the fact that schwa and sonorants can only occur in open
syllabls is explained.

The role which CONNECT(N, lax) plays in the vowel grammar of French is somewhat
complicated. It is stronger with respect to the constraint ALIGN than it is in Dutch, as
we have just seen. In chapter 2 I pointed out that some southern French dialects (like
Languedoc French) show a clear effect of this constraint; all mid vowels /e/, /0/ and
/0/ are laxed to [Er], [m] and [o] in these dialects. Yet the syllable structure constraints
on schwa are not limited to these dialects.  As far as I know, schwa cannot occur in
closed syllables anywhere in the French language area.

Traditionally two processes are used in the analysis of Standard French phonology
which seem to be related to the constraint CONNECT(N, lax). Both processes are known
as Closed Syllable Adjustment (CSA); the first process is called e-AD]by Tranel (1988)
and is responsible for the alternations in (D, the second process is called a-ADJ by the
same author and responsible for the alternations in (8). I have added the forms in (9)
to show that there are also instances of underlying [£] segments that do not alternate
with /e/ or /a/ at all:

(D [el-[el
esptrer 'hope (inf.)' [Espere] - esp2re '(I) hope' [€Sper],
cider 'cede (inf.)' [sede] - c£de '(I) cede' [sed]

(8) [a]-k]
lever 'stand up (inf.)' [1(a)vel o., 12ve'(I) stand up' [kv],
mener 'lead (inf.)' Im(a)ne] - mtne '(I) lead' [men]

(9) [el-[el
rever 'dream (inf.)' [reve] - r/va '(I) dream' [rev],
jeter 'celebrate (inf.)' [fet] -#te '(I) celebrate' [fet]

Traditionally it has been assumed that there are three underlying vowels:  /e/, /0/
and /£/. The [€] vowels in (D and (8) are the result of laxing. The trigger for laxing in
these cases is the fact that the underlying schwa or /e/ occurs in a closed syllable.

This analysis fits with the theory proposed in the previous chapter. The altemation
between tense [e] in open syllables and lax [£] in closed syllables is exactly what we
have come to expect. In Dutch the lax vowel alternating with [el was [Il rather than [El,
but givpn the fact that (Standard) French does not have any height contrast in the lax
vowels at all, it is not altogether unexpected that in this language [E] should surface as
the lax counterpart to [e].10  I give the representations of [el and [E] below:

10Qu6bec French seems to have [I, Y, U] but these really behave as high lax vowels phonologically.
They Occur Only in closed syllables and whenever they alternate, they do so with high vowels.  See

Dkhaine (1991) for more discussion of the very interesting Quabec alternations.
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(10)                   [el                           k]

[-cons] [-cons]

V-place -»
Aperture V-place

[coronall 1 1
[lax] [coronal]

The only real problem is that laxing affects only the unrouded mid vowel, even though
French has a lax back rounded vowel ([il) and a lax front rounded vowel ([oe]) on
the surface.  Why do not /0/ and /0/ show the effect of laxing? The examples in
(9) furthermore show that CONNECT(N, lax) only works in one direction in French;
although [e] cannot occur in closed syllables, [el can occur in open syllables.

There are ways of technically solving the first problem. (The second problem will
be addressed below.) For instance we could assume there is a feature cooccurrence
constraint against the combination of [lax] and [labial]. Such a constraint seems to be

sufficiently grounded in the phonetics, given the close connection between laxness and
lowness and the more general ban on low labial vowels. It could be that this feature
cooccurrence constraint is ranked higher than CONNECT(N, lax), so that laxing will not
take an effect in closed syllables that are headed by rounded vowels. On the other
hand, the feature cooccurrence restriction should be ranked lower than the relevant
PARSE-FEATURE constraints so that underlying /O/ and /oe/ can surface.

F labial 1              -(11) PARSE-LABIAL, PARSE-LAX»" 1 1 »CONNECT(N, lax)
[ lax   ]

I now turn to schwa-[E] alternations.  The fact that the empty vowel is also subject to
Closed Syllable Adjustment is predicted by CONNEC(R, lax).  As we have seen, this
constraint has the effect that schwa can only occur in open syllables. This restriction
to open syllables can have various effects. Suppose that in French the constraint
CONNECT(N, lax) is ranked sufficiently high. It should at least be ranked higher than
the constraint against insertion of [lax], as we have just seen.

CONNECT(N, lax) then forces insertion of a feature [lax] under a schwa just as it
did under an /e/ in a closed syllable. Mere insertion of [lax] in the representation of a
would mean however that we get the following structure:

(12)                                 [-cons]

vocalic

Aperture

[lax]

As we have also seen for Dutch, French does not allow vowels with only a specification
for Aperture features.  In both languages, aperture features need to be accompanied by
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a place feature. Universally, [coronal] seems to be the most unmarked place feature.
For these reasons, the following representation is preferred over (12):

(13)                               [-cons]

vocalic

Aperture V-place11
[lax] [coronal]

This is the representation of [E]. We might therefore say that Projection theory predicts
Closed Syllable Adjustment in exactly the way it happens. In Dutch the coronal mid
vowels are the ones that are most likely to alternate with schwa (e.g.  /e/ and /1/
can be most easily reduced). Under different conditions the same type of alternation
is found in French (and in Norwegian, as we will see shortly below).  It also seems

true that in languages which lack surface schwa, front mid vowels play the role of that
vowel. The theory presented here claims that schwa is a truly underspecified vowel
and that coronal mid vowels are the least marked vowels. This seems to yield the
correct result in all cases at hand.

A difference between French and Dutch is that underlying  /E/ can surface  in
open syllables in the former language but not in the latter. This could be attributed
to a difference in ranking of PARSE-LAX with respect to CONNECT(N, lax): in Dutch

CONNECT(R, lax)»PARSE-[LAX] so that lax vowels that end up in an open syltable lose
their underlying feature. In French, on the other hand PARSE-LAX»CONNECT(N, lax),
so that underlyingly lax vowels always surface as lax, even if they end up in open

syllables.

6.2.4     Laxing in the head o f a foot.     It is relatively easy to show, however, that Closed

Syllable Adjustment alone is not enough to explain the alternation between [a] and [e]
on the one hand and [e] on the other. Since the work of Selkirk (1978)11 it is known
that metrical factors might also be involved. Schwa does not only surface as [e] in a
closed syllable but also when followed by another syllable headed by schwa.

In Southern French dialects, for instance, mtne is still pronounced as [menal. Sim-
ilarily. a word like stvre '(I) wean' [se:.vral (cf.  stvrer 'wean (inf.)' [se.vrel) in which
the lengthening of the first vowel seems to indicate that the syllable is open, still has

the [Er] variant of /0/.  /e/ also laxes in this environment and so do the other mid
vowels in Midi French. It would be interesting to see whether a 'No Syllable Theory'
as discussed for Dutch in the previous chapter could make the required predictions.
Given the objections raised against such a theory, I will not try to work this out.

In other French dialects vowels in open syllables are lengthened so that we have a
contrast between serve (id.), [SErv(0)1 on the one hand and 52vres (id.), [se:vr(a)] on the

11 See Charette (1991) for a more fully developed theory along the lines of Selkirk, and Basbell (1981),
Tranel (1984) and Verluyten (1985) for criticism.
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other. The fact that the latter [El is lengthened shows that it is in an open syllable.  This
syllable-final lengthening is even more apparent in Quabec French, where the long
vowels get diphthongized (Charette 1991:123):

(14) Qu6bec French

a. r#ver 'dream' Ira' ve] (< rE:ve), pdtir 'to become pale' [Paulir] (< pa:lir),
prttrise 'priesthood' [pra'triz] (< pre:triz),
encadrer 'to frame' [aka"dre] (< aka:dre)

b.  partir 'to leave' [partirl (*[Paurtirl), merci 'thank you' [mErsi]  (*Ima'  rsil)

Still there  are no words  such  as * [sj(:)vr(0)1  or *[ss(:)vr(a)1. This shows  in  my view
that neither schwa nor [el can occur in a stressed syllable, even when this syllable is
open.

This argument thus shows that it is not possible to reduce laxing in the head of a
foot to CSA. We could now wonder whether it is possible to reduce the CSA to laxing
in the head of a foot. The Quebec data of Charette seem to point in that direction:

(15)   a. b2te 'stupid' [bait] (< [bE:t]), rage 'madness' [ra42.] (< [rauil), rtve 'dream'
[ra'vl (< [rE:v]), prXtre 'priest' [pra'tr] (< [prEtr])

b.  palpe 'feel!' [palp] (*[paulpl), parc 'park' [park]  (*[paurk]),
verte 'green (fem.)' [vErt] (*[vairt])

Vowels followed by one consonant or by a consonant group which can be an onset

lengthen as if they are in an open syllable, whereas vowels followed by a consonant
cluster of decreasing sonority do not lengthen at all.  I think this is convincing evidence
that word final consonants can form degenerate syllables, as Charette (1991) also
argues.  But in that case we might be led to think that independent reference to the
closed syllable is not necessary.  We do not find * [bet] or * [bat] because in these cases [e]
or [al would occur in a branching foot, not because they are in a closed syllable.

The reason why I think that the notion closed syllable is still needed is that we find
French words such as [perdri], but not *[pardri] or *[perdri]. There is no obvious way
in which the first syllable in these forms constitutes a foot of its own.

Selkirk (1978) argues that the French foot is usually monosyllabic. In addition she
claims that "there are instances, however, where the French foot is more complex.   [ . . .1 I
submit that yet another principle is at work in the dejinition of the foot in French, a principle
according to which a syllable containing a may join together with a preceding syllable and
with it constitute a foot." (Notice that this is a proposal of conflicting constraints since a
foot built according to the last principle will by necessity violate the monosyllabicity
requirement on feet!) This proposal has several effects, some of them having to do
with schwa deletion, which I will discuss below (section 6.2.9). One other effect is that
two schwas form a foot next to one another at the end of a word:
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(16)            F

S W

1 1

G G

1 1

SO vra

Selkirk (1978) proposes that /9/ in the strong position of a foot is subject to a rule

changing it to [E].  Although this analysis is very interesting and I will follow it in
spirit, I think it fails to capture one important generalisation. In this theory the fact

that it is exactly schwa that is adjoined to other syllables to form a bisyllabic foot and
the fact that schwa changes to [Er] when it is in the strong position of a foot are formally

unrelated. Intuitively both processes seem to be triggered by the fact that schwa cannot

be in a stressed position. In a constraint-based analysis this type of statement is easier

to express (we simply say that an unstressed position in a foot implies schwa and vice

versa) than in the rule-based approach of Selkirk (1978) where the generalisation has

to be made by way of two formally independent rules.

In Optimality Theoretic terms we could say that there is a constraint forcing stress

to be as much to the right as possible.  I will use the shorthand ALIGN-FOOT for the
12

constraint which has the following formal specification:

(14   ALIGN-FOOT = ALIGN(Fh, R, PRWD, R)

I used the diacritic sign Fh to indicate the 'head' foot of the word.  I assume every

Prosodic Word has a designated foot which functions as its head.  (17) says that the
head foot of the word in French should be at the right edge of that word. Since primary
stress in French is never further away from the word edge than one (schwa-headed)

syllable, I assume this constraint is undominated.
Because French does not have reduction, I have assumed that the projection con-

straint PROJECT(V, Ft2), which says that vowels in unstressed position should not
contain vocalic features, hence be schwa, is ranked relatively low in French.  To be

more precise, all constraints on feature parsing are ranked higher than this constraint.

Underlying vocalic features have to be parsed in French, even in unstressed position.

We therefore have the following partial ordering:

(18) PARSE-FEATURE »PROJECT(V, Ft2)

121 will assume that French has only one foot per word, since there is no evidence for secondary stress

and furthermore sequences of schwa syllables do occur in non-final position (e.g. genevois 'genevian'

[fenavwa]).  This can only be explained under my assumptions if neither schwa forrns the head of a

foot, which in tum implies (under the assumption that French feet are binary and left-headed) that both
are unfooted.

If this assumption is right the Alignment constraint in (1D can be replaced by a constraint on plain

feet, without reference to the head of the prosodic word.  If ALIGN(F, R, PRWD, R) is undominated, it can

only be satisfied by candidate outputs which have one foot - at the outer right edge.
This is a technical point, of little relevance to the argumentation in the text.
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In this example PARSE-FEATURE stands for the set of all parsing constraints on (vocalic
place) features {PARSE-CORONAL, PARSE-DORSAL, PARSE-LABIAL} (and maybe also the
aperture features PARSE-LAX, PARSE-HIGH, PARSE-LOW).  This set of constraints seem to
cluster together in French; it is not possible to establish an internal ranking within this
set.

Yet I will show that one version of PROJECT-Pr2, the version which forces the strong
position of bisyllabic feet to contain vocalic features (PROJECT(Ft2, V)) is still visibly
operative in French.

dej=(19)    CONNECT(Ft,  V)=  PROJECT(Ft2, V) A PROJECT(V,  Ft )  = N is the head of a
branching foot UU AP dominates [laxl.

I also assume French feet are left-headed. The following constraint is therefore un-
dominated:

(20)   TROCHEE: Feet are left-headed.

TROCHEE and the CONNECT(Ft , V) constraints together have as an effect that the ideal
binary foot contains a full vowel and a schwa (in that order) also in French.

We can observe that the final syllable of a word is always stressed, unless this
syllable contains schwa, in which case the stress is on the penult.13

We can now extend the hierarchy just established with two additional constraints,
FOOTBIN (requiring feet  to be binary)  and  *[lax]. Both constraints should be ranked
relatively low; FOOTBIN because stress is so often on the final syllable in this supposedly
trochaic system (which means the final foot contains only one syllable)  and  *[laxl,
because the feature [lax] is inserted in  ve, mtne, appelle, etc:

(21) PARSE-FEATURE, AUGN-FOOT, TROCHEE »
CONNECT(Ft , V) »FOOTBIN»*[lax)14

This constraint ranking gives us the right results for forms like paru 'appeared' (con-
taining only full vowels), ordre 'order' (with one full vowel and schwa) and appelle
'call' (with one full vowel and two schwas). In the following tableaux I have put the
undominated constraints together in one column for convenience.  In this column I
have indicated the actually violated constraint for every candidate:

(22) /pary/15

131 will turn to the special case of enclitics below.
14The ranking between FooTBIN and  * [lax] is established  in the tableau in (24) below. (Compare the

optimal candidate with [(a.pa.le)])
15It is possible that foot binarity is not a violable constraint (see appendix A). If that is true and if

furthermore French feet are trochaic, words ending in a stressed syllable like [pary] should be assumed
to have an extra empty syllable and FooTBIN in these tableaux should be replaced by another constraint
- probably one against empty syllables.
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Candidates Undominated CONNECT(Ft2, V) Fool'BIN      ' [lax]

(pa.ry)
 /pa.(ry)
(pd. re) PARSE-FEATURE!

(.pa.).ry ALIGN-FOOT!

(23) /ordre/

Candidates Undominated CONNECT(Ft2, V) FOOTBIN      ' [laxl

4(jr.dra)
.or.(drd)                                                                                                  • i

.or. (drt)                                                                                                  • !                  •

(24) /apala/

Candidates Undominated      CONNECT(Ft2, V) FooTBIN       ' Ilax]

(a.pa).la ALIGN-FOOT!

da. (pt.la)
a.(p O.la)                                                         i

a.pa.(lt)
.1

a.pe.(16)                                                                                                                   •i

(a.pa.le)

The question now is why we would turn schwa into the lax vowel [El in the head
position of a foot and not for instance into the tense vowel [e], even though the latter
vowel has fewer features, hence is less marked. It seems that it is not sufficient to have
the constraint CONNECT(Ft2,10 ask for any vocalic feature to support the head of a foot.

CONNECT(Ft2, V) in French demands a supporting [lax] feature just like CONNECT(N,

lax).
To conclude this section, consider what happens with a form ending in /e/ such

as appelez 'call!' [apala]:

(25) /apale/

Candidates Undominated     CONNECT(Ft2, V)      FooTBIN      * [lax]
- -fipa).le ALIGN-FOOT!

a.(pt.le)                                                                             4

a. (p j.le)                                                                 -!

 /a.pa.(16)
a.pe.(12)                                                               •            •i

(a.pa.le)

One minor problem arises in the analysis of this form.   In the first place, the reader might
wonder why the actual output [a.pa.(16)] does not violate the constraint CONNECT(Ft2,

lax).  For this, it is important to see that CoNNECT(Ft2.lax), like all projection constraints,
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refers to heads of branching constituents. Since the [e] in this case is not in a branching
constituent, it can by definition never violate this constraint.

Although French cannot apply reduction to create an optimal foot of a full vowel
and schwa, it can in some cases fill an underlying schwa with vocalic material to
comply with this requirement. The constraint CONNECT(Ft2, lax) can therefore be seen
to play a role even in a language without reduction.

6.2.5   U-schwa does not occur at the beginning of the word. (= Property 12) As I
noted in the discussion of Dutch, this property seems to be close to universal.  Like
Dutch, French does nothave any word of the form *[#a... 1.  I assume the same solution
for French as I did for Dutch. It is better to leave the schwa unparsed than to satisfy
the ONSET constraint by inserting a glottal stop. In other words, I assume the ranking
for both languages:

(26) CONTOUR»PARSE-VOWEL (=PROJECT(-cons, R))

It is better to leave a vowel unparsed than to create an empty syllable. This reasoning
appeared to extend to [hl as well in Dutch: schwa was also absent from positions
adjacent to this segment.  It is not possible to test this hypothesis in French, because
this language does not have [h] consonants on the surface. An exception has to be
made for some Northern French dialects and for Walloon in which this [h] behaves
like Standard French h aspire.

The phenomenon of h aspiri 'aspirated h' in general seems to be of particular
interest. As we have seen above, h aspirt words block deletion of underlying schwa
(while at the same time they do not trigger schwa epenthesis). See Tranel (1994) for a
possible solution of this problem.

6.2.6 Consonant clusters before schwa cannot be possible complex onsets.  (=
Property 16) This seems to provide us with the clearest difference between Dutch
schwa and French schwa. French has lots of words with complex possible onsets
before schwa as is shown in example (2D. When these words are borrowed and
adapted to the Dutch system, the liquid shifts its position:

(27) French: papavre 'poppy' [papavre], cadre (id.), [kadra], dble (id.), [kablal, debdcle
(id.), [debaklal etc.

(28) Dutch: papavar, kader, kabal, debakal, etc.

In Dutch, the constraint against empty heads in closed syllables (CONNECT(N, lax))
is ranked lower than the constraint against empty heads in syllables with an onset

(PROJECT(R, -cons)) Apparently, in French the constraint ranking is reversed:

(29) Input: /papavr/
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a. Dutch (postlexical)

Candidates PROJECT(N, V)    CONNECT(N, lax)
v''pa,pa.var

pa.pa.vre               " 1
b. French

Candidates CONNECT(N, lax) PROJECr(N, V)

pa.pa.var                             * !

qpa.pa.vro
**

Neither French nor Dutch allows  for a sequence  * [tral]. In Dutch this sequence  is
disallowed because of PROJEcT(N, V); schwa-headed syllables do not have complex
onsets. In French it is disallowed because of CONNECT(R, lax); schwa-headed syllables

do not have codas.

6.2.7   Schwa is stressless (=Property D Other than the previous property, this gen-
eralisation holds for French as much as it did for Dutch. I have already explained why
and how schwa is stressless in French since part of my explanation for the schwa/ [El
alternation depended on this property. Here, as in Dutch, the relevant constraint was

CONNECT(Ft2, lax), connecting feet to vocahc feature material.
As in Dutch, clitics form an exceptional domain for some schwa properties in

French. In the latter language, enclitics can get 'word' stress:

(30) donne-le
don(a)16
give-him

When we have a cluster of schwa-syllable clitics, stress is on the last one:

(31) donne-me-le
don(a)mald
give-me-it
'give it to me'

These ferms are exceptional in two ways.Assuming for a moment thatlbtstem + clitic
combination is the proper domain for word stress we have to explain why the stress

falls on the final rather than the prefinal schwa (given the ranking laid out above, we
would expect

* [don(a)mE:l]  or *[don(a)mE:lal instead  of (31))  and  in the second place,
given the fact that the last clitic is stressed why doesn't the vowel surface as [El?

The null hypothesis in these cases would be that French stem+clitic combinations
do indeed form the domain for the normal stress rule.  I think the most important
observation to make is that in all these cases is that all French enclitics are monosyllabic.
Now we might assume that French feet are subject to some requirement of Integrity

(Kager 1993b):
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(32)    I TEGRrrY:  A Foot may not cross the boundary between stem and clitic.

Supposing the INTEC;RrIY requirement is undominated, we get the following candidate
evaluations for donne-le and donne-me-le:

(33) /don@+la/

Candidates Undominated    CONNECT(Ft2, V) FOOTBIN * Ilax]

(djng).le ALIGN-FOOT!

do.(nt.la) INTEGRITY!

do.(na.la) INTEGRITY!                    *

 /do.na,(10)
do.na.(lt)
(dj.na. la) INTEGRITY!

(34) /ding+me+la/

Candidates Undominated CONNECT(Ft2,  V)       FOOTBIN       ' [tax]

dj(na.ma).la ALIGN-FOOT!                 •

do.nt.(mE..la) INTEGRITY!                                                               *

do.na.(mj.19) INTEGRITY!

v/do.na.ma.(10)
do.na.ma.(lt)                                                             •            •i
(dj.na.ma.la) INTEGRITY!

The only serious candidates are those in which the foot is built on top of the schwa-
syllableonly. These candidates by necessity have a monosyllabic foot. Since CONNECT(Ft2,
V) is a constraint on branching feet, it is not applicable to these forms. Insertion of a
feature [lax] therefore does not help in any way, but gives a violation constraint against
the insertion of this feature.

6.2.8 Schwa cannot occur next to a vowel. (=Property 23) This is again a property
which French shares with Dutch.  As a matter of fact the property shows up even more
strongly in the former language than in the latter. In Dutch, schwa and full vowel can
be adjacent to one another if they are separated by a morpheme boundary (to be more
precise, the boundary between a stem and a prefix):

(35) be+argumenteer
[ba? anymentar]

'give arguments  for'

In French schwas do not surface in environments comparable to those in (35) either:

06) a. re+faire
[rekr]

'do again'
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b. re+amener
[ramne] /

'
[raamne]

'to bring back'

c. petit+e

[ptit(D)]
'small (fem.)'

d. joli+e
[foli]/* [iolija]
'pretty'

The facts are somewhat more complicated than this example might suggest.  One

important problem is that final schwa does not surface at all in many dialects of
French.16

Before I discuss these problems, however, I first have to make more explicit my
analysis of monomorphemic forms. In these forms French does not show any... aV.  . .
o r. . . Va...  sequences.

I assume French and Dutch are exactly the same in this respect. For Dutch I argued
that the main reason for the ban on vowel-schwa sequences was the ONSET constraint
combined with a constraint against sequences of'unarticulated' segments, like glottal
stops and schwas.  We have seen above that the same type of argumentation should
hold for French as well, given that French does not have words starting with a schwa.

We can now turn to monomorphemic forms.  I have already pointed out that French
and Dutch differ with respect to the force of Alignment constraints. In Dutch, morpho-
logical word boundaries have to be well-aligned with their phonological counterparts.
This caused epenthetic schwa to be inserted inside the word rather than at the edge.
In French on the other hand morphological Alignment constraints are not that strong.
This has as one effect that epenthetic schwa can occur at the edge of the word in the
latter language.

We have already seen that there is additional evidence for this relative strength in
French versus Dutch: French allows for resyllabification over the word edge (liaison)
whereas Dutch does not.  I propose that here we have a similar effect: boundaries
between stem and affix are respected in Dutch as much as possible.

What I want to argue then is that in_languages like French or Italian ONSET is ranked
above ALIGN. I also assume that ONSET is ranked above PARSE-VOWEL, the constraint

forcing vocalic roots to be parsed. In a form like n'a pas 'does not have' we then get
the following tableau (I used square brackets to indicate the boundaries of the'lexical
words'):

16A further problem is that re- is the only schwa-final prefix in French and that the analysis of this
prefix is not unproblematic (De Jong and Hietbrink 1994). Yet proclitics such as ne 'not'. je 'I', le 'him:
etc. also behave in the way indicated here.
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(3D
Candidates ONSET ALIGN PARSE-VOWEL

.na.[a].pa            *!
q.n< a>[al.pa                  *              -

Dutch shows an asymmetry between prefixes and suffixes with respect to schwa dele-
tion as discussed in the previous chapter.  French does not have this asymmetry at all.
For suffixes we find exactly the same pattern:

(38) elite+air

Candidates ONSET ALIGN PARSE-VOWEL

[e.li.ta].Er                  *!
* *vte.li.t< a >ler.

An interesting contrast between Dutch and French can be observed if we consider
the behaviour of the inflectional suffix -0 (it happens that this suffix marks adjectival
agreement in both languages) when it follows a stem ending in a vowel.  As we
have seen in the previous chapter, Dutch zee+en 'sea+s' surfaces as [zeja]. The schwa
does surface in the case of transjunctural vowel+schwa sequences.  I argued that the
reason for this is a constraint called MoRPA which forces every morpheme to get some
realisation in prosodic structure at least partly. If /0/ is the only phonological element
in a suffix, it is this suffix that should be realized.

Yet in French joli+e 'pretty' surfaces as [folil,  not  as  *[folija].     What this should
mean, then, is that the MORPA constraint is not as strong in French as it is in Dutch.

There is independent evidence for this difference between the two languages.  In
Dutch, all suffixes always surface, even if they consist of just a (coronal) consonant like
-t, the third person singular marker on verbs, or -s, a plural marker on nouns: staap+t
'sleeps' [slapt], adder+s (id.), [adarsl.  We have seen that the Tilburg dialect of Dutch
even forces these consonants to be inside the prosodic word if possible, so that we get
[slopt] instead of [sb:pt]

In French, on the other hand many inflectional affixes do not surface except under
very special circumstances. One instance is the plural marker -s.  It is impossible to
find a phonological reflex of this grammatical marker on the form bon+s 'good' [b5]
if pronounced in isolation (even though phonotactically there is no reason why this
form should not occur in Modern French). The -s only surfaces in liaison contexts: bons
amis 'good friends' [b5zamil. There is therefore independent evidence to assume that
French does not attach much importance to the phonological parsing of all(inflectional)
affixes. Unlike Dutch it does not have a reason to treat the final schwa in joli+e different
from any other schwa.

6.2.9   Schwa-deletion.   As I have indicated several times above, schwa deletion in
French is much more common than it is in Dutch. Noske (1992) distinguishes between
six types of schwa/zero alternation. One of these is epenthesis, discussed in sections
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6.2.1 and 6.2.2 above. Two others are prevocalic and postvocalic schwa-deletion,
discussed in section 6.2.8. The remaining three contexts are:

1. Schwa deletion in a two sided open syllable. This alternation is "perhaps  the
most general one," according to Noske. A schwa in a 'two sided open syllable'
is a schwa in the context VC        CV or VC OLV (0=obstruent, L=liquid). In
other words: schwa has to be in an open syltable, has to have a simple onset and
be preceded by an open syllable.17  I have copied the following examples from
Noske (1992:195):

(39) a. tu devenais 'you became'

i. [tydavrel
ii. [tydavan£]
iii. [tydvant]
iv.     *[tydvne]

b. Henri devrait partir 'H. would have to leave'

c. [dridvrepartir]

i.  [ari davrEpartir]

U. [aridvrEpartir]
d.  Jacques devrait partir 'Jacques would have to leave'

i. [2.akdavrepartir]
ii.   *[iakdvrepartir]

2. Schwa deletion in phrase-final syllables. Apart from this 'most general' type
of alternation, Noske shows that we have to distinguish two contexts in which
underlying schwas do not surface: both at the periphery of the phrase. Phrase-
final schwa is deleted without exception in Standard French:

(40)    a. la terre est plate 'the earth is flat' [lattreplat]

b.   ta route est tongue 'the road is long' [laruttl5g]

3. Schwa deletion in phrase-initial syllables. Although somewhat more marked,
and under somewhat more restricted conditions, phrase-initial schwas can also
be deleted:

(41)     a.   Revenez demaini 'Come back tomorrow!' [«a)venedmt]
b.   Tefais pas de bit 'Don't worry' [t(a)f£padbil]

17On variations of this point between Standard French and Quabec French, see Charette (1991).
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I will discuss Noske's first two cases below but I have very little to say about his
last instance of schwa-deletion. Noske remarks that this is the most marked form of
deletion.  I basically accept Noske's analysis that more complex onsets are allowed
at the beginning of the phrase than in other positions, just like more complex onsets
are allowed word-initially than in other positions in other languages (for instance in
Polish, cf. Gussmann 1992). (Below I will argue that the phrase in French plays the
role of the word in Dutch or English in many other respects.)

According to Charette (1991:84), the reason why schwas in French have a tendency
to not surface at all is the Avoid Vowel Principle:

(42) Avoid Vowel Principle
An empty nucleus remains uninterpreted whenever possible.

The difference between an 'interpreted' and an 'uninterpreted' nucleus in Charette's
terminology for all practical purposes is the same as that between a schwa-headed
and a degenerate syllable in our terms. Within the formalism developed here, this
constraint can therefore be stated as * [-cons], the ban on vocalic roots. The'whenever
possible' clause in Charette's formulation is an indication that there are constraints
which are in conflict with the AVR

In the chapter on Dutch I have already discussed the most important of these
constraints. For instance, we need to make sure that only schwa can be deleted.  The
reason for this is that all other vowels have vocalic features like [coronal], [labial],
[highl, etc., which need to be parsed. Apparently the parsing of these features is
more important than the Avoid Vowel Principle (but the parsing of roots-i.e.  [fcons]
features-is not, otherwise schwa would never be deleted either):

(43) PARSE-FEATURE»*[-consl »PARSE-VOWEL (PROJECT(-cons, R))

I use PARSE-FEATURE as a shorthand for the set of related constraints PARSE-CORONAL,
PARSE-LABIAL, PARSE-LOW, etc.

Another constraint that is of relevance is the constraint against degenerate sylla-
bles, PROJECT(N, -cons) Degenerate syllables are disfavoured in French (except in
phrase-peripheral positions). Vowels can therefore onlybe deleted if their surrounding
consonants can be parsed in a different way:

(44)     PROJECT(N, -cons)  »* [-cons]

I assume that schwa deletion is a post-lexical process in French. Given the fact that
'two sided open syllable' deletion is possible only when the schwa syllable is preceded
by an open syllable, I think there is no objection against accepting Noske's analysis
that the consonant preceding underlying schwa gets syllabified into the coda of the
preceding syllable. It is significant that the definition of this'two sided syllable' seems
to be exactly cast in such a way so as to make this resyllabification possible: we can
have   [d.rid.vrel  but  not *[fak.d.ViE], because the latter form necessarily contains  a
non-peripheral degenerate syllable.
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A problem might seem to arise in the case of devenait when pronounced as [dev. ne],
because now the first syllable is closed while its head still surfaces as schwa, not as [E]
Yet we have already seen in chapter 5 that in Dutch postlexical phonology (where we
insert schwa in contexts like theat[a]r) the constraint CONNECT(N, lax) can get lower
ranked so that it is no longer operative in cases like this. For French, we could for
instance assume that postlexically *[dorsal],[lax]-,[dorsal]»CONNECr(N, lax).  We
will see below that Norwegian actually shows dialectal difference with respect to this
point; some dialects are exactly like French and Dutch in reranking the order between
the constraints, but in other dialects the ranking holds at every level of phonological
analysis, disallowing schwa to occur in any closed syllable on the surface.

We can now turn to word-final schwa deletion. The interesting thing about this
deletion site is that it allows schwa not only to be deleted in a'two-sided open syllable',
but also when preceded by a closed syllable or when the schwa-headed syllable has
a complex onset. Deletion is even possible when schwa has a complex onset and is

preceded by a closed syllable, as in Chartres (name of a town), [Aartrl. Since we are

dealing with word-final syllables, the schwa-syllable is actually alternating with a
degenerate syllable. The final syllable of quatre in J'en ai quatre 'I have four of them'
therefore is either (45a) or (451,):

(45) a.           R

N

r r1

T r a

b.                                             R

N

t   r

The form in (45a) is chosen inside a (phonological) phrase and before a consonant

(in other words, in exactly the same environment as schwa epenthesis, as in quattral

copains 'four friends'), whereas the form in (45b) is chosen phrase-finally.
We have already seen that the Alignment constraints do not play a role at the

word level in French (because liaison causes syllabification over the word boundary
and epenthesis applies at the edge of words) but that an Alignment constraint is
necessary at the level of the syntactic and phonological phrase (again in order to
restrict application of liaison which does not apply to segments in any two adjacent

words).  Yet even phrasal alignment cannot explain the deletion of schwa if we assume
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that at least in some cases the underlying schwa is final. For instance the phonological
representation [lattrEplat] and the morphological and syntactic representation la terre
est plat+e'the earth is flat' do not seem particularily well-aligned.

We therefore have to find a high-ranking constraint, dominating at least ALIGN-0
(the phrasal alignment constraint, I use 0 as a shorthand for the phonological phrase).
McCarthy (1993) has proposed a constraint which might be relevant to us in his Op-
timality Theoretic analysis of Eastern Massachussetts r-insertion. This constraint is
FINAL-C:

(46)     FINAL-C: A Prosodic Word has to end in a consonant (= ALIGN(PRWD, R, C, x))

McCarthy argues, basically, that in the Eastern Massachussetts dialect of English an r
is inserted in vowel-final words in order to satisfy this constraint (spa  ideal, etc.)

It seems that a similar constraint could be at work here, although French would
have a different parameter setting for FINAL-C (the phonological phrase instead of
the prosodic word) and use a different strategy to reach its aim and goal. Instead of
inserting a default consonant French would prefer to delete vowels. The following
constraint ranking could achieve the appropriate result:

(4D PARSE-FEATURE»FINAL-C»ALIGN-0,PARSE-V

The ranking FINAL-C»ALIGN-*PARSE-V hasas aresult that itisbetter to delete phrase-
final underlying schwa in order for a word to end in a consonant than to keep syn-
tactic and phonological representations well-aligned. The constraint ranking (PARSE-
FEATURE »FINAL-C) on the other hand ensures that only schwa can be deleted, not
some full vowel which has more phonological features.

6.2.10 A parameter. The phonological phrase in French seems to assume a lot of the
tasks that are played by the phonological word in languages like Dutch (or English)
(Pulgram 1970). This is true at least for syllabification, primary stress and epenthesis.
The Alignment constraints that are 'parametrized' for the word level in Dutch seem
parametrized for the phrase level in French:

(48) Dutch & English French

epenthesis & ALIGN(PRWD, X, 1, X)    ALIGN(0, X, YP, X)
syllabification
stress ALIGN(P, R, WORD, R)    ALIGN(P, R, 0, R)
FINAL-C FINAL-C (Word) FINAL-C (0)

I assume now that like the two alignment constraints also FINAL-C is parametrized. In
(Eastern Massachussetts) English it is a constraint on the level of the prosodic word.
Yet in French also this task is taken over by the phrase: it is phonological phrases, not
words that have to end in a consonant.

In this particular place, it seems preferable to depart slightly from the orthodox
optimality-theoretic point of view.  If the traditional way of looking at things ofPulgram
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(1970) is right and there are languages in which several processes play a role at the
phrase level which all play a role at the word level in other languages, there is reason
to introduce a limited principle of parameter setting into the theory.

Such a revision of the theory would also be more attractive from the point of view
of language learnability. UG would have some subset of constraints, all of which
could be specified for either the phrase or the word. These constraints would refer to
a parameter ranging over e.g. {word, phrase} and all these constraints would be set
in the same setting by the language learner. The child would observe for instance that
Dutch does not have any plausible case of phonological resyllabification and therefore
she would set the parameter in every constraint in the appropriate way.

On the other hand, if it would turn out that there are mixed systems, sometimes

referring to words and at other times to phrases, we might still have reason to believe
that all four constraints in (48) are present in Universal Grammar and that it is just
an accident that French chooses the phrasal variants of the alignment constraints and
Dutch chooses the word variants. Extensive typological study would be needed to
settle this point.

Assuming FINAL-C takes precedence over ALIGN-0 (hence by transitivity also over
PROJECT(N, -cons)) in French as it did in Dutch and assuming that la terre est Plate
forms one phonological phrase, we get the tableau in (50):

(49) PARSE-FEATURES
»FINAL-C (0)
»ALIGN-0
»PROJECT(N, -cons)
»*[-cons]
»PARSE-VOWEL (PROJECT(-cons, N))

(50)    la terre est plate 'the earth is flat'

Candidates FINAL-C ALIGN-0 PROJECT(N, -cons)

v/la.te.rE.pla.t                  *                I

la.te.r€.pla.ta            *!

The question now is what happens to forms in which the final schwa-headed syllable
contains a complex onset (as in feminine autre 'other'). Given the fact that the pro-
nunciation [ot] (with deletion of the [r] as well as of the schwa) satisfies all constraints
just mentioned just as well as the pronunciation [otr] (it ends in a consonant, it leaves
one schwa unparsed, it has a degenerate syllable, etc.) and since also the constraint

PROJECT(N, -cons) banning unnecessary onset segments from empty-headed syllables
is active at some level, why does not this first form surface?

For some dialects the answer to this question is affirmative. For instance, Breton
French (Lodge 198D seems to allow exactly two pronunciations of quatre 'four':

(51) [kat]
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(52) [katral

Phrase-internally schwa can surface and /r/ can surface with it so that we get the
form in (52). At the end of the phrase the schwa does not surface, perhaps because of
FINAL-C. But then there is no reason in Breton French for the /r/ to surface (assuming
the constraint CONITC;UITY blocks the parse [ka< t >r]).

In Paris French we can distinguish between several style registers. In informal
speech we find [kat] at the end of the phrase but in more formal registers we find
[katr]. The differences between style registers, I have argued in the previous chapter,
can be described as a reranking of Faithfulness conditions:  the more formal the style
of speech, the higher ranked the Faithfulness constraints.  In the case at hand, it
could be that in Paris French there is a very formal style-of speech in which for
instance PARSE-CONSONANT is ranked higher than PROJECT(N, -cons).  In this style
of speech, underlying consonants would always surface, even if that means that they
surface in the complex onset of a degenerate syllable which is otherwise a very marked
configuration:

(53)
Candidates FINAL-C PARSE-C PROJECT(i -cons)
kat                         *!

qkatr
katro              *!

Dell (1995) has pointed out that only an analysis which assumes that final obstru-
ent+liquid sequences are onsets of degenerate syllables can explain why the liquid is
deleted in exactly these words and not in others. For instance, an analysis assuming an
(optional) rule deleting word-final sonorants like the following, can not explain why
the sonorant is never deleted in word like parle 'speak' or rhythme'rhythm':

(54)   [tapproximant] -00 /C      #

In the theory presented here, parle and rhythme are syllabified as [pa r.1] and [rit.m]
respectively (there is independent reason to assume [rl] and [tm] are not possible onset
clusters) so that the same problem does not arise. There is no need to simplify the
onsets of these degenerate syllables, because they are already sufficiently simple.

18

6.2.11  Conclusion plus a note on learnability. Despite the superficial differences
between French and Dutch, I have shown that the grammars of the two languages are

only minimally different. The basic difference is one in parameter setting.  What the
word boundary is for Dutch, is the phrase boundary for French. This accounts among

18For the sake of completeness I should mention that Dell (1995) lists a few clusters which carl occur
before full vowels, but not before schwa or word-finally. These are [tn] (et/Inologue 'ethnologist'), [tl]
(athlae (id.)), [knl (acne (id.)), [bil (objet 'object'), [dml (admirer 'admire') and [gz} (exil (id.)). All of
these clusters are word-internally analysed as coda+onset sequences.  It is not clear to me what would
disallow them to occur before a schwa or word-finally.
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other things for the fact that Dutch has epenthesis only within a word and French only
within a phrase.

As for the ranking of constraints, only a few rerankings were needed.  In the first
place, in French CONNECT(KI, lax)does not affect the rounded vowels whereas in Dutch
it does.

(55)      a. Dutch:
CONNECT(N, lax)»'  

labial 1
lax    

b.  French: '
I

labial 1
1 »CONNECT(N, lax)

lax   ]

In the second place, since in French lax vowels can occur in open syllables, we have
the following reranking:

(56)      a. Dutch: CONNECT(N, lax)»PARSE-LAX

b. French: PARSE-LAX»CONNECT(N, lax)

Because French does not have reduction all PARSE-FEATURE constraints are inviolable.
This also means that there is no way to establish an internal ranking between different
versions of CONNECT(Ft2, lax).

Finally the stress system of French is somewhat different from that of Dutch.
In Dutch the feet are always binary, be it that sometimes they include a catalectic

syllable. In other words, Foot Binarity is undominated in that language. In French,
this constraint is dominated at least by INTEGRITY, by CONNECT(Ft2, lax) and by ALIGN-
FooT.

In other words, both CONNECT(N, lax) and Foot Binarity have sunk to a somewhat
lower place in the hierarchy in French. But their effects are still visible, so that we
cannot say that these constraints are parameters, switched off in French.  We thus have
found evidence in favour of parameters ranging over a set of values such as {word,
phrase,. . . }, while at the same time we have evidence against straightforward binary
parameters of the on/off type. In compensation, the PARSE-FEATURE constraints have

got ranked higher in French than was the case in Dutch.
It seems to me that a child should be able to acquire these rankings fairly easily.

As already discussed at various places above, I propose that at an initial stage the
child dbbwixb  ll,al-allconstraints aremviolable except for the faithfulness constraints     -             -
which are ranked very low (cf. section 1.2.6 in the first chapter). A Dutch-speaking
child can learn that PROJECT-FT, constraints are ranked fairly low, when confronted
with different styles of speech in which full vowels do not alternate with schwas.
Given the unpredictable nature of the full vowel in these contexts, it is easy to see that
these alternations are due to reduction. But in reduction, PARSE-FEATURE constraints
are always violated, and Projection constraints are probably the only possible causes
for reduction.  On the other hand a French child can learn that CONNECT(N, lax) is
ranked relatively low when she observes that there are tense rounded vowels in closed
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syllables and lax vowels in open syllables (e.g.  at the end of the word). A French-
speaking child can acquire the low ranking of Foot Binarity by observing that there are
two types of feet: (sw) and (s) and that the latter pattern occurs regularly, i.e. cannot
be treated as an exception, as is the case in Dutch.  It is interesting that the French child
does not have to learn anything particular about schwa, while the Dutch child only
has to see that it alternates with other vowels. Everything else follows from the empty
nature of this vowel.

6.3 Norwegian
I now turn to Norwegian. This language also has a schwa with some interesting
properties but unlike for French and Dutch there is no tradition of studying these
properties.  For the data in this section I have mainly relied on the pioneering study
on Norwegian syllable structure by Kristoffersen (1992), and my own research on a
Norwegian dictionary (Haugen 1965/1984).

Norwegian is interesting for several reasons.  We have seen that French-type schwas
can have a complex onset but no coda (table) and Dutch-type schwas can have a coda
but no complex onset (tafel). Norwegian has both types of schwa: tig[alr, ordr[al.  It
does not however have schwa-headed syllables with both a complex onset and a coda
(*katral). Norwegian dialects furthermore differ from each other in interesting ways:
in closed syllables some dialects have [El instead of schwa and in word-final open
syllables some dialects have an empty nucleus rather than schwa.

I will concentrate here on Norwegian epenthetic and underlying schwa.  I have not
been able to find sufficient evidence for vowel reduction in any Norwegian dialect.
It is true that unstressed syllables in the Germanic stratum of the lexicon are almost
always headed by schwa in many dialects of Norwegian while they are headed by /e/
in others but as far as I know there is no evidence that this schwa in the former group
of dialects has to be derived from some underlying full vowel.  As far as epenthetic
schwa is concerned, I will concentrate only on those cases which in Dutch I called
subcases of u-schwa: the schwa which occurs word-finally between an obstruent and
a sonorant consonant as in tiger. Neither epenthesis nor reduction therefore seems at
issue in Norwegian.

Again the starting point for my analysis of Norwegian is schwa's Property 1:

Property 1 Schwa is exceptional in the vocalic system, because it bears no vocalicfeatures.

Kristoffersen (1992) notes that in some dialects of Norwegian schwa is somewhat
more fronted and sounds (almost) like a coronal mid vowel [e] or [e].  Yet in most
dialects the distinction between those vowels and schwa seems to be sufficiently clear.

6.3.1  Schwa is the epenthetic vowel. (= Property 10) Although Norwegian does
not have schwa epenthesis of the Dutch hel[a]p type, some dialects show evidence for
epenthesis in words which underlyingly end in an obstruent followed by a sonorant
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consonant (as in Dutch theat[alr) Kristoffersen (1992) points out that Oslo Norwegian
has a lot of words ending in syllabic sonorants (the superscripted numbers indicate
the stressed syllable of the word + the type of tonal accent associated to the word in
question, known in the Scandinavian literature as accent l and accent 2):

(5D  [2ncek.k11 'key', [2do:m. 1 'lazy', [lE}!}kl] 'simple', [ibeknl 'cymbals',Illa:ko}
'sheet', [ivimpil 'streamer'. [imcenstr] 'pattern'

In standard Norwegian orthography the words in question are transcribed with an e
between the obstruent and the liquid. This schwa is also pronounced in many southern

Norwegian dialects, which therefore have the following forms:

(58)   [2noek:al], [2do:van], [1£ilkall, [ibckan],Illa:ken], [ivimpal], [imaenstarl

Kristoffersen (1992) argues that these schwas should be analysed as epenthetic for the
following reasons.  In the first place if the schwas were underlying we could not explain
why they are always followed by a liquid and never by an obstruent: given that we
have a word like hasel 'hazel' [lhasall, why are there no words like *[lhasatl (for Oslo
[lhaSt])?  As we have seen in the discussion of Dutch, epenthesis theory can explain
this fact given the minimal assumption that only sonorants can be nuclear heads. 19

A further observation supporting epenthesis is that there are no monomorphemic
words with identical (sonorant) consonants preceding and following the vowel. Thus
while there are derived forms like mur+er 'mason' [2murer] in Oslo, there are no
phonologically similar monomorphemic forms. This can be understood in a theory
with epenthesis in terms of the CONTOUR constraint (dominating PARSE-C), as we have
seen for a similar observation on Dutch in chapter 5.

The fact that the epenthetic vowel is schwa in these cases should not come as a

surprise.  As in Dutch and French, there are reasons for inserting a vowel slot. Since
schwa is the most 'minimal' vowel, introducing the smallest number of features, this
is the vowel that is chosen.

6.3.2 Epenthetic schwa does not occur at the end of the word (= Property 4) Nor-
wegian is like Dutch, and different from French in its selection of epenthesis site.
Apparently in word-final CC clusters Norwegian chooses the position between the
two consonants, rather than the position following them. Consider for instance the

respective words for tigre in each of the three languages:

(59)  a. French: ti[gra]
b. Dutch: tij[·yarl

19The fact that there even are no at# clusters means that the status of word-final coronals in Norwegian
is different from their status in Dutch. We hypothesized that in Dutch schwa is allowed to occur
before coronals because these were extrasyllabic and therefore did necessarily not close the syllable. In
Norwegian apparently these coronal consonants are parsed into the prosodic word whenever they can,
thereby closing the syllable and forcing its vowel to occur as [E] wherever this is possible.
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c. Norwegian: ti[gorl

In section 6.2.2 I connected the difference between French and Dutch to other differ-
ences between these two languages: French has productive external sandhi, while
Dutch does not, French seems to select the phrase rather than the word as a domain for
stress, etc. I suggested that there is a parameter-like mechanism at play, where various
constraints which are formulated at the word level in Dutch have been formulated at
the phrase level in French.

Given the Norwegian epenthesis site we now predict that this language should be
like Dutch with respect to sandhi as well. The word-internal schwa is brought about
by a relatively high ranking for ALIGN-WORD. The parameter setting of this language
therefore is word.

In this light it becomes relevant that Norwegian is like the Romance language
Italian (a language which arguably has the parameter setting'phrase', just like French)
in that on the surface it has both long vowels and long consonants and that it has a
requirement that stressed syllables should be bimoraic (this is due to a constraint I will
call Prokosch' Law in chapter D. Furthermore vocalic length and consonantal length
are in complementary distribution in both languages in the sense that we can derive
the one if we posit the other in the underlying representations.  In the literature on
both languages, there is a debate whether we should posit vowellength or consonantal
length as underlying.

Connected to this is Italian Raddoppiamento sintattico. if a word ends in a stressed
vowel the consonant of the following word gets lengthened (if the two words are in
the same phonological phrase). Italian thus is like French in that it has external sandhi.
The ALIGN-WORD constraint is ranked accordingly low.

Interestingly, Norwegian has a process that is phonologically very similar to Rad-
doppiamento Gohnsen, Kaye and Vergnaud 1989). Yet this type of Raddoppiamento
never crosses the boundaries of the syntactic Xo.20 It therefore seems reasonable to
expect ALIGN-WORD is ranked sufficiently high in Norwegian so that we predict word-
internal rather than word-final epenthesis indeed.

6.3.3  Schwa must occur in an open syllable. (= Property 9) Norwegian behaves
exactly the same as Dutch with respect to this property: epenthetic schwas are forced
inside a closed syllable for reasons of Alignment.  Real underlying schwa on the other
hand always occurs in an open syllable, otherwise we would still also expect '[hasatl

There are however some dialects of Norwegian which disallow schwa in closed

syllables even in vowel epenthesis. One instance of such a dialect is Bode Norwegian,

2DRaddoppiamento Sintattico Norwegian Style as Johnsen, Kaye and Vergnaud (1989) call it, applies
between the two parts of a compound. The initial consonant of the second component is lengthened if
the first component ends in a stressed vowel. This raises of course the question what exactly defines
the domain of this process since it is usually assumed the two parts of a compound are Xo category
elements. Apparently the two parts of a compound do not count as'words' in the sense of ALIGN-WORD.
The most important observation, however, is that there is no external sandhi.
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spoken in a town in Northern Norway.  In this dialect the Oslo forms in (57) are
pronounced as follows:

(60)   I2noekel], [2do:ven], [let}kE:l], [11*:kEnl, [ila:kEnl, [ivimpell, [imoenster]

In light of the discussion of French closed syllable adjustment above it is of course
quite interesting that the vowel in the closed syllable surfaces as [El

For Standard Dutch we assumed that the reason why epenthetic schwas other than

underlying schwas can surface in closed syllables is that at the post-lexical level, where
these schwas surface, the CONNECT(N, lax) constraint gets ranked very low. The same
should be said about the southern Norwegian dialects which have epenthetic schwa.

Bod0 Norwegian is different from these languages in that CONNECT(N, lax) still
plays a role in this dialect. In particular, CONNECT(N, lax) dominates the constraint
*[lax]. On the other hand, Bod0 Norwegian is similar to Dutch and southern Norwe-
gian in that it does need to have a vowel in every syllable (unlike Oslo Norwegian
which allows syllables headed by sonorants at every level):21

(61) Bodo Norwegian:
a.   PROJECT(R, -cons) »CONNECT(N, lax)»*[lax]
b. /la:kn/

Candidates PROJECr(N, -cons)    CONNEC'r(N, lax)    *[laxl
la:kan                                                                                      * !

la:kn                                                * !                                                     •

v/la:kE:n

(62) Southern Norwegian:

a.   PROJECT(N, V) »*[lax] »CONNECT(R, lax)

b. /la:kn/

Candidates PROJECT(N, -cons)    *[lax]    CONNECT(N, lax)

v/la:kan
la:kn                             *1
la:kE:n                                                   *1

(63) Oslo Norwegian:
a. '[-cons] »PROJECT(N, -cons)

b. /la:kn/
21 I do not transcribe phonetic differences other than the ones that concern us here. In particular, there

are variations across dialects in the pronunciations of [a: 1 and [k] which I do not note.
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Candidates '[-consl   PROJECT(N, -cons)
la:kan                               * !

 /la:kn
la:kE:n                                * !

The Oslo dialect is different from the others in that it has the Avoid Vowel Princi-
ple  (*[-cons]) ranked very high also at the postlexical level. Epenthetic vowels are
therefore disallowed regardless of their quality.

6.3.4    Schwa does not occur at the beginning of the word. (= Property 12) It seems
that this property is among the most 'universal' properties of schwa. Norwegian
does not allow word-initial schwas eithen Apart from the CONTOUR constraint against
syllables with unarticulated segments inboth onset and nucleus, one other factor seems
at work in Norwegian to prohibit word-initial schwas.

The fact is that schwa in Norwegian is found almost exclusively in the Germanic
stratum of the lexicon and that stress is on the first syllable of the word in this stratum.
Since schwa is unstressed in Norwegian just as much as in Dutch and French, this has
an effect that we hardly find any schwa in word-initial syllables at all, even if these
syllables do have a normal onset.22  As a consequence of the fact that most words in the
Germanic stratum are bisyllabic, a and E are (almost) in complementary distribution.

This solves the first problem just mentioned. The second problem is why the
vowel in VCCV sequences like eple is alw s short. I propose that the reason for this
is that also the strong version of PROJECr(N, V) is still active in Norwegian. Complex
onsets before a schwa syllable are avoided wherever this is possible and syllables are
maximally bimoraic.

According to native speakers' intuitionseple is syllabified as [Ep.lal, not as *[e.plol.
We might therefore assume that although the strong version of PROJECT(N, V) is ranked
fairly low in Norwegian, it is still ranked higher than the Syllable Contact Law:23

(64)   PROJEC'r(N, V)»SCL

(65) lepbl

Candidates PROJECT(R, V)   SCL

e:.plo                   "!
dep.la               •            •

If possible, Norwegian still prefers schwa syllables to have simple onsets, even if
complex onsets are not completely disallowed, as we will discuss now.

22Norwegian has the Germanic prefix be- which contains a schwa Yet prefixes are not necessarliy
stressed as we will see in the next chapter.

23If Vowel length is underlying, PROJEcT(R, 14 should also outrank the relevant faithfulness
constraints.
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6.3.5 Consonant clusters before schwa cannot be possible complex onsets.  (=
Property 16) As far as this property is concerned, Norwegian seems to be for one
part like Dutch and for another like French. While epenthetic schwas do not allow
for complex onsets (tiger-* tigler), underlying schwas  (in open syllables) do: monstre

'pattern', venstre 'left', etc. Still there are no schwa-syllables with both a complex onset
and a coda (*katr[all).24 Furthermore in words ending in . . .V, CCa (like eple) the vowel
seems to be always short. These are the facts that I want to explain in this section.

First let us turn to the difference between schwa-headed syllables and syllables
headed by a sonorant (which get an epenthetic schwa postlexically).  What I just
observed is that the latter cannot have a complex onset whereas the former can.  In
other words, (66a) and (66b) are allowed, but (66c) is not.

(66)       a.       N                b.       N               c.*      N
/1                A              /1

R                                      N°                                      R

pia Pr plr

In chapter 5 I argued that we should distinguish between two projection constraints,
one stating that syllables should have heads with vocalic features (PROJECT(N, V))
and another stating that syllables should have at least a [-cons] root as their head
(PR0JECT(N, -cons))

(67)     a.   PRoJECT(N, V): R branches - AP should dominate a vocalic feature.

b. PROJECT(N, -cons): N branches -+ No should dominate a vocalic root
[-consl.

The two onset segments in (66a) give two violations of PROJECT(N, V) because they M-e
not supported by a vocalic head but they do not cause any violations of PROJECT(N,
-cons) because at least their head is a vocalic root. On the other hand, the two onset

=
segments in (66c) violate both versions of PROJECT-N twice because the head does not
have any vocalic feature and it does not have a vocalic root.  The two versions of
PROJECT-N are in a Paoinim- relation because a violation of PROJECT(N,  V) will also
give a violation of PROJECT(N, -cons) but not vice versa.

We can establish the following constraint ranking:
- -

(68)   ONSET»PROJECT(N,-cons)»PARSE-CONSONANT »PROJECT(N, V)

Actually, PROJECr(N, V) has such a low ranking in Norwegian that it seems to me that
there is no reason to assume it is there, unless one wishes to stick to the idea that all
constraints are present in the grammars of alllanguages.

24 I once again want to point out that I am discussing underived forms only Polymorphemic forms
like epler 'apples' (plural) do occur.
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I have noted earlier on in this chapter, however, that it might be desirable to
introduce some idea of a parameter into the theory. In the case of the projection (and
weakness) constraints, one could imagine that the'feature' parameter could be set for
every individual projection parameter.

Thus French has the parameter setting [lax] for PROJECT-N and PROJECT-FT2, but the=
parameter setting [-cons] for PROJECT-N; Norwegian has the same parameter settings
for PROJECT-N2 and PROJEcr-N, but presumably a different setting for PROJEcT-Fr2 ·  I
think at least in the data presented in this thesis there is no real counterevidence to this
claim, although we have to assume that Dutch lexically has the setting V for PROJECT-N
and postlexically the setting [-cons]. PROJECT(W, V) will be attributed a minor role in
the analysis of postlexical (Rotterdam) Dutch presented in the next chapter but it is not
clear whether this has repercussions for the analysis of the Standard Dutch postlexicon
(cf. the arguments for constraint ranking in appendix B).

Onset has to be undominated because all (schwa-headed) syllables in Norwegian
have onsets. We now get the following tableaux for (66a-c) respectively:

(69) a. /plo/

Candidates ONSET PROJECT--CONS PARSE-C PROWCT-12

v/ple                                                         -

P< 1 >0                                                                 .!

<  P  >10

<P><1>a         *!
b. /pr/

Candidates ONSET PROJECT--CONS PARSE-C PROWCT-V

Vpr
<P>r             *!                 *                   *               *

c. /plr/

Candidates ONSEr PROJECT--CONS PARSE-C PROJECT-v

plr                              ••!                          ••

Ap< 1>r
4<p>k
<p><1>r *!  *  ** *

In the case of underlying /plr/, either the [p] or the [1] will survive. The exact decision
will be made by constraints on Contiguity of parsing, Alignment and on the sonority
slope. The actual decision is not very interesting, I think, and therefore I willleave the
topic here.

6.3.6  Alternation with degenerate syllables. According to Kristoffersen (1992),
most masculine and feminine words which are schwa-final in most Norwegian di-
alects are pronounced without schwa in northern East Norwegian. In the terminology
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used in this dissertation, these forms end in a degenerate syllable rather than a schwa-
syllable.

Two questions now arise.  In the first place, why does this dialect prefer degenerates
over schwa-syllables? And in the second place, why is this preference restricted to the
masculine and feminine gender?

The answer to the first question is, quite obviously, the Avoid Vowel Principle
('[-consl). Apparently this principle is ranked much higher in northern  East  Nor-
wegian than it is in any other dialect. In other dialects the Avoid Vowel principle is
ranked below the parsing constraint PARSE-VOWEL (and PROJECT(N, -cons)). In the
north-east the ranking is exactly the opposite.

(70)   a. /mo:na/ (NE-Norwegian)

Candidates *[-consl PARSE-VOWEL

mo:.na                     " 1

dmo:·n< a>        *

b. /mo:na/ (other dialects)

Candidates PARSE-VOWEL *[-cons]

»10:.no
.*

mo:.n< a >           *!

To see why neuter nouns are different, it is important to note that Norwegian seems
to be like Dutch in one important respect: when a neuter words ends in a schwa-
syllable, the latter (almost) always has a complex onset. We have seen in section 5.3.3.4
that Nijen Twilhaar (1994) observed this for loan words in Dutch. In Norwegian the
correlation seems to hold also for the Germanic stratum.

The question therefore reduces to the question why words with a complex onset
resist deletion of the schwa. Here again the distinction between a [-cons] and a V

=

parameter setting of PROJECr-N becomes relevant. Schwa-headed syllables are the
only 'weak' syllables with a complex onset in Norwegian. Degenerate syllables are
not allowed to have complex onsets, as we have seen, and neither are syllables headed

by sonorant consonants.

6.3.7   Conclusion and another note on learnability. The differences between Nor-
wegian and Dutch (or French) do not seem to be very great. Norwegian, like Dutch,
seems to treat the word edge as the special edge as opposed to the phrase. The only
real difference between Dutch and Norwegian seems to be that in the former language
sonorant and schwa heads of syllables behave in exactly the same way Most impor-
tantly, they both disallow complex onsets. In Norwegian, on the other hand, evidence

emerges that we should draw a difference between schwa-headed syllables and sylla-
bles headed by sonorants: the former do allow for complex onsets whereas the latter
do not.
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Again, this distinction is fairly easy to learn. Hypothesizing that in the initial state
neither schwas nor sonorants license an onset, the Dutch child does not have to learn
anything in particular.25 The Norwegian child will however one day hit upon, say, the
word ordre. At that point she will know that she has to relax the condition on schwa-
headed syllables (rank it below Faithfulness, say).  I assume in cases like this, the child
reranks only the most specific version of a given family, in this case PROJECT(N, 12).  The
weaker version stays high up in the hierarchy and will not shift from there, because
there is no evidence to that effect.

Notice that there is no way to get to a system in which sonorants have a complex
onsets whereas schwa does not. As soon as a child would hit upon a form kabrl, she
would have evidence to rerank PROJECT(R, V) to a lower position. But this would also
make possible schwa-headed syllable with complex onsets. The reader can check that
there is no way to rank the constraints given here in such a way that we get a system
in which [katrl] is allowed but [katral is not.

Also the distinctions between the different dialects of Norwegian seem to be learn-
able. As inthe discussion of the distinctions between French and Dutch above, I assume
that all constraints are ranked very high in the initial stage of the acquisition process,
except for faithfulness. In this case, it means that the Bod0 dialect represents the initial
stage of the acquisition process. The child from Oslo observes that in labi there is a
syllable without a vowel, thus hypothesizing that a constraint against inserting vowels
should be ranked higher than the constraint PROJECT(N, -cons). A child from South-
ern Norway observes that lakan contains a violation of CONNECT(N, lax). She therefore
assumes that a constraint against the introduction of [lax] is ranked higher than this

=
constraint. Since there is no reason for her to assume that PROJECT(N, -cons) also his
to leave its undominated position, this automatically implies the ranking PROJECr(N,
-cons)»*[lax]»CONNECr(N, lax).

6.4 Conclusion

Kager and Zonneveld (1986) remarked that it would probably be difficult to apply the
No Syllable Theory they proposed for Dutch to other (Germanic) languages as well.
It is in my eyes a curious thing that although default vowels are a well-studied topic
in many languages, comparative studies are rare (one exception is Noske 1992).  In
this chapter I have shown that despite the surface differences, the grammars needed
for Dutch, French and Norwegian schwa are very similar, given an idea of reranking
in addition to some minimal idea of a parameter setting. In all three languages, this
vowel only projects a very simple type of syllable, in accordance with the predictions
of the Projection Theory. The exact nature of the syllable depends on other parts of the
grammar, but these differences are independently observable.

25The hypothesis here is that children first get acquainted with somewhat more formal style registers.
There seems to be some evidence for this hypothesis indeed (Paula Fikkert, p.c.).



7 A Vowel-Glide Alternation in Rotterdam Dutch

7.1 Introduction

In the previous chapters I have discussed the relation between typical vocalic features
such as [lax] and [low] and prosodic structure. In this chapter I will examine under
which conditions vowels can occur in an extracephalic position in the syllable.  In
particular, I will review a vowel-glide alternation in the Rotterdam dialect of Dutch.
In this dialect [i] alternates with [ja] under certain conditions, which will turn out to
be interesting also from the point of view of my theory of schwa.  I will show that all
alternations are the result of an underlying /ie/ sequence, in which two vowels are in

competition.
The diminutive suffix in the Rotterdam dialect of Dutch has interesting distribu-

tional properties, some of which it shares with its counterparts in other Dutch dialects.
For instance, Standard Dutch has the alternating forms -pje, -kje, -tle and -etje.

(1) raam+pje koning+kje la+tje ding+etie
window+DIM king+DIM drawer+DIM thing+DIM
'little window' 'little king' 'little drawer' 'little thing'

This alternation is subject to phonological conditions in Standard Dutch: the form of
the suffix is dependent on the phonological shape ofthe stem.  With a few differences, to
be discussed below, the same paradigm is found in the Rotterdam dialect. In particular
the consonantal alternations in this dialect are (almost) the same as in Standard Dutch.

I will not go into the details of the alternation between -e4e [atjal (as attested

in dingetje) and the other forms, since it already received a considerable amount of
attention in the literature (Kruisinga 1915, Cohen 1958, Ewen 1978, Gussenhoven 1978,
Trnmmplen 1983, Van 7nnnpvpld 1983, Van der Hulst 1984).  The form -etje is found
after stressed syllables ending in a lax vowel and a sonorant consonant.  It is often
assumed this is a morphologically conditioned instance of schwa insertion.

It is also commonly assumed that -tjeis the underlying representation of the diminu-
tive and that the other allomorphs are derived from itby phonological rule, in particular
by place assimilation of the initial consonant to the previous consonant.  I will argue
below that the underlying representation of the first segment of the diminutive is
slightly different from that of a coronal stop, but for the moment let us assume that the
suffix underlyingly is -tje indeed.

213
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Of central interest for this chapter is that the forms raampje and koningkje are
normally realized as [rampi] and [konlokil in the Rotterdam dialect, so with a high
front vowel instead of [ial (Rogier 1938, De Wilde-van Buul 1943, Oudenaarden 1984),
whereas voetje and dingetie are always realized as [vutjal and [dIDatja].In other words,
the form [jal shows up after a coronal stop and the form [il shows up in other contexts.

In some cases, the /t/ is optionally deleted.1 In t-deletion environments, the word
has two possible phonetic forms: one with a [t] and the diminutive realized as [ja] and
one without [t] and the diminutive realized as [i] (the former pronunciation sounds
more affected):

(2)   kast+tle -* [kastjal - [kasi]2

The same alternation can be found in other contexts.  We find it for instance at least
diachronically in monomorphemic words like garage [xarazi] H (Fr.) [garaial, horloge
[horlozi] M (Fr.) [orloia].

A note of warning is in order here.  For the sake of simplicity I abstract away from
many details of the sociolinguistic reality. In particular, I allow myself the abstraction
of assuming the existence of an independent 'Rotterdam grammar'.  In the real world
probably all speakers of the Rotterdam dialect know both variants [konII}kjal and
[konII)kil and they know the former is more in accordance with the standard variant
of Dutch.

In formal speech of Rotterdam speakers, the variant with [ja] is found and even
preferred.  I consider this to be a matter of different style registers and I will suppose
a different style register means a partially different grammar, as I have also argued in
chapter 4. The more formal style register will be discussed in section 7.5.1.

Furthermore, the [i]-[jal alternation, although it is seen by many native speakers as
the most prominent characteristic of their dialect (Oudenaarden 1984) is certainly not
unique to Rotterdam Dutch. For instance, I have found some reflexes of it in Tilburg
Dutch monomorphemic words as well: menezie 'manage' [menezi] H Standard Dutch/
French [maneial, lozzie 'watch' [bzi] H Standard Dutch/ French [(hir)1020], medollie
'medal' [med,li] 4 Standard Dutch / French [medaFe], etc. Historical altemations
similar to these actually seem to be quite wide-spread over the Dutch dialect area;
moreover there are instances of [ja] changing to [i] as well as [i] changing to [jal
(Weijnen 1980). The alternation is furthermore quite wide-spread in the diminutive
forms in the Dutch dialects s oken in Holland.

It is also found in some contexts in Frisian, as has been noted by Cohen et al.
(1958:120, my translation):

One can also find the /i/ of middei 'afternoon', moandei 'monday' as /-
ja/, so /m Idje/, /mondjo/; one could consider this /ja/ to be a form of

4 do not discuss the deletion process in this chapter.   See De Vries et al.  (1974), Trommelen (1983)
and Van Hout (1989) for grammatical and sociolinguistic discussion of this process which is quite
wide-spread across Dutch dialects.

2The representations as given here do not correspond to the actual phonetic reality. They will be
improved below.
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refraction of /i/.  We find other examples of less accented /i/'s that surface
as ja in kohe 'coffee', plysje 'police man', naesje 'nation'. Because we have
made too little investigations into this subject matter, we cannot say more
about it.

According to Cohen et al. in Frisian the alternation works in the opposite direction
I just suggested for Rotterdam Dutch: [i] changes to [ja] in some contexts. The con-
ditioning environment at first sight is also different for Frisian and Rotterdam Dutch,
because stress does not seem relevant in the grammar of the latter. (See Booij (1989) for
a discussion of Frisianbreaking within the framework of Non-Linear Phonology.)  Nev-
ertheless we have to take into account that underlying schwa is inherently unstressed,
so [jo] is always unstressed also in Rotterdam Dutch.

Yet in one context the alternation seems to be really typical of Rotterdam speech.
The second person (singular) clitic je is normally realized as [i] when it cliticizes to
another word, except when this other word ends in a coronal stop or a vowel:3

(3)    a.   /heb + ja/ -+ [hebil 'have you'
b.   /ma·7+ ja/ -+ Ima'yi] 'may you'
c.   /hat + ja/ --* [hatja] 'hate you'4

d.   /loest + jo/ -+ [loestja] - [loesi] 'like you'
e.   /ZE:i+ j./ --*[zeijal (*[ZEii]/*[zeiji]) 'said you'

f.     /jo+ Tat/  -4  [ja'yat]  (*[i·yat])  'you go

It does not matter whether je is used as a possessive pronoun, a reflexive pronoun or
any other of its pronominal roles (De Wilde-Van Buu; 1943). The syntactic conditions
under which cliticization can take place are quite intricate, but they are not at issue
here. It seems that the preceding word has to c-command the ditic in order for the
process to take place (Henk van Riemsdijk. p.c.).5 For example, the form ie can be used

in phrases like those in (4a) and (41,), but not the one in (4c) (I underline the relevant
Clitic):

(4)    a.  Doet een sjaal ommi  nek

do     a scarf around-your neck
'put a scarf around your neck'

3With respect to the clitics, one finds remnants of the process in other Holland Dutch dialects (Am-
Sterdam, Leiden, The Hague among others), but often only non-productively in frequent combinations

(such as hebbie 'have you', assie 'if you', etc.)
4 I will argue below that the stem-final obstruent eventually surfaces as [Al, not as [t], but I abstract

away from that here for simplicity.
5The term c-command is used here as a descriptive term. It remains to be worked out whether this

alternation has to be described in terms of a so-called direct syntax approach (Kaisse 1985) or rather
in terms of a separate level of phonological representation (Selkirk 1984, 1986, Nespor and Vogel 1986,

Inkelas and Zec 1990)
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b. Ommig oma
komp,  moete we stil      zijn

because-your grandmother comes, must we silent be
'We must be silent because your grandmother will come.'

c. Azzie alles wat je    heb  0 (*ie) oma moe  geve, be  je
if you everything that you have your grandmother must give   are you
snel arm.
soon poor
'If you have to give everything you have to your grandmother, you will
soon be poon'

In (4a), the clitic is either in the specifier of the DP/NP complement je nek of the prepo-
sition om or it is the Do, depending on the syntactic analysis of this construction, which
need not concern us here. In either case the clitic is separated from the preposition
by at least one syntactic category. The syntactic boundary is even stronger in (41,). In
this case, om probably is in Co and ie is embedded in the complex specifier of the IP
complement of this #.6  In both (48) and (4b) the preceding word is a head and je is in
the (specifier of) the specifier of a complement of that head.  In (4c) the word preceding
je is embedded in the direct object of a verb, whereas je is the specifier of the indirect
object of the same verb. No phonological cliticization is possible.

In any case, I assume that the fact that the phonological alternation involved occurs
across syntactic boundaries, is an indication for its being postlexical.

The conditioning then is mainly phonological.  In (3e) it is shown that the clitic
also does not show up in its [i] variant after a vowel. In this environment it is always
realized as [ja]. The same is true for phrase-initial position, as is demonstrated in (30.

We can now ask the following questions with regard to the diminutive suffix:

1.  Why does [i] alternate with [ja] and vice versa? Given the theories of A-vowels
versus B-vowels and of schwa presented earlier we should be able to describe
the behaviour of these segments in a satisfying way.  It will also be shown that
alternation between [i] and [j] is a problem if we assume that [i] is'long'.

2.   Why does the first segment of the diminutive suffix assimilate to the last segment
of the stem?  That this type of assimilation is typical for the diminutive suffix only
can be seen if we look at the behaviour of a suffix with a very similar underlying
form te [ta] (or the circumfix ge-... -te hal-[tal).  The t in these affixes does not
assimilate at all:

(5) ge+boom+te, leng+te, zwak+te, ge+boef+te
GE+tree+TE, long+TE, weak+TE, GE+scoundrel+TE
'timber' 'length' 'weakness' 'rabble'

6Some of my informants reported a difference in judgement between Gia) and (4b) (the latter is
considered to be somewhat worse than the former). In general, the effect seems however to be so
exceptionally light that I do not know how it can be taken into account.
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3.   Why do the coronal stops behave differently with respect to the [jal/[il alterna-
tion from all other segments, both in the diminutive and in the second person
singular clitic?

The study of the [i]/[ja] alternation brings together many of the topics addressed in the

previous chapters. Furthermore, it also introduces a few new topics, some of which
are directly relevant to the central concerns of this dissertation.  The most important
of these is gliding. What happens when vowels, with all their vocalic features which
make them so suitable for syllable headedness, appear in a dependent position such
as the onset or the coda?

Finally, the interesting interaction between consonantal and vocalic features that
surface in this dialect will also be the object of inquiry.

In this chapter I argue that the answer to the last two questions in the case of the
diminutive is basically the same and is related to the underspecification of the first
segment of the diminutive suffix. This segment obligatorily assimilates in its place

features, either to a segment on its left, or to a segment on its right.
Finally, I also want to discuss the difference between Standard Dutch and Rot-

terdam Dutch.  From my analysis it will follow that both variants have the same

underlying forms for the second person singular clitic and the diminutive suffix. Yet
the two dialects behave differently on the surface, so that we have to account for this
difference in the phonological grammar.

In section 7.2 I first look at the facts of the second person clitic before I analyze the
diminutive in section 7.3. The first will be analysed as /ia/ and the second as /?ie/
underlyingly, with two vowels competing for a place in the nucleus and the coronal
vowel /i/ interacting with coronal consonants. In section 7.4 I briefly compare the
Rotterdam facts to a different glide-vowel alternation, Sievers's Law, and I will show
that this comparison provides us with an extra argument against underlying vowel

length in Dutch. Some more detailed problems will be discussed in section 7.5, which
concludes this chapten

7.2 The second person clitic

As far  as  I  know  the  [i] / [jal alternation  in the Rotterdam Dutch second person clitic

Chenceforth: 2S) has previously been analysed in a generative frame only by Van den
Berg (1973) and by Berendsen (1986). Both authors take /10/ to be the underlying form
of this clitic and derive [i] from it by rule.  I will return to these proposals below.  In

this chapter I follow these scholars in their basic proposal and assume that both forms
have the underlying form /ia/. They differ only in their respective syllabification:

(6)  a. [ja] N b. [il  N

(6      i
i a i <o>
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In (6a), the glide [j] is represented as the high vowel /i/ occurring in a consonantal
position. This does not seem a very controversial assumption. (I will turn to the exact
feature geometry of /i/ below.) The representation of Dutch schwa as an empty vocalic
root given here has been argued for in chapters 4 and 5. The question is whether this
schwa has to be identified as an underlying schwa, in which case it would be unparsed
in the form [i], or as an epenthetic schwa.  In the latter case (6b) would consist of a high
tense vowel only.  I will argue below (section 7.5.4) that the former option should be
chosen: (6b) is a high vowel followed by an empty root. Until that point I will simply
assume this representation to be correct.

I claim that /ia/ actually is the underlying representation of 2S in the Rotterdam
dialect. Its precise phonetic representation is dependent on its syllable structure

Wherever this is possible the first segment of /ia/ is analysed as a nucleus. /i/ is
a full vowel and all full vowels are preferably syllabified into a nucleus. We thus get
the following structure for hoefje 'must you' and waar je'where you':

-    -(7) [huvi] R R [waril N N

<6 <6 No     No
1 1         1    1

h u v i <a> w a r i <0>

Schwa is also a vowel of course and therefore also wants to be in a nucleus (for
instance because of PROJECT(-cons, R)). On the other hand in chapters 4 through 6 I
have argued extensively that schwa is not as unproblematically a syllable nucleus as
full vowels. In particular, e does not have a vocalic node. Therefore, it does not seem
improbable that when /i/ and /a/ compete for a position in the nucleus, the former
wins in the unmarked case.  This will be technically worked out below.

Whenever an onsetless syllable would occur by the realisation as [i] however-at
the beginning of a phrase or after a vowel-the form [ja] is chosen instead. Compare
the forms in (D to the ones in (8) below:

=    -         -
(8) [huvil N N [wari] N N

A A (11,     <611
h u v i <a> w a r i <a>

The grammar chooses whatever syllabification is 'optimal' in a certain context. Nor-
mally this 'optimal' segment is [i] because this syllabification gives us a syllable with
a maximally sonorous nucleus, (we will see below that this can be formalized in terms
of PROJECT(R, V)) but after a vowel or word-initially it is [ja] in order to avoid onsetless
syllables that would yield violations of the ONSET constraint I have used already at
several points in this thesis.

We seem to have a fairly straightforward case ofconstraint-interaction athand. First
and foremost ONSET decides; but if we have several candidates which tie on ONSET,
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we choose the candidate with the optimal nucleus, the one with a full vowel rather
than schwa. In the remainder of this section I will discuss the different phonological
contexts one by one and explain the behaviour of /ia/ in those contexts.

7.2.1     Hiatus. We expect underlying /ia/ to surface as [jal wheneveritoccursphrase-
or word-initially or after a vowel (I will refer to these three contexts as a hiatus context).
Let us first examine lexical forms to see whether this prediction is borne out in that
stratum.

The word-initial position is usually considered to be an exception to the ONSET

constraint. Languages which do not allow for word-internal hiatus still allow for
onsetless syllables in word-initial position. If Dutch were to allow the same exception,
we would actually predict [i] rather than [ja]. ONSET would be irrelevant and therefore
the constraint preferring full vowels would decide.

As we have seen in the discussion of schwa in chapter 5, the ONSET requirement

plays an important role in lexical words, also in the absolutely initial position. I argued
in chapter 5 that words like *[adam] are excluded  from the Dutch lexicon because  the

first syllable needs an onset, this onset can only be epenthetic [?] and [?a] sequences
are not allowed. The working of ONSET in word-initial position plays a crucial role in
this line of reasoning.

But even if it were possible to formalize an exception mechanism to ONsET in the

appropriate way, the problem remains that we find both words starting with [ja] and
words starting with [i]. The former class is much smaller, but it contains at least one
everyday Dutch word, perfectly acceptable to all native speakers. (Apart from some
forms morphologically related to - and probably derived from - the second person
singular clitic (fezelf'Yourself'. jewelste (intensifier, litt. your-best)) we only find the list

in (9a) as opposed to the much longer (incomplete) list of words starting in [il in (9b).)7

(9) a. j enever 'gin' b.   idee 'idea'

leroen (boy's name) Irene (girl's name)

leruzalem (id.) Iran (id.)

icoon 'icon'
idylle 'idyl'
illusie 'illusion'
ivoor 'ivory'

etc.

We do not find any kind of alternation among these forms. Neither the pronunciation
*[ineverl   of lenever  nor the pronunciation  *[jade]  of ide  are ever found in Rotterdam

7 I only considered words withoutstress on the first syllable. Otherwise the list in (9b) could have been

made much longer, butstressed schwa-syllablesdo notexist for independentreasons, amply discussed in

chapters 4 through 6 above. Furthermore for the name Jerizalem an alternativepronunciation [jeryzalem]
is also possible for some speakers so that we might conclude that in this case we have r-schwa rather
than u-schwa.
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Dutch or any other dialect that I am aware of.8
This is an important argument for an underlying distinction between /i/ on the

one hand and /ia/ on the othen I assume the forms in the second column in (9) start
simply with /i/, without a following schwa. The forms in the first column start in
contrast with /ie... /.9

We have already seen in chapter 5 that the following two constraints hold for Dutch:

(10)     a.   ONSET= PROJECT(Y, N): A syllable should have an onset (if the head of an
R node dominates any feature, that node should branch).
»

b.   PROJECT(N, 10: if N branches, No dominates a vocalic node.

ONSET wants the sequence to be parsed as [jal, because that sequence has an onset,
while th output [il does not. On the other hand, the parse [je] violates the constraint
PROJEcr(N, V) because it contains a branching syllable node with a schwa head.  The
parse [il does not violate PROJECT(N, V), because it has no branching syllabic node
at all and furthermore its head dominates a vocalic node (with features [high] and
[coronal]).

We have also seen (in section 5.2.8, p.  144) that the ONSET constraint outranks
=

PROJECT(N, V). This assumption explained why schwa licensed onsets, but not com-
plex onsets. Here we can use it to derive the difference between [i] and [jal:

(11)                                    -Candidates ONSET PROJECT(N, V)

4·ja.
*.i.<a>

This constraint ranking causes the [ja] parse to be chosen both phrase-initially and
in intervocalic context. After a consonant, ONSET becomes irrelevant because the
consonant can fill the required onset position of [il.

I conclude that the sequence /ia/ will word-initially surface as [jal. Logically
speaking this does not tell us anything about 2S at all.  It is crucial for the analysis
that clitics, gita phrasal affixes, do not turn up in the phonology until the postlexical
level. This explains for instance why a lot of clitics can start with schwa, even if

8'rhe only case I know which could potentially be attributed to this phenomenon is the variation
between Izabel (Old Testament) and Jezabel (New Testament) in the so-called Statenvertaling, the 17th
century'State' translation of the Bible, which forms the foundation for Modern Standard Dutch. Yet the
latter word is normally pronounced as [jazabtl] or bezabtl], so with stress on the first syllable and the
vowel realized as [e] rather than [a].  Yet this may be a reflex of the fact that Tiberian Hebrew had more
or less the same alternation as we have in Dutch (Bat-El 1994).

9The reason why the latter forms are so uncommon probably has to do with an observation made
in chapter 5 (footnote 20, p.  148): if schwa is in the first syllable, it is always preceded by one of the
consonants in  {  t,  b, v,  d, 7} These segments  do not form a natural class under any feature analysis
of Dutch. The reason for their patterning together here seems to be a historic one because there are or
have been prefixes of the form [te-1, ['ya-1, [ve(r)-1 and [78-1 There has never been a Dutch prefix [ja-1
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they are phrase-initial. The moment they enter the grammar the ONSET and CONTOUR

constraints have lost much of their force. The following constraint ranking holds true:

(12) PARSE-V»ONSEr, CONTOUR

But if this is the case, it might well be that pelexically the ordering of the two
constraints just mentioned, ONSET and PROJECT(N, V), is reversed. A quick look at
the data reveals however that this is not the case. Whenever 2S occurs phrase-initially
or after a vowel,10 it surfaces as [jal. This means that ONSET in Dutch post-lexical
phonology still has to dominate PROJECT(N, V), even if the former constraint is no

longer inviolable, as is the case in the lexicon.  I assume therefore that the ranking
ONSET»PROJECT(N, V) holds both lexically and post-lexically in (Rotterdam) Dutch.11

7.2.2 Hiatus after high vowels.   One type of hiatus position is of special interest.
This is the case where /ie/ follows a high vowel in the stem. In that case the question
is whether it is the stem-final high vowel or the sufixal /i/ that undergoes gliding.
We have to distinguish between three types of configuration: (a) /i/+/ja/, (b) V+/jo/
where V is /y/ or /u/ and (c) Vivj+/ja/, so after a diphthong, of which the second
half is always high in Dutch. All these environments are of interest because high
vowels before a hiatus normally develop a glide to satisfy the ONSET requirement in
all of these cases.

The facts of /i/+/ia/ are simplest. In these cases none of my informants could
produce the [i] alternant of 2S: zie je 'see+2S' [*zi.i/*zi.ji/oKzi.jal. The reason for this

probably is a filter excluding [ji] sequences, combined with the relative high ranking of
ONSET. Independent evidence for such a filter comes from the fact that there are also no
Dutchwordswith[jil sequences derived from underlying /ji/12 and that glide insertion
is also blocked between two underlying /i/'s: Shiiet 'Shiite' [*s'i.jit/OKs' i.it].13

In fact we have to rule out two logically possible configurations to ban [ji] (the i
abbreviates a feature tree in the following representations):

(13)   a.  N b.  R

*   It
11              -

1010 be very precise, the exact location 1 mean is the first syllable slot in an Intonation Phrase or
Utterance in the sense of Nespor and Vogel (1986) and Selkirk (1984); in all other positions 25 behaves

as a phonological enclitic.
liwe have seen independent evidence that this ranking holds in chapter 4, where it helped us explain

why [sla.ap]* [sla.p]  (with an underlying form  /slap/):  it is better to have an empty headed syllable
than to have a syllable without an onset.

12Although there are words with [j I], as we have seen in chapter 2.
13I want to thank Mieke Trommelen for this observation.
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These are the two possible structures for [jil sequences. There can either be two
independent segments or there can be one and the same segment linked both to onset
and nucleus. Since [ji] sequences do not occur on the surface in Dutch at all, we have
to rule out both structures.

I assume the relevant constraint is CONTOUR:

(14)      CONTOUR:  If the head Of a syllable is a. its onset may not be a.

We used this constraint in chapter 5  to rule out  ... C,aci...and  ... ha... sequences,
and onsetless schwa-headed syllables.  Here we take an interpretation where a = linked
to /i/:  if the head of a syllable is linked to h7its onset might not be linked to h/. This rules
out bot (13a) and (13b), as required. In order to get the result that [zi.ji]* [zi.jal we have
to assume the following ranking:

(15)   CONTOUR»PROJECT(N, v)

We could speculate on whether (14) should not be formulated so as to also exclude
some other non-occurring sequences, such as syllable-initial [dl], [tl], [bw] or [pw]:14

(16) a. kant 'manner'. Mant 'client', 'ilant
b.  praat 'talk', kewad 'angry', *pwaat

In these cases as well, mere reference to the OCP is not sufficient. In addition we
need a constraint ruling out doubly linked features in the onset. What these examples
show is that something like the constraint CONTOUR is also crucially needed to rule
out sequences of homorganic onsets. The proper formulation could be something like:
if an onset segment  is  a.  the following segment may  not  be  a15  and  that at this level  the
following ranking holds:16

(1D CONTOUR»PARSE-CONSONANT

It is not clear why onset segments have this property that they cannot be followed by
homorganic segments, but as a working hypothesis CONTOUR will turn out to do its
work reasonably well.

14 I crucially assume here that the value [coronall is present on coronal consonants and that it is not a
default value, underspecified at any relevant level of representation. I also assume /r/ is not specified
as coronal, although I will not take up the issue of the exact representation of this segment.

15There is one technical problem with this specific formulation, however.  I represented catalexis in
chapter 3 with an empty consonant (/h/ or /?/) in a degenerate syllable.  If this is correct, we can have
degenerate syllables without a head, bur not schwa-headed syllables without an onset. This would
argue in favour of a constraint  (f the nucleus  of a sy/lable  is  a, the onset  may not  be a. The facts  in  (16)
would have to be accounted for in a different way.

16We have already seen indTendent evidence for this ranking, be it indirectly. For we have seen that
CONTOUR dominates PROJECT(Al, V)(in example (15) above) and we know that PRoJECT(N, 12) dominates
PARSE-CONSONANT in the lexicon, because this helped us explain why superheavy syllables are not
allowed word-internally: Ima.t.ka] *Ima<  t >ka] (underlying representation: /matka/), a form with a
word-internal superheavy syllable is worse than a candidate in which the consonant is left unparsed.
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I now turn to hiatus after the other high vowels, ly] and [u]. The facts are not
very clear and judgments seem to differ among speakers.  Most of my informants
allow insertion of a glide [wl. Wim Zonneveld (p.c.) has drawn my attention to the
fact however that other speakers prefer the [jal form in these cases.17  I have not been
able to find evidence that this difference corresponds to any geographic or sociological
border line between the two classes of speakers.

(18) doe je 'do+2S'    nu je 'now+2S'

dialect 1: [duja] [nyja]
dialect 2: [duwi] [nywi]

The facts of dialect 2 are what we have come to expect.  [wil is a reasonably normal
syllable in Dutch (wie'who', wiel'wheel', etc.) and there is no reason why it should not
occur. The facts of Zonneveld's dialect (1) are therefore somewhat problematic for my
account. It might be that in this dialect homorganic glide insertion is blocked until a
later (phonetic) level so that we only have a choice between [nyi] and [nyja], in which
case we pick of course the latter. A somewhat different suggestion will however be
made below (section 7.5.5).

A similar distinction arises in the case of diphthongs. After [Ei] we always find [jal

After [Dul the judgments are variable. 18 According to De Wilde-Van Buul (1943) "the
choice between -je and -ie here seems to be dependent on the level Ofcivilisation Of the speaker".

Lower social class people say houwie, people with a higher class background say houje.
De Wilde-Van Buul suggests that the crucial factor is that in lower class speech the u is
pronounced more like a consonant.

This suggestion might indeed lead us to the right solution. In section 7.5.5 I will
show that there may be evidence for some differences between the feature structure
of the glide [w] and of the high vowels [u] and [y]. The relation between /w/ and
these vowels is different from the relation between [j] and [i] which seem to be exactly
the same in all respects except for syllable position. It might therefore be that glide
formation of [w] is in some way more 'costly' than the glide formation of [j]. I will
make this idea of costliness more precise in section 7.5.5 below. This'costliness' would
block glide formation in the higher social class variant of Rotterdam Dutch. For now I
will assume that there is a constraint forbidding glide formation of [wl in the relevant
contexts, which is ranked higher than the constraint demanding an optimal syllable
nucleus, since [hvuwi] is less well-formed than [houial.

17My written sources do not discuss this context. They do not give relevant examples of high vowel
+ /ia/ sequences either.

18It is very difficult to construct reasonably natural contexts where /ia/ follows /cey/, because the
latter diphthong is not very frequent.  I found only two verbal stems ending in it: krui'wheel' and verbrui
'incur somebody's displeasure'. These forms are disregarded in my written sources. My informants
assert in these cases they would prefer [ja], even if they differ on the realisation of 25 after au.  I will
ignore the dipthong /oey/ in the following discussion because it is hard to find good testing evidence.

Furthermore there seems to be a difference between lexical items and function words or otherwise a

frequency effect; zouwie'should you', nouwie'now you' or houwie'hold you' seem much more acceptable
than "brouwie'brew-you'.  Again, I have nothing to say about these effects.
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In the lower social class, the representation ofdiphthongs may be different from that
of Standard Dutch altogether. ei and au sound more like [aj] and [aw] respectively.19
Therefore, the final segment of au already has to bea glide and there is no extra cost to
putting it into an onset. In other words, the representation of hou in this dialect is as
follows:

- -

(19) R N

<,1,<4
h a w

The formulation of the constraint against glide formation in section 7.5.5 will be such
that it does not affect this representation.

7.2.3 After coronal stops. The choice for [ja] in hiatus is intuitively quite plausible.
The quest for onsets has many diverse effects acrosss languages, as we have seen. This
variation might be one of them.

More problematic is the question why we do not find *[hadi] for had je 'had+2S'
or  *[datil  for  dat je 'that+2S'. In lexical words, the syllables  /di/  and  /ti/  have  no
exceptional status at all:20

(20) dynamisch 'dynamic' [dinamis], direct (id.), [direkt],
diuers 'various' [divers]

tiran 'tyrant' [tiranl, titaan 'Titan' [titan], tyfoon 'typhoon' [tifonl

Even if we would posit a separate stratum of clitics, [dil and [til cannot be disallowed
because they are the regular shapes of the third person singular masculine clitic (cf.
section 7.2.4).

19I ignore Dutch /oey/ for reasons mentioned in footnote 18.
20I do not fully discuss the facts of coronal non-stops in this chapter, but the data seem to be very

interesting. The fricatives allow two forms: kas+tje 'little case' can be pronounced [kage] (with a
palatalized sound) or [kasi]. For l and n, the facts are even more complex. We find a wide range of
idiolectal and lexical variation. According to my informants the lexical verb kennie 'can +2S' sounds
better than the auxiliary bennie 'are you', for instance, but both forms have a preferred form without
the nasal cosonant, with a nasalized vowel and [jal for the clitic: [ktja], [btjal. The same is true, for
/1/·. veruedie [verveli] sounds somewhat better than willie [w Ili], but the informants would prefer to say
[varvejal and [wIja]

De Wilde-Van Buul (1943) notes there also is some dialectal variation with respect to these facts. For
instance in Voorschoten (a town approximately 30 kilometers to the north of Rotterdam of which the
dialect has been studied by Overdiep 1938) we do find [jal after In]-while the preceding vowel still
nasalizes-and frequently also after the other coronal consonants and after [R]. (There is no reason to
assume [R] is coronal in Rotterdam. Its pronunciation is uvular.)

I cannot offer an explanation for the facts in these other dialects, if only because more precise details
of their system are unfortunately lacking.
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On the other hand, the sequence [tjal is not found in any lexical form outside the
class of diminutives.  As a matter of fact, the sequence [Cja] is nearly non-existent, with
some regulated classes of exceptions to be discussed in section 7.5.2.

I will rule out these configurations by the following ad hoc constraint at this point,
but I will give a more principled explanation based on PROJECT(N, V) below (p. 235):

(21)      *INC  [Nj

Given all these considerations, it seems hard to explain then why [tja] is preferred over
[til in the case of clitics.

Now as a matter of fact the representation Itjal in the case of stem+2S or diminutive
forms does not provide an adequate reflection of the phonetic facts. It is more correct
to say  that the two coronal consonants merge into one palatalized consonant  [V]  (Van
den Berg 1973).  To be even more precise, my impression is that with many speakers
the primary articulation sounds almost like a palatal:  [BJ]. This segment has to be
banned from lexical words in which it does not occur.

A similar effect has been addressed in Hermans (1994b), discussing palatalization
in Limburg Dutch (which is triggered by a totally different environment, but this
need not concern us here). Hermans adopts the model of Clements (1991) in which
vocalic and consonantal place features appear on different tiers. Hermans assumes the

representation of a palatalized consonant is schematically as follows:

(22) [+cons]

C-place

[coronall, V-place

[coronall,

The two place features are crucially coindexed. Hermans (1994b) observes that the

place of constriction for coronal vowels is ususally more back than that of coronal
(alveolar) consonants.  If two features are coindexed, they have to get the same inter-

pretation phonetically. Therefore the [coronal] feature under C-place is interpreted as
palatal rather than alveolar in this case.

Later work-(Hume-1992;€lements-and Hume 1995) has worked out a slightly      - -
different view on the interaction between consonantal and vocalic features. These
authors argue that consonantal and vocalic place features appear on the same tier.
Such a theory would give us the representation of palatalized coronals in (23b).  In
my opinion this view allows us to express Hermans' observation even more elegantly,
without the use of coindexation on features. In this case it is literally the same feature
that acts as a consonantal and a vocalic place feature.  It can only get one phonetic
interpretation. Since alveolar vowels do not exist, or at least since Dutch does not
allow them, this interpretation can only be a palatal one.
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Van den Berg (1973), working in an SPE-like framework, claimed that /ja/ (written
by him as /ju/ because he assumed schwa was the unstressed variant of /u/ (=/oe/))
was the underlying form and [i] was the result of a 'reduction rule', conflating the
feature matrices of two segments into one new matrix.

This'reduction' was blocked after a coronal stop because there was a palatalisation
rule, extrinsically ordered before /ja/-reduction, which conflated the /t/ and /1/ into
a palatalised [tj] Because /j/ did not survive the palatalisation process as an indepen-
dent element, palatalisation bled /ja/-reduction. Berendsen (1986) offers basically the
same analysis, but stated in somewhat more modern terms. I propose to also adopt
this analysis, once again modernizing the technical apparatus and using insights of
modern syllable structure and autosegmental theory.

I therefore assume that the two segments /t/ and /i/ are merged.  In the following
representations, I mark features that are directly dependent on the C-place node with a
subscript C and those that are directly dependent on the V-place node with a subscript
v:21

(23) a. Input:
I +cons -son l#    1 -cons 111

C-place C-place11
[coronaljc vocalic

V-place

[coronal]v
b. Output:

I +eon  -on ]  #  <I -on  ] »
C-place

< vocalic
1

1

1 V-place

'Vi
[coronal]t;

A few properties of this process have to be discussed here.  In the first place, why does

21 This is necessary because the [coronall feature in the output has to count in a sense as a valid parse
of both the consonantal and the vocalic coronal feature.  We carl always reconstruct the indices from the
representation, however: a place feature that is directly dominated by a C-place node has an index C
and a place feature that is directly dominated by a V-place node an index V.

Presumably, we also have to mention in the specification of the input the fact that the coronal vowel
should be [high], because similar palatalisation is not found with /e, e, I/; this condition is discussed
in section 7.5.3. On the conditions on the consonant see the discussion on p. 229 below.
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it only affect coronal stops and not for instance /p/ and /k/? The most straightforward
thing to do seems to be to relate this to the fact that the /j/ is also [coronal].22  We
therefore have two coronal segments adjacent to one anothen This is an OCP violation
which might be seen to trigger the process at hand. In other words, we have evidence
for the following ranking of constraints:

(24) OCP»*EMPTY-ROOT,PARSE-VOCALIC-ROOT

In the case of /p/ and /k/ there is no external reason for creating the complex segment
in (23b). In the framework adopted here, if there is no reason for doing something, we
are not allowed to do it (because doing something will always cause violation of the
constraints that demand input and output to be maximally similar.

In the second place, in what way can we analyse the output of this process as
better, as 'more optimal' than its input? A first reason seems to be the OCR Yet there
are other ways to avoid OCP violations that do not leave the vocalic root unparsed.
One instance of an alternative structure is given below:

(25) I +cons -son 1

-cons

C-place
C-place             

vocalic

V-place

[coronall

Variations on this structure are also logically possible. For instance another geometric
possibility is that the V-place node links to the consonant, creating a doubly linked
structure  ([V il).

This form leaves the original vowel slot parsed while it solves the problem with
the OCR In this respect, then, it seems to do even better than (23b). There is however
one respect in which it does considerably worse: syllable structure. This form has the
structure of a consonant and a high vowel/glide which share material.

Given our findings presented above, there is no legitimate way to parse these
objects into syllable structure. We cannot parse the two segments as a complex onset,
because as we have seen [jl cannot occur in a complex onset. We also cannot parse
them as a onset-rhyme sequence [Vil either, because as we have seen onset segments

may not share (place) features with a following node (this was the constraint I called
CONTOUR).23

So the only way to satisfy both the OCP and conditions on syllable structure is by
creating (23b). This means that at the level we are discussing now (which I assume

22See also section 7.5.2 on why only coronals can be palatalized in underived forms.
23 I  found  one verb starting with [t'i], 4ielpen 'cheep'.  I consider this form to be an onomatopoeia

Furthermore,this verb is often rendered as tjilpen ([t'Il...1).
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to be postlexical since we are dealing with clitics), these constraints outrank whatever
constraints are violated by the phonetic output [ti].  I will consider one such constraint,
*SECART (from Rosenthall 1994).  In (26) I give an informal definition of this constraint.

(26)    *SECART: No segment may be specified both for C-place and V-place features.

(2D   Postlexical grammar:

CONTOUR, * INC [N j»
*SECART

As a matter of fact, *SECART in my view should be derived from two constraints which
can be written semi-formally as follows (see appendix A for some more discussion):

(28)    C--I-Fv: A [+cons] root does not dominate a vocalic feature.

(29)    V-+iFc: A [-cons] root does not dominate a consonantal feature.

Since every root is specified as either [+cons] or as [-cons], these two constraints
taken together have the same effect as *SEcART. Furthermore, the separation into
two constraints can help us derive the effect that secondary articulation is much more
constrained on vocalic roots than it is on consonantal roots.24 We might assume that
V-0 -7Fc is ranked very high. The constraint C-,-,Fv plays the role of *SECART in
the case of palatalisation. We will also see that there is evidence for some constraints
which are remotely related to these ones.

We can now draw the following tableau for haat je:

(30)
Candidates CONTOUR *INC[Nj C--*7Fv
ha.tjje
v/ha.tja
ha.tja        N

ha.ti< a >           *'
ha.Vi< a >         *!

It might be an important assumption that this ordering defines the post-lexical gram-
mar. As noted above, lexical forms with [Val are not found at all. There seems to be

hardly any evidence for underlying complex segments. We could therefore assume
that the 'structure preserving' constraint C-4-,Fv is ranked topmost in the lexical

grammar. An imaginary input /tieran/ will then surface as [tiran]:

24For'secondary articulation' on vowels in Swedish, cf. Clements 1989.
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(31)
Candidates C=-Fv CONTOUR *INCINj
tjjg.ran            *1
tja.ran                                   *!

tja.ran                                                           *                          * !

v/ti< e,ran                     *
tji< a >

This would explain the absolute non-existence of forms like *tjeran.  (I return to the
lexical grammar in section 7.5.2 below, where we will see that the situation is slightly
more complex there.)

For now, I propose to concentrate on the post-lexical grammar. I have to discuss
one other property of the process sketched in (23):  the fact that it applies only to
coronal stops. There is no palatalisation of any other coronal consonant in Downtown
Rotterdam. We find ken-ie/'ken-je, willie/'wil+je, etc.

We have to look somewhat more closely at the representation of the coronal segment
inventory to find the reason why [t] and [d] are special among coronals.  I have listed
the relevant parts of the structure for all Rotterdam coronals below:25

(32)                           [s]                  [t]

I+,en, -,e„ 11 +e«„, -,«„ 1
C-place

C-place [continuant] I
[coronall

[coronal]

[z]                               In]

I +co„, -son I +cons +son 1

C-place Laryngeal [continuantl C-place [nasall
1 1

[coronall [voice] [coronall

Id]                  m

I +e.„, -'.„ }I +,«., +,- 1
C-place

C-place Laryngeal  1
[coronall

[coronall [voice] 1
[lateral]

25I once again point out that I do not consider /r/ a coronal in (Rotterdam) Dutch, although this
assumption does not really affect the argument.
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[t] is the simplest coronal consonant since it does not bear any feature apart from place
(assuming [-contl does not exist, or is the unmarked feature value, cf. Lombardi
1990). The intuition therefore is that [tl is the only consonant that can support some
extra complexity in the form of secondary articulation.

One way of formalizing this idea is as follows. All coronal consonants except
[tl and [dl have some 'consonantal feature, a feature that normally only goes with
consonants.

It is not unnatural to assume there are constraints banning combinations of vow-
els with [lateral], or less strongly, of vowels with [nasal] Although there clearly are
languages with nasal vowels, it is well-known that nasality is less marked for con-
sonants than for vowels. For instance, languages with nasal vowels always have at
least one nasal consonant, while the opposite is not necessarily true.  More in partic-
ular, (Rotterdam) Dutch only has nasal consonants, no nasal vowels. Furthermore,
many languages have nasal vowels only in the context adjacent to a rlasal consonant,
which seems to indicate in those cases the nasality feature is in some way licensed
by the consonant (cf. Huffman and Krakow 1993 for an overview of the literature on
nasality).

We therefore need to specify the constraints in (33a) through (33c):26

(33)    a.  I   V-place 1
lateral  ]

b.  I 1.-place ]nasal ]

.• I v-place ]+cont   

d   • 1.-place ]voice J

[d] is the only consonant apart from [t] that allows for a secondary articulation in
Rotterdam. The constraint (33d) which would be needed to rule out [d'] is not very
deeply grounded in the phonetics. Although vowels are not usually contrastively
specified for [voice], (33d) does not seem a constraint we would allow under the
Grounded Phonology Hypothesis (cf. section 1.2.3).

On the other hand, de consonant in had+je 'had+2S' [hasial seems to be voiceless.
It cannot be that Final Devoicing has applied first, because that is not the case in for

26In the formulation of these constraints, I have chosen to use the V-place node as the node that may
not cooccur with the consonantal features. Maybe I could just as well have chosen the vocalic node or
each of the vocalic place features [coronal]v, [labial]v, [velar]v, etc. The reason that I have not chosen
the latter option is that it would have tripled the number of constraints. The reason that I have not
chosen the vocalic node, is that height features seem to be even stricter in their preference for vowels
than vocalic place features. Differences between high and low secondary articulations are rarely found,
if at all (cf. Van de Weijer 1994)
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instance hebbie 'have+2S' or any other form. Voiced palatalized consonants therefore
really seem to be excluded.

If introduction of (33d) were the only way of establishing this, we would have to
abandon the Grounded Phonology Hypothesis, because a more reasonable grounded
feature cooccurrence constraint seems to be one of the following form:

(34) V-placeD [voice]

The problem raised here has a much wider scope than palatalisation. It is well-known
that sonorants in general have to be underspecified for the feature voice. For instance,
the phonetic voicing of sonorants is invisible for the working of Lyman's Law in
Japanese (It6 and Mester 1986).

It6, Mester and Padgett (1994) have suggested that these and similar facts should
not be analysed in terms of non-grounded constraints such as (33d) but rather in terms
of (34) complemented by a theory of licensing, the core of which is given below:27

(35) Licensing Cancellation:  If FDG, then -A(F, G)
'If the specification F implies the specification G, then it is not the case that F
licenses G.'

(36) License(voice): [voice] must be licensed.

If the Licensing condition dominates the condition that V-placeD [voice],  we  get  the
required result that segments with a secondary articulation cannot bear the feature

[voice]:

(37)     /dj/

Candidates LICENSE V-placeD [voice]
qv
dj               *!

The same is true for (33c): a constraint against the combination of [continuant] and
vocalic quality does not seem tobe grounded in the phonetic reality. The [fcontinuant]
contrast as far as I know does not play a role in the vowel phonology of any language.
Again, this might be attributed to the interaction of an implicational constraint and a
requirement on licensing of the feah,rp [rnnhniiant]:28

(38) V-placeD [continuant]

27Cf. Steriade (1995) for a similar proposal, in which however the term licensing in a different (almost
the opposite) way - in her theory obstruents cannot license [voice] whereas sonorants can.

28 As I have noted above, there are dialects which allow palatalization of other coronal consonants
than /t/. My impression is that a dialect has most often palatalization of /s/ and /z/, then of /n/
and finally of /1/.  If this is correct it suggests that the constraints in (33) have some inherent weight
ranking: the higher on the list the heavier the constraint and LICENSE(continuant) is relatively low. The
interesting thing is that vowels are continuants and that they can be nasal in some languages, but not
lateral. This reflects exactly the same hierarchy.
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(39) License(continuant): [+continuant] must be licensed.

If we assume that the constraints against the combination of vocalic place-features
with any consonantal (non-place) feature plus the licensing constraints on [voice] and
[continuant] are undominated, we predict only [t] is susceptible to palatalisation: [t]
does not bear any feature except for [coronal]. In order to make the right predic-
tion about [d] we have to assume that (33d) has a slightly different status than the
other feature cooccurrence restrictions in (33). While the other features simply block
palatalisation, in the case of (33d) it is [voice] itself that loses the battle. While in
the other cases the constraints forcing parsing [laterall, [nasal] and [continuant] are
ranked higher than the feature cooccurrence restrictions, PARSE-VOICE is ranked lower.
This low ranking of PARSE-VOICE seems intuitively justified because Dutch has sev-
eral devoicing processes, such as Final Devoicing and Progressive Voice Assimilation
(Lombardi 1991, Booij 1995a), while it does not have delateralisation, denasalization
or decontinuantisation.

7.2.4 Third person singular clitic.     I now turn to the third person singular masculine
nominative clitic (3S), which is very similar to 2S phonetically. This clitic is realized
as [i], [til or [di], depending on the phonological context but never as '[ja], *[tja] or
*[dj0129:

(40)
realisations verb stem gloss

Isi Isti Izdi *Isje Is (Iz) 'is he'

loesi loesti *loestja loest 'likes he'

maxi maxti ma·ydi *ma.7dja ma·y 'may he'
kE:ni kenti kendi *kendja ktnt 'can he'

I follow Berendsen (1986), among others, in assuming that /di/ is the underlying form
of this clitic. Rules of voice assimilation, degemination and t-deletion apply to it (partly
optionally), yielding the variation in (40).30  I will not discuss these processes here.

Now if die has the underlying form /di/, it will always be syllabified as in (41):

29The phonetic similarity between 3S and the [i] variant of 2S provided the explanation for the special
behaviour of 2S after coronal stops according to Overdiep (1938) and De Wilde-Var, Buur (1943).  If 2S
would be [i] after coronal stops, one could no longer hear the difference between 2S and 3S: fixit+ie
'whistle+2S'=fluit+tie 'whistle+35'=[flaeyti]. This functional account did not explain however why the
[i] form of 2S is not found in environments where no confusion with 3S is possible either (like in Roept
Piet Ijal/* IiI moeder niet?  'doesn't Pete call your mother?' where the underlined element can only be a
possessive pronoun, because 3S can only be the nominative and the subject position is already filled by
Piet.  Neither does it explain why the same phenomenon occurs in the diminutive where we equally find
a distinction between coronal and non-coronal consonarits, but where most of the time no confusion is
possible.

30Booij (19958) argues that what is optional here is phonological encliticisation. Incorporation (or
Chomsky-adjunction) of the clitic into the prosodic word would be optional in the case of die and dat
'that'.  All phonological rules mentioned would apply obligatorily within the domain of the prosodic
word, however.
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(41)     N

r 00
di

If the underlying representation of 3S is /di/, palatalisation will not take place because
it would produce a complex segment in the coda, where such segments are not allowed.
It is therefore absolutely essential for this analysis that the structure of 3S is /di/, not
/613/.

7.3 The diminutive suffix

I follow the tradition established by the authors mentioned in the first section of this

chapter and suppose the underlying form of this suffix is -tje (i.e.  /tia/).
If the structure of 3S were /dia/, this suffix would differ from the diminutive in a

very minimal way:

(42) diminutive
1 +.n  - .n 11 -On } i -cons 111

C-place C-place11
[coronal] vocalic

V-place Aperture11
[coronal] [highl

3S

[ +cons -son ] -Cons
  -cons  

1

C-place

C-place L.aryngeal   
    vocalic

Icoronal] [voicel    
V-place Aperture11
[coronal] [high]

The two elements would only differ in the presence versus absence of the feature

[voice]. Yet3S always appears as [di], whereasthe diminutive shows the same variation
as 2S. The Rotterdam forms are raampie [rampi], butka4e [kasia]/ *[kati] Thedifference

in voicing can not explain the different behaviour, because we have just seen [voice] is
the only consonantal feature (apart from [coronal]) that does not block palatalisation.
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Level ordering cannot provide us with an explanation either. The [i]-[je] alterna-
tions discussed until now are post-lexical. We would then expect 3S to pattern like 2S
to the exclusion of the diminutive, but the facts are exactly the opposite of this.

Actually it is somewhat surprising that the diminutive behaves like a clitic. While
it is not unreasonable to assume that syntactic clitics (and inflectional suffixes) appear
only at this level, the same is not immediately obvious for the diminutive suffix. The
fact that we find [pial, not present in (derived) lexical forms in diminutives is an
indication that these suffixes have some semi-inflectional status.31

However this may be, it seems that the only way to represent the phonological
difference between the diminutive and 3S is by incorporating it into the lexical repre-
sentation: one ends in a schwa, the other does not. Assuming the diminutive enters
the grammar at the same time as the clitics (viz. postlexically), its behaviour is as
expected.

I need to say more however about the [t] in this diminutive, because its behaviour
is somewhat different from that of other t's in other environments. This consonant
assimilates in all its features to the preceding consonant. This is not the usual pattern
for suffixes starting with /t/. I give some more relevant facts below:

(43) diminutive -te                   3S Past tense

raam+[pi] ruim+[tal kom+[ti] verzuim+[da]
'little window' 'space' 'comes he' 'neglected'
koning+[ki] leng+[ta] zing+[ti] verleng+Ida]
'little king' 'length' 'sings he' 'lengthened'
koe+[pja] fiauw+[tal zei+[di] raad+[de]
'little cow' 'fainting-fit'    'says he' 'guessed'
kat+[90] breed+[te] haat+[til haat+[ta]
'kitten' 'breadth' 'hates he' 'hated'

The [t] of the diminutive suffix is the only segment that shows this peculiar behaviour.
'Normal' derivational suffixes like -[ta] in the second column of (43) do not assimilate
at all. 'Real' post-lexical elements like 3S and the past tense suffix show (different
types of) voicing assimilation but no place assimilation. The diminutive has place
assimilation but no overt voicing assimilation.

We have to formally express the fact that the obstruent in the diminutive suffix is
extremely sensitive to place assimilation.  One way to achieve this is by having the
segment totally unspecified for place features (Van der Hulst 1984). The first segment
of the diminutive thus is not a coronal stop, but simply a (voiceless) stop without a
place node. Since it is voiceless, it presumably also does not have a Laryngeal node. It
therefore is an empty consonantal root. I have argued that the empty consonantal root
also is the representation of a glottal stop. Yet in the case of the diminutive, the glottal
stop appears in a somewhat peculiar phonological context, viz. before a potential onset

31 See for instance Spencer  (1991)  for some discussion  of the hybrid status of diminutives  in  the
distinction between derivation and inflection in many languages.
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and in some cases also after a consonant. The glottal stop in Dutch only surfaces as a
last resort to satisfy the ONSET requirement.

I assume therefore that the diminutive suffix is special in the sense that it is the only
morpheme in Dutch where a glottal stop is underlying. This explains the exceptional
behaviour of the first segment of this suffix in the Dutch lexicon.

Suppose furthermore that there is a filter which states that all consonants have to

be specified for a place feature. Since glottal stops are very limited in their distribution,
this does not seem a very controversial assumption.  I will return to glottal stops in
hiatus contexts below.

In order to satisfy the filter against empty consonantal roots (a weakness constraint
stating that segments in the weak position of a syllable need to have some place
specification), the obstruent in the diminutive assimilates to the preceding consonant,
if there is one (cf.  (45)):

(44)  WEAK(K, C): A segment in the weak position of a syllable needs to have a
consonantal (place) feature C€  C= {coronalc, dorsalc, labialc,·  ..  }.32

(45) [+cons] [+cons].,.'
C-place

This accounts for the raampie and koninkie cases, which end with the following repre-
sentation (the o's indicate root nodes):

(46)  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1 l i l i   1 1 1
r a mpi k o n I  o k i

V          V
[labial] [dorsal]

Since the obstruent can form an onset, the constraint PROJECT(N, V) will select the

optimal candidate:

(4D
Candidates ONSEr   PROJEcr(R, V)

ram.pi
rain.pja                                                          *!*

Notice that PROJECT(N, V) can replace the ad hoc constraint *INC [Nj against /Cj/
clusters in all the relevant cases. It correctly does not block /Cj/ clusters in words with
a full vowel such ashord.

If no consonant is adjacent to the unspecified segment like in koe+/tja/ 'little cow'
or ring+/atja/, the segment has to get its place feature in a different way.

32To be maximally accurate, this constraint should be replaced by a set of weakness constraints

{WEAK(N, C), WEAK(N, C)}
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I propose that in this case the place feature is assimilated from the /i/ instead.
This type of vowel-to-consonant spreading is blocked by a constraint we already
encountered:

(48)    C=Fc: A [+cons] root dominates a consonantal place feature.

If WEAK(N, C)»C-+Fc, the best thing we can do in koe+tje is assimilate the place
feature of the vowel:

(49)    WEAK(N, C)»C-*Fc

(50)
Candidates WEAK(N, C)   MONOLOG   C-*FC
ku.?i
qku.ve                                       *
ku.pia

I have assumed the empty root received its place feature from the following /i/, not
from the preceding /u/. The reason for this is probably related to the 'Crispness
of Edges' constraint, proposed by It6 and Mester (1994) (The exact ordering of this
constraint with respect to WEAK(N, C) cannot be established):33  I call this constraint
MONOLOG.

(51)   MONOLOG: The edges of a morphological domain should be crisp; no feature
should be linked both to an edge segment of that domain and to an element
outside of the domain.

(52)    WEAK(N, C), MONOLOG»C--*-'Fv

The edges of (53) are not crisp, because the feature [labial] crosses one of them; the
edges of (55), (on the next page) are.

(53)     0 0 0 0 0
1 I l l
k   u p i

V
[labiall

The obstruent thus gets the place feature of the following vowel. This feature happens
to be [coronall. This is the reason why the first segment of the diminutive shows up as
a coronal, palatalized, obstruent:34

33Conceptually this constraint is very closely linked to the Alignment constraints, but cf.  It6 and
Mester (1994) for arguments that it is not.

34Again, the variant where we create a palatalized consonant and leave the vocalic root unparsed is
preferred over the variant where the vowel root persists:
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(54)      I +eons -son 1 # < 1-een, 1,
C-place

1 vocalic
1

1

V-placeivi
[coronal]

Now the result of this assimilation process is of course the same as the result the
palatalisation process discussed earlien koe+tjewill get the following structure assigned

to it:

(55)0000111
k u Q

I now turn to a somewhat more complicated case, kat+tje, in which the diminutive is

preceded by a coronal consonant. Here we expect the placeless obstruent to assimilate
to the place of the preceding consonant, just like in bak+tje.

The empty root assimilates to the preceding obstruent. If nothing further would

happen, this would make the form undistinguishable from raampie and koninkie with

respect to the [i]/[ja] alternation: we would expect the form [kati].

(56) 0 0 O 0 0 0
11 11   1
ka tt  i

V
[coronall [coronal]

Dutch has an independently motivated degemination process, simplifying (56) to (57),
so that (5D will be preferred over (56):

(5D 0    0    0    0    0
l i l I
k a t i11

[coronal] [LUIUital]

(i) [+consl [-cons]

C-place

vocalic

V-place

The reason for this is syllabification, as discussed above. The sequence in (i) cannot be syllabified in any
reasonable way because of CONTOUR.
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But here /t/ and /1/ are still adjacent to one another other. This is therefore a violation
of the OCR It can be lifted by assimilating /t/ and /i/ in the now familiar way.  As a
result, we end up with the following structure:

(58)0000
1 1 1
ka Q

=
This structure violates neither WEAK(N, C), nor the constraint against geminates, nor
the OCR nor any of the syllable structure constraints. We get the pronunciation [kap'a]
as a result.35

7.4   Sievers's Law

The alternation between vowel and glide which is the topic of this chapter is similar
in some ways to Sievers's Into. a phonological process that has been operative in many
(Indo-European) languages like Vedic and Gothic (Sievers 1878, Dresher and Lahiri
1991, Lahiri and Van der Hulst 1988, Riad 1992, Rice 1994, Calabrese 1994). Although a
full discussion of the complicated facts pertaining to Sievers's Law would take us too
far afield, it is interesting to compare the Rotterdam phenomena to 'real' instances of
Sievers's Law I will concentrate on Gothic, which is particularily interesting because
it possessed 'real', phonological long vowels.  My main source is Riad (1992:39) who
discusses the following examples (among others):

(59) a. /sookjis/ > sookiis 'you seek'

/mikiljis/ > mikiliis 'you glorify'
/sipoonjis/ > sipooniis    'you are a disciple'

b. /nasjis/ >    nasjis          'you save'
/Stoojis/ >     stoojis 'you judge'

Riad (1992) argues- following Vennemann (1971) among others -that syllable struc-
ture is the determining factor in all of these cases. He assumes that there is an
archiphoneme /I/ which surfaces as either [i] or [j], depending on the surrounding
syllable structure:

Thus, the analysis of Sievers's taw reduces to the characterization ofsyllabi ication
in Gothic and Germanic. Given archiphonemes, Sievers's law synchronically
becomes a question ofderivation, where /I/whenever it ends up as onset is realized
as j and whenever it is not part of the onset, is realized as a vowel.

(Riad 1992:41)

35A complication might arise in the case of words like baan+tle 'little job' and paa/+4e 'little eel'.  In
these cases /n/, /1/, /t/ and /i/ are all predicted to assimilate to one another, but this would mean
that also the /n/ and /1/ should undergo palatalisation. I have the impression that this is true for /n/
but not for /1/
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This is almost the same characterisation as I gave for Rotterdam Dutch.  If we
assume that the'archiphoneme' /I/ in our present approach stands for a nonsyllabified
/i/36, we can adopt Riad's (1992) proposals without much further difficulty.

In the examples in (59a) the optimal syllable structure is the following (I translate
Riad's structures to the formalism adopted here. I will return to the representation of
long vowels below):37

(60) [soollis]
NN

s o o k i i s
[mikiliisl

R NN

/1 4 /1
  1.    t

m i k -- i i s

The consonant before [ii] can best be analysed as part of the onset. The alternative
would be to put this consonant into the coda of the preceding syllable but in general
consonants prefer a position in an onset to a position in a coda.  In this case the nucleus
is the best possible position for the Iii] cluster, if we assume that the complex consonant

clusters (of the form Cj) are marked in Gothic.
The situation is somewhat more complicated in the case of nasjis. On first sight this

form perhaps does not differ too much from sookiis. We could assume that the first s in
nasjis is in an onset. We then get the following structure:

36Riad (1992) also has an underlying /j/, different from the archiphoneme for glides which do not
have a predictable position in the syllable.  Here I posit no such archiphonemes for the Rotterdam vowel-

glide alternation. Whether or not this could also apply to Gothic is an open question (cf. Calabrese

1994).

37 I represent Gothic long vowels as two root nodes that are both linked to the nucleus node, so that
Superheavy syllables are represented as single syllables. I have done this to change as little as possible
of Riad's representations (Riad uses a mora theory),even though strictly speaking these representations
are somewhat inconsistent with the theory I have sketched in the previous chapters.  I am convinced
however that with a few minor adaptations these structures could be adapted to the representations
used here.
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(61) [naliis]
R R

A
R N

NO A
AI

nas i i s

Yet Riad (1992) argues that in these cases we have to take Prokosch's Law into account
(Prokosch 1939). According to this Law, stressed syllables should always contain at
least two mora's, i.e. two positions in the rhyme (in the Germanic languages, cf. the
discussion of Norwegian in chapter 6).

Main stress in Gothic is on the first syllable, so this first syllable should conform to
Prokosch's Law  This is no problem in the word sookiis, because the long vowel already
does occupy two positions.  The same story does not hold for the first syllable of nasjis,
however. For this reason, the s should be drawn into the first syllable and we end up
with the following structure:

(62) [nailis]
N N

R R

n a s i i s

In the form mikiliis which we discussed above, the syllable ki can stay light, because it
is not stressed.

Disregarding the effects of Prokosch's Law (which is no longer operative in Dutch
dialects), the processes in Gothic and the Rotterdam dialect show up a remarkable
resemblance. There is however one subtle difference that we have to explain:  in
Gothic the long i alternates with [jil, in Rotterdam Dutch the same vowel alternates
with [jal.

I think the key to the solution lies in the observation we made above.  We have just
seen thata long [oo] in Gothic is able to let a syllable satisfy Prokosch's Law. This means
that in Gothic a CV,Vi syllable counts as heavy. A Dutch [i] is not phonologically long,
but has a structure as (63a). Yet in Gothic long [i] has the really long, two-root structure
of (63b):
(63) a.      0
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b.        0 0

V
If we interpret the two nodes in (63b) an onset and a rhyme, the rhymal segment will
be linked to /i/ and also be phonetically interpreted as such. The sequence as a whole
will be interpreted as [ji] on the surface. The filter CONTOUR against shared structure in
tautosyllabic onset and rhyme is apparently was less strictly observed in Gothic than
it is in Dutch.

Indirectly this could give us another argument against length in Dutch. If (high)
tense vowels were really long it would not be explained why Dutch does not behave
like Gothic.  On the other hand the different ranking of CONTOUR can be another
explanation for the difference: it could be that 'long' [i:1 cannot break to [ji] because
that syllable is not possible for independent reasons.

7.5 Other issues

The main point of this chapter - a statement of the conditions under which /i/ glides
to [jl before a schwa in Rotterdam Dutch - has now been made.  In this section I
want to discuss some problems which arise if we treat the Rotterdam Dutch  [i] / Ual
alternation in the way sketched here.  Most of these problems have already been noted
in the preceding sections, but they still await further treatment.

In the first place we have the facts of Standard Dutch, where we do not find these
alternations. In the second place we have to study the relation between [i] and [ja] in
lexical forms where we find (semi-)minimal pairs like Hanny (name), [hani]/*[hanja]
versus Spanje 'Spain' [spanja]/*[spani] Subsequently, we also have to discuss the

reason why the ultimate form of 2S is /i/, not /ia/. In the fourth place we have words
like Italic, where schwa follows [i] on the surface. Finally, in section 7.5.5 I discuss the
clitic we, which has almost the same structure as je, viz. it consists of a glide followed
by schwa, but which does not alternate with [u] or [yl and inversely the polite second

person pronoun u which never alternates with [wa].

7.5.1     Clitics and the diminutive in Standard Dutch    The fact that pakkie 'little box'
has a more ophmal syllable structure than pakje in Rotterdam Dutch raises the questioIi

why the speaker of Standard Dutch does not choose this same optimal form. Another

way of putting the same question is: why does a Rotterdam speaker who starts speak-
ing in a formal style register all of a sudden prefer the 'less optimal' syllable structure
of pakje above pakkie?

In previous chapters, especially in chapter 4, I have argued that the difference
between style registers seems mainly to be that Faithfulness constraints are more
observed in the more formal styles of speech.
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It is therefore crucial that 2S and the diminutive (but also lexical words like garage)
contain a schwa. In informal Rotterdam Dutch this schwa, the empty vocalic root
node, remains unparsed. This means that the constraint forcing the parsing of this
root is sufficiently low, at least lower than PROJECT(R, V).  In more formal styles of
speech, and in the Standard language, PARSE-VOWEI, (and the equivalent constraint
PROJECT(-cons, N)) is ranked much higher, at least higher than PROJECT(N, V).

For a form like stok+tje 'little stick', this has the following effect:

(64) stok+tje (formal style of speech)

Candidates PARSE-VOWEL PROJECT(N, V)

 /stokja                                                                              * *

stoki< a>            *

The difference between Standard Dutch and Rotterdam Dutch is thus that in the
former dialect the constraint PARSE-VOWEL does not get lower than PROJECT(R, v) in
any style register. The Rotterdam child has evidence for a relatively high ranking of
the PROJECT(N, V) constraint when she observes that a form which surfaces in other
contexts as [ja] surfaces as [il here. A child growing up in an environment where
people speak Standard Dutch never encounters such evidence.

A complication in the analysis of 2S is that the -ie versus -je formsbehave differently
with respect to Final Devoicing:

(65) heb je hebbie

„kbje kbi
11£pja * h£pi

These facts are discussed in Berendsen (1983, 1986), according to whose intuitions
Final Devoicing is optionalin the case of [ja]. According to the intuitions of the present
author, however, (and according to Booij 1985) the variant with a voiced obstruent
is more marked and certainly not better than for instance [lobje] for loop je with an
underlying voiceless plosive.  I suspect that in these cases the appearance of the feature
[voice] is the consequence of something like a minor (phonetic) assimilation process:

(66)   C j C   j

[voice]

If we disregard this optional rule, there are two possibilities:  [hE:bi] and [hepja].  In
other words, we find Final Devoicing in [jo] forms but not in [i] forms.

In the theory proposed here, this does not have to be taken as an indication that
the [i] form is more clitic-like than the [jal form.  It can be reduced to syllabification.
hebbie is naturally syllabified as [hE.bi] where the /b/ occurs in the onset of a (full)
syllable.  On the other hand, heb je could be syllabified as [hep.ja].  It is true that this
syllabification violates some syllable structure constraints, like the Syllable Contact
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Law. On the other hand, it satisfies the constraint against [Cj] clusters in onsets, which
we have to assume outranks the SCL:

(6D   PROJECT(N, V)»SCL

(68)   heb je (formal style register)

Candidates PROJECT(N, V)   SCL

v'hE:p.jo              •           •
he.bje                                                -

I should add here that Rotterdam 2S is the only clitic that does not normally show
the effect of Final Devoicing. Other clitics behave as if Final Devoicing applied before
them: heb+em 'have 'em' [hepam], heb een boek 'have a book' [hepanbuk]. This might
be related to the fact that in these other clitics the vowel is a schwa (cf. Gussenhoven
1989, Booij 1995b for recent discussion of phonological cliticization in Dutch).

7.5.2 Lexical forms    We have seen that it is not necessary to specify a lexical differ-

ence between [il and [jl in 2S, 3S or in the diminutive suffix. In all those environments,
the difference follows directly from resyllabification.

We can now wonder whether there is any need to specify this distinction in any

other part of the phonological system of Dutch. Since we have looked at all relevant
affixes and clitics, the only place left to look are the monomorphemic stems.

If we study other possible positions in the monomorphemic words, a few possible
cases are found:

(69) garage [7araia] vs. quasi [kwazi]

'garage' (id.)
college [loleia]   vs. cohesie [kohezi]
'class' 'cohesion'

schoe e [sxulja] vs. koelie [kuli]
'scamp' 'coolie'
Spanje [spanjel vs. Hanny [hani]
'Spain'                 (name)
bonje [bonja] vs.   ponny [ponil

'ructions' (id.)

Although none of these pairs are perfectly minimal, the distinctions seem to be fairly
trivial and irrelevant.38They are quasi-minimal pairs.  In each of these cases the phono-

logical environment directly before [i] and [jal is exactly the same. It seems as if we
have found cases where we need to specify a distinction. In one way or another we

38Van Haeringen (195D points out that the wordfamilie 'family' has an interesting history in Dutch in
this respect.  In the oldest stages of Dutch, the word was most probably pronounced as [fa.mi.li.ja].  In
the nineteenth century the pronunciation was [fa.mi.ljal Since then [fa.mi.li] has become the standard

form, although [fami(:)Ija] is still used in some dialects.
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have to indicate that the words in the left-hand column cannot be pronounced as
[sxulil, [spani] etc. even though the theory seems to predict otherwise.

It has to be noticed that in each of these cases it is exactly a coronal consonant that
appears to the left of the [ja] cluster.  I have found one class of words with a non-coronal
consonant preceding [ja] (in Standard Dutch): hachje, li»8e, snufe, flikle, puikje.  The
corresponding Rotterdam forms all have -ie. These words have to be regarded as a
kind of 'idiomatic diminutives'. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that these
forms are all nouns and all have the neuter gender (they choose the determiner het:
het hachje, het snu , etc.). The diminutive suffix also makes a noun into a neuter: de
viool 'the violin'- het uiool4e 'the small violin:  This is not true for the forms where je
is preceded by a coronal. They are not always nouns and if they are nouns they may
as well have common gender: de kastanje, de ratatoelje, de plunje, de garage, etc.

We may therefore assume that in these cases the feature has been linked lexically
to the consonant and to /i/. The lexical specifications of bonje and ponny then are as
follows (in the case of [ponil, it does not matter whether the underlying form ends in
/ia/ or in /i/; this is the reason why I have put a final empty root in brackets):

(70) a. [bmje]
0 0 0 0 0lili
b o n i

[coronal]

b. [poni]0000(0)
1 1    1    1
p o n i

1 1

[cor] [cor]

We correctly predict that there are no lexical forms like *herje. (I assume [rl does not
have a [col:onal] feature.) This form would get the following representation:

(71)00000
l i l i
h e r I

[coronal]

The feature [coronall is not doubly linked here. Therefore this form can be syllabified
as [h£ri] without problems.  This is exactly what happens: we do have words like
herrie, but no words like herje.

For the rest we only find [jal forms after a (long) vowel, as in ooievaar'stork' [ojavarl.
[il after a long vowel is also found, but only in the words nakf'naive' [naifl, cocaine (id.),
[kokainal and ruina 'ruins' [ry(w)inal.  In the case of naitf, even if the underlying form
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would be /naiaf/, the schwa would be followed by /f/, which it does not normally
tolerate in its rhyme, as we have seen in chapter 5.

In the case of ruine and cocaine, if the underlying forms would be /ryiang/ and
/kokaiana/, we would get two schwa syllables next to each other in a monomor-
phemic word. Again, apparently, the prohibition against this type of configuration
(PROJECT(Ft2,12)) is lexically higher than ONSEr in Standard Dutch.

In the immediately preceding discussion I have assumed that the obstruent-j se-

quences all are clusters in the literal sense. Logically speaking it is also possible that the
[j]-element is underlyingly specified as a secondary articulation on the collsonant. As
a matter of fact the segments in (69)  and also for instance in words like jury (id.), [zjyri]
and jam (id.), [7.Jcm] seem single segments on the surface with multiple articulation
rather than sequences of consonants.39

Why, then, are there no monomorphemic forms that surface as [pakial or [hofia]?
Since only coronals allow a coronal secondary articulation, the deciding factor

should be the place feature. The constraint which is responsible for this is closely
related to some constraints we have already seen:

(72)     CONSPLACE (C-*Fc): A place feature dominated by a [+cons] root node should
be directly dominated by a C-place node.

This constraint, if dominating the relevant PARSE-FEATURE constraints, has as an effect
that secondary articulation is only allowed if primary and secondary articulation are
homorganic. Consider for example the (pruned) representations of [xj] and [il

(73)   a.                                           [xjl

[+consl

C-place

[dorsallc V-place

[coronal]v

39Notice the last word is a loan word of which the first segment has been adapted to the Dutch

phonology.  I assume this is an argument for considering [zi ] as an underlying Dutch consonant.
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b.                                                    [2]

[+cons]

C-place

  vocalic
1

1

V-place

.Vi
[coronalli;

Representation (73a) is ruled out by (72), because the [coronal] feature is dominated by
[+consl, but not directly dominated by a C-place node.  In (73b) the only place feature
[coronal] is dominated by [+cons] and a place node. The fact that it is also dominated
by a V-place is irrelevant for this constraint. This is the reason why only coronals can
have a coronal secondary articulation.

Of course this does not exclude labial consonants with a labial secondary articula-
tion (I do not discuss dorsal secondary articulation since its theoretical status seems                       
so marginal). Yet segments like [pwl, [bw] or [f ] do not seem to occur in Dutch. For
one reason or another, non-coronal secondary articulations seem more marked than
coronal secondary articulations.

At the end of this section I have to briefly touch on three remaining observations.
In the first place,  we  only find tense vowels before  [zje]:   harazie]/*['yarazia];  this
might be related to the observation made on page 63 that vowels before fricatives are
(almost) always tense.  In the second place we find only lax or high vowels before
[ija] and Inja]:  [sxulja]/*[sxoljol, [spanja]/*[spanjel, indicating that in these cases we
have real clusters [nj] or [lj] (the sonorant closes the preceding syllable while the yod
is syllabified in the onset). It seems that palatalized fricatives and nasal+j are allowed,
but palatalized nasals and fricative+j sequences are not. Finally, exactly in the case                     
of lexical forms we find no [tja] forms; this may give an indication that we still need
to refer to the notion Derived Environment (cf.  Polgirdi 1995 for discussion of issues

relating to this in Optimality Theory). The segments /t/+/i/ fuse to a consonant with
secondary articulation only when they are separated by a morpheme boundary.  I have
not been able to find a satisfying analysis for any of these three observations.

7.5.3 The underlying form of 2S is not /i/. Secondary articulation formation in my
analysis leaves an unparsed vowel root, viz.  the root of the underlying /i/. The output
of secondary articulation formation on for instance the sequence /si/ ([sj], without a
following schwa) will be as follows:
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(74) [+cons] [-cons]

C-place

vocalic
1

1

V-placeiv.
[coronal]

In isolation this sequence would be pronounced as [sial. This raises the question why
we need to assume /si/ is the underlying form at all. Why couldn't the underlying
form of 2S be /ia/ rather than /i/?

I hope to have made it sufficiently clear in the preceding discussion that it is essential
to distinguish between underlying /i/ and /ia/, because otherwise we cannot explain
the difference between jenever and idee, or between the diminutive and 3S. Single /i/
should not be permitted to surface as [ja], otherwise we would incorrectly predict idee
to surface as *[jade].

I therefore assume that if a place node is parsed and its corresponding root node
is also parsed, the place node should be linked to the root node. On the one hand this
assumption seems somewhat ad hoc, since it rules out exactly the configuration that is
discussed here.  On the other hand it does not seem to be very unreasonable to assume

a constraint like this. If two elements are linked underlyingly and if both elements are
parsed, they should be parsed together. 'Naturalness' is a notion that is difficult to
formalize or to measure but I do not think the assumption just made is particularily
unnatural.

A problem connected to the underlying representation of 2S is why only underlying
high vowels are subject to gliding. It seems to me that there is evidence for a weakness
constraint of the following form:

(75) WEAK(N,[high]).A vowel V is in the weak position of a syllable -+ V dominates

[high]

In chapter 5 we have seen evidence for another weakness constraint, referring to
the feature [+consonantal]. There _is  fficient evidence for weakness constraints

referring to [high] at different levels of representation. For instance, in many languages
high vowels are the only ones that can occur in the weak position of a diphthong
and Kenstowicz (1994b) has shown that there are languages in which high vowels

preferrably occur in the weak position of the foot.
Of course in a fully-worked out theory we will expect constraints formally similar

to WEAK(N, [highl), but referring to purely consonantal features, which also do not
occur in the head position of a syllable or foot. WEAK(N, [high]) expresses the intuition
that high vowels are the most consonantal, the least sonorant among vowels (see

chapter 8 for a fuller discussion of this issue).
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7.5.4 High vowel followed by schwa One other fact that seems problematic for the
analysis proposed here is formed by words containing [. . - ijal, like Belgii and patrici#r
'patrician'.

The problem is that for these forms the most 'logical' underlying representation
is /ia/ with the [j] inserted as a homorganic glide. However we cannot select this
representation because it would surface in the system given here as [il, so that we
would incorrectly predict pronunciations such as *[belxi], *[patrisi(:)r], etc., at least in
the Rotterdam dialect.40

We have seen in chapter 5 however that exactly these same words behave as
derived rather than monomorphemic forms with respect to stress.  If they were really
monomorphemic we would predict stress on a penultimate syllable, rather than on the
antepenultimate where it actually resides. My solution for this problem was that these
words really are derived. The schwa-appendix in these cases constitutes a suffix.

This proposal also helps us to understand the behaviour of the /ie/ cluster in this
case. In chapter 3 I proposed a constraint MoRPA, repeated here:

(76)   MORPA: At least one element (the most sonorous element) of a morpheme is
incorporated into a prosodic word.

If the schwa in Belgit is a suffix of its own, it should be parsed into a Prosodic Word
according to MORPA. This means that the parse [belxi] is unacceptable, because it
leaves the whole suffix unparsed. The schwa should be parsed and in order to satisfy
the onset requirement the grammar introduces a glide that is homorganic with the
preceding high vowel: [belxijal

7.5.5 1st person plural clitic    Je is not the only clitic consisting of a glide + schwa in
Dutch. The other one is the first person plural clitic (1P) we [wa]. The first segment of
this clitic is the labiodental glide [wl, but this clitic still does not show any alternation
with a labial high vowel [u] or [y] at all.... dat we...  'that we' is never pronounced as
[datul or [d(tty], but always as [datwal (or [datamal with the allomorph -oma). As far
as I know, no dialect of Dutch shows alternation of [wa] with a high vowel, although
[ja]-[il is found in some restricted form in many Dutch and Frisian dialects.

On the other hand, the polite second person singular or plural pronoun is u [y].
There is no reduced or clitic form of this pronoun. In particular it does not alternate
with [wal. To my knowledge there is no dialect in which na u [na?yl is ever pronounced
as [nawal. Although I call u a 'polite' pronoun, I feel this gap cannot be attributed
to the fact that u is only used in formal speech.  In some idiolects, u can be used to
address persons with whom the speaker has reached a high level of intimacy, like
parents or grandparents. Nevertheless a pronunciation [wal is never found. Of course
a linguistic explanation for this gap is more easily found. If the underlying form of the
polite pronoun is /y/ rather than /ye/, we predict the surface to be [y]. This leaves
the problem of lP untouched however.

40The form [be 1(a)xi ] exists as the diminutive of Belg 'Belgian'.
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It seems that we have an asymmetry between the two glides [j] and [wl.41 There
are more reasons to consider the relation between [il and [j] a much closer one than
that between [u] or [yl and [w]. [j] seems to be a more'real' glide than [wl, in the sense
that there are many arguments for considering [jl really a variant of /i/ in consonantal
position while [w] seems to be slightly more 'consonantal'.

While [j] can never be in a bipositional onset at all (*jraak, *kjaad), [w] can act as
an obstruent-like element in onsets such as the one in wraak 'revenge' [wrak]42 or as a
sonorant such as in kwaad 'angry' [kwat].

On the other hand [w] and [j] do pattern together in certain ways. In particular
this is true if we assume [wl is the 'glide' version of /y/. For instance we have seen

in chapter 2 that a constraint against homorganic glide+vowel sequences affects both

*[jil  and *[wy], while the clusters become perfectly regular if we replace the glides by
normal consonants: lier 'lyra' [li:rl, dier 'animal' [di:rl, vuur 'fire' Ivy:r], etc.

The same type of restriction holds on glides after vowels. While word final sequences
like  * [ej],  * [ij],  * [uwl are excluded (in contrast to  [ewl,  [iw], [ujl), sequences  like  [et],

[it], [up] are not.
Although going into the matter in much detail would lead us to issues of segment

representation that fall too far outside of the scope of this thesis, I think one of the rea-
sons for this odd behaviour may be the labio-dental character of /w/. My preliminary
proposal is that this segment has a coronal (dental) secondary and a labial primary
place of articulation, while it still has a vocalic root node: 43

(77)                                      [-cons]

C-place

[labiall V-place

[coronal]

This representation would distinguish [wl from vowels and from [j] immediately,
because the latter segments only have a 'secondary' - vocalic - place of articulation
(Clements 1991). Given an appropriate theory of possible onset sequences (which I

41 I use the term glide in a loosely descriptive way.  Most of the asymmetries noted here have been ob-
served by Trommden (1983),who proposed to assign /w/ to the class of liquids.  She also observed that
intervocalic C+w clusters are always syllabified as onsets:  etui (id.), [e.twi], aquarium (id.), [a.kwa.ri.jym].

421:he distribution of /wC/ clusters in onsets in Dutch is very limited in two ways. In the first place,
the number of words containing such clusters is very limited and in the second place in many dialects

the /w/ in these clusters hardens to the labiodental [v].
43It might be that the [coronal] feature is even absent phonologically and only the result of phonetic

enhancement. The representation given here however might be seen as the result of a constraint to the
effect that having more than one place feature under any place node is dispreferred (Ben Hermans p.c.),

Furthermore, some dialects, for instance in Flanders and in Dutch Limburg, have a bilabial glide. For
these dialects, I would be forced to assume a representation where the [coronal] feature has disappeared
and the [labial] feature is linked to both tiers.
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will not try to develop here) this gives us the possibility to distinguish between [w]
and [j] in onset clusters.

On the other hand, [wl is still a glide in the sense thatit is a vocalic node dominating
a vocalic place node. This makes it possible to formulate the constraints on glide-
vowel/vowel-glide sequences just outlined.

I find it difficult to bring empirical evidence to bear upon the representation in
(77).  I have chosen to make [coronal] the vocalic place feature because it allows me to
formulate a projection constraint against gliding in a fairly straightforward manner:

(78)   PROJEcT(V, R): all vocalic features should be in the head of an R (except the
44feature [coronal]V).

Constraint (78) excludes all vocalic roots in the onset except for the front unrounded
vowels and [w]. Interestingly, it can be seen as a weaker version of ONSET=PROJECT(F,
R).

It seems furthermore justified to put the [labial] feature in C-place position, because
in its interaction with other consonants it behaves as labial rather than coronal:  *[pw]
clusters are excluded because of the OCP and CONTOUR, but [tw] clusters do occur in
Dutch as the examples twee 'two' [twe], twist 'dispute' [twIst] and twilg 'twig' [tweix]
may attest.

Another prediction we make is that /w/ can lexically occur in the nucleus of
a syllable, just like nasals and liquids (cf. chapter 5). Post-lexically /w/-headed
syllables would be subject to schwa-epenthesis just like syllables headed by sonorant
consonants. Now there are no syllables ending in *[aw] in Dutch. Yet Trommelen
(1983) has shown that word-final [yw] clusters in forms like schaduw'shadow' [sxadyw]
behave like schwa-headed syllables in many respects, for instance syllable structure
and stress. It could therefore be that in this case vowel epenthesis is accompanied by
a total assimilation of the place features from /w/ to the superficial [yl head.45

Finally, I want to point out that this analysis does not imply that there are no
homorganic glides after  /u/  or /y/. After  [u]  (Or  [DU]) we usually  find a (bilabial)
[u].  After [y] (and [oey]) we find either [j] or bilabial [u], depending on the dialect and
some speaker-dependent factors which are hard to formalize:

(79) a. douane 'customs' [duuanal
b.  duo (id.), [dyjo/dyuo]
c. bui+en 'shower+s' [boeyja/boeyue]

44The except clause makes us suspect that this constraint conflates some more basic constraints, for
instance a general constraint against vocalic features in consonantal position interacting with a constraint
on licensing of [coronal]v· An interesting aspect of this is that here we have another instance of the
special status of coronals in the syllable in the sense that coronal carl occur in a position in which other
(place) features are not licensed. See chapter 8 for some additional discussion.

45•rhere is a constrast between forms with a tense vowel and forms with a lax vowel.  In the former
case,  epenthesis is obligatory (schaduw [sxadyw] -* [sxadwl),  in the latter case  it is prohibited  (murw
'mellow' [moerwl... *[mierywl, erwt 'pea' [Erwt] -* [Erywt]). The former case can be explained, but I
have no explanation why there is no epenthesis in the latter case.
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7.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we have studied typical vocalic elements occuring in extracephalic po-
sitions.  I think the analysis of the vowel-glide alternation has given us the clearest

example of an advantage of theories which use the idea of relative strength of con-
straints over other views of grammar.  If we put two vowels next to each other, these

get into competition for being the head of a nucleus.  If one of the two vowels is a
schwa and the other is a full vowel, the latter normally wins.  This is something we
have already seen in chapter 5.  In this chapter I have shown that certain external
circumstances may favour the surfacing of schwa over that of the full vowel. Two such
circumstances have been shown to exist in Dutch. These were the ONSET constraint
and the OCR These two constraints seem to overrule the normal desire of full vowels
to become syllable nuclei.

With respect to the Projection theory the main result of thischapter was that we have
to posit a class of Weakness constraints, which are complementary in their formulation
to the Projection constraints. The latter say that a strong position in the prosody is
connected to a certain feature, the former that certain other features are connected to
weak positions.

It appeared that vowels which occur in such a position are typically high vowels
and most typically /i/; Dutch [w] has been argued to be more consonantal than [jl
Furthermore we have seen some evidence for the hypothesis, put forward by Clements
(1992) that consonants and vowels have the same place of articulation features.  This

hypothesis can help us explain palatalisation. The reason furthermore why the voice-
less stop /t/ palatalizes more readily than any other coronal consonant is that it is in a
sense the 'simplest' consonant which provides us with evidence either for a theory of
feature markedness or for monovalent features.



8 The Projection Constraint Family

8.1 Introduction

In this thesis I have shown in what way features on the head segment of some prosodic
constituent and the structure which is built on top of that segment can influence each
other. It appeared that in particular aperture features like [high], [lax] and  [low] are
relevant for prosodic structure.

This finding in itself is not new On the one hand, theories that work with'sonority
scales' often assign separate positions on the scale to high, mid and low vowels, where
high vowels get a lower sonority and low vowels a higher sonority. Most often these

sonority scales are then used to explain facts that are related to syllable structure, such
as gliding and diphthongization.1  On the other hand, rules of'metaphony', changing
vowel height in stressed or unstressed position have been proposed for instance in the
literature on various Italian dialects.

Yet this insight never seems to have received a systematic treatment.  I think that
one of the advantages of the approach defended here is that it offers a more uniform
formal means to express the relation between vocalic features and prosodic structure.
This allowed us to develop for instance a more interesting view on the relation between
laxness and syllable closedness or on the degenerate syllable which is built on top of
the'empty' vowel a.

The theory presented here is couched within a framework of constraint-based
phonology.  If we do not constrain the notion of'possible constraint' such a theory is
not particularily restrictive.

This statement obviously needs some qualification. Since in standard Optimality
Theory, the set of constraints is supposed to be universal and finite, it is not strictly
necessary for the individual constraints to be formally related to one another in any
sense. In principle it is possible that Universal Grammar consists of a number of
totally unrelated constraints. However, given the findings of phonological theory it
seems more plausible that the set of constraints is 'modular', subdivided into subsets
of tightly connected constraints. It also seems methodologically better to assume such

a clustering of constraints.  As long as linguists do not agree on the exact content of
UG and all other things being equal, the use of a constraint A in a particular analysis
seems to be preferable over the use of a constraint B when A is formally related to

i See Kenstowicz (1994) for the application of the sonority hierarchy to stress phenomena.

252
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other constraints C and D, whereas B is not.
The most important new constraint families which I have proposed in this thesis

are the projection family and the weakness family. These families, relating feature
content to prosodic structure, form the core of the proposal made here.

8.2   Projection and weakness.

I will start outby listing all the projection and weakness constraintsthat I have proposed
in this thesis:

Connect(R, lax)   (p.  33): Af dominates [laxl *-* N  is the head of a branching N.
Project(V, Ft2)  (p· 114):AF dominates a vocalic node --* N is the head of a branching

Foot.
Project(V, Ft)   (p.  114): 111 dominates a vocalic node -+ N is the head of a Foot.
Project(Ft2, 12)  (p. 142): N is the head of a branching Foot -+ 14 dominates a vocalic

node.

Project(N, V)   (p.  41):  AP is the head of a branching N -+ No dominates a vocalic node.
Project(N, -cons)   (p.  41):  AP isthehead of a (brancl®g) N -+Ap dominates [-cons].
Project(N, F)  (p.  146): No is the head of a branching N = No dominates some feature

F e F.
Project(F, R) = Onset  (p.   5): No dominates some feature -i N  is the head of a

branching R. (A syllable with some feature in its head should have an onset.)
Project(No, low)  (p. 61): N" branches -+ N  dominates [low].
Project(V, N)  : '(p· 250) 14 dominates a vocalic feature » 14 is in the head of an N.

Projec - cons, N)   :  (p.  192) AP dominates [-cons]  -* No is the head of a (branching)

N. (All vowels are heads of syllables.)
Weak(N, high)  (p. 24D: A vowel V is in the dependent position of a syllable N -+ V

dominates [high].
Weak(+cons, N)   (p.  144): A segment S has the feature [+cons] -+ S is in the dependent

 sition of a syllable R
Weak(N, C)  (p.  235): A segment in the weak position of a syllable needs to have a

consonantal (place) feature CE C- {coronalc, dorsalc, labialc,· · ·  ·

This family of constraints forms the core of the proposal-made in-this thesis.  It is

a consequence of the syllable headedness hypothesis that the feature structure on the
syllable head determines to a large extent the structure of the syllable. The general
form of most of the constraints (the projection constraints) listed here is as follows:

(1)    a.   'bottom up': No dominates a feature F - Nz branches,

where Nx E { 4, R.N. Ft }, F e some feature set S.

b.  'top down': N' branches --* No dominates a feature F,

where Nx € { AP. R N. Ft }, F E some feature set S.
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In some cases there is no reason to distinguish between a 'top down' and a 'bottom
up' version of the projection constraints. In those cases I called the relevant constraints
CONNECT(X, Y). Yet in other cases ranking considerations led us to treat'bottom up' and
'top down' as constraints with independent locations in the hierarchy. For instance
in French, tense mid vowels do not occur in closed syllables, which I took as an
indication for a sufficient high ranking of PROJECT(N, lax), but in the same language
lax mid vowels can freely occur in open syllables.  I assumed that this shows that
PROJECT(lax, N) is ranked lower.

Strictly speaking, this is not necessarily true. We could also assume that while in
Dutch CONNECT(N, lax) dominates all Faithfulness constraints, in French we draw a
distinction between PARSE-LAX on the one hand and *[lax] on the other:

(2)     a. Dutch: CONNECT(N, lax)»PARSE-LAX»'[lax]
b. French: PARSE-LAX»CONNECT(N, lax) »'[laxl

CONNECT(N, lax) dominates the constraint against insertion of [lax], so that tense vow-
els in closed syllables get laxed without problem. Yet CONNECT(N, lax) is dominated
by PARSE-LAX, so that underlyingly lax vowels stay lax even if they occur in open
syllables.

Given this possibility of differently ranking the two types of Faithfulness it might
turn outto be unnecessary to differentiate betweenbottom up and top downprojection.
It would therefore be interesting to try to recast the analyses given in this thesis
using only CONNEC'r(X, Y) constraints. Yet since this would complicate the ranking
argumentsconsiderably, I have decided to only use PROJECT(X, Y) constraints, wherever
there is no real evidence for an active PROJECT(Y, X).

Normally, projection constraints refer to heads of branching constituents.  Only at
the level of the foot we have seen constraints referring also to heads of non-branching
constituents.

Furthermore, in a few cases we have seen evidence for constraints of the following
form (the weakness constraints):

(3)    a.   'bottom up': AP dominates a feature F -+ Nx is in the weak position of an
N=+1 constituent,
where Nx E { Af, R, R }, F € some feature set S.

b.   'top down': Nx is in the weak position of an N constituent -4 14 domi-Ttl

nates a feature F,
where Nx E { Af, N, R }, F e some feature set S.

We need to draw a distinctionbetween projection constraints and weakness constraints
only in a theory that uses monovalent features.

For binary features, the weakness constraint 'No dominates a feature [+F] - N*
is in the weak position of an N=+1 constituent' equals the projection constraint 'NT+1

Itlbranches -+ N  dominates a feature [-F]' and 'Nx is in the weak position of an N
constituent --* N' dominates a feature F' equals'No dominates a feature [-F] - N +1
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branches'. It might be relevant that the weakness constraints used here refer either to
[+cons] or to [thigh] and that [=Ehigh] and [iconsonantal] are two features for which
it is notoriously hard to design a unary feature analysis.

Again, it is possible that there is no real need to distinguish between 'bottom up'
and 'top down' weakness but for ease of exposition I have decided to distinguish
between the two.

Several remarks have to be made about these constraint schemes. First, it seems

that they arebest interpreted in a theory of prosodic structure in which every projection
node is a projection of its head in the most literal sense of the word: for every N,+ 1 a

projection of N'. N' has exactly the same features as N'+1.
There are several theories of syllable structure which have the required properties.

In this thesis I have chosen to adopt an X-bar like structure which is similar in some
respects to the theory of Bare Phrase Structure proposed by Chomsky (1994).  In this
theory the X-bar labels are seen as mere mnemonic terms. A structure like (4a) is a
mere way of representing the structure in (41)) in an insightful way:

(4)  a. N ... I
 . A
N -

A     /
R          -

b  .22          b  ..k

We could also assume that feet are projections of syllables to higher levels. By transi-
tivity, feet and prosodic words are therefore headed by syllable heads, in the typical
case by vowels.2

There are other ways of formalising the same idea that heads project to higher
levels at which they enter into local relations with other elements. Examples of such
formalisations are Dependency Phonology (Anderson and Jones 1974, Anderson and
Ewen 198D and bracketed grid theory (Halle and Vergnaud 198D. The equivalence
between these formalisms and the type of X-bar trees used here has been established

-nnstenrinrp  (1993)     Tn  thig  thpsis  T  haverhosen  to  use X-bar theory.   It will be
more difficult to incorporate these constraints into a theory using moras because the
notion'head' seems foreign to this theory and because the structures used in orthodox
moraic phonology are not binary branching.

There are two parameters in the definitions (1) and (3): the level of projection Xn
and the feature R In this chapter I briefly discuss the range of possibilities that arise if

2A very interesting alternative would be to assume that feet are built on top of N or No nodes. The
=

reason for this could be that by definition no further projection is possible on a N. This would help
us explain why Onset segments often do not count for stress and it would also provide us with an
interesting view of foot structure, when combined with the ideas sketched in appendix A.1.2.
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we combine the different settings for the projection level parameter and for the feature
parameter. Not every logically possible combination is discussed and I have to admit
that I have not even found all logically possible combinations of parameter settings
attested. In the discussion of the previous chapters it has turned out to be convenient
to refer to the following sets of features:

•  V= {high, low, lax, coronalv, labialv, dorsalv, (-cons, +son)}. the set of vocalic
features

•  F=the set of all segmental features.

For more discussion, see section 8.7 below I will now discuss the particular instantia-
tions of (la) and (lb) for each level of the prosodic hierarchy.3

8.3   The foot level.

The first level I want to consider is the foot level.  On this level we expect the following
projection constraints:

(5)    a.  PROJECT(F, Ft2) I\F dominates a feature F (F € V) -+ N heads a branching
foot.

b.   PROJECT(Ft2, F): R heads a branching foot --+ Af dominates a feature F (F E
12).

One version of (5a) is the constraint PROJECr(V, Ft ) which I used in the analysis of
Dutch and an instance of (5b) is PROJECT(Ft2, v), again applying transposition. As we
have seen, in the case of the CONNECT(Ft2, V) constraints any vocalic feature under the
vocalic node is able to attract (in the case of (5a)) or license (in the case of (51))) a foot.

Normally, projection constraints refer to heads of branching constituents. Only at
the level of the foot we have seen constraints referring also to heads of non-branching
constituents.  In the analysis of Dutch we have seen evidence for a non-branching
counterpart of (5a), PROJECT(V, Ft2)·

In chapter 6, we have seen evidence for a version of the constraint PROJECT-FT2 in
French which refers to the feature [laxl.4

3Itis difficult to find similar evidence at the word level.  I have not been able to find any evidence that
projection constraints might be at work at levels higher than the prosodic word, such as the phonological
phrase, the Intonation Phrase or the Utterance. Maybe one might think of the assignment of Focus tones
as the result of such a constraint, (N' is the head of an Intonation Phrase -+ No dominates a H tone) but
there do not seem to be languages in which the occurrence of for instance low tones is restricted to the
head of any phrasal category and furthermore instances of 'No dominates a H tone --+ Nx is the head of
an Intonation Phrase' are unknown to me.

4 It is usually assumed that Dutch is quantity sensitive as I have discussed in chapter 2. The analysis
presented here raises another possibility which is not explored here, viz. that Dutch stress is sensitive
to the feature [lax]. Again, here we have an instance of the close connection between laxness, quantity
and closedness.  I find it hard to find good empirical evidence for or against stress theories based on the
closed versus open distinction of syllables on the one hand and stress theones based on the tensedness
versus laxness of vowels on the other.
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(6)    PROJECT(Ft , lax) (French): N heads a foot = Af dominates a feature [laxl

The reverse constraint might be responsible for mid vowel neutralisation effects in
other languages and dialects. For instance in Brazilian Portuguese, lax vowels can
only occur in stressed position. In weak positions such vowels might be neutralized
towards their tense counterparts (Wetzels 1993):

(7)    a.   [mjro]-[mordmos] 'I/we reside'

b.  [mjvel-[movji] 'move!' (sing./plur.)

In the case of Portuguese, rhyme structure seems unimportant for the feature [lax];
what matters is rather foot structure.

We might assume this pattern is the result of the interaction between constraints
on foot structure and (8), all dominating PARSE-LAX in Brazilian Portuguese:

(8)  PROJECT(lax, Ft ) (Portuguese): No dominates a feature [lax] = N heads a

branching foot.
(9) Metrical Wellformedness (MWF) »PROJECT-FT2 »PARSE-LAX

(10) /mor+0/

Candidates MWF PROJECT-FT2 PARSE-LAX

4(miro)
mo(rd)                      *!

(m6ro)                                                        *!

(11) /mor+amos/

Candidates MWF PROJECT-FT2 PARSE-LAX

(mjra)mos                * !

mt)(rdmos)                                           * !

qmocrdmos)                                                                     *!

In this thesis we have not come across any evidence for a weakness constraint at the
foot level. Yet there are generalisations which could be stated in these terms.  In all
relevant cases I have found, the feature to which Weakness refers is [high] or [+cons]:

(12)   WEAK(Ft, high): A vowel V is in the weak position of a foot -» V dominates

[high].

In the discussion of Chamorro on page 38 we have seen that mid vowels in that
language surface as high in unstressed position. This might be seen as an effect of (12).

Another effect of the same constraint can be seen in Northern Salentino Italian
(Calabrese 1984). Exactly as in Chamorro, mid vowels can only surface as such in
stressed position, otherwise they are high:
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(13) 1 sg. kriu stntu kan6sku
1 pl. kritiAmu sintimu   kanudgimu

'believe' 'feel' 'recognize'
When we follow Burzio (1994) we might even have evidence for weakness constraints
pertaining to high vowels and consonantal syllable heads in English. Burzio distin-
guishes between three classes of syltables which are relevant for English word stress:

Heavy, Light and Weak. Weak syllables are in a sense the'lightest' syllables for stress;
in many words they are not metrified at all, and when they are incorporated into a foot,
this foot itself becomes weak, i.e. it cannot get primary word stress. Whether or not
a syllable is weak, is dependent on its head. Burzio (1994) claims that Weak syllables
either have an empty head (in the case of degenerate syllables), a consonantal head
(-ble, -cle, etc.) or a high vowel as its head (-ty, -ry)).

A particularly well-knownexample of a feature which stands in a specific relation to
stress is of course tone.  In many languages, tones are aligned with the most prominent
syllable in a foot, a word or a phonological phrase.  This is expressed for Serbo-Croatian
in the following ways by Hermans (1994a) and Zec (1995) respectively:

(14)     a. Hermans (1994a:119): Tone Blocking:  A tone may not be governed [i.e.  it
may not occur in the dependent position of either a syllable or a foot].

b.   Zec (1995): Align High tone with the head of a foot.

To me these two conditions seem to be equivalent. We could formalize both constraints
in the projection framework as follows:5

(15)    PROJECT(high tone, Ft) (Serbo-Croatian): Af dominates a high tone -+ N heads
a foot.

Actually, the situation is a little more complex since high tones may not occur in the
weak mora of a (stressed) syllable either, so that we may assume that Serbo-Croatian
also has a tone-related constraint at the level of N.

Finally, Serbo-Croatian also requires all feet to be accompanied by a tone, at some
level of representation. This means that we also find a tonal counterpart of PROJECT-FT
in this langugae

(16)     PROJECT(Ft, high tone) (Serbo-Croatian): N heads a foot -+ AP dominates a high
tone.

The theory of projection and weakness constraints predicts that only features of the
head of a syllable may affect the position of that syllable in a foot.  One very well-
known counterexample to this claim is Piraha (Everett and Everett 1984).  In this
language, syllables with a voiceless consonant in their onset count as heavier than
similar syllables with voiced onsets, which in turn are heavier than onsetless syllables.
Stress falls on the heaviest of the final three syllables (I underlined stressed syllables):

6See also for instance Goldsmith, Peterson and Progo (1989) and Peterson (1989) for similar principles
in Nguni.
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(lD    kaggai'word',bii i'red', 1 bai 'monkey', etc.

The fact that it is the feature [voicel which counts as relevant is interesting for at
least two reasons.  In the first place, I assume that vowels, which apparently are the
only syllable heads in Piraha, do not possess a specification for [voice].  Now some
work in morphology has concentrated on the concept of a Relativized Head (Selkirk
1982, Di Sciullo and Williams 198D. According to this work, features of non-heads
may percolate up to the projection level, but only provided that these features are
not present in the head. The Piraha stress facts may provide us with a phonological

example of this.
The second reason why it is interesting that it is the feature [voice] that seems to

count as relevant, is that there is a strong correlation between laryngeal features and
tone.6 Especially the voicing of onset consonants seems to be the most common source
of tonogenesis (Kingston and Solnit 1988). Authors like Halle and Stevens (1971), Yip
(1980, 1995), Bao (1990), Duanmu (1990), Van der Hulst (1994c) have suggested to treat
these two classes of features as one gesture. For instance, Yip (1995) proposes the
following partial feature geometry.7

(18) Laryngeal

Register = H/L; [voice] Glottal Aperture
1

[c.gl
[s.g]

In this model, High and Low tone on the one hand and [ivoice] are basically the same
thing. More specifically, one could say that [-voice] = High ([+upper]) and [+voice]
= Low ([-upper]). Other models are possibly also feasible, but in any case the relation
between voicing and tone seems to be rather well established.

We thus can reduce the relevant stress constraint to the version of PROJECT-N

suggested for Serbo-Croatian in (15) above.8

8.4    The N level.

The level below the foot is the syllable level. Here we find the following constraints:

6See Everett (1988) for a discussion of the interaction between stress and vocalic tone in Piraha.

7YlP (1995) assumes Pitch nodes dependent on Register in order to account for four-way height
contrasts. These I have omitted because they do not seem to be particularily relevant to the present
discussion. Furthermore, [c.g] = [constricted glottis] and [s.g.] = [spread glottis].

8After this reduction, only one problematic case remains to be solved. This is MadiMadi (Davis 1988,
Goedemans p.c.). T'he stress rule in this language seems to be of approximately the following form:
stress is on the first syllable, except when the second syllable contains a coronal obstruent in its onset
in which case stress is on that syllable. If this is true, it is problematic for the account presented here in
two ways.  In the first place, if vocalic and consonantal place features are the same we cannot invoke
the notion of a Relativized Head.  In the second place, place features do not seem to play a role in

prominence relations in any other system 1 know.
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(19)     a.  PROJECT(F, N): No dominates a feature F -* No heads a branching N.

b.  PROJECI'(N, ID: No heads a branching N -+ Af dominates a feature R
=

All projection constraints at this level seem to refer to branching N nodes; I therefore
leave out the subscript '2'.

An instance of constraint (19b) is PROJECT(R, V) in chapters 4 and 5; the constraint
(19a) has an instap-tiation that has come to be known in the literature as the ONSET con-
straint. PROJECT(N, V) can be satisfied by any vocalic feature, just like the constraints
on the foot level. The ONSET constraint, on the other hand, seems much stronger in
the sense that any syllable needs an onset, even when it is headed by a (sonorant)
consonant or an empty vowel.

At the level of the syllable we also have evidence for a weakness constraint:
-                                 -

(20)   WEAK(N, high): A vowel V is in the weak position of a syllable node N - V
dominates [high].

This is (part of) the constraint HIGHWEAK, the constraint that states that only high
vowels can occur inextracephalic position. A similar constraint WEAK(N, +cons) might

=
say that only consonants may occur in onsets and WEAK(+Cons, N) that consonants

occur only in the dependent positions of syllables.
In order to capture the observation that consonants typically occur in onsets, we

could also add the following weakness constraint:

(21)   WEAK(+cons, N): A se ent S dominates F, F a consonantal feature -+ S is in
the weak position of an N.

The ONSET constraint = PROJECT(F, N) is among the strongest projection constraints
in one important respect: any phonological feature is sufficient to force a syllable to
have an onset.  It is unclear why the ONSET constraint should be so forceful.  We
have encountered a weaker version of this constraint in chapter 7, viz. PROJECT(V,

N):  all vocalic f tures should be in the head Of an N.   We have also seen a constraint
PROJECT(-cons, N), aconstraint forcing all vowels (evenschwa) tobeheadsof syllables.

In general, the projection theory is better in explaining the symmetries between the
=
N level on the one hand and the lower and higher projection levels on the other than in
explainingtheasymmetriesbetween those categories.  Some of these asymmetries are:  (i)

PROJECT-N never seems to refer to [lax] or [lowL whereas projection at lower or higher
levels does, (ii) onsets do not (or: hardly ever) contribute to weight, (iii) the relation
between [voice] on onset obstruents and tone on nuclei does not seem to be mirrorred
in the relation between nucleus and coda, (iv) in many languages coda positions allow
only a subset of the consonants that are allowed in onset position, (v) the CONTOUR

constraint also seems quite typical for onsets; constraints against the homorganicity
of coda segments and the preceding nucleus seems far less widespread. The theory
would probably have to be supplemented by a theory on consonantal positions. The
projection theory is intended to be part of a modular phonological system, of which a
theory of consonantal positions should be another part.
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8.5 N-level.

The most important instance of a projection constraint one level below the syllable
level is what I have called CONNECT(N, lax):

(22)    CONNECT(N, lax) =

a.  PROJECT(lax, R) = If dominates [laxl = No heads a branching N

b.   PROJEcr(N, lax) = No heads a branching N » NO dominates [lax].

Again, all instances of PROJECT-N seem to refer to branching rhymes. In Dutch, the
two parts of CONNECT(W, lax) seem inseparable vis h vis their overall position in the
hierarchy, but we have seen that in French only (22b) is visibly active (in interaction
with constraints on place).  In both languages the constraint refers to the feature [lax]
and the same is true for Andalusian Spanish and for Polynesian languages like Eastern

Ja anese and Tagalog.  In many languages, the only vowels that are allowed in the
weak constituent part of a diphthong are the high vowels. If (falling) diphthongs form
a branching R this might be described by a Weakness constraint of the following form:

(23)     WEAK(R, high): A vowel V is in the weakposition of an N node, = V dominates

[high].

As we will see in the following section, it can also be that diphthongs are represented
as branching nuclei.  In that case the R in this definition should be replaced by No.
In chapter 5 we have seen evidence for a weakness constraint WEAK(+cons, N).  This
constraint said that consonants should occur in a dependent position of the rhyme, not
in its head and it banned syllabic nuclei in the post-lexical phonology.

In the literature we sometimes find a constraint against codas (the NOCODA Con-

straint). There are in my view two possible ways to view the relation between this
constraint and the projection constraints at the N level. Either we can see NoCODA as a
formulation of CONNECT(N, lax) (in combination with a constraint against the insertion
of [laxl),9 or we can see (22b) as the result of the constraint ranking (22a)»NoCODA.

8.6 Nuclear level.

The lowest level of projection is the nucleus.  If we assume that this level can branch

just as well as any other level (and that we need to distinguish between a nucleus

and a rhyme) we might suppose that also here we have projection constraints of the

following type:

(24)     a.   PROJEcT(low, No): a segment S dominates [lowl = S heads a branching No.

glhere would however be one potential problem for this reformulation: we could not explain why
there are langugaes which do have the feature [laxl and for instance lax-harmony, while at the same

time only allowing for open syllables.
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b.    PROJECT(N , low): A segment S heads a branching If --+ S dominates [low].

It is very likely that the nucleus is the domain for long vowels and diphthongs (cf. for
instance Harris 1994 for a discussion of English long vowels).  If this holds true, the
constraint NoLONGVOWEL can be reduced to (24b).

In Antwerp Dutch all vowels are lax if and only if they are long. Under a branching-
nucleus analysis of long vowels, this could be analysed by assuming (24a) and (24b)
(with reference to [lax] instead of [low]) are very strong in this dialect.

What is interesting about the branching nucleus analysis, is that (falling) diph-
thongsio show up the prominence asymmetries that we have come to expect: the first
component vowel is generally low and/or lax, and the second component is high and
tense. For instance, Philips (1994) lists the feature changing rules needed to account
for all falling diphthong formations mentioned in Hayes (1990):

(25) Middle English [i: u:] = [ei oul Add [-high] left
New High German    [i: u:]- [ai aul Add [+lowl left
Icelandic [e: o: 0:1--* [eE ot) 0oe] Add [-ATR] right
Central Swedish [i: y: ti: u:] » [ij yw ti# ull]    Add [+cons] right
Czech [e: 0:1--* [ei ou] Add [+high] right.

In all cases the dependent part on the right gets either [+high], [+cons] or [-ATR] and
the head to the left gets [-high] or [+low].

A technical problem that has to be solved under an analysis assuming branching
nuclei for long vowels is that a branching nucleus has to count as a branching N in
all respects but not vice versa: the branching nucleus apparently is enough to satisfy
CONNECT(N, lax), it contributes to syllable weight in the same way as a branching N
and furthermore No and N cannot branch at the same time (otherwise we would expect
superheavy syllables such as . [k£ilk] in Standard Dutch). As always, there are ways of
solving this problem, for instance by making the non-cooccurrence of branching No and
branching N into a separate constraint dominating all others. Another option would
be to introduce a 'government' relation into the theory and derive the non-multiple
branchingness effect from a stipulated adjacency and directionality requirement of this
relation (Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud 1990).

8.7 Features.

The following features or sets of features are referred to in the projection and weakness
constraints used in this thesis:

(26)     a.   .Ftf the set of all phonological features.

b.   VCY'%  the set of vocalic features { high, low, lax, coronal, dorsal, labial,
...}

ioRising diphthongs need to have a separate treatment, cf. Sluyters (1990) for a possible approach in
which a subnuclear constituent is proposed, the peak.
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c.  [lax], [low] ([-cons], [+son], [=Izupper]=[voice]) E V

d.  [highl E V

It is important to constrain the possible value for the F parameter to these values,
since probably we do not expect for instance the place feature of a vowel to affect its
projection capacities (in which case we would predict languages in which rounded
vowels can only occur in stressed position or in a closed syllable).

The fact that aperture features, and more specifically [high] and [low], are relevant
for syllabification has been implicitly accepted in most of the literature. Many theorists
who employ a'sonority scale' to describe the facts of a language and who distinguished
among vowels on this scale assigned a lower sonority value to high vowels than to
mid vowels or low vowels.

The sonority difference is captured in the approach defended here by assuming the
metatheoretic generalisations in (27):

(27)  a. The features [lax] and [low] ([-cons], [+sonl) play a role in projection
constraints, not in weakness constraints.

b.  The feature [high] (and [+cons]) plays a role only in weakness constraints.

This expresses the intuition that high vowels are in a sense more consonantal than the

non-high vowels, while low (and lax) vowels are in a sense the most ideal heads of

syllables and feet.
11

In purely tree-geometric terms, it is not very clear why aperture features play such
an important role in the projection of syllables.  It is relatively easy to show that the
aperture node and the place node should be sisters (since some languages show a
process of total vowel assimilation, spreading all vocalic features to the exclusion of
the non-vocalic features) and there is no evidence that the aperture features are for
instance linked higher in the feature tree than the vocalic features. Harry van der
Hulst (p.c.) has suggested that maybe aperture features play the role of a 'head' in the
structure of a vowel. Since the projection of an element by definition is the projection of
the head of that element, this would explain the asymmetry between aperture features
and place features.  If such a theory can be worked out in the appropriate way (so that
for instance we can still distinguish the projection properties of [e] which has at least
one vocalic feature but no aperture feature12 and [a], which has neither an aperture
feature nor a place feature, it would be an interesting extension of the projection theory
defended here. Possibly such a theory would refer to the notion of a Relativized Head.

11 In order to go again one step further and explain  (27), we could either refer to phonetic grounding

or try to explore the hypothesis put forward in Van der Hulst (1994c) that phonological features have
an internal structure which in the case of [high] would include more consonantal elements and in the
case of [low] and [lax] more vocalic elements.

12This is true under the assumption that mid vowels are underspecified for aperture. The same type
of problem holds for a 'particle' approach to vocalic features with respect to the comparison of high
vowels (which bear no A element or [open] feature and therefore are presumably underspecified for
openness) and schwa.
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In section 8.3, I have argued that also tone and [voice] play a role in projection
constraints. In all, we have the following feature geometry, with the nodes which are
relevant for projection of metrical structure in bold face:

(28) [ircons, ison]

Laryngeal C-place

vocalic

Aperture V-place

All features, except for the Place features, seem to be able to play a role in projection
constraints.  From a phonetic point of view, we could maybe say that the relevant
features (except the major class features) all have a primary influence on the Fo level,
but high tone and vowel height have the opposite effects: high tone attaches to head
positions, whereas high vowels tend to occur in dependent positions, even though
the two types of height have comparable effects on Fo. The question therefore has to

remain open.
13

A further speculation (in chapter 6) has been that the feature parameter might be set
for the projection constraints at every different level. For instance, in French we have
found evidence for PROJECT(Ft2, lax) but not for PROJECT(Ft2, V), whereas in Dutch we
have found evidence for the latter constraint but not for the former. No cases were
found of conflicting or otherwise interacting PROJECT-FT  constraint. It might therefore
be more plausible that languages have at most one type of PROJECT-FT2 constraint and
that a parameter is set.

8.8 Constraints conflicting with projection and weakness.

The relation between vowel quality and syllable structure cross-linguistically seems
to be sufficiently weak so as to have gone undetected in most of the literature.  In
many languages, the quality of vowels seems to have hardly any relation to prosodic
structure at all. Under the assumptions presented here, all the constraints presented
are supposed to have a universal force.  They are present in the grammar of every

language, be it that in some grammars they can be forced to be violated.
It is therefore important to detect the constraints that crucially conflict with projec-

tion and weakness. The most reasonable candidates are the Faithfitlness constraints. In

130ne Possibility, suggested in Van der Hulst (1994c), is that (approximately) the boldfaced feature
sets here act in a sense as heads of the segment. Head features would then be allowed to percolate
up to higher (prosodic) levels of projection whereas this would be much more difficulty for non-head
features.  In this respect it might also be relevant that segments with a place specification but without
aperture (i.e.  full mid vowels such as /e/ and /0/) are much more common than vowels without a
place specification but with aperture (instances of the latter might be /1, oe/)
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order to satisfy a projection or weakness constraint we often have to insert or unparse
features.  Take for example the constraint CONNECT(N, lax) and let us suppose this
constraint is ranked very high and we have an input /domp/ with a tense vowel and a

sequence of consonants which can only be syllabified as a coda plus an onset. All can-
didate outputs for this input which satisfy CONNECT(N, lax) violate some faithfulness
constraint:

(29) /domp/

Candidates CONNECT(N, lax) Faithfulness

domp
*

domp * [lax]
do< m >p PARSE-P

dom<p> PARSE-M

PARSE-P and PARSE-M are shorthands for parse constraints on all of the features of these

two segments.  In a language in which all of these faithfulness conditions dominate

CONNECT(N, lax), the output [dompl will be selected.
In some cases projection constraints, can also work against each other. I will give

two examples from the analysis of Dutch to illustrate this point.  In the Dutch lexicon we

have CONNECT(V, Ft2)»PROJECT(R, V). The latter constraint among others disallows
schwa-headed syllables, but the former requires exactly such syllables in unstressed

position. Thus the head of an unstressed syllable can violate PROJEcr(R, V) in order
to satisfy CONNECT(V, Ft2).

The second example is from the postlexical phonology. In that stratum we have to
insert schwa in a syllable with a consonantal head (such as vergiet 'strainer' [vryit]) in
order to satisfy PROJECT(-cons, N).  We can do this in two ways:  [vra] or [ver].  The
former viplates PROJECT(N, V), the latter CONNEcr(N, lax). We select the latter because

PROJECT(N, V)»CONNECT(N, lax)

8.9 Conclusion

In this chapter I have discussed the notion'possible projection or weakness constraint'.
Some nfthe pffprtq that fall linripr this notion have already been known for a long time.
For instance, it is well-known that high vowels are the most likely among all full vowels
to occur as the weak part of a diphthong, as a glide in an onset or in the weak syllable
of a foot. Similarly, consonants are very marked syllable nuclei, and if they do occur
as such, the syllable in most languages has to be unstressed. Generalisations such as
these can be captured in a theory of weakness constraints.

Lax and low vowels on the other hand in most languages do not participate in glide
formation, do not occur as the weak part of a diphthong and get stressed wherever they
can. Such vowels are the most typical syllable heads.  They also require a lot of extra
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structure, for instance in Dutch where they only occur as the heads of branching rhymes.
Generalisations such as these can be captured in a theory of projection constraints.

Mid (tense) vowels are in between high vowels and low vowels. They can occur
in head positions but mostly they do not require any branching; in many languages
mid vowels can also be in a glide position or in the unstressed syllable of a foot. There
is good evidence for assuming they lack any vowel height specification, since they
alternate quite freely with schwa. This is what the theory presented here predicts.



A Constraints and Families of Constraints

In this appendix I list all the constraints used in this thesis with the exception of the
projection constraints that have already been dicussed in the previous chapter. I have

adapted most of the constraints listed here from the literature; they serve as a 'back-
ground' to the projection theory. Their interest for this thesis lies in their interaction
with the projection constraints, not so much in their own specific formulation.

Here I show that some of these constraints can be organized into 'families', sets of
constraints that are derived from one common ancestor by the instantiation of certain

parameters. I will discuss each of these families in a separate section. The constraints
which do not participate in any family are grouped according to the phonological
module to which they belong, such as autosegmental theory. It is not my goal to give
an extensive meta-theory of constraints in this appendix (see McCarthy and Prince

1993) but I want to give an overview of the types of constraints that seem to be needed
in the study of a larger fragment of a grammar.

For each constraint listed in this appendix I first give the name I used in the
previous chapters plus the definition of the constraint and a reference to the first time
the constraint was mentioned.

A.1 Prosodic well-formedness.

In this section I discuss those constraints on prosodic structure that I needed in my
analysis and that are not projection or weakness constraints.  I discuss such constraints
on syllable structure, on foot structure and on word structure, each in their own section.

A.1.1   Syllable well-formedness. Apart from projection and weakness constraints,
we turned out toneed thefollowing constraints on well-formed-syllables

Syllable Contact Law (SCL)   (p.  63) In any sequence Ca$Cb, Ca exceeds Cb in sonority
Contour (p.107):If a segment in the onset is ck, a following segment may not be a.
Contiguity (p. 73):Given a string XaB,YY, if there is a syllable E such that a, 7 are

dominated by E. B should be dominated by E.
Coda-h  (p.  75):/h/ must be in the onset.

FinalDevoice   (p. 169):* [voicedl, except in the environment:

267
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0

-sonor +sonor

Laryngeal

These constraints are members of different families.  The SCL is probably one of a
family of constraints on consonant clusters. Similar constraints not used in this thesis
might be one that demands a rising sonority in syllable onsets and the 'government
and binding' constraints of Kaye, Lowenstamm and Vergnaud (1985, 1990), Rice (1992)
and Harris (1994), which have as an effect for instance that clusters of consonants share
a place feature, or otherwise that one of the two consonants is coronal. It might be that
a theory of consonantal phonology in the syllable, if worked out in the appropriate
way can also accomodate CONTOUR within this family.

The constraint CONTIGUITY seems related to the Autosegmental No Skipping con-
straint (cf. section A.2). It might also be possible to reduce this constraint to an
alignment constraint, but this will not be attempted here. About FINALDEVOICE, See
Lombardi (1991); about CODA-H I have already suggested that it might be the result of
some interaction of weakness constraints.

Although this thesis deals mainly with aspects of syllable structure, there are quite
a lot of syllable structure phenomena about which I had nothing to say. For instance,
apart from the SCL I have not introduced any constraint dealing with the interaction of
sonority, place, and voicing features of consonants in clusters. Clearly such constraints
will be needed in a full-fledged theory of syllable structure that also wants to explain
why the consonantsin an onsethavea rising sonority, why in clusters of two consonants
normally the consonants agree in place or else one of the two is coronal, etc. Another
aspect of syllable structure about which I have had very little to say are the asymmetries
between onset and coda. It is unclear in this theory why some segments can occur in
onset but not in codas.  As I already pointed out in chapter 8, the projection theory
should be seen as a module in a broader theory of prosodic structure, dealing also with
these and other aspects of syllable structure.

A.1.2 Foot well-formedness In addition to constraints on syllable well-formedness,
we have also used three general constraints on the well-formedness of feet:

FootBin  (p. 190): Foot nodes are binary branching.
Trochee  (p. 190): Feet are left-headed.
Prokosch' Law  (p. 240): The head syllable of a foot should be heavy.

Prokosch' Law describes an aspect of metrical structure that is not otherwise studied
in this thesis, although it is recurrent in the literature: the fact that heads of prosodic
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structure tend to be more complex and longer than non-heads.  I refer to the work of
Dresher and Van der Hulst for a more complete discussion.

With respect to FooTBIN one could wonder whether this constraint plays the role
of a violable constraint or not. All prosodic trees (except maybe the word tree) used
in this thesis are binary branching at most, also at the syllable level. The same seems

to be true under most recent analyses for morphological and for syntactic structures

(such as Kayne 1993 and Chomsky 1994). One might therefore suppose that the binary-
branching nature of X-bar structure is a general property of the linguistic calculus (the
Gen function of Optimality theory) rather than a violable constraint. 1

The same might be true for the constraint TROCHEE.2 According to Kayne (1993)

and Chomsky (1994) structures of one projection are universally left-headed (30a) while
structures of two projections are left-headed at the lowest level and right-headed one
level up (3Ob):

(30) a. R b. X

A A
fy Y X

XO Z

The syllable structures used in this thesis have exactly the same general form. Accord-

ing to the findings of Hayes (1987, 1995) trochaic systems always consist of one simple
projection only (they either dominate two mora's or two syllables). Iambs on the other
hand have a complex structure because their head needs to be heavy, in other words,
to dominate two moras:

(31)    a. Moraic trochee
P

BB
b. Syllabic trochee

P

U U

lilI the analysis on French we have used the violability of FOOTBIN as oneof our analytical tools; we
allowed for the creation of degenerate feet.

2Altematively, one might try to derive the trochee from a metrical principle requiring all stressed

syllables to be followed by an unstressed syllable, following Hung (1994).
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c. Iamb
Ft

A
G G

A
p P

Modulo the labels these structures correspond exactly to the general X-bar structures
used for syllable structure here and proposed for morphological and syntactic structure
in Kayne (1993) and Chomsky (1994).3  If this is true, there also might be no violable
trochee constraint.

A.1.3 Word well-formedness.    We have proposed the following constraints to deal
with the syntax-phonology and morphology-phonology interfaces and with prosodic
word-wellformedness:

Align-Word  (p. 108) = ALIGN(PRWD, X, 1, X)
Align-0 (p. 200) = ALIGN(0, X. YP, X)
Align-Foot  (p. 200) = ALIGN(F , R, PRWD, R)
Final-C  (p. 200):A Prosodic Word (or phonological phrase) has to end in a consonant

= ALIGN(PRWD, R, C, x)
Suffix (p. 175):The elements of a suffix should occur maximally close to the right edge

of a prosodic word = ALIGN(SUFFIX, R, PRWD, R).
Monolog (p. 236):The edges of a morphological domain should be crisp; no feature

should be linked both to an edge segment of that domain and to an element
outside of the domain.

MorPa  (p. 88):At least one element (the most sonorous element) of a morpheme is
incorporated into a prosodic word.

The first five constraints can be captured within the formal framework of Generalized
Alignment, as proposed by McCarthy and Prince (1993). According to these authors,
the basic scheme for Alignment constraints is as follows:

(32)     ALIGN(Cl, El, (2, E2) W V Ct  3 (2 such that El  of Cl  and EY  of Cy coincide,
where Cl, (2 € MCat U PCat,
Ei, E2 € {Left, Right },
MCat the set of morphosyntactic categories {Po, Ao, R AgE, DP,...}
PCat the set of prosodic categories { a, Ft, PrWd, 0, . . . }

3 In the X-bar theory used here, moraic trochees and iambs are built on top of the segments dominated
by N and syllabic trochees on top of N nodes. See Hermans (1994a) for a full development of this kind
of theory.
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Elsewhere (Van Oostendorp 1994) I have argued that it only makes sense to refer to
left versus right edges in the case of prosodic categories, such as feet and syllables.
In the case of morphosyntactic categories it does not make sense to draw such a
distinction. Although this argument is in fact immaterial to the discussion in this
thesis, I nevertheless have omitted the reference to word edges in the case of ALIGN-
WORD.

Although the constraint MoNOLOG was also supposed to be a special instance of

Alignment by McCarthy and Prince (1993), It6 and Mester (1994) have shown that
this is not in fact the case and that this constraint (which they call 'Crispness' should
instead be allowed to play a separate role in the grammar).

A problem for the definition of Alignment given here is that it refers to the following
structure as well-aligned:
(33) A   B

A/i
This is true, because the right Edge of A can be b, and the left Edge of B can also be b.  In
most cases however, what we really want to have is that only the following structure
counts as well-aligned:
(34) A   B

AA
In order to get this result, McCarthy and Prince (1993) introduce the notion of an
optional null string which can be posited between b and c and which forms the formal
Edge of A and B. Yet this still does not solve the problem of (33), since null strings are
never obligatory.  It6 and Mester's (1994) notion of Crispness solves the problem in the
sense that (33) is assumed to satisfy Alignment indeed, but to violate Crispness.  I have
given the name MONOLOG to this constraint, but actually it is known in graph theory
as the Single Mother Condition.

The MORPA constraint, finally, expresses the intuition that all morphemes should
participate at least partly in the core prosodic make-up of a word.  We have seen
that this constraint might be parametrized for different suffixes in the sense that the
incorporation of some suffixes seems to be more urgent than that of others.

A.2 Autosegmental Representations

Autosegmental phonology is not a topic which is discussed in any detail in this thesis.
Still we needed to use several constraints on Autosegmental representations. These I
have listed below:

No Skipping :  (p.12D a feature that is associated to the segments a and 7 in the
segment string... ot/7 should also be associated to B
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C-*- Fv  (P. 228): A [+cons] root does not dominate a vocalic feature.
V-iFc  (P· 228): A 1-cons] root does not dominate a consonantal feature.
C--+Fc   :  (P·  236) A place feature dominated by a [+consl root node should be directly

dominated by a C-place node.
NoLongVowel  (p. 59): Vocalic nodes may not be linked to more than one root node.
Harmony  : (p.  36) A vowel V should have the same specification for [zERTR] as the

vowel W that occurs on the left of V (if V and W are in the same prosodic word).

We find one small family of constraints following the general scheme in (35):

(35)    a. An [acons] root dominates an a consonantal place feature.

b.   An a consonantal place feature is dominated by an [acons] root.

C--0 -Fv  and  V-0-Fc are instantiations  of (351,) (after transposition and under  the
assumption that [*cons] are mutually exclusive feature values), CONSPLACE is an
instantiation of (35a); the only other possible constraint would have the following
fornn:

(36)    V-+Fv: A vocalic root dominates a vocalic place node.

Because all roots are either vocalic or consonantal - I assume the major class feature
[fconsl cannot be underspecified, following Clements 1987 - the constraints V--*Fv
and C-,Fc together imply *EMPTYROOT. A vocalic root needs to dominate a vocalic
place feature and a consonantal root a consonantal place node. Empty roots are
therefore dispreferred; we do not need to rule out empty roots by an independent
constraint.

Apart from these constraints relating roots with place features, we have used two
other autosegmental constraints: the OCP and the No Skipping constraint. Both con-
straints have played an important role in autosegmental theory at least since Goldsmith
(1976).  The No Skipping constraint furthermore seems to be formally related to the
'syllable well-formedness' constraint CONTIGUITY.

The constraint NoLONGVOWEL, although used in chapter 3 does not seem to be
strictly necessary in the analysis of Dutch. (Standard) Dutch does have 'long' vowels,
but these are all low. We already have a constraint which has this same effect, viz.
PROJEcr(AP, low), a member of the family of projection constraints.  If this constraint
is ranked higher than the constraint against insertion of the feature [low], it appears
that we do not need to posit a separate constraint against long vowels. Consider for
instance the tableau for an input /I:/:

(37)      /1: /

Candidates PROJECT(N , low)     *[low]
.I:.                             *!

4£•.                                   •
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Although this is suggested in the main text of chapter 3, it is not true for all Dutch
idiolects that the long rounded vowels are also lowered. This might be due to a
slightly different ranking of the constraint against the combination ' [low,labiall in the
two variants of Dutch:

(38)   /0:/ (Dutch A)

labial
Candidates PROJECT(Af, low)

' *[low]low
.D:.                      It

4.D:
* *

(39)    /0:/ (Dutch B)

labial
Candidates *

PROJECT(AF,  low)       *[lowllow

4 3...
*

.D:                                             I!                                                                                I

This argument does not imply that cross-linguistically we will never need a constraint
against long vowels (cf. Rosenthall 1994); but the evidence for such a constraint in the
phonology of Dutch is scarce, if present at all.

A.3 Feature Cooccurrence and Licensing.

In order to derive the vowel set of Dutch we had to posit the following set of constraints
(all place features refer to features under the vocatic node):

' I
dorsal 1,[high l  .[high ]  *Flow    11.  [dorsallD[low],  [high]D[coronal],
coronal   lax     ]'       low ]' labial  r

[high]D[labial], [labiallD[dorsal], [lax]D[dorsall, [lax]D[low], [low]D[lax], V-
placeD[voicel, V-placeD [continuant]

License

All of these constraints are 'grounded' in the sense of Archangeli and Pulleyblank
(1994), they are posited as primitives in phonological theory and should be derived
from phonetics, although of course it might be possible that in a more fully-worked
out phonological theory - for instance one that treats the internal structure of features
along the lines of Van der Hulst (1994c) - they can be seen as phonological theorems
instead.

The status of the constraint against the cooccurrence of [dorsall and [coronal] is
dependent on one's assumptions regarding the status of [dorsal] in the phonology of
vowels.  It is sometimes claimed that there are reasons to assume that [dorsall is always

present on vowels. If this is true, this constraint would play no role at all.
In chapter 7 I referred to the theory of Licensing as put forward by It6, Mester and

Padgett (1994). I refer to that paper for a fuller explication of this theory.
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A.4 Parsing.

I assume there are two types of faithfulness constraints; constraints which require input
properties to be (visibly) present in the output (PARSE-F) and constraints which require
output properties to be arising from input properties. The latter will be discussed in
the next section, the former will be discussed here.

The following parse constraints have been used in this thesis:

Parse-Consonant  : A consonant must be parsed (into syllable structure)
Parse-Vowel  : A vowel must be parsed (into syllable structure)
Parse-Root   :  A root must be parsed (into syllable structure).
Parse-High, Parse-Tense, Parse-Labial,
Parse-Low, Parse-Coronal, Parse-Dorsal  : A feature has to be parsed into a segment.
Faithful : Underlying syllable structure may not be affected.

Most of these constraints are plain, straightforward parsing constraints.  I have as-
signed the related FILL constraints of Prince and Smolensky (1993) to the family of
feature cooccurence restrictions  ([high] D [coronal],  etc.),  to  the  set of constraints  on
autosegmental structure (*EMPTYROOT) and to the family of projection constraints.

Finally, there is a constraint FAITHFUL which demands that all input syllabification
is respected. Assuming that underlying forms do not have any syllable structure, as we
have done throughout this thesis, this means that this particular constraint FAITHFUL

can only be seen to work in the postlexical phonology.
I have shown that it is difficult to distinguish between PARSE-V and the projection

=
constraint PROJECT(-cons, N): if vocalic roots are parsed they are usually parsed in
the head of a syllable (and if they are parsed outside of such a position, this could
be attributed to some PARSE-FEATURE constraint). The test here would be gliding of
schwa, i.e. we would need to find a language where schwa needs to be parsed and
therefore it surfaces as a glide (for instance /h/). This would provide us with evidence
for PARSE-V independent of PROJECT(-cons, N).

A.5 Constraints against unnecessary structure.

One of the first constraint 'families', proposed by Prince and Smolensky (1993), was
the family of constraints that militate against structure *STRUC. The only members of
this family that have been used here are the constraints against features and against
prosodic nodes:

*[lowl, *[lax], *[velarl *[coronall, *[labial], -[+cons], *[-consl

These constraints serve to block the unnecessary insertion of features in this thesis.  The
formulation given here (blocking all occurrences of a given feature in the output) is very
much dependent on the assumption that linguistic derivations satisfy the principle of
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Containment (monotonicity): all elements of the input are present in all candidate

outputs. This means that for instance an underlying [lowl feature will always have a
violation of the constraint against * [lowl in all candidates. This violation will therefore
be irrelevant. The same is not true, however, for a feature Ilowl that is inserted in the
course of the derivation because there will always be an alternative derivation in which
this feature is not inserted.

McCarthy and Prince (1994) have proposed to abandon the principle of Contain-
ment and to allow constraints that explicitly compare inputs and outputs instead.  If
such a theory turns out to be more fruitful than the one based on Containment the
formulation of these constraints will have to be adapted in such a way that they ban in-
serted instances of a given feature, features that are present in a given output candidate,
but not in the input.

A.6   Ad Hoc Constraint.

In the course of the analyses we had to have recourse to one constraint that could not
be motivated in any principled way. In the ideal theory of phonology this constraint
will be replaced by more principled explanations:

R-Colour (p. 64):*CV.r (inside the foot)

R-COLOUR says that r cannot occur after a short vowel inside a foot; presumably this
should be related to the high sonority of r in a certain way but it is not clear to me how
this can be accomplished.



B Arguments for ranking

In this appendix I list all the arguments for the constraint ranking in Standard Dutch
that have been collected in this thesis.  I have limited myself to this language because
it is the most extensively discussed grammar; I assume that it is relatively easy for the
interested reader to reconstruct the arguments for French, Norwegian, Tilburg Dutch
or any of the other languages discussed here.

I have limited myself to strictly local ranking arguments.  That is to say that if I
have found evidence that (i) A»B, (ii) B»C and (Mi) A»C, I have only listed the
arguments for the rankings (i) and (ii). Evidence that A»C is often discussed in the
main text of this thesis.

In Appendix C I give the topologies of the fragments of Standard Dutch which have
been discussed here (as well as those for Rotterdam Dutch and French). The items in
this appendix have been listed in alphabetical order. For every ranking I mention (a)
the ranking itself and (b) an example comparison of two candidates for some input
which is crucially established by the ranking.  In this comparison I used the symbol
AKB, meaning is less harmonic than'.

In most cases I have only listed the ranking arguments that are absolutely clear from
the main text. This means the ranking argued for here is only partial. The topologies
argued for here will have to be embedded in the complete constraint ranking in the
eventual complete Dutch (phonological) grammar. Where there was no reason to
distinguish between PROJECT(X, Y) and PROJECT(Y, X) I have taken them together
under the name CONNECT(X, Y).

B.1    Topology of the Dutch lexicon.

Align»Onset
[ro.dox]*[rot.ox] (/rod/+/07/)

Coda-h»Parse-lax
[mah]*Ima.h] (/mc#/)

Project(Ft2, V)»Align
[(ka.tar). kl K[(kater)1 (/katrk/)

Connect(Ft , V)»Suffix
[vadIr]*[veder] (/vadar/+umlaut)

Connect(N, lax)»Align
[mal*Imal (/ma/)

276
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Connect(N, tax)»Harmony
[ambal*[amba] (/amba/)

Connect(N, lax)»Parse-lax
Imal«[mal (/ma/)

Contour»Align
[adaml<[daml (Zadam/)

Contiguity»Project(N, V)
Ira< m >p]*[rampl (/ramp/)

* 1 dorsal   1
1 »Parse-dorsal, Parse-coronal,

coronal 1
[laxID[dorsall, [labial]D[dorsall,[highlD[coronall, [lowli[dorsall
Dorsal coronal vowels do not exist.

FinalDevoice»Align
[hebl«[hep] (/heb/)

FootBin»Align
[(ka.tar.k)1*[Bater)1(/katrk/)

*Geminate»Parse-C
Itt]H[t} (/t/)

Ill'Ipa
lax

».[low]

lax   a    K[fil (/   lax         /)

[ low
  high- * - <high> 1

or
lo v low

-  :13  -  4 -  1'11,  11 C 1  high   
low ]

1)

[high--D[coroitall>* [coronall
[high]*[i] (/[high]/)

[high]D[labial]>'[labiall
High vowels tend to surface as round.

*   labial
»[high]D[labiall

coronal
[y]-K[i](/i/)

[labiallD[dorsall»*[dorsal]
Rounded vowels are normally dorsal.

*[laxl»Morpa
[(slap.t)14ICsla.p)t] (/slap/+/t/)

*[laxl»Project(N, V)
[manl«[ma.n] (/man/)

[laxID[dorsal]»*[dorsall
Lax vowels are normally dorsal.

'[lowl»[laxlD[lowl
[E]*[I] (/I/)
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*[low]»r-Colour
No lexical colouring of vowels before /r/.

. 11..   1

1 »Parse-low or Parse-labial
labial ]

Low rounded vowels do not surface.
[low]D[dorsal]»*[dorsall

Low vowels are normally dorsal.
[lowl D [laxl»* [laxl

low vowels are alw s lax
Onset»Project(-cons, N) (PARSE-V)

[e.li.ta.E: rl Kle.li.te:rl
onset»project(N, v) [a]*[ta] (/ta/)
Parse-C»MorPa

[(wEr.< k >.t)]4[(wer.k)t (/wErk/ */t/)
I labial  IParse-coronal, Parse-labial»' 1
L coronal ]

[i], [U] *[yl (/y/)
Parse-F»*F, where F€ {lax, low, high, coronalv, dorsalv, labialv, · · · 

All these features normally surface.
Parse-high,[high] D[labiall»* [labiall

[high], 04 I Zil cl Zil 
[ labial ]Parse-labial,

Parse-lax»'   lax     1
[al. [o]*[01 (/O/)

Parse-lax, Parse-t·igh »'[lowl
high high

< lax >    4[Ei] (/    lax          /)
coronal coronal

< high > high
lax K[Ei](/ lax  /)
coronal coronal

Projeci(N: low):p>[lowl
high

[Ii]*[ei] (/   lax         /)
coronal

Project(No, low)»I   low -  11 (Dutch A)
labial]

.I,ow  1
1 »Project(No, low)(Dutch B)

labial ]
[0:14[D:] (Dutch A)
[D:1*[O:1 (Dutch B)

Project(N, 12)»Parse-C
[ma.t.ka]*[ma.< t >ka] (/matka/)
[trall-([tal] (/tl/)
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B.2   Topology of the Dutch postlexical phonology.

Align»Project(V, Ft)
[tofal-<[tofe] (/tofe/)

Connect(N, lax)»*[laxl
[e:.rl«[I:.rl (/e.r/)

Contour»Project(V, Ft)
[alital*[elital (/elita/)
[halas]K[helas]

I [ high 1          -

[ lax  ]

1 »Connect(N, lax)

[i:.r]K[i:.r] (/i.r/)
[laxlD[dorsal»Connect(N, lax)

[kEr[lax]k]*[ktrak] (/kErk/)
*[lowl»Project(No, low)

[E:.r] 4[I:.rlt/e.r/)
onset»project(N V)

ha i]H[laja] (/'ya/+/ie)
Parse-F»*F, where FE {lax, low, high, coronalv, dorsalv, labial ,...}

All these features normally surface.

Parse-high»Parse-low,Parse-lax»
Parse-labial»Parse-dorsal»Parse-coronal
Reduction hierarchy.

Parse-high»Project(V, Ft)
High vowls do not reduce.

Project(-cons, N)»Contour,Onset
[mll<Iam] (/am/)

Project(N, -cons)»*[-consl (formal style register)
[hel.p]*[helap] (/help/)
=

Project(N, -cons)»SCL
[he-bial*[hep.jo] (/heb/+/ja/)

Project(N, V)»Connect(N, lax)
[tra]*[tarl (/tr/)

Project(V, Ft)»Project(V, Ft2)
Weak syllables reduce more easily than unfooted syllables.

Project(V, Ft2)»Parse-coronal
Unstressed /e/ is (almost) always reduced.

r-Colour»Connect(N, lax)
[i.r]-([i:.r] (/i. r/)                    _Weak(+cons,R) »*[-consl »Project(N, -cons) (informal style)
'[tejatr] (/teatr/) vs. OK[help] (/htlp/)



C Ranking schemes

In this appendix I give four graphs representing the four most extensively discussed
grammar fragments of this thesis: those of the Standard Dutch lexical and postlexical
phonology, of French and of Rotterdam Dutch.

I have not included all undominated constraints or very trivial rankings.  The
intention of this appendix is merely to lay out the more complicated (transitive) ranking
arguments.
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, [ dorsal
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low labial 3 \ 1 Z.»7 f- *[coronal] -3
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Summary in Dutch: Klinkerkwaliteit
en lettergreepproj ectie

In dit proefschrift wordt de hoofdigheidshypothese voor lettergrepen nader uitgew-
erkt. Met name wordt bestudeerd in hoeverre fonologische kenmerken van prototyp-
ische lettergreephoofden, dat wil zeggen: klinkers, van invloed zijn op de structuur
van de prosodie rondom het hoofd. Centraal in de discussie staan het Standaard-
Nederlands en een aantal Nederlandse dialecten zoals het Tilburgs en het Rotterdams,
maar ook enkele meer exotische talen, zoals het Indonesisch, het Frans, het Gotisch
en het Noors worden besproken.  Na een algemeen inleidend hoofdstuk komen de
volgende onderwerpen aan bod.

In hoofdstukken 2 en 3 wordt een analyse gemaakt van het contrast tussen gespan-
nen versus ongespannen (of lange versus korte) klinkers in het Standaard Nederlands.
Er wordt beargumenteerd dat dit verschil alleen bevredigend beschreven kan worden
met een kenmerk Retracted Tongue Root (RTR). Vervolgens is er een conditie die dit
kenmerk relateert aan het open versus gesloten karakter van de lettergreep. Zeer sterke
evidentie voor deze analyse komt uit talen die een open-gesloten contrast combineren
met klinker-harmonie op het kenmerk RTR. Brabantse dialecten (Tilburgs, Antwerps,
Hofstaads) zijn in dit verband ook van belang omdat ze de parameters lengte en ges-
pannenheid onafhankelijk combineren en omdat ze laten zien dat klinkerlengte over
het algemeen correspondeert met +RTR, niet met -RTR zoals tot nu toe op basis van
het Standaard Nederlands werd aangenomen.

In hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt de Nederlandse sjwa besproken. De'stomme e' moet
worden geanalyseerd als fonetisch en fonologisch (nagenoeg) leeg.  Met deze kenmerk-
loosheid corresponderen een aantal bijzondere eigenschappen van deze klinker: hij
is de reductieklinker, de epenthetische klinker en als onderliggende klinker komt hij
alleen voor in lettergrepen met een zeer eenvoudige structuur (een enkelvoudige onset
en een coda waarin hooguit een sonorant mag staan). Er wordt aangetoond dat al deze
eigenschappen ook inderdaad direct samenhangen met de leegheid van de sjwa.

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt de analyse over de Nederlandse sjwa toegepast op een aantal
andere talen, met name het Frans en het Noors. Het Frans staat, anders dan het Ned-
erlands, juist wel een complexe onset en geen coda toe in sjwa-hoofdige lettergrepen.
Het Noors heeft zowel een'Franse' sjwa (eple) als een'Nederlandse' sjwa (tiger); deze
sjwa's zijn echter ook in het Noors gescheiden: woorden als *katrel komen niet voon
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De verschillen tussen de drie talen worden zo veel mogelijk beschreven in termen
van onafhankelijk gemotiveerde andere verschillen en bovendien wordt gewezen op
enkele zeer opvallende overeenkomsten.

In hoofdstuk 7 wordt tenslotte ingegaan op het voorkomen van klinkers in niet-
hoofdige positie. Dit gebeurt aan de hand van een uitgebreide analyse van de Rotter-
damse ie- je alternantie in monomorfemische woorden, het clitisch pronomen van de
tweede persoon singularis en het diminutiefsuffix. In al deze vormen zijn de klinkers i
en sjwa met elkaar in competitie. Deze competitie kan uitstekend beschreven worden
in termen van de Optimaliteitstheorie. Het blijkt dat de i zich inderdaad gedraagt
als een beter lettergreepshoofd en dat de sjwa alleen aan de oppervlakte komt als
realisatie van de volle klinker als nucleair hoofd geblokkeerd wordt. Vergelijking van
dit Rotterdamse proces met de Wet van Sievers over het Gotisch, levert bovendien
evidentie tegen de lengte-analyse van het Standaard Nederlands: in talen met echte

lengte, zoals het Gotisch breekt i tot ji. Het blijkt zo te zijn dat vooral het kenmerk

[hoog] een voorkeur heeft voor de extracefalische positie op allerlei niveaus.
Hoofdstuk 8 geeft een overzicht van de familie vanbeperkingen die de kern vormen

van de meeste analyses in dit proefschrift: de familie van projectiebeperkingen.  Deze
verbinden allemaal het voorkomen of niet-voorkomen van een bepaald kenmerk (of
van een groep kenmerken) aan het voorkomen of niet-voorkomen van een bepaald
type prosodische structuun Het wordt aangetoond dat het begrip 'familie' ons een
elegante en bevredigende metatheorie van fonologische projectie verschaffen.

Tenslotte wordt in een appendix een complete'klinkergrammatica' van het Neder-
lands uitgewerkt en er worden enige beschouwingen gewijd aan het in het proefschrift
gebruikte formalisme.



Summary in English: Vowel quality
and phonological projection

In this thesis we try to work out some consequences of the hypothesis that syllables are
headed constituents. In particular we examine to what extent phonological features
of prototypical heads, that is to say: vowels, have an influence on the structure of
the syllable around the head. Central to the discussion are Standard Dutch and some
Dutch dialects, like Tilburg Dutch and Rotterdam Dutch, but also other languages like
Indonesian, French, Gothic and Norwegian receive some treatment. After a general

introductory chapter the following topics are discussed.
In the chapters 2 and 3 we analyse the contrast between tense and lax (or long

versus short) vowels in Standard Dutch. It is claimed that this difference can only be
described in a satisfactory way when using the feature Retracted Tongue Root (RTR).
We also posit a constraint which relates this feature to the open versus closed nature
of a syllable. Very strong evidence for this relation is drawn from languages such
as Andalusian Spanish and Eastern Javanese which combine the open-closed contrast
with vowel harmony on the feature RTR. Also a dialect like Tilburg Dutch is of interest,
because it has both a tense-lax and a long-short contrast. In this dialect we can also
see that vowel length correpsonds to +RTR not to -RTR, as is usually assumed on the
basis of Standard Dutch.

In chapters 4 and 5 we discuss Dutch schwa. This vowel has to be analysed as al-
most empty, both from a phonetic and phonological point of view. This featurelessness
corresponds to several special properties of this vowel: it is the reduction vowel, the
epenthetic vowel and as an underlying vowel it only supports syllables with a very
simple structure, viz. a simple onset and a coda in which we only find a sonorant
consonant.  It is shown that all of these properties are indeed directly dependent on
the emptiness of schwa.

In chapter 6 the analysis of Dutch schwa is applied to a number of other languages,
especially French and Norwegian. French schwa allows a complex onset but no coda
and therefore seems markedly different from its Dutch counterpart. Norwegian has
both a French (eple) and a Dutch schwa (tiger). These schwas however still have a
different status in the language: we do not find words such as *katrel. These differ-
ences between the three languages are described in terms of independently motivated
constraints en on top of this it is shown that the three languages still show a few very
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remarkable similarities.
In chapter 7 we discuss the occurrence of vowels in extracephalic position.  The

main topic of discussion here is a striking alternation between the high vowel [i] and
the syllable [jal we find in Rotterdam Dutch monomorphemic forms, second person

singular clitics and diminutive forms. The competition between these two forms can
be described in a theory of constraint conflict such as Optimality Theory. It appears
that i acts as a better nuclear head and that the form with schwa only surfaces as a
realisation of the full vowel is blocked. A comparison of the Rotterdam process to
Sievers' Law in Gothic additionally provides us with extra evidence against a length
analysis of Standard Dutch.

Chapter 8 gives an overview of the family of constraints which form the back-
bone of most analyses in the thesis: the family of projection constraints.  All of these
constraint connect the occurrence or non-occurrence of a certain feature to the occur-
renee or non- occurrence of certain types of prosodic structure.  It is shown that the
notion of a constraint family provides us with an elegant and satisfying metatheory of
phonological projection.
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